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Introduction 

There is a dry wind blowing through the East and the 
parched grasses await the spark (...) The fact is be-
yond dispute. I have reports from agents every-
where—peddlars in South Russia, Afghan horse-
dealers, Turcoman merchants, pilgrims on the road 
to Mecca, sheikhs in North Africa, sailors on the 
Black Sea coasters, sheep-skinned Mongols, Hindu 
fakirs, Greek traders in the Gulf as well as respecta-
ble Consuls who use cyphers. They tell the same story. 
The East is waiting for a revelation ... 

John Buchan, 1916 

The Communist International turns today to the peo-
ples of the East and says to them: "Brothers, we 
summon you to a holy war, in the first place against 
British imperialism!" 

Grigory Zinoviev, 1920 

Jihad, the war to uphold the writ of Islam or aggrandize its dominion over the world, did 

not start with the presence of American troops in Saudi Arabia after 1990, with the estab-

lishment of Israel in 1948, with the birth of India and the partition of Cashmere in 1947 

or, for that matter, with any modern event. 

Jihad started when Prophet Muhammad was preparing his forcible conquest of Mecca 

from his exile in Medina. By 1683, Vienna, one of the imperial capitals of Europe, was 

besieged by the Ottomans' jihad. At about the same time, Moghul emperor Aurangzeb 

was carrying out a bloody jihad against the "polytheists" of southern India. The Safavid 

rulers of Persia, such as Shah Tahmasp of the sixteenth century, had been no less zealous 

in the exercise of jihad: a millennium after its inception, the Muslim jihad was as virulent 

as it had ever been. This millennium of "tremendous military successes spawned a tri-

umphalist jihad literature. For a thousand years, Muslim historians recorded in detail the 

number of infidels slain or enslaved, the cities and villages that were pillaged, and the 

lands, the treasure and movable goods seized." There has been no time when the world 

of Islam was not involved in jihad. 
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For much of the two centuries that followed Bonaparte's 1797 landing in Egypt, however, 

Islam found itself in a position of geopolitical weakness. This persistent condition gradu-

ally imbued the non-Muslim world with a false sense that Islam was in retreat, and that 

jihad when it occurred was purely defensive or reactive in nature. Islam was reeling un-

der the burden of its own feebleness and the expansion of the more dynamic West, but 

jihad did not grind to a halt. Countless local jihads were proclaimed in India against the 

Sikhs and the British, in North Africa against the French, in Central Asia and the Cauca-

sus against the Russians, in Africa against "pagans," in the Arabian Peninsula against the 

rest of the world. Jihad was not in abeyance: it was merely drawing the short end of the 

stick. There had been times when jihad was victorious, and times when jihad was ineffec-

tual and repelled. But jihad survived the lean times. 

Reforming Muslims, such as the Anglo-Indian Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan (1817-1898), 

keen to adapt Islam to modernity, ingenuously claimed that jihad in the modern world 

could be restricted and used only in the most extreme of defensive cases, or be spiritual-

ized entirely. Disingenuously, apologists of Islam such as the Egyptian Mohammed Ab-

duh (1849-1905) and his disciple the Syrian Muslim "reformer" Rashid Rida (1865-1935) 

made rhetorical adaptations: they verbally restricted jihad to mean "defensive war in de-

fense of Islam," while indefinitely extending the meaning of "defense." This was taqiyeh, 

strategic dissimulation. Devious post-modern scholars, notably in the West, have since 

crafted twisted rationalizations to make jihad an innocuous spiritual exercise under the 

label of "Greater Jihad."ii 

Jihad never died, nor did it even fade away. It continued as the Muslim Umma faced 

Western expansion. To fail is neither to disappear nor to give up. As soon as some Mus-

lims were able to believe that the time had come to launch an offensive jihad again, they 

did so with great zeal. But in the process, jihad had been cross-pollinized by contact with 

the modern world. It is a subtle irony of history that the Wahhabis, the Muslim Brothers, 

the revolutionary Shiites—in short, the standard-bearers of jihad in the modern world—

waged modern jihad in the name of a supposed return to pristine seventh century Islam 

unsullied by contact with either the bidaa, the accused, heretical "innovations" that the 
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centuries deposited upon "pure" Islam, or by the evil ways of the West; but, as this study 

will try to show, there is no way to understand modern contemporary jihad without taking 

into account the incorporation by the world of Islam and its jihadists of important inputs 

from the West. 

L5
,  

   

that the revolutionary "father" of pan-Islamism, 

Jamal al-Din al-Afghani, was also the father of the politicization of the religious idea of 

the Mandi: his political religion of Mandism, became the fountainhead of modern jihad.iii 

ontemporary jihad, firmly rooted in the theory and 

practice of jihad developed by Prophet Muhammad and his successors, as well as the 

consistent consensus of the Muslim doctors' jurisprudence, also drew from other, West-

ern sources in the modern era. 

In Bedouin society, and farther afield in the Arab world, the purity of lineage is central to 

the family, the clan, the tribe. The bloodline must be known, unsullied and well-attested. 

In Islam, the ahadith, the sayings of the Prophet, must likewise be vouched for by a clear 

line of transmission, the isnad. But contrary to the firm rules that govern tribal purity of 

lineage, and the precise rules that governed the compilation of the Prophet's sayings, the 

pedigree of contemporary jihad has been muddied by hosts of impure benefactors. In 

spite of the most fervent, and delusional, wishes of Islamists, no "closed circle" of Mus-

lim innocence of contamination by the modern world has been able to preserve the Islam-

ic purity of jihad. Ironically, today's jihad is a mongrel." 

"Jihad made in Germany" and "Jihad made in the Soviet Union" are two principal donors 

to the DNA of modern and contemporary jihad." All of these were gradually grafted upon 

the "mainline" of Islamic jihad as inherited from Muslim history, and as resurrected and 

transmogrified into political ideology, especially by al-Afghani. By the time al-Afghani's 

intellectual heirs were politically active, they had come into contact with various ideolo-

gies concocted in the West, and with various European state organizations that were keen 

on instrumentalizing jihad for their own purposes. 
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This induces a difficulty: contemporary jihad is situated both in the continuity of tradi-

tional doctrine and practice, and in significant discontinuity with pre-modern forms of 

jihad. The injection and assimilation of heteregenous, "alien" concepts and practices—the 

"Leninist" input into the canon of Mawdoodi, Qutb and Shariati: their explicit concept of 

jihad as world revolution, as well as their conception of the Islamists as a "vanguard par-

ty"—cannot be reduced to Islam's traditional doctrines, even as it recombines the new 

with the old. As in all cases of "invention of tradition," the novelty is concealed or re-

pressed even from the consciousness of the novator, while rigid adherence to the letter of 

the old compensates for the change that has occurred in effect. The neo-jihadi conception 

draws enough of its fundamental elements from traditional Islam to remain within the 

boundaries of the Islamic ijma. The consensus of the doctors of the community: there is 

no "firewall" between traditional Islam and jihadi Islam.vi  The literalism of Islam, the in-

finite plasticity of words drawn out of context from Quran, hadith and sharia, allows the 

recombinant jihad to be both faithful to tradition and to incorporate modern elements: 

anyone can invoke some verse, some saying or some ruling that will fit the occasion. 

Another difficulty lies with the fact that outside the ranks of the self-confessed radicals, 

many Islamic clerics and spokesmen, worried by a degree of exposure to the Western 

media, have practiced doublespeak, double-language, double-entendre and Orwellian 

games whenever they speak or write in English or Western languages—a variation on the 

traditional practice of taqiyeh, dissimulation. Thus we will hear endless apologetic proc-

lamations of the type: "Islam condemns terrorism, but suicide bombing is legal if prac-

ticed for resistance, in defense of one's land; ergo, killing Israelis [or others] is merely 

self-defense." Or: "This act of terror cannot have been committed by a true Muslim," 

whereas the act so described has actually been committed by a Muslim. Rhetorically 

denying the quality of "Muslim" to the guilty Muslim individual is a rather dense trick; it 

is nevertheless systematically used to distance the umma from acts committed by mem-

bers of the umma, and in the name of the umma's religion, and law and glory, as was 

done with regard to the 9/11 hijackers.vij 
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This reinforces the confusion with which contemporary jihad has been seen in the West. 

Under the influence of Marxism and its various offspring, a systematic error of perspec-

tive has occurred in the Western mind: the Marxist-Leninist creed painted history as a 

whole as a class struggle between "oppressors" and "oppressed," an entirely ahistorical 

simplification, and a Manichean and Gnostic falsehood. The West had fought World War 

II under the banner of freedom; it found it difficult to deny freedom to restive colonial 

peoples afterward. Intellectually and as part of propaganda warfare, the Soviet offensive 

against the West made great use of the argument of freedom, morally and intellectually 

placing the West on the defensive. 

The West itself tended to adopt or at the very least adapt to, the bogus categories used by 

its Soviet opponent: "colonialism" and "imperialism," as if those were self-evident cate-

gories. Just as the mendacious concept of 'exploitation" ordered much of Western think-

ing about social and economic relations, the notion was generally accepted, especially 

after 1945, that Western imperialism and colonialism were a phenomenon of a somewhat 

unique, unprecedented nature in human history, with uniquely noxious effect, and, con-

versely, that the colonized peoples, nations and states were of a pristinely innocent purity, 

eternally untouched by the sins so uniquely ascribed to the West.viii 

As a result, through the fall of the Evil Empire in 1989-1991, "de-colonization" was one 

of the catchwords of the decades that followed the fall of the Axis. Freedom from coloni-

al oppression and imperialist domination became the prism through which "Third World" 

affairs were often understood. This warped view of the world informed the interpretation 

of events to a surprising extent. A case in point was the war waged from November 1954 

by the Algerian Front de Liberation Nationale (FLN) against France: while it was pre-

sented to a credulous outside world as a "struggle of national liberation," which it was in 

part, it was preached inside Algeria and the Arab world as a jihad, which it was in greater 

part. Likewise, the "liberation" of Arab countries from a—historically very short—

occupation and control by Western powers, in conformity with the rhetoric adopted by 

leaders of those movements (Nasser in Egypt, an endless series of military dictators in 

Syria, etc.), was interpreted as the uprising of peoples for their "national liberation," ra-
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ther than as a reassertion by Muslim Arabs of the Muslim self-conception which claims 

world supremacy for Islam and rejects coexistence with the Other unless he is a subdued 

dhimmi or a kufr liable to be attacked and subjugated. 

It is therefore of great importance to re-envision in a systematic fashion the nature of 

modern and contemporary jihad. The first part of this study examined the tribal and reli-

gious roots of jihad, and their projection into the modern world. The second part will ex-

amine the roots of jihad in the nomadic way of war—the rise of a fully-fledged Muslim 

conception of jihad, the never-interrupted practice of Muslim war against the rest of the 

world, the German and the Soviet contributions to jihad in the modern era, and finally, 

the development, from the Quran to today, of a notion of jihad as tenor. 
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Part I: The Nomadic Way of War 

For, lo, I raise up [a people], that bitter and hasty 
nation, which shall march through the breadth of the 
land, to possess the dwelling places that are not 
theirs. They are terrible and dreadful (...) Their 
horses also are swifter than the leopards and are 
more fierce than the evening wolves: and their 
horsemen shall spread themselves, and their horse-
men shall come from far; they shall fly as the eagle 
that hasteth to eat. They shall come all for violence: 
their faces shall sup up as the east wind, and they 
shall gather the captivity as the sand. 

Habakkuk, 1:6-9ix 

Nomads, physically tough, logistically mobile, cul-
turally accustomed to shedding blood, ethically un-
troubled by religious prohibition against taking the 
lives or limiting the freedom of those outside the 
tribe—learned that war paid. 

John Keegan 

Nomads of Eurasia and of Arabia 

At the outset of his classic L'Empire des Steppes, the great historian Rene Grousset 

quotes the Biblical echo of the terrors felt by sedentary populations beleaguered by raid-

ing nomadic warriors. The waves of pastoralists' invasions of settled peoples' lands, he 

avers, "have been one of the main drivers of the drama of history."xi  The earth-shattering 

role played over more than fifteen centuries by Eurasia's nomadic warriors found a match 

in the southern desert's nomadic warriors, the Arab Bedouins. The outcomes generated 

by these destroyers diverged substantially, though: the eruptions of the Eurasian nomads 

obliterated every kingdom and empire that stood in their way, but their energy dissipated 

soon enough that the conquerors melted away amongst the conquered peoples; the reli-

gion of the Arabs took hold of the vanquished, and with it, the political, juridical and ide-

ological mode of organization that Islam entails. 
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Three belts of desert and steppeland gird the Old World. They breed a particular human 

type: the nomad. The great Eurasian steppe designated as the "Heartland" by Halford 

Mackinder is "a great continuous patch in the north and the center of the continent," a 

plain that stretches from Manchuria to Hungary, from Polar coasts to Baluchistan and 

Persia. Oases are scattered along the Heartland's southern rim; they became the stations 

on the Silk Road, but could not replace waterways (until the advent of the railway, over-

land transportation was always far more expensive than water-borne trade). This vast, 

landlocked expanse is the defining environment of the people who inhabit it.xii 

To the southwest, the Sahara is the world's largest, most unbroken natural boundary. 

Throughout history it has been a barrier: contrary to the northern steppe, its barren im-

mensity has prevented it from becoming a breeding ground for a vast number of predators 

forever ready to swoop down on farming communities. xiii 

Both the Sahara and the Eurasian expanse are landlocked. But "Arabistan," the region 

extending "from the Nile to the Euphrates, from the Taurus to Aden," is different. One 

half of Arabia is a desert, and the other half mainly dry steppes. Although it lies in the 

same latitudes as the Sahara, it is more productive and carries a more considerable popu-

lation of wandering Bedouins. Moreover, it has larger oases, and therefore larger cities. 

Arabia is traversed by three great waterways in connection with the ocean—the Nile, the 

Red Sea, and the Euphrates—and the Persian Gulf, which distinguishes it from the Heart-

land. The steppes of Arabia that frame its deserts serve as a passage-land between the 

Northern and Southern Heartlands. xlv The Eurasian steppe is a vast avenue, the Arabian 

desert is a crossroad, the Sahara is a barrier. 

The harsh natural conditions of the steppe and the desert enable them only to sustain a 

very limited population with low productivity. What populations do live in those envi-

ronments only survive at the margin, "at the edge of subsistence."" The climate is ex-

treme, with an 80°C variation between winter and summer: "[I]t is a climate for the hardy 

and it has historically been the home of the nomad." It is precisely the low-productivity 
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habitat that creates nomadism: nomads cannot survive by remaining stationary. The no-

mads are forced to move in search of grassland and water, the critical resources they and 

their animals depend upon. "The true nomad is a migratory creature shifting his home 

twice a year between summer and winter pastures which are recognized by the tribe, and 

by neighboring tribes, even though they may be hundreds of miles apart or found at dif-

ferent altitudes. He travels as he does because he is a pastoralist... However, the steppe 

will not feed the flock and herds all year around in a single spot.""i 

In this peculiar setting, the struggle for life leads to survival of the toughest. The nomad's 

way of life is his way of war: as peoples live, they fight. "War is ... a natural conse-

quence of successful nomadism."' ii  In the desert and steppe, competition is unforgiving 

and intense among groups that must compete for rare resources. "The gain or loss of wa-

tering places and pastures made a difference for the nomad, between riches and poverty, 

even between life and death from famine.'vlii  Living on one's own for any significant 

period of time is impossible. The lonely days of young Temujin, the future Chingis Khan, 

as a fugitive described in The Secret History of the Mongols did not last long: days as 

renegades were just that—days. To survive the elements, poverty and the predatory be-

havior of fellow nomads, the group, in the shape of the clan and the tribe, of necessity 

forms the basic unit of nomadic life.xix 

The Mongols were the most successful of all nomadic warriors, an ideal type of the spe-

cies. In this environment, "men learned to use their tools to the absolute limits of human 

skill and endurance. Here there was no margin for error." Men, horses, equipment were 

stripped to the bone, as it were. This "produced a warrior as cruel and free from ceremo-

nialism as he was self-sufficient. And of these, none was harder and more ruthless than 

the nomadic Mongolian tribes living in and around the Gobi Desert, where in an endless 

combat among themselves and their neighbors, they perfected the sweeping tactics of 

ruse and lightning attack... [and formed] the most voracious fighting force ever assem-

bled."" 
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The products of the nomads' animals', though supplying them with basic daily subsist-

ence, are insufficient to keep them alive; extreme poverty can be mitigated only by con-

tact with settled people: "The nomad, whether he wants it or not, must deal with settled 

people to some degree." In fact, the more "pure-type" nomad he is, the more his "survival 

depends upon either trade with or predation upon settled people." " i  The domestication of 

the horse made plundering practical. The use of archery made it irresistible. "Nomads 

could cover great distances to attack settled people, the distance protecting the nomads 

and at the same time allowing them to surprise their opponents. Archery was a perfect 

skill to allow fighting without coming to close quarters... the nomads were the best 

horsemen because they rode every day to manage their herds." 

The imbalance in wealth and the disequilibrium in warfighting abilities mean that 

"Wile periodic onrush of the nomads toward the cultivated lands is a law of nature..." 

writes Grousset, who adds: 

Whence come that this adventure succeeds nearly every time, that the same cycle 
occurs again and again over thirteen centuries—since there are 1,300 years be-
tween the entrance of the Huns into Loyang and the entrance of the Manchus into 
Beijing? The answer is that throughout that period, the nomad, while very back-
ward by his material culture, enjoyed a huge edge and military advantage. He was 
the mounted archer. An incredibly mobile cavalry of unfailing archers, this is the 
technology that earned him a superiority over the settled peoples nearly equal to 
the superiority artillery, in modern times, gave Europe over the rest of the 
world." 

In the confrontation between nomads and settled peoples, both "species" behave accord-

ing to utterly different operating principles. The nomad carries his capital with him, and 

wages war on the basis of much, if not most, of this capital. His capital investment—

herds, horses; his labor skills—horsemanship, archery, speed, mobility, flexibility—apply 

evenly to war and peace. There is complete continuity between war and peace, as op-

posed to settled peoples' neat delineation of a state of peace and a state of war. As Mild& 

Jankovich puts it, "the nomads' life presented no great contrast as between war and 

peace. iii  As Spartans in Ancient Greece, settled people need specially to train for war, 

they need to muster themselves for war, they need to take time and energy out of their 
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peacetime activities in order to be at war. Nomads' normal activities, herding and hunting, 

embody the selfsame ingredients as their warlike ones. As a rule, sedentary societies are 

not military societies—with a few exceptions like Sparta (a polity that entirely relied on 

slave labor for its livelihood). Inasmuch as this continuity obtains, nomadic societies are 

always military. 

As a result, in Grousset's striking formulation, the zone of the nomads' habitat "had re-

mained a repository [un conservatoire] of barbary. The survival of this humanity that had 

remained at the pastoral stage while the rest of Asia had long before that moved ahead 

into the most advanced agricultural level.., led to something of a time-chasm [un decal-

age chronologique: an asymmetry in time, LM] among neighboring peoples. Men from 

the second millennium B.C. thus co-existed with men from the twelfth century A.D.""i" 

Hence the peculiarly lop-sided relationship between predator and prey, one defined by 

one-sided violence. The nomad is "dumbfounded at the view of the miracle of sedentary 

civilization, the bountiful harvests, villages bursting with grain, the luxury of the cities. 

This miracle, or rather the secret behind the miracle, the patient toiling that was required 

to create those human beehives, the Hun has no means of understanding it. If he is daz-

zled, he is dazzled like the wolf—his totemic animal—that comes close to the farmhouses: 

behind the hedges, it glimpses prey. The age-old instinct of the Hun is likewise to burst in 

by surprise, to plunder, to flee with his loot.' 

The brutality bred into the nomad by his environment means that the predator deals with 

the prey mercilessly, as if the latter were an animal to be gouged. "The nomad's contempt 

for the sedentary way of life was proverbial, and in this context the agriculturalist became 

virtually a separate species—to be preyed upon and exploited... The record is full of 

ghastly tactical tricks played upon the nomads' opponents with horrific effect, and all are 

united by a uniform Mongol disregard for any shared humanity between themselves and 

those they attack."' The Mongols did not have a concept of other people as "humani-

ty." There was "us" on the one hand, and all Others, lesser creatures, animals, prey—this 

is a constant in nomadic warfare wherever it ever took place."" War historian John Kee-

gan's interpretation of the nomads' way of killing is that they apply to men the butcher's 
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skills they practice upon their herds."" Chingis Khan's Mongols gloried in presenting 

themselves thus in the Secret History: "They pursue men like game. They slay them and 

take from them everything." They define themselves in this way: 

[Tayang] Who are those who pursue us like wolves hunting a herd? 
[Jumuga] They are the four hunting dogs of my brother Temujin [Chingis Khan] ; 
they feed on human flesh and are on an iron chain; their skull is of bronze, their 
teeth cut in rock, their tongues are like swords, their heart is of iron. Rather than 
whips, they have curved swords; the dew quenches their thirst and they gallop like 
the wind; in the battle they devour human flesh. Now they are rampant, they are 
foaming at the mouth, they are in joy..." 

Nomads all share some fundamental characteristics; bloodlust is one: "Amongst those 

descended from the Hiong-Nu, the Tou-kiue of the sixth century [A.D.], the number of 

stones that will honor the tumulus of a warrior was in proportion to the number of people 

he killed in his lifetime. The Indo-European as well as the Turco-Mongol nomads give 

off the same scent of blood.""' To wit: "Any Scythian who killed his first enemy must 

drink his blood... Any self-respecting Scythian makes it a point of honor, when he re-

ceives eminent visitors, to present his collection of heads..." 

Slavery logically ensues: "Subjugated populations were viewed as chattel to be exploited 

for their skills—or killed. The cruelty of Chingis Khan's armies is... legendary." "x Tol-

stoy called the social organization of the pastoral peoples "a military state with the insti-

tution of slavery." The herdsmen's most valuable booty came to be the prisoner of war 

who could be enslaved. As the economic interests of many pastoral tribes widened they 

came to include an organized slave trade. 

The disproportion is always impressive between nomadic aggressors and sedentary vic-

tims: "[G]iven equal populations, nomads will field a larger army than a sedentary people, 

and this, to some degree, will offset a settled people's advantage in numbers."'i  Thir-

teenth century Mongolia was home to no more than 800,000 inhabitants, but Mongol ar-

mies numbering no more than a few dozen thousand men took over a Chinese Empire of 

115 million; among their principal other victims, Persia and the Khwarezmian Empire 
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counted possibly 10 million souls, and the Abbasid Empire probably more. The numbers 

of the Turkic Ghaznavids who conquered much of India and absorbed it into the dar al-

Islam were paltry compared to 80 millions Hindus. The entire "Turanian" area of modern 

Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan, home to much of the 

nomads, counted about 2.5 million. Arabia writ large counted no more than two million 

people by the time of Muhammad.mil  But 500,000 Arab warriors conquered populations 

of twenty or thirty mill ion.X  The concept of "military participation ratio" applies: the 

"MPR" is highest among nomadic peoples.miv 

Let us consider more systematically the shape of the nomadic way of war as it emerges 

from historical evidence. A first character is the exceptional mobility with which the mas-

tery of his mounts endows the nomad pastoralist. "The force of a blow may be due as 

much to its speed as to its weight." xx" Another historian completes the explanation: 

The combination of the horse and the bow gave the steppe warrior a devastating 
combination of speed and maneuverability coupled with the most effective missile 
weapon of the day. On the steppe, he would travel long distances quickly, maneu-
ver on the battlefield, resist charges and re-form, and kill from a distance. He was 
not a practitioner of hand-to-hand or shock warfare because the steppe warrior 
had great mobility on the battlefield and such an ability to cover distances in a 
short time, the military style of these people was one of wide-ranging, quick con-
tests and an unwillingness to come to grips with an enemy until victory was cer-
tain. This was in contrast to Western armies, who preferred to fight at close quar-
ters and rely on the shock of their attack to decide the issue."' 

The technique of war is inherent in the nomadic way of As Herodotus recounted 

in his narrative of Persian King Darius' invasion of the Scythian nomads' steppe area, the 

Scythians' tactic was to retreat before the huge Persian army while it advanced and attack 

it if and when it retreated. Darius was frustrated at his inability to join battle—his forte; 

the nomads eluded and harassed—their strong suit: it was not the first time, and certainly 

not the last that an asymmetry of this kind occurred.""iii  The Scythians even allowed the 
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Persians a few minor successes to cheer them and lead them on, into the heart of the emp-

ty steppe. "This method was quite consistent with the steppe warriors' desire to wear the 

enemy without closing—to fight, if possible, with stratagem.""xix 

The Parthians famously vanquished Roman triumvir Crassus in the first century B.C. in 

the Syrian desert. At Carrhae, as Plutarch relatesxl: the Roman Legions fell in battle for-

mation waiting for the shock; instead of charging, the Parthians backed away as if they 

were breaking ranks, while in reality they were simply fleeing from view and enveloping 

the Legions. Crassus ordered his light infantry to run forward—volleys of missiles 

stopped them and forced them to retreat, smack into the heavy infantry, which caused 

some turmoil in the ranks. The volleys of arrows continued to kill and maim, until the 

Roman Legion cracked, and was slaughtered nearly to a man. "Carrhae is a near-perfect 

example of steppe tactics: shooting from a distance, shooting while retreating, the feigned 

retreat to draw and disorder an enemy, and encirclement to maximize the effect of ar-

chery by allowing as many horse archers as possible to have a target. Against those tac-

tics in an open plain, the excellent close-fighting Roman infantry was completely unsuit-

ed to reply.9,xli 

The nomadic Goths who inflicted a terrible defeat upon the Romans at Adrianopolis 

(Edirne) in 378 A.D. used the same "whirlwind" tactics to devastating effect. On that bat-

tlefield, "the novelty consisted in [the Goths having adopted] the Hunnish tactic of re-

peated feint attacks which brought the ranks of their adversaries into such disorder that 

the battle ended in a devastating defeat for the Romans.'Attila's Huns wreaked ex-

treme havoc in mid-fifth century Europe: "[their] sweeping and encircling maneuvers of 

bodies of men shooting from the saddle and rarely closing, at least until the fight was 

nearly done." liii  Roman historian Ammianus Marcellinus left a precious and similar de-

scription of the Huns' fighting tactics: 

They are very quick in their operations, of exceeding speed, and fond of surpris-
ing their enemies (...) they suddenly disperse, then reunite. After having inflicted 
vast loss upon the enemy, scatter themselves over the whole plain in irregular 
formations, always avoiding a fight or an entrenchment. And in one respect you 
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may pronounce them the most formidable of all warriors, for when at distance 
they use missiles of various kinds tipped with sharpened bones instead of the usu-
al points of javelin or arrow; but when they are at close quarter they fight with the 
sword without any regard for their own safety.xliv 

Using another image, J.F.C. Fuller called this "whirlwind" tactic "cyclonic."xlv The great 

Byzantine warrior, military theorist and emperor Maurice (539-602 A.D.) "could see that 

all steppe nomads were cut from the same cloth and would exhibit the same military 

characteristics."xlvi  To wit: 

They prefer battles fought at long range, ambushes encircling their adversaries, 
simulated retreats and sudden returns, and wedge-shaped formations, that is, in 
scattered groups. When they make their enemies take to flight, they put every-
thing else aside, and are not content, as the Persians, the Romans, and other peo-
ples, with pursuing them a reasonable distance and plundering their goods, but 
they do not let up at all until they have achieved the complete destruction of their 
enemies, and they employ every means to this end. 

To describe the "Tatars" of the thirteenth century, Marco Polo explains: 

When these Tatars come to engage in battle, they never mix with the enemy, but 
keep hovering about him, discharging their arrows first from one side and then 
from the other, occasionally pretending to flee, and during their flight shooting ar-
rows backwards at their pursuers, killing men and horses as if they were combat-
ing face to face. In this sort of warfare the adversary imagines he has gained a vic-
tory, when in fact he has lost the battle, for the Tatars, observing the mischief they 
have done him, wheel about, make them prisoners in spite of their utmost exer-
tions. Their horses are so broken in to quick changes of movement, that upon the 
signal given they instantly turn in every direction; and by these rapid maneuvers 
many victories have been obtained.xlv" 

The description of the Mongol written by the Pope's envoy to Chingis Khan, the Italian 

Franciscan Plan Carpini (1246) eerily resembles earlier accounts of Scythians, Huns, 

Magyars, in short, of all nomadic warriors.xlvill  Grousset summarizes it: 

Mongol tactic is the old, if perfected tactic of the Hiong-nu and the Tou-Kiue, the 
eternal tactic of nomads shaped by their regular razzias into the edges of cultivat-
ed lands, and also by the hunt's great beats [battues] in the steppe. "In full day-
light, Chingis Khan is reported by tradition to have said, to lie in wait [guetter] 
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with a wolf's vigilance, at night with the raven's eyes. In battle, swoop down on 
the prey like the hawk." The patient stalking [affat] in wait for the herds of deer, 
taught the nomads to dispose ahead of their march a line of silent and invisible 
scouts whose mission is to observe, and, while remaining unseen by the game or 
the enemy. Their use of a net of beaters [rabatteurs] in the hunt has taught them 
the practice of the flanking maneuver which allows them to overwhelm the enemy 
army on both sides, as a fleeing herd of savage beasts in the prairie is encircled. 
The mobility of the nomads' cavalry thus generates a surprise effect, an impres-
sion of ubiquity, which prior to any action disconcerts the opponent. Should he be 
numerically strong and hold fast, the Mongol squads do not insist, they scatter. 
They disappear like all the steppe marauders do, the better to come back as soon 
as the enemy's vigilance has relaxed (...) [The Mongol] practices the hunter's at-
avistic ruses who affrights the beast to bring it at his mercy... The Mongols' 
[greatest campaigns] look like gigantic beats that tire out the game, affright it, sur-
round it, exhaust it and, at the end of the hunt, the methodical killing.zip( 

A second characteristic of the nomadic way of war is to "affright" the prey, and use terror 

as a foremost method. "Terror had become a useful tool—purposeful terror could be just 

as useful as siegecraft, and caused fewer Mongol losses. The destruction that took place 

during Mongol campaigns was appalling." Further, "terror was, in some cases, cultivated. 

Mongol generals used wholesale slaughter in tandem with selective sparing of small 

numbers of prisoners induced to flee to other parts in order to spread panic. The Mongols 

knew the value of calculated terror; as a campaign progressed, more and more cities and 

towns would surrender to them without a fight."Ii  The effect of terror was striking: "Ter-

ror-induced passivity was the intent, and atrocity and rapid movement the major means of 

accomplishment," writes another historian."Iii 

Thus the Huns slaughtered "two-thirds of the inhabitants of Gandhara," the admirable 

Indo-Hellenic kingdom that was heir to Alexander the Great's adventure." The Southern 

Hiong-Nu captured the Chinese capital of Chang-An and slaughtered one half of the pop-

ulation.li" Later, the Mongols took Peking, "slaughtered the inhabitants, looted the houses, 

and set the city on fire..." Grousset aptly calls them "the last levy of barbarism [l'arriere-

ban de la barbaric.] (...) a people that had barely crawled out of primitive savagery, 

which seeks to gain its enemies' submission but through a system of generalized terror; 

[it is] a people to which human life is of no value whatsoever."'" The Mongols perfected a 

system they had by no means invented: they went to the extreme of methods natural to 
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the nomads. It is estimated that the price paid for Chingis' conquest of Northern China 

was the loss of one third of the population, or 30 to 40 million lives. The entire popula-

tion of Gurganj, the capital of Khwarezm, was slaughtered, and the city itself vanished, as 

the Mongols drowned it under the waters of the Amu-Darya River. In 1221, the male 

population of the great and ancient Persian city of Rey was exterminated. The population 

of Balkh was exterminated wholesale. The Mongol general Tolui "sat in the plain [out-

side the city] and observed the mass butchery of the population. Men, women, children, 

were separated and distributed in herds to the various battalions and they were beheaded. 

The same general stormed the great city of Nishapur and destroyed it altogether. "To 

make sure there would be no simulators, they cut off the heads of the corpses and erected 

pyramids of human heads, different ones for men, for women and for children." In 

Bamyan—where the Talibans recently destroyed the historic statues of the Buddha—"no 

loot was taken: everything was annihilated, no prisoner was made, every living creature 

was massacred." The next year, in and around Herat, a foundation of Alexander's, "the 

entire population was slaughtered—the butchery took a week." As Chingis moved West, 

Hamadan, Ardibil, Zandjan, Qazwin, all big cities, were treated likewise.lvi 

The story is repeated ad nauseam in other places, wherever the Mongols went. As Grous-

set emphasizes: "Chingis Khan was one of the scourges of mankind. In his person he 

sums up twelve centuries of invasions of the old sedentary civilizations by the steppe 

nomads... He elevated terror to a system of government and massacre as a methodical 

institution... The mass butcheries of the Mongol conqueror were part of a way of war, 

they were the nomad's weapon against the settled peoples who did not prostrate them-

selves in time..."Ivii  Baghdad is besieged and stormed. On February 10, 1258, the caliph 

himself came out of the city to surrender to [Chingis' grandson] Hillagii. The latter told 

him to order the entire population to exit the city and surrender its weapons. The unarmed 

inhabitants came in droves to surrender to the Mongols who slaughtered them immediate-

ly. In the 17 days of the sack, 90,000 reportedly lost their life.lviii 

Tamerlane, though a Turkic son of Samarqand, was a proper heir to Chingis' legacy, and 

a pious Muslim. The insurgent Persian garrison of Sebzewar was caught: "Almost 2,000 

prisoners were piled up alive on top of one another with mud and bricks and towers were 
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built."lix The rebellious Persian region of Sistan was treated identically: "Our soldiers," 

the hagiographical history of Timur entitled the Zafernameh recounts "made a mount of 

dead bodies and with the heads they built towers." In Zarenj, the capital of Sistan, Tamer-

lane "exterminated the people, men and women, young and old, from the centenarians to 

the babies." In 1387 he "ordered the extermination of the [entire] population. Each divi-

sion of his army had to report to the board a set number of severed heads. The Zafer-

nameh... reports 70,000 severed heads "piled up outside the walls of Isfahan."k  Tamer-

Ian also took Baghdad and exacted a body-count of 90,000. The conquest of "pagan" 

(Hindu) India produced the conqueror's worst massacres, symbolized by the killing of 

100,000 prisoners before the great battle at Delhi, which underwent the same fate. Re-

turning West to Syria and the Levant, Tamerlane inflicted the same fate on Aleppo, Hama, 

Horns, Baalbeck and Damascus. 

The Mongols had merely brought to a systematic state of perfection a manner inherent to 

the nomads' way of war. The Huns or the Avars before them, the Turkic Oghuz and their 

kin the Seljuq, the Ghaznavids later and the Ottomans, practiced similar kinds of terror.lxii 

Mobility and terror were the means and the result of the mode in which nomadic warfare 

was carried out: the raid. The supreme case of the deadliest of all, Tamerlane, shows that, 

strategically, nomadic warfare is essentially a raid. We are now in possession of all the 

essential characteristics of nomadic warfare: tactically, as we have seen, nomadic warfare 

very much relies on surprise (the ambush), ruse (the feigned retreat, the ghost horsemen) 

and intelligence (Chingis Khan's intelligence preparations were thorough and meticu-

lous); it takes the form of a whirlwind ("cyclon"); it operates through the sudden concen-

tration of scattered groups and one of its chief techniques is terror.ixiii 

Strikingly, identical characteristics, which together add up to an ideal type, will be found 

in types of nomadic warfare that are remote from steppe and desert: the great wave of 

Norsemen's raids into Europe which began at the very end of the eighth century display 

what we have identified here as the basic traits of nomadic warfare. The Vikings' long 

boats were as sea horses that endowed their crews of warriors with a mobility none of 

their opponents could match. "The tactics of the Vikings produced a most difficult pat-
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tern... the Viking raiding force was an elusive, swift, fleeting target." The "massacres, 

looting and burning [were] the normal pattern of Viking raids," military historians tell 

us.lxiv Their endless raids were powerful enough to shatter and dislocate Charlemagne's 

empire. Just as the land-based nomadic warrior enjoyed a decisive technological edge 

with his combination of mount and archery, their ships' advanced design gave them un-

heard-of speed and seaworthiness, which in turn allowed their deep penetration raids to 

outflank all defenses. While there are some differences between, for instance, the Norse-

men with their boats, and the Huns or Magyars with their horses, they were of the same 

species. 1" 

Finally, this portrait of nomadic society must include the prominent role of the energetic 

and charismatic chieftain. Nomads are organized on the basis of the extended family, the 

clan and the tribe: the low productivity of pastoral life in steppe and desert conditions 

does not allow for larger groups. The constraints imposed by the low productivity of the 

environment are such as to preclude lonely, isolated existence such as that of the free 

fanner in Western Europe, and to prevent the formation of very large groups. Hence the 

existence of loose tribal confederations. The unit appropriate to the environmental and 

economic constraints is the family and at most the clan. Family and clan solidarity are a 

lifeline for all. Like that of all nomadic peoples, "tribal composition was fluid; chiefship 

was precarious and followings split and coalesced unpredictably." The instability had 

much to do with the opportunities for plunder the chief was able, or not, to offer: "Mon-

gol (and Turkish) social organization was notoriously fluid and a given tribe depended 

upon the strength of its leader for stability and protection. Steppe nomads willingly joined 

other leaders whom they regarded as great warriors. Power on the steppe stemmed from 

the person of individual leaders rather than from established institutions, as with settled 

peoples. For a khan to rise to high station of ruling absolutely—over his own tribe and 

others—one must needs become an absolute despot... to achieve that he must start with a 

clean slate."1" i 

This fluid organization needs to be nourished by outside loot. Pastoralist warriors are "a 

parasitic community of marauders."1" ii  Discussing Chingis Khan, a historian relates: "In 

order to keep his restive people in hand [he] had to offer them plunder—this was one of 
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the main duties of a khan to his following."1" iii  It is equally the case for the Bedouin 

chieftain or Attila the Hun: "whether for attack or defense, the tribe must be well led and 

the leader must have absolute authority."wx 

Loot is a powerful lure. If the leader who leads his warriors to it is endowed with charis-

ma, if he proves a great warrior, he will transcend the limits of mere traditional legitima-

cy of power and unite more and larger units of the loose tribal confederacy. A suggestive 

portrait of Attila and the sociology of his power is given by J.F.C. Fuller: 

Attila's rule over the confederacy he inherited was absolute, and though when he 
appeared among his people they received him with shouts of applause, their re-
spect for him was based solely upon fear, for all stood in terror of him. 'He real-
ized more clearly than any of his predecessors, writes [E.A.] Thompson, that if all 
the tribes could be united under an unquestioned and absolute leader, the Huns 
would form an unparalleled instrument for the exploitation of the peoples of Cen-
tral Europe... Instead of ruling on the unruly and divided tribal chiefs, he based 
his power on vassals.., who were bound to him personally by an inviolable alle-
giance without the handicap of tribal obligations. I' 

Power and stability of the fissile, fractious nomads were always threatened. Turks and 

Mongols "were similar and primitive.., any confederation or polity depended for its ex-

istence upon the force of the leader's personality, so that his death often ended the state... 

a steppe state was inherently unstable... incipient divisions waiting only for the death of 

the leader to work their ways.”I' i 

Rarely, an exceptional leader rises and transcends the limits of nomadic life. This oc-

curred in 1206: 

"Now Chingis Khan held supreme power in the steppe, but as we know, steppe 
empires were intrinsically unstable; they exist as a consequence of the strength 
and acumen of the leader. Chingis Khan was, however, more successful than any 
of his nomadic predecessors. Why? He recognized the fluid nature of the steppe 
tribes, their willingness to amalgamate voluntarily into larger units under the 
leadership of a man they respected, and he knew a corollary to this: defeated 
tribes could be effectively integrated into a steppe empire because they did not 
differ appreciably as a matter of culture. Thus he was able to build upon a base of 
those whom he defeated. However, he did not simply take all these different 
tribesmen into his army to create a mere congeries. Instead, he employed the 
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technique of decimal organization to set it in order. This was familiar to the 
steppe, going back at least to the Hiong-Nu in the 3rd  century B.C., and could be 
used as effectively to establish political control as to ensure military disci-
pline.'qxxll 

The nation-builder also legislated: 

Chingis's favorite shaman, Kokochu, had long before predicted that it was the 
will of Heaven that Chingis Khan and his family rule the earth, and this too was 
played upon the superstitious nomads. With all means, Chingis Khan groped to-
ward the creation of a sort of nation-state that might survive him, and he had some 
success in creating a polity of great military power for his use and that his de-
scendants. An important part of this polity was a code of laws called the yassaq. 
Chingis Khan is credited with drafting it, though much of it merely codified 
existing nomadic superstition. It went further than this, however... The yassaq 
stabilized the Mongol nation by removing some of the causes of its instability. 
The army, however, was the single most important institution of the Mongol 
state.lxxm 

As will become clear at a larger stage of this study, it is my contention that the emergence 

of Prophet Muhammad was an occurrence comparable to Attila, Chingis or Tamerlane; 

that his Bedouins were comparable to the Huns and Avars and Qiptaqs and other Turks, 

the Mongols and the Manchus; that the formation of the original Islamic state greatly re-

sembles that of the more successful Eurasian nomadic states; that the creation of the Mus-

lim Umma and that of the Mongol nation are of the same nature—that is the gradual 

amalgamation of diverse tribal forces under one charismatic warlord who transcends tra-

ditional tribal loyalties and transfers them upon himself and the polity he creates; and that 

Muhammad's legislative activity resembles that of Chingis, the former's yassaq, resem-

bles the legislative activity of the latter, as consigned especially in the Medina suras of 

the Quran. Thus, just as "Chingis Khan tried singlehandedly to form a new artificial 

nation called the Mongols which comprehended more than merely the Mongol tribe of 

old and to which these amalgamated nomadic people would thenceforward belong"1" i", 

Muhammad established the Umma as an "artificial" nation based on religion, the nation 

of the Muslims, the super-tribe which entirely recast traditional tribal affiliations. 

The Northern and the Southern pastoralists, the steppe nomads and the desert Bedouins 

resembled each other. Already in the fourteenth century, Ibn Khaldun remarked of the 
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latter: "they are the most savage human beings that exist. Compared with sedentary peo-

ple, they are on a level with wild, untamable animals and dumb beasts of prey. Such peo-

ple are the Bedouins. In the West, the nomadic Berbers and the Zanatah are their coun-

terparts, and in the East, the Kurds, the Turcomans and the Turks."1"' The similarity ex-

tended to their geopolitics, as the Belgian medievalist Henri Pirenne observed: "The Arab 

conquest unleashed both upon Europe and Asia [was] unprecedented; the speed of its 

successes can only be compared to the speed with which the Mongols empires were 

erected, Attila's, later Chingis Khan's or Tamerlane's. But the latter proved to be as 

ephemeral as the Islamic conquest proved durable."lx"i 

The Prophet's Nomads 

The decisive difference between all Eurasian nomads, Mongols included, and Muham-

mad's Arabs was religion. The Mongols' religion and their primitive culture faded away, 

the Arabs' persisted and spread to much of the Old World. As we stated at the beginning 

of this study, the outcomes of the nomadic expansions, that of Eurasia and that of Arabia, 

diverged substantially. 

Much of the difference between Eurasian and Arabian nomads stemmed from differences 

in their native environment's productivity, from their access to waterways that were not 

landlocked and from their proximity to and participation in international trade flows. 

Scythians, Huns, Goths, Avars, Mans, Bulgars, Magyars had no towns. At best they had 

what Grousset calls "ambulatory towns," convoys of chariots like the Huns'. By contrast, 

the Arabs of Arabia had oasis towns. The Eurasian nomads had no merchant class of their 

own, whereas the oases merchants traveled far and wide and provided a connecting link 

between outer cultures and the deep-desert Bedouins. Whilst the Arabs derived a writing 

system from their neighbors', the steppe nomads had neither a literate culture nor a writ-

ing system. The Eurasian nomads raided and traded on the edges of the great civilization: 

the Roman armies had employed the Arabs of Syria for centuries, cousins to the Arabs of 

Arabia, as auxiliary and border troops, and so had the Persian Empire, to the point that 
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both had long sustained Arab client-statelets; cultural influences seeped into Arabia from 

the north and south, from Arabia Felix, the Yemen, which had been a Jewish kingdom 

until the early sixth century, from Christian Abyssinia, an ally of Byzantium: merchant 

ships plied the Indian Ocean from India to Oman and the Persian Gulf and back, trans-

porting wares from the Far East to the Nile and the Mediterranean that often transshipped 

through the peninsula across the Red Sea. With trade came culture and religion. Primitive 

though the Arabs of Arabia were, they were led by an elite, such as Mecca's merchant 

tribe of Quraysh, the Prophet's own. The eclectic collection of sayings and oracular pro-

nouncement known as the Quran is shot through with half-remembered and half-

understood Jewish and Christian folktales, echoes from the Torah and the Gospel, with 

Gnostic inputs, often conveyed through Nestorian and Monophysite heresies. The texts 

posteriously assembled under the title of the Quran, whatever their intrinsic value, testify 

to a level of civilization far higher than, for example, that of the Mongols, as measured by 

the latter's Secret History. 

In the Bedouin tribe, the traditional Arab form of leadership is that of the sayyid, etymo-

logically "he who knows how to speak," the leader who is able to convince the tribe's 

notables and family heads to act in one way or the other but exerts no coercive power. 

Leadership at war is provided by the qaid or the rais; judicial power is exerted by the the 

ha/cam, the arbitrator, who can propose, not impose. There are the masters of the word, 

sair, poets often feared and respected, whose verse, in praise or satire, makes public opin-

ion, and whose maledictions and invectives have magical powers. Finally there are the 

kahin, men to whom supernatural powers are ascribed, the oracular diviners, the clair-

voyants and seers who, like the shamans, practice the art of the kahina.l xxvii 

Tengri, the Mongols' supreme deity (Heaven) was a vague divinity. The Mongols' reli-

gion was inchoate, as are all shamanic cults. Their animistic cult of nature and the ele-

ments had little consistency. They were possessed of "a universal superstitious disquiet" 

which "created a universal tolerance." In their "pantheon," there was room for every pos-

sible deity. As a result, all enjoyed their benevolence: "Nestorian priests they found 

amongst the Keraits and Ongiits, the Uighurs' and Kitans' Buddhist monks, the Daoist 

magicians from China, Tibetan lamas, Franciscan missionaries, Muslim mullahs, [all of 
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whom] were likely to hold some supernatural powers."Ixxviii  Later, Chingis' grandson, the 

Yuen (Mongol) Emperor of China Kubilai Khan, became thoroughly Sinicized, and his 

grandson the II-Khan of Persia was correspondingly Persianized. The amorphous, primi-

tive Mongol culture dissolved into the far larger numbers of the cultures it had subjugated, 

just as their religion melted away. The Mongols ended up being thoroughly absorbed by 

their subjects, even to the extent of losing their own language. 

Some of the nomads' shamans were not only endowed with magical powers, but also 

sometimes vested with royalty.1" ix Chingis Khan was content to be the Great Khan, and 

was no shaman; he had no prophetic Revelation to offer. Muhammad became the unifier 

of the Arabs, and had a prophetic Revelation to offer. 

Where Chingis Khan was a warlord, and a legislator, but not a shaman, Muhammad the 

leader was warlord and kahin, a formidable combination of military, political, charismatic, 

poetic and, in the eyes of his followers, preternatural power. This was "as if Arminius had 

been a prophet as well and had united all the Germanic peoples under his leadership," the 

great German historian of war Hans Delbriick wrote.1' Like the Arabs, the Germanic 

barbarians of the Volkerwanderungen had served as mercenaries guarding the peripheries 

of the civilized empires, Roman, Byzantine and Persian. But "the Germans had nothing 

and brought with them nothing but their warriorhood. They were still pure barbari-

ans."l' i  The difference: "[t]he Arabs had.., for a long time a double element: the warlike 

barbarian nomadic element, the Bedouins of the desert; and a city-dwelling, merchant 

citizenry with a considerable degree of culture. Both elements were held together by their 

common ethnicity, their language, and a common religious culture, which no doubt was 

intentionally fostered by the traders in Mecca in order to moderate and control the hostili-

ty and the savagery of the Bedouins...991xxxii 

The Arabs' wars of conquest were a great historical novelty. Not because nomadic raids 

were unable to assemble a vast empire in a very short period of time. Both to the east and 

the west of Eurasia, the Huns, the Avars, the Bulgars, to mention but a few of them, had 

done just that. For the very first time in recorded history, however, the nomadic way of 

war had been merged with an aggressive and conquering religious faith. The new mix 
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was mighty. For the first time, the nomads' religion became the rationale and the justifi-

cation for plunder and conquest, rather than mere aura sacra fames. "The Arabs trans-

fused warfare with a new force altogether, the force of an idea." They fought for Allah, 

the Prophet and the umma.1"xiii 

What Muhammad, merchant, kahin and warlord, did was to fuse everything "into a polit-

ical-religious unity. Islam is... a political-military national organization based on the 

power of religion." What he did, to proselytize and recruit the raw, explosive energy of 

primitive tribesmen, would serve as a template for all future Islamic history. 

In 1910, the future king Abdulazziz ibn Saud sent Wahhabi missionaries to proselytize 

the illiterate pagan Bedouins of the deep desert of Arabia. The envoys turned the "un-

tamable" energies of the tribes into a mighty, fanatical force, the Ikhwan al-Muslimun, 

who conquered him a kingdom in torrents of blood and destruction.lxxxiv "When the [war] 

is one of religion, we exterminate everybody," as one of the king's parents put it."'" 

Like so many would-be Mandis, religious "reformers" and other founders of dynasties in 

Muslim history, the founder of "Saudi" Arabia, Abdulazziz, and his associate, the Wah-

habi al Al-Sheikh, were replicating the process whereby the Prophet's armies and state 

had been forged thirteen centuries before that. It is the association of the shaykh and the 

jawad, of the theologian and the warrior, that is "the double reality of Muslim pow-

er."1'°° Every wave of revivalism in Muslim history, the ascent of the Almohads, the rise 

of the Almoravids, the "Mad Mandi of Somaliland" as well as the Sudanese Mandi in the 

late nineteenth century, repeats this deep-seated pattern: the neophytes burn with fanatical 

zealotry, and they are put in the service of some messianic warlord. 

To study this "raw material" that fed Muslim revival wars, and how it was turned into 

new armies and new polities, no better guide is available than fourteenth-century sociolo-

gist and historian Ibn Khaldun. The Tunisian born thinker drew a comprehensive and 

compelling portrait of those whom he calls "the Arabs," meaning the nomads of the deep 

desert—the Bedouins. His depiction bears out the species-kinship that unites the nomads 

of the Eurasian North with those of the Arabian South. 
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The Bedouins portrayed by ibn Khaldun are feral in their behavior. They "lead a life of 

misery and want" in a hostile environment, "the desert, this place of dearth and scarci-

ty."1""11  Their way of life has made them intrepid and courageous as a second nature, and 

"more apt to dominate the others." As a result, "because of the nature of their life away 

from [civilization], the Arabs are practitioners of plunder and destruction. They loot 

whatever they can grab... the [fertile] plains are the object of their greed." This is be-

cause they are "accustomed to living in isolation... the Arabs are a fierce nation. Their 

lonely life is part of their character and their nature. They enjoy it because it allows them 

to be free from the yoke of authority." Nomadic, "they usually spend their entire life on 

the move, traveling, which stands in opposition and in contradiction with a settled life, 

which generates civilization." They are destructive: "It is natural to them to loot what be-

longs to others. To earn their daily keep, they count on their spears alone. Their taste for 

extorting other people's chattels is limitless." 

These "Arabs" are a lawless people: "Under their government, the subjects live in a state 

of anarchy." And the Bedouins themselves "all want to command. Seldom will an Arab 

concede power to an other... Hence are found among them a multitude of governors and 

emirs. Their subjects must obey multiple authorities." 

Such was Muhammad's "raw material" and such were the workings of the prophethood 

that channeled the savage energy of the nomads into Islamic war. 

As amongst nomadic groups the world over, the pre-Islamic way of war in the Arabian 

Peninsula was the razzia, or raid, a word derived from the Arabic word ghazw, sometimes 

transcribed as rezzou. It is variously described as "the basic feature of tribal life,911xxxvi1i or 

"an ordinary part of the routine of tribal life.,,baxix  It "aimed at aggression or revenge up-

on a rival tribe, and achieved by killing the enemy's fighting men (thereby crippling its 

power and ability to survive in the harsh environment of the desert), and by carrying off 

its camels or wealth and captives from it as slaves." In the desert environment, the struc-

tural function of the raid was to effect a" redistribution of wealth and women": it took 
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stock of the fluctuating balance of forces amongst tribal groups; it measured it and trans-

lated what changes had occurred in manpower and warring skills into loss or acquisition 

of wealth and human chattel. Even more importantly, the raid was meant "to secure the 

supremacy of the nomads over the peasants."" 

The raids were "always limited operations for a specific purpose, and the so-called 

'wars' of the pre-Islamic Arabia such as those of Basus (late fifth to early sixth century) 

and Dahis (late sixth century), were in fact strings of small-scale campaigns spread over a 

period of many years, and not full-scale operations with set battles.""i  Just as elsewhere, 

warfare in the Arabian Peninsulas was a seasonal affair. 

The Arabian horse- and camel-mounted warriors' principal tactics karr wa farr "flight 

and return," looked much like the steppe nomads' tactics: it consisted in successive 

mounted charges aimed at dislocating the opponent's line, sudden retreats which drew the 

enemy cavalry and infantry forward in search of easy pickings, and equally sudden volte-

face on prepared ambush positions where the now-isolated horsemen and spearmen were 

caught. Raid and karr wa farr went together: "The ordinary method of fighting in vogue 

in Arabia at the beginning of the Prophet's career was that of the raid, in which a sudden 

charge was followed by prompt retreat and a sudden return to the onslaught. This method 

was retained by the Prophet's earliest converts when they went out against the [Meccan] 

Quraysh caravans.""" 

The treatise on warfare written by or attributed to Byzantine Emperor Maurice (582-602), 

the Strategikon, explains "how to fight the Scythians, that is, Avars, Turks and other peo-

ples whose way of life resembles that of the Huns." They "prefer combat at a distance, 

ambushes, encirclement maneuvers, feigned retreats and brisk voltes, as well as wedge 

formations, that is, dispersed groups" and "harrying." xciii The Tactica later written by the 

Byzantine warrior Emperor Leo (717-41), who successfully repelled the last major Arab 

attack upon Constantinople, pinpointed the "importance the Saracens attached to speed 

and mobility...""i" which in turn enabled their swarming tactics. 
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During the first phase of their conquest of the Middle East, the Arabs relied on traditional 

razzia tactics, with light cavalry and infantry."' Most long-distance campaigns were un-

dertaken by small numbers of camel-mounted infantry, with some horse cavalry; the self-

sufficient units lived by foraging and were able to do without supply lines. They "easily 

marched through barely secured territory to concentrate their forces where needed. The 

basic strategy was to weaken a foe with raids before a more serious invasion."' The 

small but highly mobile bands of warriors bypassed fortified cities that were only tackled 

in a second phase, after reinforcements flowed in. The absolute numbers, though, re-

mained small: 27,000 Muslims soldiers fought the decisive battle of Yannuk, which 

opened Palestine and Syria to the Muslim invasion; Caliph Abu Bala sent an army of 

7,000 to conquer Syria; 5,000 were sent to Iraq; only 7 to 10,000 reportedly fought the 

crucial battle of Qadisiya which broke the Persian army, while the conquest of Persia as a 

whole by Khalid took 18,000 men. Egypt was conquered by but 8,000.'"ii  The Muslim 

campaign against Byzantium in 630 A.D. mustered 30,000 men. As the wars of conquest 

of Islam started, "most of the operations in which the men were engaged were little more 

than raids on a large scale, and in the art of raiding, the tribesmen needed little instruc-

 

tion.mcviii 

The desert continued to give the Muslim armies a decisive edge: they were able to retreat 

to their arid fortresses that they used as "interior lines." The caliphs "were able to send 

out simultaneously on all sides armies that were far superior to their opponents"""; the 

desert provided an "inexhaustible supply of warriors," nomads desirous of joining in the 

quest for booty: "The bursting forth of the Arabs from their desert fortresses in the ... 7' 

century under the inspired leadership of Prophet Muhammad was a mass movement of 

their adult fighting men, one which gathered momentum as reports filtered back of the 

rich plunder to be gained in Syria or Iraq or Persia."' Caliph Umar (634-644) disposed of 

a total force of about 50,000 warriors. He created regional armies, the fund, based on 

tribal origin, with seniority reflecting the date when the family or tribe had converted.'' 

In the initial phase of the conquest, "neither their methods nor weapons showed much 

change, yet a mighty transformation had taken place... Muhammad had set off one of 
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those explosions of human energy which transcend ordinary considerations of arms and 

tactics... such explosions have inevitably led to aggression. Defenders, however brave 

and patriotic they may be, are never charged with quite the same mystic fury."li  Mu-

hammad had reportedly effected "few changes in the age-old Arab fighting habits. In 

their first encounters with the Byzantine armies the invaders came on in irregular waves, 

sweeping around flanks or pouring into any gap of the line. Of discipline they had little, 

and still less of routine or organization. Their effectiveness lay almost entirely in numbers, 

mobility and a wild fervor carried far past any charted limit of morale."ciii 

Here we touch upon what has often been the puzzle of the great Muslim Conquest: how 

could so few conquer so many in so short a time? The enigma is diminished by our earli-

er examination of other nomads' wars and empire building: the Muslims were neither the 

first nor the last of the nomadic warriors to erect huge empires at breakneck speed. The 

real riddle is that of the persistence of the religion and the umma based upon it. As to 

their beginnings, let us trust Ibn Khaldun: 

Because of their fierce character, the Arabs, are less disposed than any other na-
tion to accept submission: they are coarse, proud, ambitious, and all want to 
lead... But religion, thanks to a prophet or a saint, enables them to restrain 
themselves and lose their conceit and their spirit of rivalry. It then is easier for 
them to submit and unite themselves, as the common religion erases the coarse-
ness and the pride, and restrains jealously and the spirit of competition. When a 
prophet or saint appears amongst them and calls upon them to obey divine 
laws, frees them of their flaws and teaches them virtues—which allows them 
to assemble all their forces for the triumph of truth—they unite and attain 
domination and power...e'v 

In the debate about the causes of the Muslim conquest, many arguments have been pre-

sented, such as the vacuum left by the exhaustion of the warring Byzantine and Persian 

empires; the war-weary Byzantines and Persians cutting off subsidies to their Arab client 

statelets, the Ghassanid and the Lakhmid kingdoms, which not only created a power vac-

uum but removed a serious obstacle in the way of the Muslim armies." The resentment 

of the subject populations of both empires, crushed by fiscal oppression and religious 

persecution, guaranteed that they would not rise in defense of the faltering rulers; the 
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populations of Syria, of Jazira (northern Iraq) and of Egypt had been under foreign rule 

for so long that they could not remember anything else; Persian resistance was uncoordi-

nated after the army collapsed. " i 

Yet, it was not any type of military superiority, or an edge in military technology and tac-

tics, that gave victory to the Arab warriors. C.W.C. Oman, the British historian of Medie-

val warfare, proposes that it was "[t]he fanatical courage of the fatalist [which] enabled 

them to face better-armed and better-disciplined troops." ll  Motivation was essential: 

"The powers of greed and fanaticism united to draw together every unquiet spirit between 

Khorasan and Egypt. The wild horsemen of the East poured out in myriads." British his-

torian Reuben Levy concurs: "When the foreign expeditions began under the first caliphs, 

the motives inspiring the tribes to flock to the standards were combined with anticipation 

of plunder from the fabled riches of the lands to be invaded.""iii  But plunder does not 

suffice to explain the transformation of the despised "eaters of lizards and gerbils," as the 

civilized Arab tribes of Syria called them, into world-conquerors. eh' Delbriick adds: "The 

military strength of the Bedouin element, which had long been known and feared in the 

world, was multiplied by the religious teachings of fate (kismet) and of Paradise and mili-

tary obedience was assured by the authority of Allah.' A hadith is quoted which has the 

Prophet state: "The best theology is to help God with the sword," as a result of which 

"the plundering Bedouins were glad to conform to a spiritual authority added to the inher-

ited warrior strength of the sons of the desert the element of discipline...""' 

As we also saw above, the conjoining of religious charisma with the explosive, raw ener-

gy of the nomads goes a long way towards solving the problem. Muhammad told his war-

riors that "[t]he sword is the key to heaven and of hell; a drop of blood shed in the cause 

of God, a night spent in arms, is of more avail than two months of fasting and prayer: 

whosoever falls in battle, his sins are forgiven: at the Day of Judgment his wounds shall 

be resplendent as vermillion and odoriferous as musk; and the loss of his limbs shall be 

supplied by the wings of angels and cherubim."exii  So were the warriors inspired. 
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The Arab breakout and the ensuing conquest was a strategic surprise of the first magni-

tude. There is no appearance that anyone had any notion of the witches' brew that had 

been simmering in Arabia and was now going to overflow. In Henri Pirenne's summation: 

Prior to Muhammad's time the Byzantines had never considered the Arabian 
Peninsula as a flashpoint, nor assigned large military forces there. It was a watch-
line [une ligne de surveillance] criss-crossed by caravans... The Persian Empire 
likewise, Arabia's neighbor, had treated it similarly. In sum there was nothing to 
fear from the nomadic Bedouins of the Peninsula, whose civilization was in the 
backward tribal state, whose religious beliefs had barely advanced beyond mere 
fetish-worship, and who spent their time warring with each other or plundering ... 
caravans (...) Too preoccupied with their age-old conflict, neither the Roman 
Empire nor the Persian Empire had the faintest clue of the propaganda that Mu-
hammad, amidst a confusing tribal fight, was administering to his people, and the 
religion he was soon to project upon the world alongside its supremacy. The Em-
pire was already being overwhelmed when John Damascene only saw in Islam 
some form of a schism similar to earlier heresies."'" 

In sum, "At the death of Muhammad in 632, there was no prophesying the peril that was 

to strike in such a thunderous way two years later. No measure had been taken to 

strengthen the borders... the Arab attack was a total surprise. In a way, the expansion of 

Islam was an accident [on hasard], whereby we mean the unexpected consequence of 

several causes that conjoin.""iv But if this conjunction was greatly accidental, it still begs 

the question of what it is that gave the new assailant his irresistible might, which turned 

accident into durable reality. Did their way of war endow them with some irresistible 

quality? 

"What made the Arab victories all the more astonishing was the relatively poor quality 

of their armies." After all, Arabs had long served as mercenaries and auxiliary troops, but 

never as a force on their own account. Unification of the tribes by Muhammad gave them 

an extraordinary impetus, very similar to Chingis Khan's unique achievement in uniting 

all Mongols under his khanate. But contrary to the skillful Mongols, "The Arabs, despite 

centuries of desert feuding, had no real experience of intensive warfare; they were indeed 

'primitive warriors' (...) Nor does their generalship seem to have been particularly cun-

ning (...)." Having exhausted all contributing, partial explanations, Keegan's concluding 
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argument is powerful: it was "Islam itself, which lays such heavy emphasis on the fight 

for the faith, that made them so formidable in the field." Tactics of flight (karr wa farr) 

and reliance on natural obstacle were primitive, but "primitive tactics become more effec-

tive if the warrior is inspired by a belief in the certainty of victory and is always willing 

to return to the struggle, however often he disengages when a particular fight goes against 

The Muslim warriors scored stunning victories, and more Arabs migrated out of the Pen-

insula to join in the great rush. It is estimated that in those years a total of half a million 

Arabs left the Peninsula. As they left, power ebbed out of the Peninsula and flew north-

wards. Contrary to many conquering armies, though, the victors did not become a landed 

aristocracy or a gentry that expropriate and replaces the vanquished gentry. The warriors 

became the ruling class, but did not disperse. "It was the great luck of the Arab expan-

sion—which allowed them to continue in its stride and pile up more successes—not to 

have turned soldiers into farmers, at least during the first century [of Islatn].'"xvi  They 

stuck together instead as soldiers in garrison cities, the amsar, a decision ascribed to Ca-

liph Umar."vil  In the conquered lands, co-opted local elites were left to administer the 

subjugated people. This concentration in garrison towns kept the warriors together as a 

military elite, as a result of which the Muslims "were free to devote most of their military 

energy in the first few hundred years to expansion."c"iii 

For about two hundred years, it was this fervor that raised the men to arms flu sabil Allah, 

in the way and for the cause of Allah. The amsar were all located on the edge of the de-

serts. The new, garrison cities founded by the Muslim warriors—Kufa, Basra, Fustat, 

Qayrawan—all grew virtually overnight into major settlements. A quarter-century after 

its foundation, Kufa was able to muster 40,000 men able to serve, and Basra 60,000! 

Older cities were also given major garrison status, such as Damascus, Merw, Qum. To-

gether they were "the Gibraltars and Singapores of the Arab Empire," as Bernard Lewis 

put it."ix They "acted as concentration points for Bedouin reinforcement," protected the 

frontiers of the expanding umma and controlled the conquered regions. 
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It is noteworthy that the Arabs who settled down in the amsar did so along tribal lines: 

for decades to come, the tribe remained the basis for social and military organization. The 

Muslims were the army and the army was the Muslims. As a result, in the early decades 

of the umma, since the Caliph "had no army separate from Muslim society...' his army 

was a loose confederation of autonomous tribal armies; thus was sown one of the seeds of 

future fragmentation. 

Muhammad created the synthesis of the nomad and the believer, in the form of the Mus-

lim warrior, variously described as the ghazi, the murabitun, the mujahid, the mutatawwi. 

The latter were volunteers "moved to fight by zeal for their faith. They came at their own 

expense," and came and went at their own will, unruly fighters who had little discipline. 

Many of them were Sufis or some other type of ascetics. They played their role until the 

end of the twelfth century, as they were replaced by the regular army.'" From the 900s 

developed another type, as ribat(s) sprouted in great numbers along the Muslim limes, 

borders and coastlines, from the Atlantic Ocean to Transoxiana. The ribat was a fortified 

barrack-monastery, home for the murabitun who keep watch against the Infidels, based 

on the Quranic injunction "Prepare against them [the enemies of Allah] all that ye possess 

of strength and places for horses." The ribat was the institutionalized form of holy war. 

The murabitun were being actively prepared for martyrdom."xii  Transoxiana alone re-

portedly counted no less than 10,000 ribat, some as small as watchtowers, some much 

larger. Today's Moroccan capital of Rabat was established as one and bears the very 

name (Ribat al-Fath). The Berber dynasty of the Almoravids also drew its name from 

them. The murabitun, more often than not, were Sufis. "Wherever Sufi groups went, they 

took both aspects of jihad with them," the ascetic and the warlike. The culture of the 

borderlands of Islam, such as Anatolia, long a principal battlefield between Byzantines 

and Turkish armies of the Caliphate, "was dominated by the concept of Holy War, while 

the nomads' traditions, especially in the military field, continued.'"" 

The ghazi, the religious volunteer, was named after the ghawza, the raid. Muhammad's 

campaigns, which occupied the last decade of his life, are known and retold as al-
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Maghazi, "The Campaigns" or "The Expeditions," in other words the story of the raids, 

"a revealing name [that displays] the warlike nature of Muhammad's career.""" 

What the Prophet's armies represented was a halfway progression from the old tribal 

raids to the great raids of the conquest. Centuries later, the Iskandername, the versified 

chronicle written by Ahmedi in the fourteenth century to celebrate the ascent and power 

of the Ottomans, memorializes them as ghazi in the hallowed tradition of the Prophet: 

"Who is a ghazi? A ghazi is the instrument of the religion of Allah, a servant of God who 

purifies the earth from the filth of polytheism (...): the ghazi is the sword of God, he is 

the protector and the refuge of the believers. If he becomes a martyr in the way of God, 

do not believe that he has died—he lives in beatitude with Allah, he has eternal 

The mujahid designates the fighter in the jihad. 

It must be admitted that there is some truth in the medieval and the later stereo-
type of the Muslim warrior-fanatic, the ghazi or mujahid. And memories of the re-
ligiously-inspired desperadoes, the Assassins in the 12th-13th  century Syria and 
Persia have retained a favorable enough connotation in the modern Islamic world 
for the Arabic term applied to such a desperado, fidai, to be revived in the Persian 
and Arabic worlds and applied to religiously or politically motivated terrorists, the 
fedayeen: those eager to sacrifice their lives.'" 

Religious fervor, then, powered the Muslim wars of conquest. "The role of the volunteer 

religious enthusiasts remained important all through the Muslim Middle Ages, and those 

ghazis often formed a significant element of the Islamic armies (...) The brunt of frontier 

defense in Anatolia, Northern Spain, Central Asia and the Indian borderlands devolved 

on these volunteers, who usually manned the frontier posts or ribats ...'""viii  The saying 

attributed to the Prophet, that "there is no monastic life [rahbaniyya] in Islam. Each um-

ma has its form of devotional journey: that of my community is jihad," emphatically 

demonstrates the complete imbrication of self-denial, duty to God and holy war.cxxix 

But extreme religious fervor seldom lasts long: revivals come in waves, in paroxysms 

that exhaust themselves in their manifestations. After the violent discharge of energy 
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come times of latency."'" The conquest elite had been "small, tribal, homogenous and 

warlike. But it did not retain those characteristics for long."' "After two hundred 

years... the original strength which had been brought along from the desert was con-

sumed and used up... The artificially blended elements of warriorhood and religion, 

which were already in conflict from the time of Muhammad's death on, were pulling 

away from each other... After the beginning of the 9th  century, mercenary units replaced 

the believers.'"xxii  The Turkish tribe of the Seljuq converted to Sunni Islam, and now 

provided the warriors. "The Turks... Islam's frontier warriors, [were] the ghazi who 

taught the Quran with the sword.""'"iii  In other words, as the religious fervor abated, the 

Muslim world developed three remedies: first, it took to employing slave mercenaries as 

the mainstay of its armies; second, it recruited new barbarian nomads drawn from the pe-

ripheries of the umma—two solutions that were not mutually exclusive; no more than the 

third, which was the professionalization of the army, now called the fund (the profession-

al soldier was the junud). Islam continuously required fresh supplies of slaves, not only 

for economic reasons—slavery was ever one of the mainstays of Islamic economies—but 

also for military ones. 

When the second Muslim civil war (684-692) broke out, the original Muslim army, 

whose soldiers were Arabs from Arabia, was transformed into an army of Syrian-Arab 

Bedouins. It was "[a]n infusion of fresh desert Arabs... Emigration from Arabia had pe-

tered out by the 680s and no new attempts to raise new armies in Arabia are record-

ed.'"xxxiv The next injection of primitive tribesmen was the recruitment of Khorasan 

troops by the early Abbassids, who soon added Transoxianic nomads. It was the Abbasid 

Caliph al-Mutasim (833-842) who first established the Muslim military slave system—

barely two hundred years after Muhammad's hijra from Mecca to Medina. He set up a 

retinue of 3-4,000 Turks, designated as mamluks ("those who are owned," a synonym for 

slave). By 861, the Turkish pretorian guard had murdered the Caliph's second successor 

and turned the new Caliph into their puppet. The Samanid dynasty of Transoxiana had 

their military slaves, the gulhams, and later, in the fourteenth century, the Turkish emper-

or Murad 1(1362-1389), who conquered the Balkans, created the corps of the janissar-
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ies—"new soldiers"—based on the devshirme, the forced enslavement and conversion of 

Christian children from the region: they were turned into military slaves and an elite 

corps which ranks amongst the most effective in history."' 

The Islamic polities ever needed to tap the raw energies of fanatical converts, who were 

to be found amongst the nomadic populations of steppe and desert. Thus Berbers of 

North Africa conquered Spain from the Wisigoths, and twice reconquered the Iberian 

Peninsula in waves of nomadic-borne revivalism; freshly-minted Muslims of Turkic race, 

the Ghaznavids, conquered India; newly-converted Mongols and Tatars secured Central 

Asia and southern Russia for Islam; just as the Bedouins of Muhammad had originally 

burst forth from Arabia: in Muslim history, there is a close correlation between the inten-

sity of jihad and that of religious revivals. 

As a warlord as well as a legislator, a theologian and a jurisprudent, Muhammad's new 

synthesis systematized tribal mores and merged them into the new religion for the sake of 

which the new war was being waged. Between pre-Islamic war and Islamic jihad, there is 

as much continuity as there is discontinuity. Much of the "genetic" material of Islam is of 

tribal-nomadic origin. The Muslim conception, practice and doctrine of war was a new 

synthesis: "In large measure it was derived, like much of the practical side, from the ex-

perience gained against the Persians and Byzantines, but it was elaborated in ways pecu-

liar to the Muhammadan way, the joint influence of the precepts of Islam and the reported 

sayings and doings of the Prophet.""x"i 

Central to the conception and practice of war by Islam was a basic fact: "The new reli-

gion... was a creed of conflict. It taught the necessity of submission to its revealed teach-

ings and the right of its believers to take arms against those who opposed them."' 

War was enshrined in theory, that is, theology and law; it was equally enshrined in prac-

tice: "As the Medieval Islamic world evolved, much of its governmental apparatus, and 

especially its land tenure system, became geared to make war.""'iii  And war it waged. 
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"Jihad is not an event, but an institution" 

Most people, and certainly all members of Western 
civilization, are thus born into a world which differs 
radically from that of their ancestors, with the result 
that most of human history is a closed book to them 
(...) We all take the world in which we were born for 
granted and think of the human condition as ours. 
This is a mistake. The vast mass of human experience 
has been made with quite different conditions. 

Patricia Crone' 

A Primer on Jihad 

"We cannot repeat it enough: in Arabic, the way to 
say 'to win' [Arabic root n.s.r.] is 'assisted by God.' 
The victor, nasir, is not Man but God Almighty." 

Alfred Morabia 

Strategic consequences will flow differently whether it is agreed that "Islam is a religion 

of peace" and that jihad is a "spiritual exertion," or, to the contrary, that jihad as war is 

firmly rooted in the very nature of Islam. Time burdens words with complex legacies. A 

concept as ancient and as central to Islam as jihad does not escape the common fate of 

words laden with history. It is a layered, complex concept. "Warfare with spiritual signif-

icance," Prof. David Cook writes, "is the primary and root meaning of the term as it has 

been defined by classical Muslim jurists and legal scholars and as it was practiced by 

Muslims during the pre-modern period." Ref We will presently examine the historical 

development of the concept. 

Jihad flows naturally from the innermost core of Islam as a belief-structure (din), an all-

encompassing law (fiqh), and as a practice of the Muslim community as a whole, the 
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umma. Not only is it integral to Islam, it stems irrefutably and authoritatively from the 

Quran, from the corpus of the hadith and from sharia as a necessary and relentless con-

sequence. It is not a temporary, an accidental, an epiphenomenal aspect of Islam. There 

has never been an Islam without jihad: "... the jihad is an institution, and not an event, 

that is to say it is a part of the normal functioning of the Muslim world. ..""li  Jihad did 

not start in some remote past and then stop, only to be restarted as a response to "colonial 

aggression," "imperialist encroachments," "Zionist intrusion" or "American crimes." Ji-

had never stopped. Islam is inherently expansionist: the writ and word of Allah must be 

extended to the entire world. "Once the war machine was set into motion, its march for-

ward continued until it reached an impassable obstacle" defines jihad adequately.cxlii 

Islam caused itself to be unwilling and incapable of keeping up with the efflorescence of 

European science and technology, of industry and the military that started in the 1100s, 

accelerated with the Renaissance, and went exponential as the Industrial Revolution gath-

ered steam. As the balance of forces between Europe and the umma was upturned, centu-

ries of Islamic siege of Europe came to an end and were even reversed, as Europeans en-

croached indeed into lands that had long been conquered and ruled by Muslims."Iiii  Mus-

lim imperialism was de facto in retreat. But an imperialism vanquished does not stop be-

ing imperialist: it has merely stopped being victorious. It remains ever ready to resume its 

imperial dream. As soon as some in the umma could nurture again the belief that jihad 

could be victorious again, that the balance of forces would again favor the umma, sizable 

groups and schools of thought went back to the offensive. Several events taken together 

may describe the resumption of that ambition: the (U.S.-inflicted) Anglo-French with-

drawal from Suez in 1956; the French to skedaddle from Algeria in 1962; the first oil cri-

sis in 1973. Today we face the flames of this rekindled ambition. 

Islam is God's last word, and Muhammad is the "Seal of the Prophets." Muhammad is 

the last prophet God will ever send to mankind; his predication and Prophethood there-

fore represent not only the complete, but also the final truth. Islam trumps any earlier or 

other Revelation and is intrinsically superior to any of them. Islam's Revelation further is 

the exclusive source of truth and no other source is admissible. The validity of the Quran, 
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God's verbatim word, uncreated and preceding Creation, is absolute, unconditional and 

eternal. Allah's word and His law are immutable. The corpus of the hadith represents a 

source equal in dignity and value. Sharia draws from both."liv Quotations from the Quran 

serve as the point of departure for discussions of war and peace, and of course of juris-

prudence and policy-making."I" 

"We have sent you forth to all mankind" (Quran, 34:28): the message of Revelation holds 

for the entire human race. The umma that believes in it and carries it out is superior to all 

other human groups, past and present: "You are the best community that ever rose among 

men" (Q., 99:111, 106-110). To superiority, the creed adds supremacy: "The Arab 

Prophet preached a doctrine of universal sovereignty of his religion.mxlvi:  "Allah prom-

ised to those of you who believe and do pious work to make them the owners of the 

earth" (Q, 107:24, 54/55): this Revelation does not only have a monopoly on truth, but by 

divine decree it must inherit the dominion of the world. "Allah showed me all corners or 

the Earth. I saw the East and the West. My community will possess of it what he showed 

me from it. The keys of the treasures of the Earth were brought to me and deposited in 

my hands.'"xlvii  It is Allah's explicit will that the world be divided between believers and 

unbelievers: "If your Lord had wanted, He would have made only one community of all 

mankind," and, "If Allah did not neutralize one part of mankind with an other, the Earth 

would be corrupt.""Iviii 

This sovereignty of the Muslims over the Earth is only right since "Believers are superior 

to Infidels" (Q., 91:6, 50). This is so because "Ye are the best people evolved for man-

kind, enjoining what is right, forbidding what is wrong, and believing in Allah." 

(Q.,3:110). The result of those tenets: "something of a general trusteeship exerted by the 

umma upon the Adamic race (wilayat al-Islam).lix The community of the Muslims is 

entitled by God's law and obligated by it to hold sway upon all other groups. "The world 

is considered the sole domain of Muhammad" and his followers. 

The oft-cited Quranic verse "no compulsion in religion," advanced to buttress the largely 

fantastical claim of Islamic religious "tolerance" ("toleration" would be more exact), was 
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abrogated' by the later "Verse of the Sword" (Q., 9:5): "Then, when the sacred months 

are over, kill the idolaters wherever you find them, take them [captive], besiege them, and 

lie in wait for them at every point of observation. If they repent afterwards, perform the 

prayer and pay the alms, then release them. Allah is truly great." Lest anyone misunder-

stand this, a well-known hadith has Muhammad assert: "Behold! God sent me with a 

sword, just before the Hour [of Judgment], and place my daily sustenance beneath the 

shadow of my spear, and humiliation and contempt for those who oppose me.""i 

During his hijra [exile] at Medina, Muhammad himself organized the umma as a polity 

ruled by Revelation: a theocracy, or, better, a logocracy.clii  The religion that must extend 

its writ to the entire world took on the form of a state that later received the name of Ca-

liphate. That state is a divine instrument, "a necessary and coherent part of God's provi-

dential dispensation for mankind."cliii  In turn, this dictates its "geostrategy," to use an 

anachronistic word. "The state [that] is regarded as the instrument for universalizing [Is-

lam] must perforce be an ever-expanding state.""i" "Islam rules and nothing is higher," 

hadith states." To follow Majid Khadduri's formulation, it was "a divine monocratic 

state on an imperialist basis."' The Islamic state will be expanding in size and space un-

til the end of Time, until the entire world has "made Islam," that is, has made submission 

to the Revelation. "Allah in his own good time will make all religious communities dis-

appear, except Islam," hadith states.'" ii  And another saying tells us: "Jihad is in force un-

til the Day of Resurrection.""ii  Muhammad said elsewhere: "and fight them [the unbe-

lievers] until there is no more tumult and oppression, and there prevails justice and Faith 

in Allah altogether and everywhere" (Q., 8:39). A canonical hadith states: "Jihad will go 

on from the moment Allah sent me [to mankind] to the day when the last troops of my 

community will kill ad-Dajjal [the Muslim equivalent of the Antichrist], without a break 

in the continuity of the combat...mlix 

In sum, "the purifying war is the instrument of the Alliance between Allah and the umma 

which has become destiny. By imposing upon earth the Order willed by God, jihad ends 

war by means of war... Many Muslim doctors would second al-Qasani's statement that 
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"Killing the Infidels" has been decreed as a means of leading to Islam, by exhortation in 

the most abrupt way, once all hope of obtaining it by the easiest road, invitation by words, 

has been exhausted."th  The great student of Islamic law Joseph Schacht writes: "The ba-

sis of the Islamic attitude towards unbelievers is the law of war; they must be either con-

verted or subjugated or killed... the third alternative, in general, occurs only if the first 

two are refused."thi  To wit, the great Muslim historian al-Tabari records the recommen-

dation given by Caliph Umar to the commander of the troops he sent to the conquest or 

Iraq in 636 A.D.: "Summon the people to God; those who respond to your call, accept it 

from them.., but those who refuse must pay the poll tax out of humiliation and lowliness. 

If they refuse this, it is the sword without leniency."thi1 And so they did. 

As we saw earlier,thiii  Islam divides the world into two parts that differ in essence: dar al-

Islam, the world of Islam, where Islamic law rules, and the world designated as "abode of 

war," where Islamic law does not prevail, dar al-Harb.thiv The use of force by Muslims 

against unbelievers stems naturally from the doctrine: "The inhabitants of the dar al-

Harb are harbis, who are not answerable to Islamic authority and whose persons are mu-

bah, that is, at the mercy of the believers."' It is incumbent upon the umma to go to 

war to subdue the unbelievers—the "abode of war" is also called the "abode of infidelity" 

(dar al-kufr). "Expansionist jihad is a collective duty (fard al-kifaya) which is fulfilled if 

a sufficient number of people take part in it.. .the most important function of the doctrine 

of jihad is that it mobilizes and motivates Muslims to take part in wars against the unbe-

lievers.'"1" i 

Historically, "Islam found war in its cradle. It fought from its inception, and in order to 

prevail it imposed the new truth it carried by force of arms. This weighed in a singularly 

heavy way upon its entire destiny.""ii  Indeed, from the beginning, Islam was a warring 

religious polity, a religion in arms, we may say. "In this formative period of classical Is-

lam, Islamic militancy was reinforced by the superiority of Muslims over their enemies." 

Muslims are religiously obliged to disseminate the faith throughout the world. As such, 

disseminating (dawa) is neutral: it is the missionary word. But Islam considers that the 
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institutions of the dar al-Harb are hindrances to the spread and acceptance of Islam, and 

must therefore be removed. They "stand in the way" of the mission. As a result, "Mus-

lims believe that expansion through war is not aggression but a fulfillment of the Quranic 

command to spread Islam as a way of peace. The resort to force to disseminate Islam is 

not war (harb), a word that is used only to describe the use of force by non-Muslims. Is-

lamic wars are not hurub (the plural of harb) but rather futuhat, acts of 'opening' the 

world to Islam and expressing Islamic Jihad."thviii  The futuhat is the consecrated word 

that designates the "conquests of lands," and the "era of the futuhat" covers the first cen-

tury after hijra, 632 to 732 A.D., the period of the initial Islamic military expansion. 

The conquests—the "opening"—have always been the object of popular worship. Oral 

heroic narrative poetry, already a feature of pre-Islamic Arabia, flourished early on in Is-

lamic society. The qussas, popular storytellers and lay predicators, sang both the exploits 

of the olden desert "knights" of the jahiliyyah, the pre-Islamic state, and the conquering 

exploits of the Muslim warriors in edifying and fabulous stories which flattered the pub-

lic's sense of Muslim identity and mobilized it. "In the Islamic world, the futuhat have 

never ceased to be a theme resonant with popular sensibilities. The Book [the Quran] and 

the Apostle had announced the supremacy of the [Muslim] Religion. Jihad had made it 

into a concrete reality. Hence, Allah wanted his party to spread the Religion of Truth. The 

True Faith, to all surrounding countries. It was fated to spread some day to the entire uni-

verse, with God's effective support."thix Allah, indeed, intervenes permanently in the war, 

sends His Hosts of Angels, and secures a victory that inevitably will occur. The chroni-

cles of jihad are replete with tales of Allah's direct presence and intervention in battles: 

"0 You who believe! Remember Allah's beneficience toward you, when armies marched 

against you and We sent against them winds and legions of invisible archangels [to fight] 

for you!" So supported, the terrestrial victory of the Muslims is preordained and inevita-

ble. "So, whatever the Unbelievers do, [my] community will inevitably prevail. Isn't Al-

lah the best of those who plot?"cl" 

In Islamic law, in the Islamic mind, it is the unbelievers who "stand in the way" who bear 

responsibility for the state of war. "Those who resist Islam cause wars.'' The circular 
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nature of the argument is rooted in the exclusive nature of Revelation: since it is God's 

very word, to resist it is to "attack God." Everything in Islam revolves around, and re-

turns to, that privileged moment in time, Muhammad's prophethood, and the first four, 

"divinely-guided" (rashidun) caliphs, Abu Bala, Umar, Uthman, and Ali. Absolute per-

fection then prevailed, and the highest possible course of conduct for Muslims is to emu-

late the Prophet and his Companions, the salaf. "The past is a privileged moment of his-

tory at which the law eternally intended by God was revealed in universal and definitive 

formulations... [the Quranic] commands are valid as such for all times."c1" ii  The imita-

tion of the Prophet and the salaf is the highest possible standard of Muslim behavior: 

"Whosoever does not follow my behavior [sunna] is not one of mine," and "Whosoever 

revives my behavior revives me" are two of the Prophet's traditions. 

Since Muhammad spent the last ten years of his life in jihad within Arabia, and his suc-

cessors conquered a world for Islam, jihad indeed is the highest possible calling. As the 

thirteenth century Hanbali scholar and revered ancestor of all radical Islamists ibn 

Taimiyyah quoted the Prophet: "The head of the affair is Islam, its central pillar is the 

salat [almsgiving] and the summit is the jihad" and "a day spent in ribat [remaining at the 

frontiers of Islam with the intention of defending Islamic territory against the enemies] in 

the way of Allah is better than a thousand days spent elsewhere."cl" lii  War to spread the 

writ and rule of Islam is a categorical duty for Muslims. 

Innumerable ahadith praise and extol the jihadi war. "Authentic" ahadith were manufac-

tured in large quantity to do so and lend it overwhelming legitimacy. They furthered "the 

bellicose character of [Muhammad's] last years's Predication."c1" iv Three of the six ca-

nonical collections of hadith, those of Muslim (d. 875), Abu Daud (d. 889) and at-Tirmidi 

(d. 892), were compiled by Hanbalite scholars, the most radical school of Islamic juris-

prudence. Ibn Hanbal himself, and his followers, "are the most prone to quote ahadith 

that promote jihad, and harsh regarding the Unbelievers."c1"" Abdallah b. al-Mubarak's 

collection, one of the earliest (d. 797), the Kitab al-Jihad (the Book of jihad), is entirely 

devoted to jihad.c1"v1  There are "literally hundreds of sources for militant jihad in classi-

cal Islam with books and pamphlets devoted to the subject, as well as sections of every 
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hadith and law book, along with most commentaries in the Quran and historical material, 

as well as anecdotal snippets in the literary sources, and martial poetry...99c1xxvii 

To sum it up: 

Quran was a powerful exponent of an aggressive jihad doctrine. The hadith litera-
ture follows in its footsteps. Whereas the Quran supplies with generalities and en-
couragement to fight, the hadith material takes us into a full-blown description of 
warfare with a heavy spiritual content. It is clear from even [a] cursory overview 
that the subject of militant jihad was of critical concern to Muslims during the 
formative first three centuries of Islam, and there is no indication from any of this 
material that the jihad being described is anything other than military.clxxvin 

In the first centuries of Islam, the world looked like Revelation had said it would: "Be-

cause of the miracle of the conquests, jihad emerged as one of the core elements of Is-

lam."clxxix This shaped and structured Islamic legal doctrine and collective consciousness. 

A fair summation of the doctrine is offered by Ahmad Ibrahim Muhammad al-Dimashqi 

al-Dumyati, commonly known as Ibn an-Nuhas (d. 1411), author, in Cook's view, "of the 

largest and most significant book on jihad ever written (until the present day), the Masha-

ri al-Ashwaq ila masari ad-Ushaaq),"—a book that Osama bin Laden's mentor Abdullah 

Azzam called "the best book on Jihad'"lx": 

Know that jihad [against] the infidels is fard kifaya (obligation upon the entire 
community, not upon every single member of it) in their lands by general agree-
ment of the ulama... the least number of jihad raids that should be accomplished 
each year is one, and more is better without any doubt. A year without raids is not 
permissible, other than as a result of necessity, such as the weakness of the Mus-
lims, the superiority of the enemy, fear of complete annihilation if [the Muslims]• 
attack them first, or because of a lack of provision or fodder for their mounts.th' 

Jihad is fundamental to the latent, underlying world-outlook of the umma. Jihad is an ag-

gressive, expansion-oriented creed. The early conquests that led Muhammad and his 

raiders to the domination of Arabia, and the "well-guided" caliphs and their successors to 

the great futuhat, to the Pyrenees and the Punjab, were jihad in its first greatness. Eyewit-

ness accounts and contemporary chronicles agree: they were destructive, merciless, fanat-

ical. 1̀"0(ii  Jihad as the instrument of Allah's dominion over the world is "central to the 
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latent or implicit outlook of the people of the umma of Muhammad" and is deeply etched 

in their collective consciousness.cl' iii 

Jihad for all places and for all times 

Muslim theologians and jurists' rulings and opinions manifest a complete consensus 

amongst them. Whether they belong to the four schools of Sunni Islam, Hanbali, Shaafi, 

Mailiki or Hanafi, or are of the Shia, they agree on fundamentals. Whether they wrote 

during the early centuries of Islam and were amongst the first clerics to opine on the mat-

ter, or were active during Classical and Medieval Islam or later, pre-modern or modern: 

jihad, the war to make Allah's writ supreme over the entire planet, is always a fundamen-

tal tenet. Abu Hanifa (d. 767); Malik b. Anas (d. 795); al-Shafi (d. 820); ibn Hanbal (d. 

855); the eminent hadith compiler al-Bukhari (d. 869); al-Tabari who wrote a monumen-

tal commentary on the Quran and a Kitab al-Jihad (d. 923); the North African Maliki 

doctor al-Qayrawani (d. 996); the renowned al-Mawardi (d. 1058); ibn Rushd—the fa-

mous philosopher Averroes (d. 1198); the literalist Zahiri doctrinaire ibn Hazm of Cor-

dova (d. 1064); ibn Khaldoun the great scientific mind (d. 1406); ibn Taimiyyah, the hero 

of radical Islamists (d. 1328); Ziauddin Barani (d.1357) who wrote against the Hindus; 

al-Ghazali (d. 1111) who reconciled mainstream Sunni orthodoxy and Sufism; the Shiite 

al-Amili (d. 1621); Indo-Persian Sufi theologian Shah Wali-Allah (d. 1762); the Persian 

al-Majlisi (d. 1699); the Iranian shiite Ruhollah Khomeiny (d. 1989); the Egyptian Mus-

lim Brother Sayyid Qutb (d. 1966); the Egyptian Muslim Brother Yusuf Qaradawi: the 

best and the brightest of Islamic theology and law all agree on the essentials of jihad.clx"iv 

Whether it is jihad de jure—the authoritative opinions of leading Muslim jurisprudents 

through the nearly fifteen centuries of the history of Islam—or de facto jihad—the history 

of Islam's wars against the rest of the world, from the Prophet's early campaigns through 

today, neither ever went in abeyance or ever was denied. Scholars of Islam traditionally 

knew it: "The classical [Islamic] works define [jihad] quite baldly as the religious duty of 
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spreading Islam by force of arms. They lay down five propositions concerning it": jihadi 

war is a duty ordered by the Prophet; it must continue until the entire world is under the 

sway of Islam; the sovereign must lead it, not any self-appointed leader; the "call to Is-

lam" must be issued before combat; and the Muslim who dies fighting jihad is a shahid, 

martyr assured of Paradise and special privileges there—as historian Arthur Jeffery wrote 

in 1942.6"" Jihad is so fundamental that it is permanent: "[W]e are pointing out a per-

manent historic force, which is ceaselessly renewed through the generations, independent 

of race, color, climate and all external circumstances, never beaten, ever being reborn. 

This force is the deeply held conviction, rooted in the soul of every Muslim... Holy War 

is a categorical requirement, pure and simple," wrote Clement Huart in 1907.clwvi  Is-

lamologist Henri Lammens wrote in 1916 that "[t]he war against the non-Muslims, so 

frequently recommended in the Medinese suras, almost became.., the sixth pillar of Is-

 

As the French scholar of Islam Alfred Morabia concluded but one generation ago: 

The doctors of the Classical era promulgated the requirement of waging jihad 
against the Unbelievers, not on account of the threat they represented against the 
Muslim order, but because of their Unbelief itself. All the schools of law eventu-
ally adopted the thesis of offensive jihad. The definitive rule is that an offensive 
and permanent struggle against the Impious must be waged even if the latter do 
not take the initiative of the struggle. Their impiousness itself is an attack on Is-
lam and the rights of Allah. It is incontrovertible that the thesis of a defensive ji-
had barely found any echo with the medieval [Islamic] jurisprudents...clxxxvm 

The chronicle of jihad since its inception is literally endless. It shows that jihad indeed 

never stopped. The list is tedious, though telling. It registers the innumerable cities that 

were pillaged and burned down, the provinces invaded, the coasts raided and devastated, 

regions depopulated and populations uprooted, enslaved and massacred. Spain was con-

quered and occupied by the Arabs and the Berbers; Rome was attacked; Genoa sacked; 

Toulouse, Bordeaux, Avignon, Lyons sacked and destroyed; the Dalmatian coast and 

Thrace ruined; Armenia devastated. India was repeatedly shattered by Turkic invaders 

recently converted to Islam. Anatolia was turned into a quasi-desert by their ceaseless 
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raids: land went from being used for farming to being used for grazing sheep. The Cauca-

sus was mercilessly reduced. Arab pirates and unending raids made life untenable all 

around the Mediterranean, in the Provence, on all Mediterranean islands. The Romans' 

mare nostrum had been the connecting link for all peoples from time immemorial; after 

the Muslim conquests it became an unbridgeable divide, as Henri Pirenne showed. The 

futuhat were brutal and devastating. 

Jihad did not stop with the initial centuries of expansion. It took three great waves of 

Muslim raids and invasions over a period of five centuries (from the eighth to the thir-

teenth century) for the jihadi warriors to conquer the entire Gangetic plain of India. Mil-

lions were killed by the Muslim invaders who relished in the slaughter of Hindu unbe-

lievers and polytheists. "My principal object in coming to Hindustan... has been to ac-

complish two things. The first was to war with the infidels, the enemies of the Moham-

madan religion; and by this religious warfare to acquire some claim to reward in the life 

to come. The other was... that the army of Islam might gain something by plundering the 

wealth and valuables of the infidels: plunder in war is as lawful as their mothers' milk to 

Musalmans who war for their faith," said Tamerlane, "Amir Timur," the conqueror 

whose mass slaughters surpassed those committed by Mahmud of Ghazni, the Turco-

Afghan conqueror, and equaled Chingis Khans.c00Ux  On the western side of the Islamic 

umma, the Balkans became the hapless targets of Turco-Muslim raiding and mass en-

slavement, as the Bulgars, the Serbs, the Rumanians, and deeper into Europe even the 

Hungarians fell to the jihadi campaigns and were occupied for lengthy periods of time. 

Vienna was besieged in 1583 and again in 1683. The Polish king Jan Sobieski, who broke 

the second siege, had perfected novel methods of fighting back the Muslim raiders; he 

intercepted a Tatar army heading back toward the Black Sea with 44,000 prisoners des-

tined to be sold as slaves."' 

From the beginning of the nineteenth century, the umma found itself rolled back or raided 

by its erstwhile victims. Jihad did not stop. It was carried out at the behest of the legiti-

mate ruler, the Ottoman sultan-emperor; it met all the qualifications the clerics had al-

ways required. The Persian monarch and the Moghul claimed no lesser legitimacy, and 
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their own jihad was no less canonical. And then there were more jihad wars In 1744 the 

pirate of the sand dunes Muhammad ibn Saud and the madcap predicator Muhammad ibn 

Abd al-Wahhab--the shaykh and the jawad, the plunderer and the bigot—struck a busi-

ness deal which resulted in a brutal series of raids, the conquest of Najd by 1785 and the 

spread of a new version of the eternal Muslim "reform": back to the past, to the roots, to 

the salafi. The armed Wahhabi faith declared the entire world, not only Christians and 

Shiites, but virtually all other Sunni Muslims, to be apostates, weir, liable to be killed 

and plundered, and lost no time in practicing what they preached. Lacking any sense of 

proportions, Abd al-Wahhab proclaimed himself head of the umma and declared jihad 

against the Ottomans. Wreaking a path of destruction, his warriors raided Karbala, the 

towns of Hejaz, including Mecca. The first Saudi empire was annihilated by Egypt's 

Mehmet Ali in 1818, but the Saudi-Wahhabi jihad had a future which Abdulaziz ibn Saud 

materialized in the early decades of the twentieth century and his son King Faisal made 

into a global power after 1973."c1 

Usaman Dan Fodio led his own messianic and apocalyptic jihad in West Africa against 

"pagan" Africans from 1804 to 1810, where he erected a jihadi empire. India, subject to 

Muslim rule for seven centuries, but now under British control, was proclaimed dar al-

Harb in 1803 by Shah Abd al-Aziz Dihlawi; Sayyid Ahmad Shahid (d. 1831), a Wahhabi 

convert returning from Mecca, put it into practice. The great Indian Mutiny of 1857-1858 

against the British was largely a Muslim revolt and a jihad. "cii  Fighting off Russian en-

croachments in Daghestan and Chechnya were local jihad wars, just as Sufi leader Abd 

al-Qadir, hereditary amir of Mascara in what later became Algeria, proclaimed and led a 

fifteen-year jihad against the French (1832-1847). 

Jihad was in a way a spontaneous response of the umma against enemies—because it had 

become the umma's second nature over many centuries of practice, and because it had 

become ingrained in the umma's cultural DNA. Wars against external enemies were natu-

rally perceived through the culture of jihad and waged accordingly. 
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In 1880, Muhammad Ahmad of southern Egypt declared himself to be the Mandi, and 

took Khartoum at the expense of "China" Gordon's life. He and his successor, the unsur-

prisingly-named Khalifa Abdallahi, launched into wars of expansion, having declared a 

jihad on Egypt, Ethiopia and Eritrea. After the passing of that Mandi and the inglorious 

death of his successor in 1895, another one sprung up in Somalia, the Wahhabi-

influenced "Mad Mullah" who held the British in check until 1920."cill  Amir Abd el-

Krim of Morocco led his jihad war in the Rif mountains against the French in the 1920s. 

On the Shiite side, the Persian religious leaders declared jihad during the Russo-Persian 

Wars (1808-1813, 1826-1828). Each and every Ottoman war was a jihad. A polity like 

the umma, which rules itself on the basis of the undistinction of the religious and the po-

litical, cannot but tinge its wars with the religion that pervades and rules society. Jihad, as 

we have insisted, never stopped. What happened in the contemporary world, which re-

sulted in the jihad war waged against the West (including India), is a continuation of, and 

stands in full continuity with, the entire history of the umma Muhammadiyya, the com-

munity of Prophet Muhammad, against the rest of the world, the dar al-Harb, the dar al-

Kufr. 

In 1924, Mustafa Kemal Atatiirk who had been awarded the name of "ghazi" for his vic-

tories against infidels, deposed the sultan and put an end to the sultanate and finally abol-

ished the Caliphate. Turkey was to be a secular republic. The continuity of the cali-

phate—which, with hyperbolic exaggeration and a great deal of disregard for the facts of 

history, a believer could trace back directly to the Prophet—had been broken. This was 

an earthquake for Muslims, as it would have been in medieval times in Europe if the Pa-

pacy had become extinct, or elsewhere if the Japanese imperial family had been over-

thrown. Further, the despised dhimmi Christian was calling the shots in the Arab Middle 

East, the faranji (a generic term for Western Europeans, from "Franks") booted out by 

Salah ed-din the Great were now back in force, with their Maxim guns, their mufti suits, 

their made-up women and their missionaries. Worse still, the even more despised Jews 

had successfully defended their establishment in Israel, while a secular republic arose in 

India, the land of such Muslim glory, power and supremacy. "Contemporary jihad theory 
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begins from the time that overt military resistance to Western incursions ceased and the 

need arose to radically redefine the meaning of jihad, either for apologetic reasons or be-

cause the definition was no longer relevant to new circumstance.'"i" Jihad for our times 

was being prepared. 
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Part II: The Tainted Genes of Modern Jihad 

A people bewitched 
With a history written with chalks of illusion 

Adonis 

From Islam to Pan-Islam 

Islam sees itself as "metahistoric, divinely guided" and located "essentially outside and 

above" history. An article of faith in Muslim orthodoxy determines Islam to be timeless 

and immutable, in the image of its holy book, the Quran, emphatically said by itself and 

most of the Muslim tradition to be 'uncreated.'"c" Islam, self-described as perfect from 

the very inception of Revelation, is suspended out of time, it rests ever impervious to 

change in a stasis of sameness. Since it sees itself as self-enclosed and self-similar, it 

cannot possibly borrow from the times in which its adherents live or from alien cultures 

or peoples. "Few culture areas have been subjected to so much and so violent change as 

that of Islam; none perhaps has so consistently refused to accept the ontological reality of 

change."'vi 

At the same time, ideally reverting to an idealized Golden Age that consists of Muham-

mad's Prophethood and his first four flawless successors, the 'well-guided' caliphs, al-

lows the actuality of time to be denied. History in this conception is not an open-ended 

development but an entropic process of degeneracy farther away from the original perfec-

tion. For mankind, the only desirable and indeed possible course of action is harking back 
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to that past. In 1925, the University of Al-Azhar in Cairo, the most authoritative institu-

tion in Sunni Islam, used a particularly revealing argument to condemn the views ex-

pressed by one of its numbers. Islam is of one piece, and therefore unchanging: "Accord-

ing to the unanimous consensus of the Muslims, Islam is the totality of the precepts 

transmitted by the Prophet in regard to doctrine, cut, and legal relations among the people. 

These precepts form one whole and cannot be dissociated from one another."'"ii 

On the Shiite side, Ayatollah Khomeiny avers: "Islam is not constrained by time or space, 

for it is eternal... what Muhammad permitted is permissible until the Day of Resurrection; 

what he forbade is forbidden until the Day of Resurrection. It is not permissible tha his 

ordinances (hudud) be superseded, or that his teachings fall into disuse, or that the pun-

ishments [he set] be abandoned, or that the taxes he levied be discontinued, or that the 

defense of Muslims and their lands cease."""iii 

It is then a great irony that Islam should have been massively drawing upon a modern 

world that was not of its making, and the workings of which were completely foreign to 

its very principles. All orthodoxy to the contrary, far from remaining watertight to a con-

stant immersion in its environment, Islam has absorbed elements coming from a world 

alien to it. Ever since the relative fortunes of the dar al-Islam and the West were reversed 

more than 250 years ago, osmosis with the modern world has 'contaminated' a supposed-

ly hermetically sealed Islam. 

What goes for Islam in general goes for jihad in particular. The first part of this study 

showed that there has never been an Islam without jihad: jihad is an integral part of Is-

lam.' In the modern world, jihad has fared no different than the religion it serves. Just 

as the jihadis use modern Western technologies to wage their wars, they also use, if more 

selectively, a number of concepts and practices that originated in the West, all the while 

extolling the pristine purity of the form of Islam they practice. 

Like all human societies, their cultures and ideology, Islam can be analyzed through its 

'genetic' make, the materials that were pulled together to create it, the operating system 
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that lies at its core, in one word, the 'genetic code' which is specific to Islam. Likewise, 

to understand modern jihad, we need to analyze its 'DNA.' Its present composition re-

sulted from the splicing of modern messages into the traditional genetic material. The 

analysis will start from the first impact of sustained Western expansion into the core areas 

of Islam, towards the end of the 1 e century. 

The proclaimed and sought-after ideal of a politically united dar al-Islam — one Caliphate 

ruling over all Muslim lands, as had been the case in the times of Muhammad and his 

deputies, the khdafa, Abu-Bakr, Umar, Uthman and Ali - eluded the Muslims as early as 

a few decades after the establishment of an Islamic polity. It was never reconstituted 

though it lived on as an ideal of undiminished appeal. As long as Muslims lived in a Mus-

lim universe stretching from the Atlantic Ocean to the Bay of Bengal and farther, politi-

cal fragmentation was an object of sorrow but not of scandal. Alien impingements 

changed this complacent mood. 

Starting with the gradual demise of the Moghul Empire in the l8 century, the dynamics 

unleashed by the West helped dissolve or even destroy various Muslim polities; Western 

expansion spurred on the surviving ones to change, such as the Ottoman Empire. The re-

treat of the world of Islam was speedy. After centuries of relative stalemate, the British 

brought to an end close to a millennium of Muslim rule in India; the French effortlessly 

took Egypt and later Algeria; the Russians advanced along a broad front into the ancestral 

lands of the Golden Horde and the Turkish lands all around the Black Sea and in Central 

Asia; the Dutch strengthened their control over the Insulindian archipelago. Gradually, 

awareness of the changes afoot spread amongst the faithful: "Muslims in India became 

aware of the decline of Islam as a world power," notably though the great pilgrimage to 

Mecca." By the end of the 10 century, "the existence of an almost universal Muslim 

predicament, one of subjugation by the West," was general. cci  The mental map of the 

world Muslims were able to draw was less and less Muslim, while Muslims in larger and 

larger numbers stopped inhabiting a world comprised essentially of Muslim Empires, as 

the Muslim tradition had depicted."ii 
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In this bygone 'natural' Islamic order, under Ottoman Caliph, Indian Moghul or Qajar 

Shah, policies and decisions had been arrived at by means of court intrigue, harem cabals 

and the closed-door interplay of elite groupings. Powerful local notables, imperial lieu-

tenants, prominent clerics and soldiers were players. Politics in the modern sense did not 

exist, it did not involve public deliberation nor the engagement of broad social forces. 

Now, more and more, the instruments of rule were political manifestos and programs, 

books and newspapers, parties and associations, parliamentary assemblies and street 

demonstrations that competed with increasing vigor with the old instruments of power. 

What had been dealt with in the secluded privacy of the Topkapi Palace was now increas-

ingly played out in the public realm. Larger masses once kept outside the magic circle 

were clamoring at gates for some form of participation. Muslims were acceding to poli-

tics in the Western sense at the same time as Western politics reached them. 

But Islam was less and less able to order public life.cciii  One after the other the Muslim 

polities shrank and fragmented. As time went by, no ruler was able any longer credibly to 

claim and offer leadership to the Umma and its members. Once gone the last surviving 

Muslim imperial ruler, the Caliph, Muslims were released from the sharia-based political 

order that had once aggregated them: Muslims now had to re-compose their political or-

der. They also were compelled to do so lest all Muslim polity disappear altogether. They 

were thrown in spite of themselves into the 'free market' of politics. The adaptive 

change of Muslim societies to the strange new world which now surrounded them first 

took the form of the rise of Pan-Islam, or Pan-Islamism in the second part of the 19th  cen-

tury. 

Birth of Pan-Islam 
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The Umma islamiyya, the community of Islam, was increasingly despoiled of a visible, a 

credible political embodiment. So far removed were they from ideas of the unity of Islam 

that the Moghul emperors and the Ottoman sultans tried for more than a hundred years to 

achieve an offensive alliance against fellow-Muslim ruler, the Shah of Persia. " i" This en-

capsulated well the state of chronic fragmentation and dynastic warring that had charac-

terized Islam for most of its real-life existence. "The idea of Islamic unity remained an 

alien concept to Muslim rulers until the 10 century, despite the pervasive feelings of re-

ligious commonality and brotherhood among the mass of the believers. Prior to the 19'11 

century, in spite of a few, vague and isolated calls for unity, the Islamic states failed to 

develop a concept of unity," writes a Turkish historian of Pan-Islamism.' 

Pan-Islamism, then, as it evolved from the early 10 century onward, was the notion that 

the political and religious unity (or union) of Islam was the solution to the ills that be-

sieged the world of Islam. The new ideology was based on a few principles: (1) the need 

for a strong central authority to lead Pan-Islam and impose its ideology; (2) the rallying 

to the cause of the entire Muslim world; (3) obedience to the Caliph; (4) total solidarity 

with the cause; (5) readiness for common action.' "i  A fair outline of the doctrine by one 

of its leading ideologues went: 

"[under the] rule of Islam over contiguous lands in a single sequence, their government 
was undefeatable. Their great kings ruled most of the globe... The Kings of China and 
Europe trembled before a word of their caliphs and princes. Four hundred million Mus-
lims, their hearts stout and ready to die as martyrs in war. Any Muslim under foreign 
domination is injurious to the Umma. After having been the world's teacher, Muslims 
now lag in knowledge and industry. Muslims have not forgotten that Allah promised they 
would inherit the earth. But their first problem is their arch-rivalries and internal discord. 
Unite on the Quran and Islam guarantees success: unity!"ccvii 

Pan-Islam was now the prism through which the world of Islam perceived it new, scan-

dalous situation of worldly inferiority, and the remedies it imagined to rebuild its erst-

while supremacy. As "Nile expansion of the West into Muslim lands redefined for Mus-

lim peoples the meaning of their universality, iii  Pan-Islam was the Umma's first co-

herent response to its new situation as a minority in retreat, one that found itself material-

ly and militarily overwhelmed. It was the recombinant form taken by the concept of the 
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Umma in a world dominated by non-Muslim powers.'' Pan-Islamism was the form Is-

lam had to take on in order to exist in an international order that it had not made or de-

fined, over which it did not hold sway, and which it needed to fend off. It was the Umma 

in politics. 

The situation of the Umma thus produced both a global demand for new policies, in re-

sponse to Western inroads, and a supply in the form of proposed leadership and ideology. 

Muslim reactions took on two principal and often conflicting forms: that of Pan-Islam as 

an official ideology developed by the Ottoman Empire and its rulers, and Pan-Islam as a 

mass-movement of religious anti-imperialism. The two approaches then converged and 

then diverged; Pan-Islamist action resulted from their interaction.. 

The Caliph was God's shadow on earth, the executant of His decrees, his legitimacy 

transmitted by an unbroken chain of succession, and all Muslims should obey and support 

him.' This was embodied in his territorial dominion. But in 1774, at the end of a long, 

lost war the Ottoman Empire signed the Treaty of Mica Kaynarca with the Russian Em-

pire. One of the treaty's noteworthy features was the assertion by the Ottoman Sultan of 

his spiritual jurisdiction over Muslims living outside the empire. What a change this was! 

Instead of conquering by force of arms as the Ottomans had done for centuries, and thus 

assert his dominion over land and people, the Sultan now claimed a lesser form of suze-

rainty, one copied on the Christian West: just as European powers had wrested from the 

Sultans the Capitulations which made them the 'protectors' of the Christians communi-

ties inside the Ottoman Empire, the Sultan now claimed a religiously-grounded relation-

ship to and 'spiritual' dominion over the Muslims who lived outside his writ, outside the 

dar al-Islam. 

The Ottoman rulers had spread "the legend that Sultan Selim I had inherited the Caliphate 

from the last Abbasid Caliph in 1517 (...) Although controversial, this claim was increas-

ingly accepted," c"` though it was not taken seriously until the reign of Abdtilaziz in the 

1860s and 1870s.' ii  He was the first sultan to actually claim the title, even if the first Ot-

toman ruler who had been addressed by the title had been Abdijilhamid I in 1774, though 
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he did not claim the title himself. Muslim uprisings occurred in many places, their leaders 

looked for Ottoman patronage, leadership and support: Syrian rumblings of jihad in 1853, 

the Great Mutiny in India from 1857, Caucasus rebellions against Russian advance, Cen-

tral Asian rebellions and Turkestan wars against Russian rule or encroachments, Aceh 

wars against the Dutch. 

The assumption of the caliphal title created much-needed leverage for the embattled Sul-

tan Abdfilhamid II (r. 1876 to 1909), the 'Sultan-Caliph.' As his empire unraveled on its 

Balkanic, Russian and Mediterranean edges, he was "drawn to claim a spiritual authority 

no longer dependent upon the possession of the sinews of power. His was a policy in-

tended to conceal weakness, to create an illusion of latent strength."'' On the other 

hand, the claim to the caliphate was a powerful means of rallying to the Ottoman cause 

Muslim nations and leaders fighting against Western powers. The Sultan-Caliph thus 

killed many birds with one stone. He himself articulated the creed: 

"If we want to rejuvenate, find our previous force and reach our old greatness we ought 
to remember the fountainhead of our strength. What is beneficial to us is not to imitate 
the so-called Western civilization but to return to the sheriat [sharia], the source of our 
strength. (...) Our relations with coutries inhabited by Muslims must be expanded and we 
must strive for togetherness. As long as the unity of Islam continues, England, France, 
Russia and Holland are in my hands, because with a word the Caliph could unleash the 
jihad among their Muslim subjects and this would be a tragedy for the Christians... [O]ne 
day Muslims will rise and shake off the infidels' yoke. [Millions of them] are beseeching 
God for delivery from foreign rule. They have pinned their hopes on the Caliph, the 
deputy of the Prophet Muhammad."mth 

Abdulhamid was conjoining Pan-Islam and jihad. A British Ambassador to the Sublime 

Porte reported him as saying in official conversation: "Unlike the czar, I have abstained 

till now from stirring up a crusade and profiting from religious fanaticism, but the day 

may come when I can no longer curb thr rights and indignation of my people at seeing 

their coreligionists butchered [by various Christian rebels] and once their fanaticism is 

aroused, then the whole Western world, in particular the British Empire, will have reason 

to fear," a discourse that has a distinctly contemporary feel.'" He broached upon the 

theme again and again: "The entire Islamic world is, so to say, connected by an electric 

wire. The hand of the great Sultan of Turkey [himself] rests on its button. The least pres-
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sure on the button can disturb the whole Islamic world."""i  The conjunction of Islam, 

jihad and a modern Western technology is particularly noteworthy. 

Muslim reactions to European advances continued: in Egypt the 1882 Urabi Revolt 

against British rule, in the Sudan the saga of the Mandi that started in 1881-82, In Tuni-

sia, where Abdiilhamid was considering sending the Ottoman Navy, opposition to French 

control. The Ottoman press was clamoring that "the Sultan [is] willing to shed his last 

drop of blood and to spend the last piaster of his treasure to defend the sacred religion of 

Islam..." Abdiilhamid was reportedly considering the establishment of an 'international 

Muslim League' to assist the Ottoman Empire militarily."" If the last drop of his own 

blood and his last piaster were saved for another day, a constant flood of emissaries was 

streaming out of Istanbul to convey the new creed. Missions were sent to Japan, which 

stopped over in Suez, Aden, Bombay, Ceylon, Singapore, Saigon and Hong-kong; to 

China, visiting Muslim countries on the way; emissaries, in an old tradition of propagan-

da which went back to the Fatimid caliphs of Cairo, were sent to Muslim communities: 

"Messengers in the guise of religious preachers and expounders of the Quran were sent to 

all quarters of the globe proclaiming the pious feelings of the Khalifa, and exhorting the 

true believers to persevere in their faith and to unite in a common bond in defense of Is-

lam," a confidante of Abdiilhamid wrote." iii  It was "a constant stream of emissaries to 

and fro Istanbul, bearing the Pan-Islamic message. Many were sheikhs, some of whom 

were associated with [brotherhoods], other ulama and men of religion. More rarely, they 

comprised notables, traders and businessmen... At various points, one hears of their hav-

ing visited southern Russia, Iran, Afghanistan, Central Asia, India, China, the Philip-

pines... and naturally Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, Sudan and Arabia" as well as 

the areas adjoining Lake Chad, Tanganyka, Natal and Zanzibar. ix 

While the Caliph turned to Muslims, the converse was equally true: in their hour of need, 

Muslims turned to him as the sole remaining, highly visible and legitimate political au-

thority in the world of Islam. The leader of the Algerian resistance to the French had ral-

lied the Caliph as his leader as early as 1840, and called for his help. So did the Sanussi 

Brotherhood fighting the Italians in Tripolitania. So did the Aceh Muslims fighting the 
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Dutch, and Yakub Bey, the East Turkestan (Xinjiang) leader in the fight against the Rus-

sians. "Islam began to acquire a new international dimension that the West described as 

`Pan-Islam'.""" Abdiilhamid made an especial effort "to harness the entire Sufi structure 

to his Pan-Islamism under the supervision of the sheikh of the tarikat [Sufi brotherhoods], 

the shaykh al-Turuq." He even personally joined one of them while reaching out directly 

to other such important brotherhoods.'" The Sufi brotherhoods were indeed the 

straightest and most efficient way of reaching the broad masses of the Muslim popula-

tions, within and without the empire: popular Islam was out of reach of the stale estab-

lishment ulama. 

At the same time, Abdiilhamid was ambivalent about popular Pan-Islamism, given the 

risk that it might escape his control. When sheikh Shamil, the larger-than-life Chechen 

hero of Muslim resistance to the infidel Russians, arrived in Istanbul on his way to Mecca 

— the victorious Tsar had permitted him to go on the haj after he had surrendered in 1856 

— "the population gave him an extraordinarily enthusiastic welcome that lasted for days, 

until the Porte, afraid that the popular demonstrations were escalating into anti-

government shows, hastened Shamil's departure.'"ii  The Caliph was willing to instru-

mentalize the "Ottoman street" but not to be overwhelmed by it to the point of having to 

follow it. He kept Pandora's Box slightly ajar, enough for the rumbling to frighten part-

ners and opponents, never so wide open that the winds he liberated would sweep him off 

his throne. In this, he was perhaps a wiser ruler than many later sorcerers' apprentices 

who recklessly unleashed vast popular movements. 

For rulers, the paradox was powerful and dangerous: in order to safeguard their realms, 

they needed to mobilize the masses. In so doing, they ran the risk of letting the genie out 

of the bottle, and being unable to stop the populace challenging the old order.'" Mo-

dernity was at work: it was not enough to rally the ulama. In order to mobilize the masses, 

the Caliph needed to talk to them, and to do so use the literati — the intelligentsia. The Ca-

liph used the printing press, and soon, newspapers were appearing under his benevolent 

protection and with a Pan-Islamic message, such as Basiret, which "appealed to the 

world's Muslims, especially in Mecca, India and Central Asia." The contents: "Basiret 
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claimed that Muslims were endowed with a special inner bond (profound, heartfelt love) 

which had a permanent religious essence and compelled all Muslims to move toward cen-

tral union and alliance.""xxi" Religious brotherhood turned into political consciousness. 

Caught between the old and the new, the Muslims' "response [was] largely politicized... 

[their] reponse had (at least initially), a character of religious anti-imperialism.""" . 

What was needed to mobilize the Muslim masses was an ideology that went beyond the 

narrow bounds of the political quietism in Islam: the tradition, best expounded perhaps by 

the great thinker al-Ghazali (d. 1111 AD), known as the "Reviver of the Faith" whom 

"Orthodox Islam regards... as the final authority" was unequivocal on this point,"" bet-

ter an injustice than a disorder. The fear of disorder, fitna, was the bugbear of Islamic po-

litical thought. As a result, the very thought of organized political action outside the pur-

view of legitimate authority was quite unthinkable. New conditions, however, demanded, 

an ideology capable of moving the masses. 

Ideology and mobilization: these were key modern ingredients to the new broth now 

simmering about in the Umma. These modern creatures, the ideologues and the political 

agitators, were equally required. One of the first was the talented adventurer Jalal al-Din 

al-Afghani, whose heady words of jihad we have already heard.'"ii  His "recurrent 

theme was the mobilization of Muslims (and especially their leaders and intellectuals) 

simultaneously against European aggression and corrupt tyrannical rule at home." ii 

"Both appeals were revolutionary, and the combination made them even more so. The 

problem with the intelligentsia and the demagogues is that they soon were developing 

their own agenda, which did not necessarily include the Caliph. Which is likely why 

Abdillhamid kept him first at arm's length, and finally in a situation of gilded captivity in 

Istanbul (1892-1897) until his death: the danger that the populist demagogue would over-

step the boundaries set by his master was too great. 

As early as 1877 or 1878, al-Afghani had drafted a letter meant for the Caliph's eyes, 

aimed at inciting the ruler to send him on a tour of India to rally Indian Muslims to unity 

and the Caliph. "The letter is a mixture of messianic vision and realpolitik in the cause of 
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Pan-Islam... a plan for a rapprochement between the Ottoman Empire, the Muslims of 

India, and those of Afghanistan, leading to future cooperation and perhaps, eventually, a 

union... [and] even more ambitious plans for the achievements of Pan-Islam. He offers to 

send ulama to remote parts of India, others from Afghanistan, to Kokand and Bukhara, 

and yet others to Kashgar and Yarkand — all as secret emissaries to mobilize support for 

the cause. Here one has the embryo of a master plan, bold in its conception and execu-

tion...mcxxix 

The union (or unity) of Islam, in Arabic Wandat al-Islam or al-Wanda al-Islamiyya, Itti-

had-i Islam in Turkish, was becoming a factor in world affairs. A historian of Pan-

Islamism summed up the new ideology: 

1.All Muslims are part of one country, the head and commander of which is the Caliph. 
2.Muslim countries all over the world face the danger of subjugation by Europe. The en-
emies of Islam have gained the upper hand and have occupied Muslim lands not because 
of the inherent inferiority of Islam,„ but because of the members of the [Umma] remained 
disunited, ignorant. 
3.The weakness of Muslim society has resulted also from the weakness of iman [faith], 
and the believers' failure to understand properly and obey their faith. Muslims, therefore, 
should properly interpret Islamic principles in the light of reason and science. Predestina-
tion should not be interpreted as fatalism, and Muslims must attach importance to worldly 
aspects of their existence, such as material progress, rather than solely to the dogma of 
the faith. 
4.The rejuvenation of Islam is possible through a return to its basic principles, and that, 
in turn, depends first and foremost on achieving the unity of the [Umma] under the guid-
ance of its leader, the caliph, or amir 

In his 1913 book Pan-Islam: The Past, Present and Future of Islam: Views About World 

Civilization and Its Political and Social Doctrines, the eminent Turkish intellectual Celal 

Nun (1877-1939) aptly summarized the ever-recurring themes of Pan-Islam: "damn the 

Christian hatred of Islam, smash European aggression... Islamic union a civilizing force 

thank to its humane character... Islam could shake the entire world with its force, renas-

cent in the near future in a young, united Islamic nation.mcxxxi 

The Young Turks had first been established in 1889 among military students. The Com-

mittee Union and Progress (CUP), a secret society of opponents was in an osmotic rela-

tionship with the Young Turks,. They were not set on a firm ideology. Rather, they alter-
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natively or simultaneously picked from a hodge-podge of different beliefs: a 'Pan-

Turanian' ideology which vaguely aspired to ingather all the Turkic-speaking peoples, or 

the 'Turkic' race, from Western China to Anatolia; `Ottomanism,' which meant to con-

tinue the Abdillhamid's efforts to rejuvenate the empire; and 'Pan-Islamism.' Impatience 

at the Sultan's inability to ward off external threats and encroachments would not allow 

him much longer to lead the Ottoman renascence he had promised. Anticipating the sorry 

string of military takeovers that blighted so much of the history of extra-European nations 

in the 20th  century, a secret society plotted to replace him, and do better what he claimed 

he intended to do. Even his Pan-Islam had failed to deliver tangible results, and did not 

appear to have impeded the enfeeblement of the Empire. 

In 1908, the Young Turks took power, deposed the Sultan and enthroned a puppet mon-

arch. Their policy was unequivocally indicated in the same year, when the island of Crete 

announced its union with Greece, "the CUP threatened the European powers that, should 

they support this act, they would have to reckon with the wrath of the Muslims every-

where."ii  The Young Turks use the haj to rouse Muslims energies to that effect. "At 

the 10th  Congress of the CUP, it was decided to continue to employ Pan-Islamist policies; 

the 1911 Congress held in Salonica, elaborated on this further." A "more aggressive 

stance" in activities and propaganda was adopted. By 1913, a Pan-Islamic league was in-

stalled in Istanbul by the CUP: the Cemiyet-I Hayriye-yi Islamiye, or Benevolent Islamic 

Society, which published The World of Islam, a fortnightly which appeared in Turkish, 

Arabic, Persian and Urdu, a nationalist newspaper in Egypt, etc. The society centralized 

Ottoman Pan-Islamist action' ili 

When Italy invaded Tripolitania and Cyrenaica in 1913 and found itself at war against the 

Ottoman Empire, the local tribes rose up under the Senussi Brotherhood, in the name of 

Pan-Islamism: "it was the first resistance movement inspired by Pan-Islamism against 

Western occupation." Moreover, "the war was widely considered as a jihad. Enver Pasha 

[the Ottoman commander in Tripolitania] issued a proclamation to the warriors, urging 

them to fight the enemies of Islam and assuring them of the support of the world's Mus-

lims. The entire Muslim press in the Ottoman Empire and many Muslim newspapers 
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abroad... supported the Ottoman government and its military forces, on Pan-Islamic 

grounds, emphasizing the need for unity and union.99ccxxxiv The Benevolent Islamic Socie-

ty, contributed a big share in the support apparatus. "The war contributed to the institu-

tionalization of Pan-Islamism as a force to be employed...'ncxxxv 

By 1913, the CUP, which had been the puppeteer for the new Caliph and Grand Vizier, 

tired of governing at one remove. Through a swift military putsch, it installed a military 

dictatorship led by a triumvirate of officers, Talaat, Jemal and Enver, the 'Three Pashas.' 

They took the fateful choice of aligning the Ottoman Empire with the Central Empires 

and entered World War I against the Allies. All the while, Pan-Islamism had been gaining 

the upper hand amongst the spectrum of ideologies available to the Young Turks.''' 

The war was going thoroughly to transform Pan-Islamism. The long-threatened Ottoman 

jihad was indeed declared against the Allies powers, with a little help from the Pashas' 

ally, Wilhelminian Germany. 

"Jihad made in Germany" 

The Ottoman Empire declared war on Great Britain and France and their allies on No-

vember 11, 1914.c""vii  Nine days later, on November 14, five fatwas were promulgated 

in Istanbul to justify the hostilities, signed by the sheikh al-Islam Khayri Efendi the high-

est religious authority of the empire. The fatwas accompanied the Proclamation of jihad 

against the Allied drafted by the Council of High Learning, signed by the sheikh and is-

sued under the authority of the Sultan-Caliph.'"vill 

The fatwas were highly assertive: 

"When it is verified that the enemies have committed aggression against Islam and the 
Muslim lands have been seized and plundered and Muslim populations made captive, and 
the Padishah of Islam thereupon gives orders for the Jihad in the form of a general mobi-
lization, then, in accordance with the beautiful verse 'Go forth, light and heavy! Struggle 
in God's way with your possessions and your selves' ([Quran] 9:41), is the Jihad a duty 
(fard) on all the Muslims and does it become an individual duty (fard' ayn) on Muslims 
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in every land, young or old, on foot or mounted..., to hasten to the Jihad with property 
and person? 

"Answer It does. 

"It being verified, by their attacking today... the abode of the Caliphate of Islam and the 
Imperial Guarded Dominions, that Russia, Britain and France are hostile to the Caliphate 
of Islam and are striving — God Almighty forfend — to extinguish and destroy the sublime 
light of Islam, it is a religious duty for all Muslims under the rule of those powers and of 
states which are aiding and abetting them, to proclaim the Jihad against such govern-
ments and actively to hasten to the Holy War? 

"Answer It is. 

"Whereas the achievement of the desired end is dependent on all the Muslims' hastening 
to the Jihad, if — God Almighty forfend — they were to lag behind, would it be a grave act 
of rebellion fore them to do so and would they incur the wrath of God and the penalty for 
this gross rebellion? 

"Answer They would. 

"Even if the Muslim populations of the aforementioned governments, which are making 
war on the Islamic government, are compelled and constrinaed under pain of death for 
themselves and even of the destruction of all their families, it being totally prohibited in 
the Law for them to fight the soldiers of Islam, if they do fight them do they merit the fire 
of hell? 

"Answer They do. 

"As Muslims who are under the rule of the governments of England, France, Russia, Ser-
bia and Montenegro and their coadjutors will cause injury to the Caliphate of Islam if, in 
the present war, they take up arms against Germany and Austria, who are aiding the Im-
perial Islamic government, thins being great sin will they merit painful torment? 

Answer They will."")wix 

The Proclamation of jihad itself expanded on the short fatwas: 

"The Moscovite government seeks to reduce mankind to slavery.., the governments of 
England and France... account it the most agreeable pleasure to keep millions of Mus-
lims under the halter of slavery in the general conflict which is now ablaze. They nourish 
base aspirations, such as wresting away freedom and ensuring their own interests beneath 
their unlawful and tyrannical domination." 
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It skirted of course the thorny question of allying with one type of infidel against another 
in the course of a jihad, especially in the case of the Austrians, the Ottomans' eternal foe 
in Central Europe and the Balkans. 

Many earlier Ottoman wars had not been jihad wars. This one was, and it was a world 

war: 

"the Muslims in general who are under the oppressive grasp of the aforesaid tyrannical 
governments in such places as the Crimea, Kazan, Turkestan, Bukhara, Khiva and India, 
and those dwelling in China, Afghanistan, Iran, Africa and other regions of the earth, are 
hastening to join in this great Jihad to the best of their ability, with life and property, 
alongside the Ottomans, in conformity with the relevant holy fatwas... 0 community 
[Umma] of Muhammad! You have been established as a meritorious community to be 
taken as an example for emulation among mankind, by following the beautiful way of life 
of the exalted Prophet... (...) Of Muslims, who are the obedient servants of God! Of 
those who go to Jihad for the sake of the happiness and salvation of the believers in 
God's unity, the lost of those who remain alive is felicity, while the rank of those who 
depart to the next world is martyrdom. In accordance with God's beautiful promise, those 
who sacrifice their lives to give life to the truth will have honor in this world and their lat-
ter end is paradise..." 

"0 Muslims who are athirst and longing for honor and felicity...! (...) The Commander 
of the Faithful, the Caliph of the Muslims, summons you to the Jihad. 0 warriors of Is-
lam! By the beautiful divine promise it is corroborated and announced that you will de-
stroy and annihilate the enemies of the Faith and gladden the hearts of the Believers with 
eternal felicity by the aid and grace of the Almighty and the spiritual assistance of our 
revered Prophet..."'"' 

The precedent was thus set in the modern age: it was not some local chieftain or alim or 

mufti who called for religious war against one or the other Western nation. The Sultan-

Caliph was throwing in the full weight of his legitimacy. A worldwide jihad had been 

enabled. While the fatwas and the Proclamation of jihad were in the straight continuity of 

the traditional doctrine and practice of holy Muslim war, new elements were creeping in. 

Modern jihad was not going to be a carbon copy of traditional jihad. 

The 'new' jihad was the instrument of the Young Turks' war of choice. The fatwas and 

the Proclamation were translated and distributed by the Teshkilat-i Mahsusa (TM), the 

intelligence service created by Enver (each of the triumvir had set up his own intelligence 

operation) out of Ottoman officers who had served under him in Tripolitania, and was 

enlarged and expanded during the war. A high-powered and efficient operation, it earned 
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a flattering description from colonel Walter Nicolai, one of the leading figures in German 

military intelligence: "[a] far-spread, efficient and secret Ottoman political intelligence 

service, whose field of operations included Central Asia."" The TM combined intelli-

gence, counter-intelligence and irregular warfare capabilities, as well as political warfare 

- and jihad.c"iii 

Pan-Islamist a centralized special force for political warfare, under the general direction 

of triumvir Enver Pasha. 

The agency sent out agents throughout the Muslim world to spread the jihad; in addition, 

to perform the same function, Muslim societies were established in Europe, such as the 

Society for the Progress of Islam led by exiled Pan-Islamist figures."xliii  The call for jihad 

was also spread by the Nachrichtenstelle fiir den Orient (NfO, News — or intelligence - 

Organization for the Orient) a new political warfare agency for the Muslim world created 

in Berlin by the Ottomans' ally, the German Imperial government and its military intelli-

gence service — "a translation-cum-agitation office" — which rapidly developed up to for-

ty subsidiaries from Istanbul into the rest of the Muslim world. ' liv The agency em-

ployed a staff of Orientalists 

On the Ottoman side, the chief architect of that policy was Enver Pasha. Born in 1881, 

the young officer garrisoned in Salonica joined the Young Turks. In 1908 his mutiny 

against the Istanbul authorities made him famous overnight and propelled him to the high 

ranks of the CUP. Enver then went to Berlin as military attaché (1909-11), learned Ger-

man and became friends with prominent German military leaders, such as General Hans 

von Seeckt, the future Chief of General Staff of the Ottoman Army and supremo of the 

post-World War I German Reichswehr Enver even grew a handlebar moustache in the 

style of Kaiser Wilhelm II. Enver was then sent to North Africa to fight, rather ineffectu-

ally, the Italian Army, though he emerged a propaganda poster boy, "the Hero of Islam." 

He then returned to the Ottoman capital and applied his military glory to changing the 
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politics of the empire. "On 23 January 1913... the Unionists launched their surprise as-

sault on the Sublime Porte. Led by Enver Bey, a small party of officers forced their way 

into the cabinet room, shooting the Minister of War Nazim Pasha as they did so. At the 

point of their guns, the aged [President of the Council of State] Kamil Pasha wrote out his 

resignation, which Enver triumphantly took to the [Imperial] Palace and presented to the 

Sultan." Bloody purges ensued. "From then until 1918, Turkey was governed by a virtual 

military dictatorship, dominated by three men, Enver, Talaat and Cemal Pashas."ccth 

Enver and his colleagues were the first of the endless cohort of the `Bonapartes' of the 

20th  century, more or less victorious military leaders who gore their way to the top of the 

state and confiscate power in the name of whatever ideology they have chanced upon. 

After oscillations similar to that of his Young Turk peers he ended up espousing Pan-

Islam. Whether or not his heart was throbbing for Pan-Islamism is a secondary issue: in 

the real world, he threw his lot with that ideology, to exploit it perhaps, but to ride for-

ward on its advancing crest nevertheless. 

Enver had not accidentally been nicknamed Napoleonlik by his fellow officers. In 1914, 

he married a minor princess, daughter of the late Sultan Abdiilmejid , which furthered 

enhanced his power. In the bizarre, conspiratorial world of the CUP and its triumvirs, 

Enver played the decisive role in striking the wartime alliance with Imperial Germany: 

Talaat Pasha was favorable to England until 1913, Cemal rather pro-French. Enver had 

become Minister of War; he appointed himself chief of the General Staff, and, on August 

2, 1914, signed the momentous accords of alliance between the Ottoman and German 

empires, the alliance that promoted jihad as a method to 'revolutionize' and debilitate 

their enemies. 

Germany's links with the Ottoman Empire were not new, especially in the military sphere. 

They had started with Lt. Helmuth von Moltke (`The Elder')'s private visit to Istanbul in 

1835: a few years later, the Sultan hired him to advise on the training of the new army. 

More Prussian instructors followed'Ivi; the military connection only expanded with time. 

Later, in the course of two missions (1886-1895 and 1909-1913), General Colmar von 

der Goltz reorganized the Ottoman army. In 1913, General Liman von Sanders was ap-
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pointed general instructor of the Ottoman Army and commander of the Turkish Army 

Corps of Constantinople when war broke out in 1914. He was later to head the Ottoman 

General Staff. In the Great War No less than 30,000 German officers and soldiers came 

to fight on the Middle Eastern theaters of war on the side of the Ottomans, from Palestine 

to the Caucasus. 

The diplomatic status of the bilateral relationship had been less intense. Under Bis-

marck's stewardship, Germany's attitude towards the greater Middle East had been rather 

detached: the region was of 'secondary' interest in the Iron Chancellor's foreign policy, 

as opposed to his 'primary' interest, which lay in Europe, east and west. The Middle East 

was not worth the bones of a single Pomeranian grenadier."xlvii  In 1898, having ousted 

the old statesman, the rash and striving new emperor Wilhelm II was mounting his great 

challenge to the British Empire. The motto of his Weltpolitik's, Eth Platz in der Sonne, 

(Germany's 'place in the sun') implied that established imperial powers had to make way 

for the newcomers. The Pan-Germanist challenge was multifarious: the German Navy 

was growing at fast clip; an aggressive German policy developed in Latin America, Afri-

ca, the Far East, and the Middle East. 

In the first place, the Kaiser's policy was anti-British. The Middle East was a primary 

stage for the anti-British challenge. In 1898, Wilhelm undertook a long tour of the region 

that led him from a triumphant welcome in Istanbul to highly publicized sojourns in Jeru-

salem and to Damascus. There, on December 8, he proclaimed himself the protector and 

friend of "300 million Muslims." He let it be known that he had personally paid for a new 

marble monument at Saladin's tomb in Damascus, which he had visited with much fan-

fare. German propaganda in the region was referring to him as "Haji Wilhelm Moham-

med," and spread the rumor that he had secretly converted to Islam following an incogni-

to pilgrimage to Mecca. "Passages of the Quran were found that showed the Kaiser had 

been ordained by God to free Muslims from infidel rule.""thiii  Sheikh Abdullah, who had 

welcomed him in Damascus, assured him in return that he had not only earned the grati-

tude of the "300 million Muslims," but also their love."xlix 
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The Kaiser was following a script drafted by his chief adviser in the matter, Germany's 

leading Islamologist Max Baron von Oppenheim, whose enthusiastic supporter he was. 

Wilhelm believed in the latter's thesis regarding the "world-wide importance of the Pan-

Islamist movement," and Germany's ability to harness it for her own interests. Islam was 

a revolutionary force, and would play an essential role in winning the war against the 

English, the Russians and the French.ccl  This revolutionary intent fitted in the German 

Empire's broader war strategy, the Revolutionierungspolitik, policy of revolutionizing, 

which targeted the British and the Russian empires in the first place. 

The policy of "war by revolution" consisted in two main projects. First, to set off a revo-

lution that would knock Russia out of the war: to that effect, Germany would strongly 

assist the Russian Socialist movement and Nationalist opponents within the Empire. Sec-

ond, to incite the Ottoman Empire to launch a jihad against Germany's enemies, and as-

sist Constantinople in that effort to undermine the colonial possessions of the Allies. 

Germany's plans also aimed at prompting Mexico to enter the war on the side of the Cen-

tral Empires; State Secretary Arthur Zimmermann was in charge of all the revolutionary 

campaigns, and he made sure that Oppenheim's proposals were read by the top levels of 

the German military leadership.' 

In the margin of a July 30, 1914 telegram from his Ambassador in Saint Petersburg, Wil-

helm II noted in longhand: we must "publicly tear off the mask of England's Christian 

peacefulness... Our consuls in Turkey and India, our agents and so forth, must inflame 

the entire Muslim world and move their to rise in fierce insurgency against this hated, 

lying nation of grocers devoid of any conscience; for if we are to bleed, England should 

at least lose India.'"elli  There was much emotional energy behind the policy. 

The engineer of the Muslim prong of the strategy, Max von Oppenheim, has aptly been 

called the 'German Abu Jihad' (father of the jihad) by historian Wolfgang Schwanitz.. A 

twenty-year veteran of archeological and ethnological studies in the region, and of the 

German diplomatic service, he could boast as few Westerners could of detailed 

knowledge of the tribal make of much of the Muslim world and personal acquaintance 

with many of its leading personalities. On August 2, 1914, he was recalled in the Reich's 
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diplomatic service. His ambitious, detailed plan for a generalized anti-British, anti-French 

and anti-Russian jihad aimed at "fomenting rebellion in the Islamic territories of our en-

emies.""Iiii  A first version of the project, a Grofie Denkschrift (Memorandum), submitted 

in July 1898, had reviewed the potential of the Pan-Islamist movement as strategic auxil-

iary for the Reich. It was the inspiration behind the resounding speeches of the Hohenzol-

lern tourist of the Middle East. Oppenheim already then was banking on a pro-German, 

anti-British jihad. 

Both the political and the military authority demanded jihad action on the Middle Eastern 

front as soon as the war broke out. On August 2, 1914, and again three days later, Moltke, 

Jr., nephew of the great Field-Marshall, now Chief of the German General Staff, told the 

German Foreign Office in no uncertain terms "[It is] of the highest importance... [to set 

off] insurrection in India and Egypt, and the Caucasus as well. Thank to the [war alliance] 

treaty with Turkey, [we] will be able to implement those ideas and rouse the fanaticism of 

Islam."`cli" The famous Swedish spy-explorer and geopolitician Sven Hedin concurred 

and reported that the Amir of Afghanistan was "raring to conquer India," and only need-

ed German support to do so. A mission to Afghanistan was set into motion; plans to take 

the Suez Canal were hatched; contacts renewed with Abbas Hilmi, the ex-Khedive de-

posed in 1914 by the British; through Enver Pasha connections were opened to the Se-

nussi leadership in North Africa; ideas developed to gain the alliance of both the sharif of 

Mecca and his rival Abdalaziz ibn Saud. 

Moltke had urged Minister of War Enver Pasha to proclaim the jihad. As we have seen, 

the pliant Sultan and sheikh al-Islam, prodded by a triumvir characterized by "[E]nergy, 

remorselessness, cold-blooded determination, pitiless intention," complied. 

Max von Oppenheim's Grand Design 

Oppenheim now presented his expanded and updated grand design, the blueprint for joint 

German-Ottoman action. His 136-page memorandum, Die Revolutionierung des islam-
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ischen Gebiete unserer Feinde, [the revolutionizing of our enemies' Islamic possessions], 

spells out the ways and means of a great jihad. 

The strategic rationale of the grand design is clearly outlined: "England's colonial empire 

is her most vulnerable spot." Hence, 

"only when the Turks break into Egypt and when red-hot insurgencies set India ablaze 
can England be tamed. If it be so, British public opinion will force the government in 
London... either to send a large part of the Fleet, perhaps half of it, to India, to save their 
many people there and their billions of invested capital, and Britain's world position, or, 
should [they] not be able to do so, [they would be forced to] sign a peace agreement in 
our favor. (...) The entire way in which our foe is waging war gives us the right and the 
necessity of our self-preservation the duty to take up such powerful weapons and make 
use of them in the struggle that has been forced upon us." cd" 

The first phase, Oppenheim explained, should be to carry out "systematic and clearly-

directed propaganda" which should "use the aura of the Sultan-Caliph and be spread in 

his name," namely "the call to Holy War." The effort was to be centralized in Istanbul, 

"but always under German leadership... but in such as way that the Turks may believe 

way we are only a friendly adviser..." — but Enver Pasha was agreed with it all, he added. 

Intelligence stations must be created in Ma'an, Jeddah, Van, Damascus, Basra, Baghdad, 

Kerbala, Tabriz, Busher and ten more cities, German agents sent to Mecca, Medina, Jed-

 

d a h
.
CCIVi 

Propaganda and preliminary organizing, recruitment, etc., should start in Egypt, so that, 

when the Turkish troops approached, a general insurrection would occur. "The whole of 

Egypt is anti-British," save the Christians. "We must especially bring to the fore the reli-

gious element, the Al-Azhar, the religious brotherhoods. We must launch little putsches, 

violent actions, etc., whether they succeed or not... The more cruel the reprisals to be ex-

pected, and the more they strike the innocent, the more they will heat up the rage and the 

fanaticism of the people... [and will] move the urban masses and the fellahin to fight to 

the death to expel the British. (...) "We cannot count on a popular insurrection at present, 

in spite of the hatred directed at the foreign occupier." However, the ferment can be 

helped along; when Enver's troops and a German army enter Egypt, the Khedive will tilt 
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decisively, and then so will the populace. At that point, "the 'Holy War' on the Nile will 

break out. British civil servants will be killed on town and country. The British garrison 

in Khartoum will meet the same fate as Gordon (...) As soon as the Turks have won the 

first battle, England's fate in Egypt will have been sealed. The Suez Canal will be locked, 

and violent risings will take place in India," which in turn will have a major impact on the 

overall strategic situation.""' 

Similar action is to be taken in the Caucasus where "it would be easy to raise 20 to 

30,000 experienced and fanatical warriors against Russia.'"civill  Persia is not neglected, 

especially given on account of "its traditional significance for the Orient" since she "still 

possesses the greatest spiritual influence upon India, Afghanistan and Russia's Muslim 

possessions." Persia the gateway is "unanimously anti-British and anti-Russian."" x Op-, 

penheim's otherwise cool, calculating and well-informed view sometimes veers into de-

lirious wishful thinking, such as when in defiance of all common sense he assures his 

reader — the Kaiser — that "Persia would make no difficulty in acknowledging the hegem-

ony of the Turks."" 

In spite of such arrant fantasy, Oppenheim's grand design was not wholly unrealistic - 

provided German arms had gained the upper hand in Europe. The plan called for bringing 

together a Turkish-Persian-Afghan alliance "which would enable an Afghan march on 

Northwest India... [that] would cause a mighty revolution in the whole of India, which 

could mean the end of British rule in the Indian [sub-] continent." Therefore, "the task at 

hand would be to gain the support of the Porte for this plan. It would not be difficult to 

set off a rising of the fanatical Persians." 

Afghanistan was central to the strategy: "I have long considered that in case of a war op-

posing Germany to England, the participation of the Amir of Afghanistan and his inva-

sion of India to be of the highest importance. A great general Indian insurrection will on-

ly occur as Afghan troops march into the Indus Valley, naturally after India itself has 

made itself ready for revolution.""' Hence, as will be examined shortly, the ragged epic 

of the German mission to Afghanistan, the steppe-and-mountain counterpart to T.E. Law-
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rence's sand-dunes yarn. The great difference between them was that the Germans never 

had an effective PR agent, and that they lost the war."Ixii 

The "fanatically Muslim Afghan people," Oppenheim continued, were enthused by the 

Sultan-Caliph's call. "Some Indians will join, members of a committee of fanatical na-

tionalists who have come to Germany to prepare an Indian revolution." Their networks 

reached far and deep into India, where most educated classes, Oppenheim stated, are anti-

British. The Svadeshi movement was promoting boycotts and sabotage, while the Svaraj 

movement "aims at bringing about independence by using all possible means, including 

political assassination... There is a whole series of revolutionary associations and secret 

societies..." India's Muslims have been increasingly dissatisfied, "and they are the most 

warlike and fervent part of the population."" iii Just as the Great Mutiny of 1857 broke 

out as a result of England being busy with the Crimean War, the Great War in Europe 

would open spaces for India, Oppenheim reasoned. And more concretely, he added: "In 

complete quiet, I have established a committee of Indians who live here and in Switzer-

land, 18 members strong, highly imbued with our ideas, educated people of high organiz-

ing abilities and intelligence, and animated by a burning patriotism." Some of them, he 

reported, are ready to participate in our revolutionary propaganda... Some are chemists, a 

profession they embraced because of their revolutionary intent. They have sworn them-

selves to die and committed themselves to kill traitors," and are being infiltrated back in-

to India. "My friends have sworn to spare the lives of [English] women, old people and 

children, as much as possible. Our foe's own methods justifies the measures we take in 

self-defense, including the attack in India.(...) I believe it possible to set India afire, to 

force England to make peace with us... We must use all possible connections into India, 

as well as Mecca, the Muslim religious brotherhoods, Hadramut, etc.,/ cclxiv 

The German 'Abu Jihad' concludes: 

"In the struggle to the death against England that has been forced upon us, Islam wil be-
come one of our mightiest weapons. Egypt and India are the Achilles' heel of of mighty 
maritime British colossus. This is why England has for long done all she can to prevent 
us from connecting with the Pan-Islamic and nationalist movements of the Orient. But the 
ground was being prepared for the rising of Islam in connection with us... Everywhere 
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[in the Muslim world] prayers are made in mosques for our victory. Such is the disposi-
tion, in the Turkish population to start with, but also in the whole world of Islam in to-
day's historical moment where the entire globe is burning with the greatest of all wars, in 
which for the first time in many centuries the whole of Islam has been called to fight its 
enemy... The Sultan-Caliph has now declared Holy War against the enemies of Germany. 
The world of Islam and the Central Empires fight shoulder to shoulder for their very sur-
vival.lxv 

Oppenheim has vigorously insisted that for a successful implementation of the plan, "we 

must supply the Turks with personnel, money and equipment, and there, satisfactory re-

sults will only be attained if we apply very sizable resources. Half measures would be 

useless. The success we hope for is however worth a major effort." All assessments con-

cur that the resources never met the requirements. Writes historian Fritz Fischer "The ac-

tual commitment of resources and personnel in the Islamic world turned out to be... total-

ly insufficient and the result attained nearly zero.99 cclxvi Wolfgang Schwanitz accepts that 

"[i]n the end, the execution of the jihad was disappointing for Max von Oppenheim" and 

that "it turned out that the majority of Muslims ignored the jihad, although the Germans 

spent a lot of money for the expeditions... and for Pan-Islamic propaganda printed in 

Berlin like the weekly al-Jihad." He nonetheless adds, quoting one of the leading German 

participants in the venture, the dragoman Karl Schabinger, that "the seeds of an uprising 

had been planted. One day there would be an accumulation of colonial people ready to 

turn against their rulers."cclxvii A leading historian of Pan-Islamism concurs that the proc-

lamation of jihad was not a total failure: "It certainly did not any dramatic results, in 

terms of numbers..." but, as a contemporary French military intelligence report he quotes 

analyzed: "Turkey, Tripolitania, the Libyan desert, and Darfur have risen for the Holy 

War, without any doubt... one gets the impression that India has remained loyal, but we 

know that the Dutch Indies have known some effervescence. Iran has been gravely trou-

bled, Afghanistan excited and Egypt trembling.., there is no doubt that the words 'Holy 

War' have been pronounced and exploited.., they failed, indeed, but they caused no end 

of trouble to the Allies powers." 

"The qualitative gains of the [jihad] proclamation were not so insignificant as the quanti-

tative ones. Quite a few brilliant and dedicated Muslims hurried to Istanbul to share in 

what they considered the war of Islam," a comment most appropriate in the long-range 
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perspective of history."1" iii  Here may be one of the most significant achievements indeed 

of the 'Jihad Made in Germany': while it helped the German Reich remarkably little, it 

helped jihad considerably. Seeds had been planted by means of the remarkable fact that, 

"for the first time in many centuries the whole of Islam has been called to fight its ene-

my." A global jihad had been declared: for the first time, it was a worldwide jihad, not a 

local or regional Holy War. 

The Pan-Islamist jihadi propaganda had been spread all over the world of Islam in all of 

its major languages. Much - probably most —of the Pan-Islamist activity during the war 

years was carried out far from the limelight. The Teskilat, the Special Organization origi-

nally set up by Abdiilhamid for clandestine work carried out much of this activity. "Its 

agents continued to serve the [Young Turks], parallel with the agents of the Benevolent 

Islamic Society (...) Indeed, propaganda was the main Pan-Islamic activity of the [Young 

Turks] (and the Germans) during World War I."cclxix 

But another, even less quantifiable type of work and of impact may be adjudicated as one 

of the most significant effects of the 'Jihad Made in Germany': it was the selection, train-

ing and development of a jihadi cadre force, clusters of individuals who, five, ten or 

twenty years later, would emerge as the local, regional, national or international leaders 

of jihad. 

In the geostrategic conception that tended to prevail in the German Reich, Britain was the 

arch-enemy, the maritime power dead-set against Germany the continental power."1" 

India was the keystone of the British Empire and Afghanistan was the gateway into India. 

The political and military mission sent by Berlin to Kabul early on in World War I was 

the tool of the policy to pull the Indian prop from under the British Empire. It was bold in 

conception, but the resources that were assigned to the project were altogether insuffi-

cient. As an integral part of the German-Ottoman jihad, the Afghan project intended to 

leverage what its authors called "the fanaticism of Islam" against the British, throwing in 

Indian nationalism for good measure. 
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"By Sept. 3, 1914 the [German] Foreign Office had agreed that Germany would assist the 

Indian nationalists, and for the next few weeks, there were almost daily Indian-German 

meetings to discuss next steps. On September 9, two months before the jihad was pro-

claimed, the Kaiser declared that Muslims in Entente [Central Powers] arms would not be 

treated as belligerents but would be sent to the Caliph in Turkey when taken prison-

ers"."Ixxi  Oppenheim, as reported supra, had assembled a core group of pro-German Indi-

an revolutionaries, and now, more flocked into Germany, so that in early 1915, the 'Indi-

an Independence Committee' was established at a meeting held in Charlottenburg, in 

Berlin. The Committee was subsidized on a regular basis by the Foreign Office. "Several 

prominent Hindu leaders left India in 1914 to campaign abroad for Indian freedom..." 

But distance was an insuperable obstacle for the planned Indian revolution. A forward 

base was needed closer to the planned theater. Imperial Germany hence threw itself into a 

new version of the 'Great Game' Kipling had seen played between England and Russia, 

with Afghanistan the centerpiece of the struggle. The country was the stepping stone into 

India, as it had always been in history: the Reich's strategists were pressing their Otto-

man allies, their Persian friends, their hoped-for Afghan ally, to follow in the footsteps of 

the Muslim conquerors of India, such as Mahmud of Ghazna or Babur, whose tomb Gen-

eral Hans von Seeckt, one of the designers of the plans, had reverently visited. 

The German Ambassador in Konstantinople von Wangenheim reported in August 1914 

on a meeting with Ottoman members of Parliament and Syrian notabilities: "In agreement 

with Enver Pasha" they had proposed "to support the revolutionary movement in [Egypt] 

and possibly Afghanistan," news that Oppenheim welcomed as a `godsent.'"1" ii  Accord-

ingly, the diplomatic head of the Afghan mission, Werner Otto von Hentig, arrived in the 

Ottoman capital in April 1915 with an aristocratic and 'charismatic' Indian political exile, 

Kumar Mahendra Pratap, who had been received with some luster by the Kaiser in Berlin 

in February.caxxiii  Together, at Enver Pasha's behest, they were granted an audience by 

the Sultan who gave Allah's blessing upon the expedition and its purpose.11" i" They also 

spent six hours weaving plans with the former Khedive of Egypt, Abbas Hilmi, an inde-

fatigable pro-German plotter whom the British had deposed. And off they were to Af-
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ghanistan with a group of Germans, Ottomans and Indians, with the Bavarian geographer 

and officer Oskar von Niedermayer as military head. 

After grueling adventures through deserts and mountain ranges, hunted down by the Brit-

ish and their local auxiliaries, the mission arrived in Herat in August and in Kabul in Oc-

tober 1915, where they were the honored guests of the king (Amir) Habibullah, a crafty 

ruler used to play balancing games among tribes internally and between external powers. 

With an eye on military developments in Europe, the "cool, calculating politician" re-

sponded equivocally to the guests' insistent entreaties to sign a formal alliance with Ger-

many. By December however, his brother Nasrullah Khan was hinting that the king 

would be ready to sign the treaty, and by January 1916, the draft was indeed autographed 

by him and by the Germans. The latter were hopeful that the 80,000 men of the regular 

Afghan army, or at least the 43,000 they believed to be combat-ready, would now be 

launched into the Indian Raj's North-West Province and thence into the north Indian val-

ley. A large part of the ruling elite was pressing the king to do so. Shortly after the arrival 

of the expedition, the king's relative Mahmud Tarzi wrote in his newspaper: "Eat, Aga! 

So that you will not be eaten!'"c1"v 

Military events thousands of miles away interfered: after the Russian Army took Erzurum 

from the Ottomans, the king grew colder, and went back on his word. The Germans were 

empty-handed; soon, most returned West. As the historian puts it, "The results of the Ka-

bul sojourn.., lied with long-term consequences, not in the unfulfilled immediate expec-

tations." For one, the king was murdered twenty-one months after their departure and re-

placed by a decidedly pro-German leader Amanullah, who proceeded in May 1919 to 

open hostilities against the British, in what became the Third Afghan War. As often in 

history, the unanticipated consequences of human action override the plans and intents of 

the actors. Far more important indeed that Germany's gains were the developments set 

into motion by the German mission regarding India. 

In Stockholm, whence the India Revolutionary Committee operated, in Berlin where a 

number of Indian revolutionaries were active, in San Francisco where many of the Indian 
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revolutionaries arrived, in New York, where the Free Hindustan Movement was working 

with the Irish Fenians, both encouraged by German intelligence, with Major Franz von 

Papen as paymaster for the arms destined for India, an assault on the British Raj was be-

ing hatched. The Rajput prince Kumar Mahendra Pratap was an outspoken ally of Ger-

many. As he had said in 1914, "I began to feel decisive sympathy for the Germans who 

were fighting this dirty British Empire."'Ixxvi  The prince had been wined and dined by the 

German military and political elite in Berlin. Regarding the Indian revolutionaries, "it 

was not a mean achievement on their part to have acquired in Berlin the status of the rep-

resentatives of a belligerent power, so as to enlist the support of the German government 

for India's struggle against British imperialism.'"'" It was one of them who had re-

cruited Mahendra Pratap. 

As a member of the failed German mission to Afghanistan, he had remained in Kabul 

where he was now joined by Muhamamad Barakatullah, or Barkat-Ullah (1859-1927) an 

alim who had met al-Afghani in 1883, a veteran Pan-Islam activist, publisher of Islamist 

journals in Japan, who was now the second in command of the Berlin-based Indian Na-

tional Committee. The German Consulate in San Francisco had paid his transatlantic trip 

toward Berlin. In 1912, Barakatullah had said "There is really one man who holds the 

peace of the world in the hollow of his hand, and that man is Emperor William of Ger-

many. In case of a European war, it is the duty of the Muslims to be united, to stand by 

the Khalif, and to side with Germany... All that is required is a leader, and that leader 

will arise in Central Asia, probably in Afghanistan. The firing of an Afghan gun will give 

the signal for the rising of all Islam as soon as she [Afghanistan] is ready to open her 

gates for believers to fight under the green banner of the Prophet...mclxxviii 

On December 1, 1915, in Kabul, Mahendra Pratap proclaimed a Provisional Government 

of India in exile, with Barakatullah as Prime Minister, the former Sikh and Muslim con-

vert Maulvi Obeidullah, a Deobandi figure and a future, lifelong Bolshevik fellow-

traveller, as Minister for Home and Foreign Affairs, and the Pan-Islamist figure Muham-

mad Ali as Secretary, and Oskar von Niedermayer as Minister of War. " I" ix This 'gov-

ernment' would have been no more than a small historical footnote had it not intersected 
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developments afoot in India, Russia and Germany. In India, the Khilafat movement was 

transforming the Muslim population; in Germany, ideas of a postwar revanche were stir-

ring thoughts of warfare in the Orient against the British, but this time, with the help and 

cooperation of the new masters of Russia, the Bolsheviks. 

The Khilafat Movement in India 

Anti-British ferment had been on the rise in India for a long time, and the embers of the 

Sepoy Mutiny, a war that was largely a jihad, had never been extinguished. A first broad-

based movement of support for the Caliph had developed in the years of the Russian-

Ottoman war of 1877-78. The Indian Muslim Sayyid Ameer Ali (1849-1928) so de-

scribed the impact in India: "Few observers can have forgotten the extraordinary outburst 

of sympathy among the Mussulmans of India with the wrongs of Turkey and the afflic-

tions to which their coreligionists were subjected in consequence of that war... I am in a 

position to speak of the enthusiasm that prevailed amongst all classes to help the Ottoman 

nation and to relieve the universal suffering and distress among the stricken people of 

Turkey. Even women in the humbler walks of life sent their earrings, bracelets and an-

klets to be sold and the proceeds remitted to the Turkish Compassionate Fund... while 

many Mussulman soldiers offered their services to the Ottoman government.Incixxx 

The momentum of the Pan-Islamist movement was quite irresistible. Far from remaining 

an elite ideology, "Pan-Islamic ideas filtered into the poorer populations.""" At the 

same time, the British-led modernization led to greater and faster social differentiation; 

liberated from princely despotism and Muslim rule, though nationally oppressed, Indian 

middle classes, Muslim no less than Hindu, were becoming more assertive — under the 

limited political freedoms extended by the British, a modicum of modern political life 

was developing which Gandhi's political acumen was using to the full. 
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Originally, the All-India Muslim League, established by the great modernist Sir Sayyid 

Ahmad Khan (1817-1898), founder of the Aligarh College (the Anglo-Indian University) 

later led by the Ismaili chieftain the Aga Khan had been steered by both in a rather pro-

British direction. It now veered sharply in the other direction: by century's end, it had 

joined the ranks of the proponents of Pan-Islam. 

"Between 1908 and [1914], Pan-Islamism in India, which had been simmering steadily 

beneath the surface, erupted into active opposition to the British. (...) [u]nder these cir-

cumstances, the ideas of Sayyid Jamal al-Din al-Afghani... became popular among sec-

tions of Indian Muslims. Of particular appeal were his call for Muslim unity, his stress on 

jihad against Western dominion..." His protracted sojourn in India had focused and gal-

vanized energies, some disciples he had recruited now emerged as leaders. 

During and after World War I, Gandhi's non-cooperation movement, Bal Gangadhar Til-

ak's violent nationalism on the Hindu side, and a spectrum of Muslim movements, were 

grasping for ways of throwing off British rule. "Resistance to British colonial rule had 

been growing in the Indian diaspora during the pre-war decade, not only among strident 

young Indians in Britain and South Africa... but also among more strident Indians in Ja-

pan and in anti-colonial circles in the United States."celmil  On the Muslim side, the great 

event of the war had been the Sultan-Caliph's proclamation of jihad: the Muslim com-

munity of India had been the most attuned to and supportive of the Caliph's Pan-Islamist 

policies in the 19th  century. A fever pitch was reached with World War I, Ottoman de-

feats and question marks concerning the custodianship of the Holy Places in Mecca and 

Medina fanned the flames of Pan-Islam. Logically, the focus was the question of the Ca-

liphate: by September 1919, the Khalifat movement was launched as an orthodox com-

munal movement to protect the Caliphate and save the Caliph's empire; by November, 

the national Conference for the Caliphate had been held. The movement's main leaders 

were Muhammad Ali and his brother Shawkat Ali and Maulana Abul Alam Azad. Khil-

afat conferences were organized in cities in northern India, regional and local committees 

set up, a Central khilafat committee established in Bombay. In 1920, the Ali brothers 
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produced the `Khilafat Manifesto.' The Khilafat was a genuine, powerful, all-India mass 

movement of Muslims. 

The ulama were coming out of their political isolation and were participating in Pan-

Islamist politics. "[E]very important move of the Khilafat was preceded by a fatwa and 

the ulama, pins and other religious dignitaries became political agents for recruiting sup-

port... (...) a growing sentiment pervaded politically aware Muslims in India that ensur-

ing Muslim power and government abroad was a guarantee for their own religious and 

national survival as a minority group, in other words, Pan-Islam assumed for them a na-

tionalist significance." For India's Muslims, who had ruled the land and lorded it over the 

Hindus for more than a half a millennium, the sinking feeling of having been reduced to 

the status of an impotent minority had needed to be allayed. "The Khilafat was rapidly 

being transformed from an agitational alliance into a religious-political mass move-

ment."'Imili  The movement also had an international dimension: "in its heyday [it] had 

immense prestige among circles inclined toward Pan-Islam not only in India, but also 

abroad, chiefly in Turkey, in Egypt" and Afghanistan and the Dutch Indies (Indonesia). 
cclxxxiv 

In India, the Khilafat originally held good and even cooperative relations with Gandhi's 

satyagraha movement. However, cooperation suffered major setbacks with the rise of the 

Hijrat movement: some ulama ruled that India was not dar al-Islam, where Muslims law-

fully are permitted live, but dar al-Harb, which Muslims must leave. As a result, between 

18 and 30,000 Muslim peasants (by some accounts 50 to 100,000 6'x 1), mostly from 

Sind and the North-West Province, sold all their possessions and left India and marched 

westward in the hope of reaching Ottoman territory, a movement inspired by Prophet 

Muhammad's retreat from Mecca, hijra, and his establishment in Medina. Another nail in 

the coffin of Muslim-Hindu collaboration was the 1921 Moplah Rebellion in South India. 

Inspired by the Khilafat a jihad was proclaimed not only against the British, but also 

against Hindus who were slaughtered in large numbers by Muslim rioters. One Mo-

hommed Haji was proclaimed the Caliph of the Moplah Khilafat and flags of Islamic Ca-

liphate were flown. Ernad and Walluvanad were declared Khilafat kingdoms. 
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Anti-British Pan-Islamist Indians themselves were not united."I' l  There were Khilafat 

leaders with a 'modernist' reputation, such as the Ali brothers, Muhammad and Shawkat; 

next, there were more radical disciples of al-Afghani such as Abul Kalam Azad, with his 

inflammatory Urdu-language journal Al-Hilal; his circle set up many Pan-Islamist socie-

ties, including, in 1913, the Jamiat-i Hizbollah, which wanted to unite all Indian Muslims 

under one Imam, "to form an agreement with the Hindus and declare a jihad against the 

British." There was a group established in Beirut, led by the Pan-Islamist brothers Abdal 

Jabbar Khaki and Abdal Sattar, who established an "Indian Muslim Committee" in Con-

stantinople in 1915 with German and Ottoman support. Their newspaper Akhuwat 

(Brotherhood) appeared in Urdu and English; it urged Indian conscripts in the British 

Army to "shoot your English officers," and so exhorted Muslims in India: "Murder Eng-

lishmen, set fire to their houses, destroy railway bridges and help [Germany] in all possi-

ble ways." The Kaiser declined to act on a proposal they conveyed to him during a visit 

to Constantinople in 1917 to the effect that the frontier tribes of Kashmir could be per-

suaded to declare war on the British if the Germans supplied arms and other assistance." 

Next, the ulama of the darululum school at Deoband, were intent on returning to the 'first 

principles' of Islam, on fighting for the independence of the Muslim world, the purifica-

tion and renewal of Islam. They took the lead in branding the Raj a dar al-Harb, which 

then, of necessity, was a land of jihad — some ulama decided to leave India themselves 

and organize jihad from abroad. These joined the Muhajirun who were leaving India. 

There was thus a diverse array of Islamist and Pan-Islamist groupings that the war radi-

calized. As the Hindu revolutionary M.N. Roy wrote: "On the outbreak of the First World 

War in 1914, the Indian revolutionaries in exile looked towards Germany as the land of 

hope, and pushed there full of expectations. By the end of the year, the news reached us 

in India that the Indian Revolutionary Committee in Berlin had obtained from the Ger-

man government the promise of arms and money required to declare the war of inde-

pendence. The news spread like wildfire to affect the Indian soldiers of the British Army 

also. Revolution was around the corner.., independence was within reach.'"th"vii 
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Three events forced them to recast their expectations and their action: Germany's and 

Turkey's defeat in 1918 'orphaned' the Khilafat movement; the successful Bolshevik 

putsch in Russia after 1917 opened new horizons, and in 1924 the abolition of the Cali-

phate put to a final rest the existing political institutions of Islam. "The Muslims in In-

dia..., had expressed Islamic solidarity long before World War I. However, it was the 

abolition of the Caliphate soon after the end of the war which served as a catalyst for 

their feelings and activities in activities in the cause of Pan-Islam. It ended the legitimacy 

of Pan-Islam and compelled Islamists to search for alternative loyalties."cel"" iii 

The Khilafat movement correspondingly petered out in the late 1920s. Political defeat, 

decline or dormancy, yet, has little bearing upon the survival of ideological currents. 

Long times of latency do not prevent ideas with great emotional pull from persisting. The 

movement died, but its ideas shaped generations of Muslim activists, journalists and theo-

rists. A poem by the intellectual leader of the Muslims of India from the 1920s to his 

death, Mohamed Iqbal (1873-1938), spoke to hearts: 

From the banks of the Nile 
To the soil of Kashgar 
The Muslims should be united 
For the protection of their sanctuary. 

The forces that had attached themselves to the Khilafat movement, were now seeking 

new political outlets to bring their needs and their demands to bear. "[w]ith... the... de-

feat of Germany... their eyes turned to the Soviet Union for help. 1)o)0th  After its pro-

tracted flirtation with Pan-Germanism, Pan-Islam now embarked on a tumultuous dalli-

ance with Bolshevism. The Khairi brothers, prominent Indian Pan-Islamist leaders, whom 

we had left in Constantinople as cohorts of the German-Ottoman jihad, turned up in Mos-

cow to appear in front of the Central Committee of the Soviets on Nov. 25, 1918, "and 

delivered a long message which echoed the radical changes in Muslim mood toward rev-

olutionary Russia."' 
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Bolshevisks and Pan-Islamists 

In the later decades, three external factors intertwined and shaped the destiny of modern 

jihad. First, the renascent German ambitions of the early 1920s, formulated and led by 

General Hans von Seeckt; as Germany moved towards National-Socialist rule, the im-

portance of this element declined, though it was reinvigorated as World War II went on. 

Second, the pronounced Bolshevik attempt at leveraging Islam against the West, against 

Britain in particular, which led to intensive interchange between them. Third, the Islam-

ists' own acquisition of Bolshevik know-how, techniques and methods by transfer, as it 

were. 

In intellectual and political history, the study of the transfer of ideas is always delicate 

and difficult. In the material world, imported tools do not change once they cross a border. 

In the market of ideas, quantification is impossible. Tracing the immaterial can only be 

done by means of tracing the estimated effects of a cause: if in the 'market' of ideologies, 

a certain technique offered only by one supplier appears in a given market segment and is 

acquired by a given purchaser, it is a reasonable assumption to infer that the transfer oc-

curred from the known supplier to the known purchaser, unless contrary evidence shows 

that some other pathways and other suppliers were involved. 

But "[i]deas — and particularly political ideas — on the other hand, seldom escape being 

significantly transformed when transmitted from one society to another, from one culture 

to another. Often, they are molded by the carrier, and by the time they reach their intend-

ed destination, much of their original plumage is gone and in its place are new markings 

which belong to the culture into which the ideas are being transmitted." 
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We will therefore study the multifarious ways in which critical Bolshevik 'technologies' 

were transferred to the modern jihadi movement. No case is made that the 'lines of com-

munication'' identified here represent, even by far, the entire gamut of their transfer to 

the Muslim world: this will have to wait for countless monographs and studies that re-

main to be made. This survey merely attempts to identify the principal avenues and chan-

nels of the transfer, and its leading actors and institutions. It will also attempt to discern 

the ways in which the ideas and practices that were transferred were altered by their re-

cipients. 

The Bolsheviks Buy the German Jihad 

In the 19th  century, backward and barbaric Russia had imported what the Russian intelli-

gentsia believed was Marxism, while in reality it was a simplistic and pared down version 

of the German ideologue's canon."' This ideology, christened 'Marxism-Leninism,' 

was a communistic doctrine recombined with the Gnostic heresies inherent to Russia's 

national religion and ideology.ciii  Soviet Russia's role turned out to be the re-exporter 

of this bowdlerized version of Marxism to other areas of the world, especially the extra-

European parts. The Russians had absorbed, digested and broken down the doctrine into 

bite-size notions of infinite elasticity. One of the dark shadows of modernity, the Marxian 

revolt against 'capitalism' was elastic enough to fit the innumerable variations of the anti-

modern revolt, especially in traditional societies turned inside out by brutal contact with 

the West."" The Bolshevik ideologues, Lenin, Stalin and the epigones, were the terri-

bles simplificateurs ccx" who fed a new rhetoric, new intellectual constructs, but also a 

new know-how, new techniques of agitation, propaganda and organization, and the prac-

tice of terror as a chief instrument of politics, to the 'revolutions' of the so-called 'Third 

World,' in particular the world of Islam. A preponderance of the know-how and technol-

ogies acquired by Russia had been German, including the intellectual and political im-

ports: the world of Islam duly acquired the Russian version of German items, including 

the 'Jihad Made In Germany.' 
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Germany's war strategy had been twofold, to fight her enemies frontally in Europe and 

'revolutionize,' or destabilize them, as today's language goes, especially in their colonial 

possession, by means of political warfare. The Russian component of the indirect strategy 

was the most important, and the most successful of all the attempts made in the war. 

To do so, far-flung networks of agents had been woven. The Germans successfully ena-

bled a revolution, but the Russian revolutionaries rapidly escaped the control of their Ber-

lin Svengali. In order to bring about Lenin's success, they had developed a rich set of 

connections in the Russian Socialist movement. c"evi  In this diplomatic demi-monde, ide-

ologues mixed with adventurers, cranks with killers, crooks with activists, spooks with 

financiers. The pivot of the entire project was Lenin's feared and envied arch-rival, the 

picaresque Alexander Helphand, a.k.a. Parvus (the little one), a Russian Socialist who 

had been Trotsky's master and mentor, and was the smartest theorist of the entire Russian 

Left, and its enfant terrible. Helphand had lived for years in Germany, and had then 

moved to Constantinople in 1910. There, he developed a trading company dealing in 

Russian wheat and German machinery, and exploited his wide set of acquaintances in 

Russia, the Balkans and Central Europe quite mysteriously to rise in record time from 

rags to riches. He was also apparently involved in selling German weapon to the Ottoman 

Empire. At the same time, he was rapidly emerging as an influential economic analyst 

and financial adviser to the Young Turks. By 1912, they gave the newly minted million-

aire a semi-official position as economic editor of the Young Turk daily newspaper Turk 

Yurdu, which "made him one of the most influential financial advisers of the Young 

Turks.'"vii  His direct connections into the regime reached the triumvirs, Enver, Talaat, 

Cemal and the Finance Minister Djavid Bey. 

Parvus was neither the first nor the only Russian Socialist approached by the Germans 

with a view to destabilize Russia.cc'ill  But he was the gateway to the most radical ele-

ments of the ultra-left, to Lenin, and his millions allowed him to employ large numbers of 

the ragged Russian émigrés in his political machinery. As the German gold flowed into 

Helphand's operation, the latter was busy establishing organizations, recruiting Menshe-

viks and Bolsheviks, publishing journals and newspapers to further the project. The nerve 
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center of his venture was located in Copenhagen, the 'Research Institute on the social 

consequences of the war.' Through it, Helphand funneled large amounts of money into 

the Bolshevik coffers and employed or influenced a veritable Who's Who of the Bolshe-

vik leadership, including, most importantly — and most topically — Karl Radek, the future 

secretary of the Communist International (Communist International) and future herald of 

the Bolshevik jihad. 

Karl Radek was a professional revolutionary and a renowned Socialist journalist, equally 

at ease in Russia, Poland and Germany; on account of his plasticity, he also had been 

nicknamed a 'revolutionary Harlequin' and 'the court jester of Communism.' He was a 

great admirer of Helphand, but also a close confederate of Lenin's. In the Spring of 1917, 

as German money flows to the Bolsheviks went from drip to flood, Radek was one of the 

chief players, having had one last, decisive meeting with Helphand to plan the directing 

of the flood for Lenin's benefit. Radek was on board the famous train that the German 

military used to bring Lenin and his entourage from Zurich to Petersburg over German 

and German-controlled territory. On April 17, 1917, the station chief of German military 

intelligence in Stockholm could send a cable to Berlin: "Lenin successfully arrived in 

Russia. Is working exactly as we wish.99ccxcix When the Bolsheviks took power, Radek 

became a member of the party's Central Committee, and was sent to Berlin at the end of 

1918 to 'advise' (control) the German Communist Party (KPD) also known as the Spar-

tacus League. 

Spartacus launched an insurrection from January 5-6, which was put down by the gov-

ernment within a week; the revolutionaries were hunted down, many were killed, includ-

ing the top leaders Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht. On February 12, Radek was 

nabbed by the German military. But the military command did not inflict the same fate 

upon him; Radek wnot summarily executer. He was interned in Berlin at the Moabit pris-

on and "treated as a respected interlocutor." The Bolshevik leader's opposite number, 

his negotiating partner, was none other than General Hans von Seeckt, now the head of 

the Reichswehr and the grand strategist of the German revanche. "6  Out of the talks then 

held between Radek and the German military, political, diplomatic and business elite 
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grew the the anti-Western alliance between the Soviet Union and the Reich, the April 

1922 Treaty of Rapallo. Out of those also grew the Bolshevik jihad. 

For the key to Bolshevik leader's cell was in Seeckt's hand. "Amongst Radek's first visi-

tors in his Moabit jail cell were two old acquaintances: Enver Pasha and Talaat Pasha. 

The Young Turk leaders had fled [Istanbul] in November 1918 to Odessa and Nikolaev, 

whence they reached Germany. They had sought asylum in Berlin. Radek knew Talaat 

Pasha from [the 1918 German-Soviet peace negotiations at] Brest-Litovsk, where the lat-

ter had sat on the winners' side... As a revolutionary he offered Radek the collaboration 

of the Young Turks refugees: in alliance with the Bolsheviks, the Islamic masses of the 

East would be liberated from enslavement to of the Western powers."" 

Talaat — until just yesterday one of the leaders of a mighty empire, and one liable to re-

turn to power — was offering Radek, and through him, Lenin, a strategic partnership that 

inverted the fronts of World War I: Russia would this time be fighting alongside the 

Germans and the Turks. Radek liked what he heard: he invited the Turks to Moscow. 

"Radek's willingness to bid the Turkish refugees to Moscow was not the tactical gamble 

of a jailed revolutionary, he acted out of a global strategic concept, which was compatible 

with Seeckt's aims, interests and instruments." Enver and Talaat were not acting unbe-

knownst to their German hosts, but at their very urging: "Cooperation with Soviet Russia, 

based strictly on geopolitical and strategic interests, was to shake the British Empire's 

foundations and bring about revision of the Treaty of Versailles. The underpinning of 

these clandestine networks derived from contacts and concepts established during the 

First World War, particularly the idea of the 'Holy War' — 'Jihad' — against the 

West.""ciii 

Late in the war, Seeckt and other Germans had proposed to the Ottoman triumvirs that 

they should shift the center of gravity of their war effort from the futile, or secondary aim 

of fighting in Palestine and Mesopotamia, to the more substantial and promising theater 

of the Caucasus and Central Asia. Rather than the Arabs, who had betrayed the Turks, the 

'Turanian' perspective should be emphasized. Together with his brother Nun Pasha, En-
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ver led Turkish troops — renamed 'Army of God' — into the Caucasus; they took Baku in 

September 1918: the huge oil resources, the Caspian Sea, were theirs. To Seeckt, this 

meant that those regions could be made into springboards for an attack on "key British 

positions in the Persian Gulf and India" through Iran."civ The ultimate failure of this "lasp 

gasp of Turkish military energy" (Seeckt) sealed the fate of the triumvirs. Defeat neither 

damped down their geopolitical ambitions, nor Seeckt's. 

The latter's geostrategic design had three pillars: an unremitting hostility to the 'Anglo-

Saxon' powers, Britain and the United States; a permanent alliance with Russia - a 'con-

tinental alliance' against the 'maritime powers' - ; and the formation of an 'indirect em-

pire' dominated by Germany. This latter, new-style Reich was to be based on trade trea-

ties and a customs union rather than on territorial conquests. An "indirect power projec-

tion" would make Berlin the hub of a great Eurasian empire able in the long run to chal-

lenge Anglo-Saxon power. "This is why the way to Asia must be free... We need to be 

the supreme power [Herrschaftsgebiet] from the Atlantic Ocean to Persia... [as] the coa-

lition of interested states that are disposed to be in such a union.""" This scheme necessi-

tated an entente with Russia; then only a senior military commander, Seeckt had disa-

greed with the policy of destabilizing of the tsar and fragmenting his empire; now, the 

functional equivalent of the commander in chief, Seeckt hastened to collect the threads of 

a Russian alliance: "Germany's hopes of regaining her position as a world power position 

can only be fulfilled by means of a firm confederation to Russia," he wrote in 1920."i 

"The staggering colossus will eventually roll over on its side and England will feel its 

weight in Central and East Asia." 

Seeckt had served as Chief of General Staff of the Ottoman Army. Many German officers 

who had served under him there informally constituted what may be deemed a 'Turkish 

mafia,' an old boys' network that worked for him, at least as long as he was the unchal-

lengeable man in charge of the Reichswehr, until 1926. In September 1919, this `mafia' 

formally incorporated itself as the Bund der Asienkampfer, Union of the Asian Fighters, 

the purpose of which was to collect and analyze political and military intelligence regard-

ing the regions where they had been fighting the British, and put that intelligence to good 
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use: they were the human infrastructure for Seeckt's new chapter of Germany's Orient-

 

politik. One of the leitmotiv in their activity was to prepare an attack on British India. 

In order to get there, Enver had to move to Moscow and work directly with the Soviet 

and Red Army leadership. Without his Pan-Islamist networks, an assault on the Raj was 

inconceivable and unpractical. In the very testimony of M.N. Roy, who loathed him with 

a passion, "Enver Pasha was the idol of the anti-Imperialist and Pan-Islamist movement 

in the Middle East and India."cceviii  In short, the German strategist arranged for Lenin's 

envoy to send the Ottoman triumvir to Moscow, in order to organize the jihad amongst 

Oriental Muslims. 

A first attempt to smuggle Enver to Soviet Russia ended in failure, when inclement 

weather forced his German military plane to land at Kaunas Airport, Lithuania. One of 

Seeckt's 'Turkish mafia' officers stationed there saved the day and prevented the secret 

from leaking. Another member of the network, Ernst Kostring, later German military at-

taché in Moscow, successfully ferried Enver in the second attempt in the Summer of 

1920: Enver was delivered to General Tukhachevsky's Red Army then advancing into 

Poland, and thence to Moscow. By August 25, Enver was able to write a first report to 

Seeckt. One faction in the Bolshevik leadership, he reported, was focused on a European 

revolution, but another made an attack on British positions in the East. The option to 

strike a blow against world capitalism in India, its perceived weaker spot, coincided with 

Seeckt's own geopolitical intents." Enver also was asking his friend in Berlin to for-

ward to him an 1883 book by Lord Roberts, Is An Invasion of India Possible? 

With Enver's help, the threads between Berlin, Moscow and Kabul were tightened.'" 

He moved to Moscow the CUP front organization, the 'League of Islamic Revolutionary 

Societies,' which received significant Soviet financial support. The League was described 

as "the foreign policy arm of the Committee." Its last meeting held in Moscow gathered a 

dozen participants around Enver.''" 

Enver, M.N. Roy reports, "approached the Russians with the offer to cooperate in the 

plan of inciting the Muslim peoples of the Middle East to revolt against British imperial-
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ism. He would establish contact particularly with the Khilafat in India through the coop-

eration of the Muslim tribes along the Indo-Afghan frontier. He was sure to enlist the 

support of king Amanullah of Afghanistan and before long take up his headquarters at 

Kabul. In response to his call, backed up my military operations based on the North-West 

Frontier tribal territories, India would rise up in a mighty revolt and drive the British rul-

ers out in no time.''xii 

In his second Moscow letter to Seeckt, Enver reported having met Skliansky, the deputy 

of War Commissar Trotsky, who had spoken very favorably to the alliance with Germany. 

Three hours later, Enver was meeting the President of the Communist International, Gri-

gory Zinoviev — on board the train that was bringing them to Baku, to the 'Congress of 

the People of the East, also known as the Congress of the Toilers of the East. As a disap-

pointed Roy testified, "The Russians appeared to be taken in by Enver Pasha's diploma-

 

cy.mccxiii 

Lenin craftily kept several separate lines of approach to the Muslim world. Besides the 

Baku crowd, one of the aces in his sleeve was Narendra Nath Bhattacharya, an Indian 

revolutionary better known under his lifelong alias of M.N. Roy (1887-1954), whose role 

in conveying Bolshevism and Bolshevik known-how to the Muslim world was "cru-

cial."'iv Even though he was born a Hindu of the Brahmin caste, his father's family he-

reditary priests of Shakti, he exhibited a "radical rejection of India's so-called 'spiritual 

heritage" and viewed Hinduism as "an ideology of slavery.""' His Historical Role of 

Islam: An Essay on Islamic Culture is an embarrassing piece of Muslim apologetics. The 

following will give a taste of Roy's unbridled islamophilia: 

"Mohammad assumed the role of the singular Prophet spreading his Message of Peace 
(...) "Every prophet establishes his pretension by the performance of miracles. On that 
token, Mohammad must be recognized as by far the greatest of all prophets, before or af-
ter him. "The expansion of Islam is the most miraculous of all miracles. (...) "The phe-
nomenal success of Islam was primarily due to its revolutionary significance and its abil-
ity to lead the masses out of the hopeless situation created by the decay of antique civili-
zations (...) "a tremendously dynamic historical phenomenon. The miraculous perfor-
mance of the "Army of God" usually dazzles the vision, the nobility of character, purity 
of purpose and piety of spirit. Their devoutness might have been fortified by superstition, 
but was not stained by hypocrisy. Their fanaticism was softened by generosity and sound 
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common-sense. Their ambition was remarkably free from selfishness. Godliness, for 
them, was not a veil for greediness...,vccxvi 

An activist of violent leanings from his teens, Roy was a seasoned militant cadre when 

World War I broke out. The clandestine movements he was working with "planned to 

arrange armed insurrection all over India... The revolutionary organizations were extend-

ed to [the] Far East, West [Coast] America, and Germany, where [the] Indian revolution-

ary committee was fonned."""vil  Contacts with German intelligence were advanced 

enough that by the end of 1914, Roy was already going to Java to rendezvous with Ger-

man agents, including the Consul General, who gave him large amounts of money, but no 

arms. Roy then met the German Ambassador to China, Admiral von Hintze,viii  who 

gave him the strongest recommendations to meet the staff at the German Consulate at San 

Francisco, the Mexican revolutionaries in Mexico, and then go to Berlin. "Since I was to 

go to Berlin on the advice of the German Ambassador his subordinates and other influen-

tial countrymen were helpful in arranging my trip," Roy recounts.""ix By the Summer of 

1916, Roy arrived in San Francisco. In Mexico, high-level German emissaries came to 

see him — he now was the secretary general of the Mexican Socialist Party and an influen-

tial adviser to president Carranza. ""x 

In keeping with this spooky world of underground intrigue, Lenin's emissary Mikhail 

Borodin now arrived in Mexico City, and conveyed Lenin's personal invitation to Roy to 

come to Moscow. After more contacts with German military intelligence, Roy arrived in 

Berlin late in 1919, where he made the acquaintance of the leadership of the Left-

Socialists and the KPD — the interpenetration between Bolsheviks and German military 

and intelligence officers went deep, as the development of the ideology of National Bol-

shevism shows; Karl Radek was its key exponent: it was the intersection of extreme, rad-

ical nationalism and militarism on the one side with Bolshevism, and an ideological vehi-

cle for especially military officers to effect a rapprochement with Soviet Russia — on the 

basis of a shared hatred for Western liberalism and modernity.'' 

The Indian radical was following in the footsteps of his fellow Indian revolutionists in 

Berlin: Champakraman Pillai, for instance, was close to Graf zu Reventlow, the 'Red 
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Baron,' a Prussian aristocrat who championed not only an alliance with Russia, but also 

some form of national-communist regime in Germany. 

Borodin planned Roy's trip to Moscow — with the help of National-Bolshevik German 

officers in the Seeckt network.'"xii  When Roy finally arrived, it was time for the Second 

world congress of the Communist International, in mid-July, 1920. "Eveybody knew that 

I was « the wise man from the East » who had come from the New World on Lenin's 

special invitation." Roy was instantly coopted into the Commission on the National and 

Colonial Question chaired by Lenin. The latter needed Roy and such people: "the op-

pressed and exploited masses of Asia have to be mobilized in a gigantic revolutionary 

movement... [Roy] in practice had anticipated the theory of revolutionary strategy in co-

lonial and semi-colonial countries." 

Lenin's and Roy's own theses on the matter were jointly presented to the congress at the 

former's emphatic insistence (they involved some ideological hair splitting with respect 

to Marxian theory).""' The repeated defeats of pro-Bolshevik uprisings in Western and 

Central Europe were lending even greater emphasis on extra-European areas for the reali-

zation of the Utopia: "The drooping spirit of the Bolsheviks was bucked up by Lenin's 

declaration that Europe was not all of the world; that London and New York might fall on 

the Ganges and the Yangtse. The Asiatic provinces of the fallen Tsarist Empire were still 

to be brought under the jurisdiction of the Soviet Republic."'"" The kernel of Roy's 

'Supplementary Theses' was to become the stock in trade of most radical third-worldist 

movements in the 20th  century, and singularly in the Muslim world, the doctrine of griev-

ance and victimhood ascribing all the ills of the extra-European countries to 'imperial-

ist'and 'colonialist exploitation and plunder.' The Theses assert that the entire strength of 

European capitalism comes from looting the third world and enslaving its peoples to 

yield `superprofits.' There is very little new in later speeches by a Gamal Abdal Nasser, 

or an Osama bin Laden, for that matter, on the issue, which is not already present in 

Roy's and Lenin's doctrine.' 
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Germany, therefore, and the rest of Europe, were losing their priority status in the eyes of 

the Bolsheviks: "Revolution should have easy victories in the neighboring Muslim coun-

tries which, inspired by the message of the liberation of Central Asia, would rise against 

European imperialism... [the example of Turkey] was bound to inflame the entire Islamic 

world. A faint echo of the khilafat movement reached Moscow to encourage the view that 

Pan-Islamism was a revolutionary force and, as such, should be welcomed and supported 

as an ally of the proletarian world revolution.""c"vi 

Concrete consequences followed. Roy recounts: "I did some hard thinking. The result 

was a plan for opening the second front of the world revolution," and, from Kabul to In-

dia, "raise an army from the frontier tribes which would be strong enough not only to raid 

British territory, but to seize certain parts of it and hold them as the base for operations 

for advancing fiirther."'"ii 

Roy's "hard thinking" consisted purely and simply in appropriating, lock, stock and bar-

rel, the plans developed by Max von Oppenheim, Oskar von Niedermayer, Hans von 

Seeckt and Enver Pasha! It was not surprising given Roy's persistent association with 

German military intelligence, and the Germans' osmosis with the Bolsheviks. 

Deputy Soviet Foreign Minister Karakhan approved it, deputy War Minister Skliansky 

liked it, Lenin supported it. As a result, "the strategy of revolution in Asia was given a 

prominent place in the agenda of the 'Small Bureau' [of the Communist International]," 

and two decisions were taken: a Central Asiatic Bureau of the Communist International 

run by Roy would be set up in Tashkent; and a 'Congress of the Oppressed People of the 

East' would be held in Baku. 

The affair was Zinoviev's own idea, although Karl Radek, by now secretary of the Com-

munist International, who "was very enthusiastic." Of course, Radek would have been 

enthused, as he most likely originated the idea, together with his bosom friend Enver Pa-

sha: the Congress was meant to celebrate in grand style the official alliance between Bol-

sheviks and Pan-Islamists. To achieve this kind of marital bliss, however, Enver, who 
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was despised by any number of Central Asia leftists, nationalists and Islamists, had to be 

given a certificate of revolutionary virginity signed by the Bolshevik experts: the Bolshe-

viks gained a powerful ally, Enver's own past was amnestied. Enver sat with Zinoviev 

and Radek on the train to Baku. 

Lenin's Jihad 

In words dripping with demagogy, the Second Congress of the Communist International 

issued a summons inviting the "enslaved popular masses of Persia, Armenia and Turkey" 

and of Mesopotamia, Syria, Arabia, and more, to gather in Baku: "Spare no effort to en-

sure that as many as possible may be present on Sept 1 [1920] in Baku. Formerly you 

traveled across deserts to reach the holy places — now make your way over mountains and 

rivers, through forests and deserts..." — a new haj, it was hinted. The "Peasants and 

workers of Persia" were told that they were being "robbed and exploited" and their by 

local reactionaries "who have sold [out] to Britain the rich oilfields of South Persia, 

thereby cooperating in the plundering of your country" and appealed to them in the name 

of sharia." The "peasants of Mesopotamia" were told that "80 000 British soldiers stand 

upon you soil, robbing and killing you and violating your women." The "Peasants of An-

atolia" were told that Allied powers have "made the Sultan prisoner and forced him to 

agree to the partition of purely Turkish territory" and they "dictated their alien laws," and 

every sectional, national or ethnic group was addressed in the same way."ii This set 

the tone: the Bolsheviks were ready to go very far indeed to meet the world of Islam, 

whatever they themselves were doing domestically to 'their' Muslims. 

At the first session of the Congress Zinoviev's speech included five calls for a "Holy 

War." He grounded that on an attack on "the policy which conferred the colonies syphilis, 

opium and a debauched caste of officers, the policy which turned these countries into the 

bourgeoisie's rubbish dump and which plundered them relentlessly." But the Bolsheviks 

"respect the religious feelings of the masses," though they "must educate the masses of 

the East to hate and to want to fight against the rich in general — Russian, Jewish, German, 
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French." What should be done? "We are now faced with the task of kindling a real holy 

war against the British and French capitalists. (...) Comrades, you... have for the first 

time assembled in a congress of peoples of the Easr, must here proclaim a real holy war 

against the robbers and oppressors. ... The time has come when you can act about organ-

izing a true people's holy war, in the first place against British imperialism!" at which 

point the stenographic report notes: "Tumultuous applause, prolonged shouts of 'Hurrah!' 

Members of the congress stand up, brandishing their weapons. The speaker is unable to 

continue for some time. All the delegates stand up and applaud! Shouts of 'We swear 

it!'"""xix The congress was attended by 1,891 participants, with the largest contingents 

from Turkey (235), Persia (192), Armenia (157), Russia (104), Georgia (100), Chechnya 

(82), with 61 Tadzhiks, 47 Kirghiz, 41 Jews, 35 Turmens, 33 Kumyks, 25 L,esgians, but 

also 14 Indians, a few Arabs, Kurds and Hazaras (from Afghanistan), two-thirds Bolshe-

vik party members." In time-tested Bolshevik manner, the 'delegates' were self-

appointed and delegated by nobody in particular. Still, from what is known of the biog-

raphy of a number of them, they commanded the allegiance, or were members of, signifi-

cant groups, networks and associations in their respective areas. 

At the next session of this highly choreographed congress, the main speech came from 

Communist International secretary Karl Radek, whose presence was not due to any par-

ticular knowledge of or acquaintance with the East — he was a quintessential Mitteleuropa 

intellectual — but with his close connection to Enver Pasha. Radek's speech sounded like 

an ideologized, and less lyrical, version of the famous 1918 poem by Russian writer Ale-

ksandr Blok, "Scythians," which had been a Russian declaration of hatred against the 

West: 

You are millions. We are hordes and hordes and hordes. 
Try and take us on! 

Yes, we are Scythians! Yes, we are Asians - 
With slanted and greedy eyes! (...) 

We, like obedient slaves, 
Held up a shield between two enemy races - 

The Tatars and Europe! 
(—) 
For hundreds of years you gazed at the East, 
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Storing up and melting down our jewels, 
And, jeering, you merely counted the days 

Until your cannons you could point at us! 

The time is come. Trouble beats its wings - 
And every day our grudges grow, 

And the day will come when every trace 
Of your Paestums may vanish! 

0, old world! While you still survive, 
While you still suffer your sweet torture, 

Come to a halt, sage as Oedipus, 
Before the ancient riddle of the Sphinx!.. 

Russia is a Sphinx. Rejoicing, grieving, 
And drenched in black blood, 

It gazes, gazes, gazes at you, 
With hatred and with love!.. 

It has been ages since you've loved 
As our blood still loves! 

You have forgotten that there is a love 
That can destroy and burn! 

(- -) 
We love the flesh - its flavor and its color, 

And the stifling, mortal scent of flesh... 
Is it our fault if your skeleton cracks 

In our heavy, tender paws? 

When pulling back on the reins 
Of playful, high-spirited horses, 

It is our custom to break their heavy backs 
And tame the stubborn slave girls... 

Come to us! Leave the horrors of war, 
And come to our peaceful embrace! 

Before it's too late - sheathe your old sword, 
Comrades! We shall be brothers! 

But if not - we have nothing to lose, 
And we are not above treachery! 

For ages and ages you will be cursed 
By your sickly, belated offspring! 

Throughout the woods and thickets 
In front of pretty Europe 

We will spread out! We'll turn to you 
With our Asian muzzles. 

(—) 
We will not lift a finger when the cruel Huns 

Rummage the pockets of corpses, 
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Burn cities, drive cattle into churches, 
And roast the meat of our white brothers!.. 

Come to your senses for the last time, old world! 
Our barbaric lyre is calling you 

One final time, to a joyous brotherly feast 
To a brotherly feast of labor and of peace! 

Radek the Bolshevik offered the same kind of brotherly love as Blok, the poet who had 

welcomed the Bolshevik revolution as the Apocalypse. The Muslim East was being 

taught by its new teachers a new rhetoric, as well as new concepts, such as 'imperialism,' 

'colonialism,' the 'plundering' their countries, etc." i  The occasion was 'historic,' he 

told the congress, because 

"the representatives of the [laboring] masses [of the east] here present, all moved by the 
same emotion, rose and swore an oath to wage holy war... against the oppressors of the 
world of labor... (...) We appeal, comrades, to the warlike feelings which once inspired 
the people of the East when these peoples, led by their great conquerors advanced upon 
Europe. We know, comrades, that our enemies will say that we are appealing to the 
memory of Genghis Khan and to the mercy of the great conquering Caliphs of Islam. But 
we are convinced thah yesterday you drew your daggers and your revolvers not for aims 
of conquest... long live the Red East, which together with the workers of Europe will 
create a new civilization under the banner of Communism.”cccxxxii 

The principal problem the Bolsheviks had to tackle to gain control over the Muslims was 

the latter's mistrust of Russian imperial designs. The suspicions transpired quickly: at the 

third session, one Narbutabekov flatly stated that "the Muslims will not abandon the So-

viet power, but this on condition that the peculiarities of the Eastern peoples be recog-

nized (...) We need a special yardstick in [the] case of [the 400 million Muslims]" and 

went on "only the paying of close attention to the life of the Eastern peoples..." would 

allow the Bolsheviks to acquire and keep influence, and he reminded them the terms of 

the November 1917 Council of People's Commissars' "Appeal to all the toiling Muslims 

of Russia and the East": "Henceforward your beliefs and customs, your national and cul-

tural institutions are declared free and inviolable. Build your national life freely and 

without hindrance.' ccxxxiii The contradiction between Islam and Bolshevism as ideologies 

was real, and was going to haunt both Islamists and Bolsheviks. There was enough kin-
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ship to allow cooperation and limited osmosis, and too much difference for a full merger. 

The dalliance therefore would ever be conflict-laden. 

Comrade Korkmasov was then happy to inform the crowd that "Assembled in their own 

congress a month ago, the [Caucasus] Highland poor, and even the ulama, issued a call 

for a ghazawat, a holy war, against all the oppressors of the East." 

The next day at the fourth session came the crux of the matter: Zinoviev announced: 

"Next, comrades, two prominent Turkish leaders, not delegates to our congress, who are 

here in Baku [quite a bold lie by omission since he and Enver had traveled thither togeth-

er!] have sent the Presidium a statement in writing, and as these statements are of great 

political importance, the presidium has decided to make them public, both from this rib-

une and in the press. One of these statements is by Enver Pasha..."""xxiv Enver's decla-

ration read to the congress was a virtuoso piece of mendacity, where he complained that 

"German imperialism used us for its bandit aims" — a tall story from the man who had 

days before been writing intelligence reports to Hans von Seeckt! "But our desire was 

only to safeguard our independence. Comrades, the sentiment which caused us to leave a 

calm, refuge-seeking life for the burning deserts of Tripoli and the poor tents of the Bed-

ouin and forced us to spend there the most difficult time of our life, was no sentiment of 

imperialism. (...) Comrades, during the World War I occupied a very important post, I 

assure you that I regret that we were obliged to fight on the side of German imperialism. I 

hate and curse German imperialists as much as I hate and curse British imperialism and 

the British imperialists..." The piece of Oriental farce is almost complete. "Comrades I 

declare to you that the Union of revolutionary organizatins of Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, 

Tripoli, Egypt, Arabia and India, which has sent me here as its representative, is in full 

solidarity with you in this respect" — by which Enver meant his once-powerful personal 

intelligence network, the Teshkilat-i Mahsusa.cc"x" 

After this fine show, the Hungarian Communist leader Bela Kun "propose[d] to [Enver 

and his friends] that they prove in deeds that they are now ready to serve the toiling peo-

ple and make amends for their false steps of the past." An uproar followed, many partici-
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pants still upset at Enver's association with Kaiser Wilhelm; in a fine display of Bolshe-

vik manipulation, the presidium then drowned their voices by proposing an immediate 

vote, and having Zinoviev scream: "Holy war!" 

The Bolshevik jihad continued to be elaborated upon. Comrade Mutushev, in his praise 

of Islam, this "colossal ideological stock of spiritual culture," quoted a poem by Bolshe-

vik writer Sergei Gorodetsky: "This is why, when the black coffee bubbles with a golden 

glint in the porcelain cup, there rises to the brain a wave of desire for violent actions, and 

the heart suddenly yearns for catastrophe. Blow up Europe! Sweep away with fierce will 

the evil shamelessness of buying and selling!"c'"vi  The apocalyptic messianists of Rus-

sia held out their arms to their Muslim counterparts; both recognized each other because 

they partook in similar Gnostic belief-structures, with similar political consequences. 

Both exuded a seething hatred for the 'materialist West'; the diverse ideological conceits 

used to drape the hatred mattered less than the driving emotion itself. So, Zinoviev con-

cluded, "that moment... when the assembled representatives of the peoples of the East 

swore to begin a Holy War, that moment will be preserved in our hearts as a sacred expe-

rience. (...) Yes, a Holy War against the plunderers and capitalists.'"ii 

Accordingly, the "Manifesto of the Congress of the Peoples of the East" stated: 

"Peoples of the East! You have often heard the call to holy war from your governments, 
you have marched under the green banner of the Prophet, but all these holy wars were 
fraudulent, serving only the interests of your self-serving rulers, and you, the peasants 
and workers, remained in slavery and want after these wars... Now we summon you to 
the first real holy war under the red ranner of the Communist International. We summon 
you to a holy war for your own wellbeing, for your own freedom, for your own life!" 

The Manifesto contained no less that fifteen times the call for a Holy War: 

"[W]e — representatives of the toiling masses of all the peoples of the East (...) united in 
unbreakable union among ourselves and we revolutionary workers of the West — summon 
our peoples to a holy war (...) Go forward as one man into a holy war against the British 
conquerors! High waves the banner of the holy war! (...) This is a holy war for the libera-
tion of the peoples of the East (...) Into the holy war (...)! Into the holy war for the liber-
ation for the liberation of all mankind from the yoke of capitalist and imperialist slavery, 
for the ending of all forms of oppression of one people by another and all forms of ex-
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ploitation of man by man! Into the holy war against the last citadel of imperialism in Eu-
rope, against the nest of pirates and bandits by sea and land, against the age-old oppres-
sion of all the peoples of the East, against imperialist Britain! Into the holy war for free-
dom... (...) Peoples of the East! In this holy war all the revolutionary workers and all the 
oppressed peasants of the East will be with you,,, (...) May the holy war of the peoples of 
the East and the toilers of the whole world against imperial Britain burn with unquencha-
ble fire!"""x"iii 

One other part of the Manifesto deserves special mention in view of later events: it is the 

early injection of Communist anti-Semitism into the Muslim East, and the supplying by 

the former to the latter of rhetorical and propaganda themes that were to have a singular 

fortune in decades to come, and to our day: "Peoples of the East! [...] What has Britain 

done to Palestine? There, at first, acting for the benefit of Anglo-Jewish capitalists, it 

drove Arabs from the land in order to give the latter to Jewish settlers. Then, trying to 

appease the discontent of the Arabs, it incited them against these same Jewish settlers..." 

The sanctimonious analysis was music to the ear of such leaders of the Palestinian 

movement as Amine Al-Husayni, whom the British Governor-general had just appointed 

to be Grand Mufti of Jerusalem. As later events proved, this was not to remain the only 

case of anti-Jewish collaboration between Communists and Islamic radicals. 

The congress — its Bolshevik masterminds - decided — to set up a 'permanent executive 

committee of the Congress of the People of the East' under the name of 'Council for 

Propaganda of the People of the East.' The council included a close associate of Roy's, a 

prominent Tatar Islamic revolutionary, to of Joseph Stalin's close cohorts, a Persian Mus-

lim, and a few others lesser lights. The decision was taken to publish a journal, Narody 

Vostoka [Nations of the East], and to establish a 'university of the social sciences for ac-

tivists in the East,' which took the form of the Communist University of the Peoples of 

the East [Kommunisticheskii universitiet trudiashchikhsya vostoka]. 

The congress had struck a powerful blow for the Bolsheviks. Their crude, but effective 

anti-imperialist rhetoric and the blending of the Islamic concept of jihad with their own 

design, could now be spread far and wide by the participants returning home, who now 

were armed with new rhetorical, conceptual, agitational and organizational instruments 

never known before in their lands of origin. 
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Unsurprisingly, in Germany, the journal of the Union of Asian Fighters was all praise for 

Baku and the Bolsheviks: "Lenin and [Soviet Foreign Minister] Chicherin have identified 

Britain's weak spot — India (...) The Congress of Baku must be considered as the prelude 

of the fight to the death [with Britain]."'"xix Enver Pasha returned to Berlin mid-

October 1920; he was kept in a safe-house by a member of Seeckt's group. There, Enver 

received a large number of "officers, professors and diplomats," including the Soviet 

'Trade' representative in Berlin Viktor Kopp, a man very close to Trotsky's War Com-

missariat. 

In great secrecy, Seeckt was creating the high-powered Sondergruppe R' (where 'R.' 

stood for Russia) that brought together all the threads of the secret collaboration between 

the Reichswehr and the Red Army. As Niedermayer had written, action against the Brit-

ish in their Muslim sphere of influence "can only be carried out under the leadership of 

Moscow."'' And as he was to write later, "Afghanistan is the intersection of Russian 

expansion and Indian revolution."ii  Mid-January 1921, having conferred with Seeckt, 

Enver Pasha left Berlin to return to Moscow. In February, Seeckt secretly asked his loyal 

aide Oskar von Nierdemayer to present a paper at a private (secret), "Assessment of mili-

tary geographic conditions of an attack on India." He attended his subordinate's presenta-

tion. "We will wait for the opportunity, and the opportunity must arise, when Britain 

must fight to save her position of power in the world takes on the most violent forms," 

and "she will pay for [a situation] where a people of 50 million fools itself that it can lord 

it over and plunder 400 million of the people of the world... When continents awake, Is-

land-empires collapse.mccxlii 

Enver further helped tighten the connections between Berlin, Moscow and Kabul. He 

soon announced to Seeckt the forthcoming visit of General Mehmed Veli Khan, a senior 

Afghan military figure, who was tasked with developing military cooperation. The Af-

ghan mission arrived in Berlin in April, and was received by no lesser figures than the 

Foreign Minister Walter Simon and German president Friedrich Ebert. Enver kept on 

sending more visitors, all in the framework of the planned operation on India. A member 
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of Seeckt's group, Voigt, was sent to Kabul via Moscow, with the help of the Soviet 

Trade delegation in Berlin, to convince the Afghan government to veer toward Moscow. 

In Moscow, Voigt met with Foreign Minister Chicherin, Trotsky became directly in-

volved with 'Special Group R,' and Niedermayer was delegated to Moscow on a perma-

nent basis. Amongst the first meetings he held there were Radek, Trotsky and Lenin! 

"The best laid schemes o' Mice an' Men,51?]Gang aft agley," Robert Burns wrote in his 

Ode to a Mouse. So did this multi-fangled scheme: by the Summer, Enver Pasha had de-

termined that there was a greater empire for himself to carve out by working with the Af-

ghans against the Soviets than with Moscow. He was drifting away from the deal of mu-

tual instrumentalization he had made with the Bolsheviks. At first, with the support of the 

Afghan army, Enver scored successes against the Red Army in the first months of 1922 — 

to the great annoyance of his old German friends. By May, 1922 Enver conquered Ash-

khabad, but on August 4, he was killed on the battlefield. As Seeckt put it, "Que voulez-

vous, c'est la fin d'un revolutionnaire. liii  The Indian operation was stillborn — but in 

the intervening time, Germans and Soviets had signed the Rapallo Treaty. With respect to 

the Muslim world, Enver had been Lenin's joker. He still held some aces, as Baku had 

shown, as M.N. Roy was going to show. 

Red Jihad, Green Jihad 

Out of loathing for and personal rivalry with Enver Pasha, whom he called "the danger-

ous Turk,' Roy had disagreed with the idea of the congress, which he derisively called 

"Zinoviev's Circus." Though he ostentatiously refused to attend, he sent at least one of 

his trusted lieutenants, Acharya who was included amongst the new organization's lead-

ership. Roy's self-serving protests to the contrary, he was at one with the Bolshevik like 

of using Pan-Islamist jihad as the mainstay of their strategy in the Muslim world. 

The Communist International duly established a Central Asia Bureau (CAB) residing in 

Tashkent, immediately tasked to foster revolution in the vast region of 'Turkestan,' in-
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cluding the Emirates of Bokhara and Shiva, earlier protectorates of the Tsar. The CAB 

was led by the prominent Bolshevik Raskolnikov, the commander of the Red Army in 

Central Asia and chairman of the Turkestan Committee of the Soviet government, Georgi 

Safarov, "a passionate believer in the revolutionary significance of the colonial national-

ist movement, particularly of the Islamic countries," M.N. Roy himself, the Latvian lead-

er of the Cheka, the Bolshevik terror police Jakob Peters, the administrator Lazar Kaga-

novich, and the president of the Turkestan Soviet, a Tajik named Rahimbaev. 

On the strength of Enver Pasha's plan to attack the British in India, Raskolnikov was ap-

pointed ambassador to Kabul. He was of the belief, Roy reports, that the Khilafat move-

ment was going to overthrow the Raj. "The breakdown of British rule in India would 

open the floodgates of revolution... That was my old idea, which still fascinated me," 

Roy adds, naively claiming authorship of the Oppenheim-Seeckt strategy. Further, "I 

submitted the plan for Lenin's consideration and approval... He was interested."' " Ii" The 

plan to raise an 'Army of Liberation' then suddenly received a fillip: the Muslim numbers 

who had left India in the framework of the hij rat movement: "A new factor had appeared 

on the scene... Reports had reached Moscow that, responding to the call of the Khilafat 

Committee, thousands of Muslims, including many educated young men, were leaving 

India for Turkey... It was a religiousPan-Islamist movement, but it gave me an oppor-

tunity to contact a large number of possible recruits for an army to fight for the liberation 

of India instead of a lost cause."'" Roy describes his intent as consisting less in enlist-

ing the "religious fanaticism" of the "ignorant masses" than the 

"politically motivated educated youth (...) the educated amongst the Indian Mujaheers 
might realize the pointlessness of a pilgrimage to Turkey to fight for the cause of secular 
nationalism. My plan was to raise, equip and train such an army of liberation. Using the 
[Indo-Afghan] frontier territories as the base of the operation and with the mercenary 
support of the tribesmen, the liberation army would march into India and occupy some 
territory where a civil government should be established as soon as possible... It would 
call upon the people to rise in the rear of the enemy, so that the liberation army could ad-
vance further and further into the country. The requirements for implementing the plan 
were obvious: a sufficiently large quantity of arms, field equipment, training personnel 
and plenty of money. The last item was sanctioned by the Council of People's Commis-
sars on the recommendation of the Communist Party.91cccxlv1 
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The German jihad plan had been recast as a Bolshevik enterprise, but the underlying ji-

had remained. "Who will guard the guardians?" the wise Romans asked — "manipulator, 

beware being manipulated," would be the challenge for the modern sorcerer's apprentices 

of jihad. 

Ill-treated by the Afghan Amir, a large number of Muhajirun walked across Afghanistan 

and were joined by Indian deserters from the British Army. "The position of the Indian 

muhajirun was transformed by the Russian Revolution. IvilSome had made their way 

to the Baku Congress. Turkmen tribesmen kept prisoner a large number of them. Bolshe-

vik authorities arranged the release of the promising prey: they could be worked over by 

the Bolsheviks. Roy was also counting on the support of a number of prominent Pan-

Islamists turned pro-Bolshevik: Maulana Barakatullah, already a character in the cast of 

the pro-German Indians in Berlin, and the 'Prime Minister' of the provisional Indian gov-

ernment proclaimed in 1915 in Kabul, "though a staunch Muslim throughout his life (...) 

was permanently involved in developing the new relationship with the Bolsheviks.. 

Though he never claimed to be a Bolshevik.., his views on most temporal matters be-

came almost identical with those of the Bolsheviks." His book Bolshevism and the Islam-

ic Body Politick appeared in several languages; it appealed to the Muslims of the world 

"to understand the noble principles of Russian Socialism and to embrace it seriously and 

enthusiastically (...) 0 Muhameddans, listen to this divine cry. Respond to the call of lib-

erty, equality and brotherhood which comrade Lenin and the Soviet Government of Rus-

sia are offering to you." Iviii 

By March 1919, Barakatullah was the ambassador extraordinary of Afghan king Amanul-

lah to Soviet Russia, "and for the rest of his life, he worked closely with the Soviet Union 

in the struggle for Indian freedom." With him at first was Abd al-Rab Peshawari, who 

moved with Roy from Moscow to Tashkent and joined the Oriental Propaganda Bureau, 

and was then joined in that endeavor by other Indian revolutionaries. Peshawari, M.P.B.T. 

Acharya — of the Baku Congress secretariat, and others, created the Inqilabiun-i Hind, the 

Indian revolutionary association. Acharya also moved to Tashkent; he received lavish 
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funding form the Bolsheviks, and published a newspaper there, Zamindar, and recruited 

support from wealthy Indian merchants plying their trade in Central Asia. 

One of the most significant figure in the connection between Bolsheviks and the Khilafat, 

was Maulana Ubaidullah, or Obeidullah: the Maulana was a prominent Deobandi — quite 

a jump from the one to the other, "a respected Muslim divine," as M.N. Roy put it, with 

whom he collaborated closely.'"Iix Ubaidullah Sindhi (1872-1944) was a Sikh convert 

who had been trained at the highly politicized Dar-ul Uloom school in Deoband. There 

he had reinterpreted the traditional Deobandi creed in a radical way and given it a revolu-

tionary content.ccel  In 1913, he had set up a madrasa in New Delhi, the Nizarat al-Marif, 

that intended "to mobilize India's Pan-Islamists to take up jihad against the British." The 

sheikh al-Hind Mahmud al-Hasan, the principal of the Deobandi Dar-ul Uloom, however, 

instructed him to enter clandestine political activity and that it would be more effective to 

struggle for the Pan-Islamist goals from abroad. Hence his plan of action, which was the 

plan of action of the Deobandi leadership: to seek revolution abroad. He would go to Hi-

jaz, Ubaidullah would go to Kabul with the purpose of swaying the king of Afghanistan 

to declare war on Britain, while a Muslim insurrection would be started in the tribal belt, 

and then spill over into India proper. Accordingly, in September 1915, Ubaidullah set out 

to Kabul with a retinue of followers as an advisory group. In the Afghan capital, he met 

of course with Barakatullah and the other pro-German revolutionists.'ll  From there, he 

called for the unification of the Muslim world in the form of a hierarchical league: "This 

is a special Islamic society based on military principles. Its first object is to create an alli-

ance among Islamic kingdoms." This was to be called Junud al-Rabbaniyya, the Army of 

God.'"Iii 

The welcoming committee for the Muhajirun was in place. "The general strategy of the 

Bolsheviks toward the Muhajirun recognized the very considerable power of Pan-

Islamism. IlliAt Tashkent, Roy established a military school (Induskii kurs) to start 

training one hundred of them. As the Bolshevik schooling went on, an emotional transfer 

of identity occurred. At first, "Whey understood the world only in Pan-Islamist terms" 

but were impressed with the efficiency of the Bolsheviks' anti-British power. The prod-
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uct of the confluence of Islam and Bolshevism was a novelty: according to Roy, "Islamic 

ideas were so strongly entrenched in the minds in the minds of the Mujahi run that even 

when some of them adopted Socialist ideas, it did not mean that they totally rejected their 

identification with Islam. « Islam preaches equality, so does Communism, that is why I 

am a Communist »," one of them said.cccli" By the end of 1920, a number of them had be-

come convinced Communists. "I was very much surprised to find that a few of the edu-

cated youth were more fanatical than the emigrant mass. (...) My preliminary efforts with 

the educated minority produced greater results than I expected and wanted. Most of them 

transferred their fanatical allegiance from Islam to Communism."' For two species to 

be able to cross and hybridize, they must have enough in common: they did. 

Roy had successfully transformed his raw material, or a part of it. He established "the 

first international brigade of the Red Army." It was used to harass British troops on the 

Ashkhabad-Meshed road connecting to Persia. The Red Army soon elevated a number of 

Indians to officer rank, which had an "incalculable" moral effect, notably that of prompt-

ing Indian soldiers and NCOs to desert from the British Army. "The international brigade 

soon became an effective auxiliary of the Red Army. In less than a year, the Indo-British 

Army evacuated Meshed and the entire Persian province of Khorasan was cleared of Brit-

ish influence."'Ivi  No wonder that the Bolsheviks "believed that Pan-Islamism could be a 

powerful anti-British movement, provided its reactionary leaders were isolated by clever 

diplomacy and devious political maneuvers...mccIvii 

The Bolshevik leader explains: "I made a careful study of the Quran and other classics of 

Islamic theology. In public meetings I could justify the Revolution on scriptural authori-

ty.' lviii  The convergence was deep: as Roy himself stated, "The Soviet Republic was 

not a national state." It was like the Umma, an ideology embodied in a polity. 'ix 

Roy returned to Moscow to take charge of the Eastern Section of the Communist Interna-

tional. "I conceived the idea of establishing in Moscow a center for the political training 

of revolutionaries from various Asiatic countries," he writes with some exaggeration, 

since a number of other Bolsheviks had come up with the same idea, including at the Ba-
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ku Congress. "Lenin enthusiastically approved the idea and advised me to consult Stalin 

about its execution."" Roy then had his first meeting with Stalin, the savviest Bolshe-

vik operative in Muslim matters: the crafty Georgian knew about Muslims in a way none 

of his Europe-oriented Bolshevik colleagues did. Stalin's opener was brutal: "So you do 

not see the revolutionary significance of Pan-Islamism?""" The People's Commissar 

for Nationalities outlined a fully-formed strategy: "Not only the national bourgeoisie in 

less backward colonial countries like India and China, but even the feudal landlords, 

ulama and mullahs in the Islamic countries must also be helped.""" 

Social-political movements in the Muslim and 'colonial' world "must be strengthened by 

a well-trained revolutionary cadre, Stalin continued, and Lenin agreed with this perspec-

tive. The Communist University of the Toilers of the East was to be founded to serve that 

purpose. KUTVa, indeed, was launched in April 1921 and effectively opened for busi-

ness in September. It was "[t]he most important center for transmission of these ideas" 

and "remained an extremely active and influential forum" for years'ixiii  as the cadre 

school for high-level Bolshevik operatives in the Orient — at various points, the student 

body included, among others, Ho Chi-minh, Deng Xiaoping, Liu Shaoqi, Tan Malaka, 

founder of the Communist Party of Indonesia, Japan's Sen Katayama, the Turkish Com-

munist leader and poet Nazim Hikmet, as well as Khalid Bagdash, head of the Syrian 

Communist Party for decades, and `Fand,' head of the Iraqi Communist Party. Courses 

included the theory of historical materialism, the history of class struggle and the Western 

labor movement, the program and tactics, a history of India and Russia, problems of na-

tionalism, the history of the French Revolution, the evolution of modern capitalism. Until 

its dissolution in the 1930s, during the great Soviet purges, it trained hundreds of Muslim 

cadre for the holy war — red jihad, green jihad, but mostly jihad, 

Sultan Galley, the hybrid 

Muslims could very well become Bolsheviks, and many in Russia did. But Muslim Bol-

sheviks could with equal ease shuttle back to their roots. In such adventures, however, the 
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mind of the traveler is not static; the journey changes him. Consciously or not, willingly 

or not, selectively if not in every respect, he absorbed much of the air he breathed on the 

way. We have seen Muslims embrace Bolshevism, and acquire Bolshevik 'technologies' 

of power. We will now see Bolshevized Muslims turn away from their recent Communist 

faith and shift to a form of political Islam, but bring back what they have imbibed in the 

process. In the case of the Soviet Muslims, the hybrid at one point received the name of 

'National Communism.' Sultangalievism,' as the Soviet state called this movement, 

proved to be a critical conveyor belt to transfer the new Bolshevik 'technologies' to the 

world of Islam. 

How significant was the turn to Bolshevism of the Muslims of the Russian Empire? In 

the first place, it was an essential element in the victory of Soviet arms in the vicious civil 

war that bloodied the country from 1918, and from which the Bolsheviks emerged as the 

unlikely winners. One of the main fronts of the war was Siberia; Muslim troops fighting 

on the side of the Bolsheviks were the decisive factor to tilt victory in their direction. The 

surprising alliance grew from the racial and religious chauvinism of the 'White' leader-

ship, which utterly alienated the Muslims of the empire. The strategic obtuseness and 

"supercilious attitude" of Admiral Kolchak and General Denikin "pushed [the Muslims] 

into the arms of the Bolsheviks.""thl" On the contrary, Lenin and especially Stalin took 

great care in offering a 'new deal' to the Muslims. On Nov. 17, 1917, two weeks, that is, 

after the Bolshevik putsch, the new authorities issued an 'Appeal to all toiling Muslims of 

Russia and the Orient': "we declare that from now your beliefs, your traditions, your na-

tional and cultural ways will be freely exercised and inalienable. Arrange your national 

life as you intend and decide. This is your right. You must be the masters of your own 

countries. You yourselves must organize your life in your own way and desires.""" As 

befits Bolshevik statecraft, the intent, as summed up by one of their prominent expert 

handlers of the Muslims, was one of instrumentalizing the new friends: "In the East, 

[Muslim] nationalism is in full development. We must not try to stop this natural move-

ment, but we must try to canalize it," wrote S. Dimanshtein.c"1" i  With some exaggeration, 

but not wholly out of step with reality, the same depicted the situation in the vast Muslim 
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communities of the empire: "Even the most hardened clericals and reactionaries were 

transformed into socialists."'"" 

It was the case that the Russian Revolution, by obliterating the age-old institutions of 

Russia, released all inhabitants of the Empire from their traditional allegiances: it created 

a classic situation of anomie, where the components that have been let loose by the disso-

lution of old bonds seek new identities, new loyalties, and new institutions as pegs to 

hang these on. 

On the Eastern front of the Russian civil war almost fifty per cent of the 6th  Red Army, 

which held the Siberian front were Muslim soldiers and officers. "At the time when the 

Civil War was at its peak on the Eastern and Turkestan fronts, the proportion of Tatar 

combatants in the Red Army exceeded fifty per cent of the total... and in certain units 

(for example the 5t1  Army) even reached up to seventy or seventy-five per cent (...) The 

courses for [Muslim] military leaders (...) trained thousands of Red Tatar military lead-

ers.mccixviii  By July 1918, the 6th  Army had enrolled fifty thousand Tatar and Bashkir 

fighters, and by early 1919, the number of Muslims fighting in the ranks of the Red Army 

totaled 225,000 to 250,000, "virtually all under the command of Muslim officers." They 

fell under the control of the Central Muskom, Muslim Central Committee and the Muslim 

military Collegium. 

The Bolsheviks faced two constraints: they needed to mobilize the Muslims, without 

whom they were not able to maintain themselves in power, but they had to guard against 

their indispensable ally's possible wish to set themselves free, or even to constitute an 

autonomous power. This is why Soviet policy toward 'domestic' Muslims went through 

two distinct phases. At first, as with all other layers of the population courted by Lenin, it 

was all sweet pleasantness. This "policy of meeting the minorities half-way [was] insti-

tuted by Lenin and expressed itself in using the Muslim... groups on the basis of coop-

eration and promises allowing them... complete freedom of religion and education. Some 

of this propaganda was couched in evident Pan-Islamist phraseology.""" Another tes-

timony states: "The Communist Party proceeded only with caution toward Islam... A 
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Central Committee circular letter dated Feb. 24, 1920, advises to behave cautiously re-

garding the [religious] beliefs of the masses."'" For Lenin and for Stalin, who had built 

his Commissariat for Nationalities (Narkomnats) into a powerful network of power with-

in the Soviet structures, one major task of the Muslim organizations and leaders was to 

Bolshevize the Muslim masses; they were "genuine schools of Marxism.""c1" i  More im-

mediately, Stalin "understood that to win the allegiance or neutrality of the non-Russians 

was to take a giant step toward winning the Civil War (...) Stalin succeeded in securing 

the participation of a number of prominent Muslim leaders. Typically, they were former 

nationalists who viewed this new Soviet institution as the stage on which they could act 

out their national demands."'' 

The Muslim leaders made their flocks available to the Red revolution for their own rea-

sons. As Hanafi Muzaffar, a prominent Volga Tatar radical intellectual, put it: "... a con-

siderable number of Muslims viewed the revolution in Russia — and hence the Bolshevik 

cause — as the first step toward the liberation of Islam from European and Russian en-

croachments."c"1" iii  The Muslim 'national socialists' were aware of the anti-religious 

character of their Bolshevik partners, but "rationalized that an alliance with the Russian 

proletariat was possible because the Communism of the latter was in fact compatible with 

Islam." Explaining why they could have believed that, Muzaffar wrote: "Muslim people 

will ally themselves to Communism. Like Communism, Islam rejects narrow nationalism. 

Islam is international and recognizes only the brotherhood and the unity of all nations un-

der the banner of Islam."cecl" i" A Kazakh leader, Ahmed Baytursun, believed that the Ka-

zakhs "will accept Communism even before all other peoples, because its traditional way 

of life is already close to Communism." 

In a book that was the Muslim national Communists' breviary, Hanafi Muazzar proffered 

a broad outline of the Muslims'complex motivations: 

"The essential point for us is the survival of our nation, and even more broadly, the sur-
vival of all Muslim peoples and all colonial peoples who are oppressed and threatened by 
European imperialism. But as long as Europe can use its might to maintain its imperialis-
tic policy [in the East] our situation will remain hopeless.( ...) It would be a great mistake 
for us people oppressed by Europe to fail to recognize that Marxism is fighting imperial-
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ism. As the Communist Party is fighting the same imperialism in Russia and abroad, we 
must accept the anti-religious character of the dictatorship of the proletariat because the 
alliance between the Russian proletariat and the Muslims could deal a death blow to Eu-
rope."ccelxxv 

This latest clause is fundamental: the Muslim leaders were fully aware of the Bolsheviks' 

hostile attitude to all religions; but for tactical purposes, Paris vaut bien une messe. 

Marxism looked powerful, viable, conquering; Bolshevism was a formidable energizer; it 

was the guiding ideological force behind the battlefield victories. "These tangible mani-

festations of power and success reinforced in the mind of the native radicals the belief 

that Marxism was action as well as ideas. All other ideologies appeared bankrupt in com-

parison.mcclxxvi In the calculus of profit and loss made by the Muslim leaders, the ability 

of Bolshevism to destroy the 'European' order exceeded the damage it was able to inflict 

upon Islam: Islam would gain in the bargain. Musa Jarulallah, "then the greatest living 

leader of Russian Islam, not only lauded this potential alliance but envisaged Com-

munism as a springboard for a deeper penetration of Islam in Asia. « A great revolution 

has triumphed in Russia, giving birth to a regime of justice and equality instead of the 

former tyrannic regime. There Muslims enjoy equality, unity and peace.... We must take 

advantage of this situation to promote the Quranic Unity of Believers.95))ccclxxvii 

As a result, "the Red Army was for the non-Russian, non-Proletarian peoples their first 

school of political action (...) For them, the psychological impact of this army in motion 

was overwhelming. Massive numbers of them rushed to join its ranks, and, subsequently, 

the ranks of the Russian Communist Party... the Socialist army [was] as [a] political ma-

chine.'" Even by the gruesome standards of civil war the world over, the Russian 

Civil War was exceptionally callous and brutish. The Bolshevik school of 'politics' was a 

school of terror, mass-murder, countless summary executions, mutilations and torture. 

Those were the techniques of war, and what recruits and officers were trained and en-

couraged to do. As a school for political action, the Bolcheviks' Red Army taught that 

untramelled violence was the supreme power. As Benningsen and Wimbush persuasively 

argued: "Submerged in revolution and civil war, the Russian Empire ... Soviet experi-

enced the unleashing of forces which had been suppressed and repressed for many dec-

ades. It was as if Dostoyevsky had created his Grand Inquisitor and his most famous dic-
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turn for this one Russian Apocalypse that he could not foretell: "God is dead; all things 

are permitted." For Russia's many Muslims, cadre, officers and soldiers, the Red Army 

was a school of terror, and a school of government by violence and terror. 

Lessons so learned were overlaid on the earlier layers of jihad. In the Caucasus, for ex-

ample, the tradition was the anti-Russian jihad of Sheikh Shamil and his murids. More 

broadly amongst the Muslims, "the fighting heritage of the Sufi tariqa [brotherhoods] 

was renewed and revitalized (...) By a curious paradox some brotherhoods adopted revo-

lutionary and even Socialist ideas. This was especially true of the Naqshbandi tariqa, 

which had a long and violent history of opposition to Russian power. In Socialism, some 

adepts found new arguments to buttress their traditional holy war against infidels." The 

convergence, or congruence, was not limited to technical aspects: Marx's historical mate-

rialism with its predetermined course of history, was in some way akin to kismet, fate; the 

supranational Communism, embodied in a nation that the 'Soviet Union' was not a na-

tional state, and therefore analogous to the iiber-national Umma. Hanafi Muazzar had 

written in this respect that "in the national question [w]e can point by point be at one with 

then Marxists, for from the viewpoint of Islam nationalism does not exist. In Islamic doc-

trine, the national question as it is understood today has no standing. In Islamic doctrine, 

there is but one Islamiyyat, only one brotherhood, with unity of all nationalities under the 

banner of Islam.''"' The similarity extended to a pseudo-history that pitted European 

'imperialism' against all other nations, that ascribed the origin of Western wealth to the 

'exploitation' of the others, and reconciled this newfangled theory of imperialism with 

the past, Islamic and non-Islamic, of Central Asia: "The invasions of Europe by Tamer-

lane, Dzhingis Khan, and the other Mongol princes, in all the cruelty of their devastating 

strength, pale before what the Europeans have done..." wrote the leading figure of Mus-

lim Bolshevism, Mir-Said Sultan Galiev: from Marx's and Engels' assertion that "all rec-

orded history is the history of class struggle" to Iran's Islamo-Marxist hero Ali Shariati's 

hagiographic rewriting of history, the line is one.' Bolshevik ideas were 'national-

ized,' or, to give it its proper name, Islamicized. 
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Mir-Said Sultan Galiev (1880-1939) joined the Bolshevik Party in November 1917. 

Thank to exceptional gifts as an organizer, he rapidly became the highest-ranking Muslim 

in the Party hierarchy — member of the Central Muslim Committee, chairman of the Mus-

lim military collegium, member of the Little Collective of the Narkomnats [Commissariat 

of Nationalities], editor of the Zhin Natsionalnostei [The Life of Nationalities], the offi-

cial organ of the Narkomnats, and member of the Central Executive Committee of the 

Tatar Republic. Imi  Even more important, though, was Sultan Galiev's gradual evolu-

tion of the doctrine of 'National Communism,' which transformed Bolshevik Muslims 

into modern Islamists. As such, he was the forerunner of the new species of Islamo-

Bolshevik jihadis. 

Stalin and the Bolsheviks started to rein in the Muslims as early as they could. The Party 

was already trying to bring under control the Communist political organizations of the 

Muslims by the end of 1918, and was doing the same inside the Red Army. In return, the 

Nationalist Communists (Muslims) became radicalized: in the period between 1919 and 

1923, Sultan Galiev elaborated his 'Eastern Strategy' and lay the foundations of a 'Colo-

nial International' which was to be based in a projected 'Republic of Turan,' thus reviv-

ing Ender Pasha's dream kingdom with the same Pan-Islamist outlook. By the Spring of 

1920, Sultan Galiev and his cohorts were meeting secretly and establishing clandestine 

organizations — which they called Ittihad ye tarakki, Union and Progress, like the Young 

Turks's own secret organization! 

As the exile Turkmen leader Mustafa Chokay-Oglu wrote in 1935, "There was a time 

when we were ready to believe what the Moscow Bolsheviks were telling us, and we did 

believe them. The author of these lines defended Lenin, Trotsky and Stalin against their 

own Turkmen agents, who were plundering and murdering the Turkestani na-

tives...'''1"xii  As the devastations perpetrated by the Bolsheviks in the Muslim areas 

spread and worsened, and as state repression increased, the disillusionment accelerated. 

The revolt of the Basmachis — a Sufi-led popular insurrection against Soviet power — was 

one of the most powerful manifestations of the break between Muslims and Soviets. At 

the 12th  Congress of the Bolshevik Party in April 1923, a general campaign was launched 
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against Sultan Galiev and his ideas. "Sultan Galiev was thoroughly vilified, accused of 

deviations and treason, and ejected from the Communist Party." He was arrested in May, 

but released in June — Moscow could not go to far yet in confronting the Muslims. But a 

new category of crime had appeared: that of Sultangalievism.""cl' iii  In 1928 Sultan 

Galiev was accused of plotting to erect a 'Turanian Empire' carved it out of the Muslim 

and Turkic territories of the Soviet Union (Tatarstan, Bashkiria, Kazakhstan, Kirghistan, 

Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Tadzhikistan, the Volga Tatar territories).ccaxxxivHe was ar-

rested again, summarily received a 10-year sentence and was forthwith deported to the 

Circle sub-zero Solovki Island death camp. It is presumed that he died ca. 1939. 

Sultan Galiev's doctrine, which started as the quite improperly named National Com-

munism, rapidly developed as a hybrid between Bolshevism and Pan-Islamism. "Nonpro-

letarian nations can bypass the capitalist stage of development and leap directly from pre-

capitalism to socialism," he wrote. Since this was exactly the argument Lenin had used, 

in subversion of orthodox Marxism, to justify the Bolshevik Revolution, this carried an 

irony the Russians failed to notice, or appreciate. Some of Lenin's self-justificatory bick-

ering was particularly appealing, in particular the notion that backwardness, once a stum-

bling block to Socialist development, now was an asset. "All Muslim colonized people 

are proletarian peoples and as almost all classes in Muslim society have been oppressed 

by the colonialists, all the classes have the right to be called 'proletarian' (...) Muslim 

peoples are proletarian peoples (...) it is legitimate to say that the liberation movement in 

Muslim countries has the character of a Socialist revolution.'"' According to his co-

hort Veli Iskhakov "The Tatars objectively are more revolutionary than the Russians, be-

cause they have been more heavily oppressed by Czarism than the Russians.,,ccaxxxvi This 

was a remarkable anticipation of the cluster of ideas that were to develop fully in the 

form of 'Castroism,' Guevarism,"thirdworldism,' as well as 'Arab Socialism' or the 

Mao-Lin Biao doctrine of the encirclement of the cities by the countryside, as well as the 

doctrine of 'the oppressed' and the victimhood found later in Iranian Islamo-Marxist Ali 

Shariati and Ayatollah Khomeini himself. Or, rather than an anticipation, was is not ra-

ther the influence of the forerunners? 
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"If a revolution succeeds in England, Sultan Galiev wrote, the proletariat will continue 

oppressing the colonies and pursuing the policy of existing bourgeois governments... In 

order to prevent the oppression of the toiler of the East, we must unite the Muslim masses 

in a communist movement that will be our own and autonomous.""a"" ii  Under the ve-

neer of Marxian phraseology, Sultan Galiev had returned to the antinomy of dar al-Islam 

versus dar al-Kufr, or rather he recombined both to create the new doctrine. He went 

even further: his neo-Umma would have to extend to the entire world: "Soviet Russia is a 

transitory phenomenon. The hegemony of the Russian people over other nations neces-

sarily must be replaced by the dictatorship of those same nations over the Russians," in a 

first stage."cl'" iii  Further, as Benningsen and Wimbush stress, the movement "charted a 

theoretical course which, if successful in practice, would guarantee them supremacy not 

only over the Russians, but over the whole industrial world. What emerged was an 'East-

ern strategy.' The thrust was... that the revolution should be exported beyond the borders 

of the former czarist empire, incorporating into the National Communist universe mil-

lions of oppressed peoples — mostly Asian Muslims..."ccel"xix According to their Bolshe-

vik opponents, they "acted as the standard-bearers of not only of Tatar nationalism but 

also of Pan-Islamic democracy."' Sultan Galiev was rapidly developing his doctrine of 

a 'Colonial International' and the ambitions it carried. "The sovietization of Azerbaijan is 

a highly important step in the evolution of Communism in the Near East. Just as Red 

Turkestan is playing the role of the revolutionary lighthouse for Chinese Turkestan, Tibet, 

Afghanistan, India, Bukhara, and Khiva, Soviet Azerbaijan with its old and experienced 

proletariat and its party — the Hiimmet Party [of Azerbaijan] will become the Red light-

house for Persia, Arabia and Turkey...mccxci 

Collaborators of Sultan Galiev who controlled the government of the Tatar Republic in 

1922 created within the Commissariat of Justice a special sharia commission, entrusted 

with the task of reconciling and coordinating Soviet and Quranic law! The integration of 

Islam into a form of Bolshevism, or vice-versa, was working apace. Sultan Galiev and his 

comrades were not traditional Pan-Islamists, but hybrids representing the new species of 

Pan-Islam in the Era of Terror and Revolution. Stalin's 1923 interventions to liquidate 

them politically show how dangerous they were considered to be. As their biographies, or 
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their obituaries, testify, many of the Muslim National Communists were purged in the 

late 1920s, and executed in the Great Purges of the 1930s. 

"After the liquidation of the NCs, their ideas... muted in the Soviet Union, lived on, and 

while the Republic of Turan was not realized in their lifetimes.., their ideas found other 

springboards to the underdeveloped world, leaving them a legacy...."'"ii  The legacy 

was "a body of ideas or disconnected notions about the past which float through the col-

lective memory of society." Further, one can only concur with Benningsen's and Wim-

bush's conclusion that the ideas developed by the Soviet Muslims "about the synthesis of 

Nationalism and Communism, about the complementary nature of Marxism and Islam, 

about Asia's role as the progenitor of revolution and about the division of the world into 

oppressed and oppressors in one variant or another has penetrated into virtually every 

corner of the Third World. It is impossible to say with certainty that in each instance 

these ideas were carried beyond Soviet borders by intimate personal contacts with the 

Muslim Communist leaders themselves.. ."'"cill  But the transmission occurred organical-

ly, as it were, through KUTVa, most of whose teachers were of that persuasion, including 

the leading Muslim figures of the Bolshevik Party; through the KUTVa alumni who re-

turned to their own countries, through the Communist Parties that continued to preach 

more orthodox forms of the doctrine; through Muslims who left the USSR and resettled 

elsewhere. KUTVa leaders and professors, such as the Dutchman Hj.F.M. Sneevliet 

(Maring), M.N. Roy, the Persian Sultan Zade, and others, many of whom, like Roy, sub-

sequently broke with Stalin and Communism, but spread those ideas farther after their 

disillusionment with Soviet Communism. 

The ambiguity of the hybrid ideology was captured in an article authored in 1921 by Sul-

tan Galiev, "The Methods of Antireligious Propaganda among the Muslims." His defini-

tion of Islam was light-years away from the accepted Marxist-Leninist canon, and fell 

foul of the Bolsheviks' League of the Godless unceasing outpour of atheist propaganda: 

"The essential factor which determines the position of Islam is its youthfulness. Of all the 
'great religions' of the world, Islam is the youngest and therefore the most solid and the 
strongest as far as influence is concerned... Islam has best preserved social and political 
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elements, whereas other religions emphasize above all ethnic and religious elements. 
[Regarding] Muslim law — the shariat - ... many of its prescriptions have a clear-cut, pos-
itive character... Islam penetrates the spirit of the believer more deeply than other reli-
gions; it is therefore a more difficult and delicate task to combat its influence. The best 
proof of that lies in the personal position of Muslim clergymen, which is much more solid 
than that of representatives of other religions (...). The Russian priest, appointe by supe-
rior authorities, certainly has a lesser authority over his flock than does the Tatar mullah 
or the Uzbek [dim] (...) The latter consider themselves to be 'servants of the people' and 
lend an attentive ear to their wishes. They are more democratic and closer to the people 
and exert a greater influence on them than does the village priest over the Russian mu-

 

zhik.mccxciv 

With this pseudo-sociology went a pseudo-history of anti-imperialist victimhood accord-

ing to which 

"during the course of the last century the whole of the Muslim world was exploited by 
European imperialism and served as the material base for its economy. The fact gas pro-
foundly marked the religion of the Muslims. The expansion of Western imperialism man-
ifested itself first in the form of the Crusades and later by economic conquest. But the 
majority of Muslims always felt this battle to be a political conflict, that is to say a battle 
against Islam as a whole. Moreover, the reverse would have been impossible, for in the 
eyes of the Muslims, the Muslim world forms an indivisible whole, without distinction, 
nationality or tribe. Because of this, Islam was and still is, at least in the eyes of Muslims, 
an oppressed religion forced to be on the defensive. In other words, the historical evolu-
tion of Islam fosters a feeling of solidarity among the diverse groups of the faithful and 
lands (...) These conditions make the anti-Islam campaign a difficult one... We must re-
peat that Islam is different form other religions in substance.'vecxcv 

Was this the plea of an Atheist to the Bolsheviks to go soft on Islam for tactical reasons, 

or an Islamist's manipulation of the Bolsheviks' tactical need to go soft of Islam? Of 

course, the reality of the Bolshevik attitude toward religion — and non-Russian peoples — 

was far removed from their sanctimonious rhetoric. Talking about the principle of nation-

al self-determination which Lenin had fought teeth and nail throughout the history of the 

party, his disciple Nikolai Bukharin said in a somewhat unguarded moment: "If we ac-

cept [the principle] and proclaim it regarding all the colonies, all these Hottentots, Bush-

men, Blacks and Hindus and all the rest, we will lose nothing at all. To the contrary, we 

will gain, for all these national masses in motion will go against foreign imperialism and 

their struggle will merge with the general struggle against imperialism. Thus, as resolute-

ly nationalist a movement as that of the Hindus only brings grist to our mill inasmuch as 

it applies to the destruction of British imperialism." The leading Bolshevik intellectual 
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Riazanov chimed in: to him the salvation of Soviet power lies with "unleashing the hunt-

ing pack of the oppressed natios against the imperialist wolves.""' 

In the end, it was not the intent but the result that mattered: for many years, the Party 

leadership gave Sultan Galiev and his friends a rather unrestricted mandate to do as they 

saw fit, to expound their 'mutated Marxim' in Party theoretical and political journals, and 

to train more cadre in this spirit. The arguments used, at any rate, were standard talking 

points of Muslim apologetics; there is little new in the grand historical narrative proffered 

by a Sayyid Qutb, a Maududi or a Shariati or a bin Laden compared to this Manichean 

travesty of history, a a-historical morality tale of self-justification. 

What the National Communist experience the Soviet Muslims went through established 

was that on the Muslim side, it was necessary to espouse the whole of Bolshevism — 'dia-

lectical materialism,' historical materialism,' and the philosophical mumbo-jumbo that 

go with them — to acquire what was most essential to that creed: the techniques of power 

through terror, of the management and manipulation of masses, of politically organizing 

people. Bolshevism and Islam may make strange bedfellows — but at bottom, it was not 

unreasonable of French sociologist Jules Monnerot to describe Communism as the "Islam 

of the 20th  century.""""ii  Had he lived longer, he could have added that Islam was the 

Communism of the 21 th  century. 

Ideological Infectors: the Communist Parties in the Middle East 

If `Sultangalievise heterodoxy was ruthlessly crushed inside the borders of the Soviet 

Union, Soviet power found milder forms of the virus to be of high value for export. It 

was admittedly never an easy thing for the Bolsheviks to do so, even in their Stalinist in-

carnation: any form of 'national' Communism carried with it the threat of a 'nationalist 

deviation,' meaning a loss of Moscow's direct control over the local Communist forces. 

On the other hand, the ability to mimic, chameleon-like, local nationalisms and leverage 
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religion-based discontent and rebellion was too precious a political instrument to be ne-

glected altogether. 

It practice, it meant extremely sharp zig-zags in Moscow's marching orders to local 

Communists, oscillations between 'united front' tactics with native peoples and organiza-

tions, and sectarian retrenchment on a Moscow-only party line. Still, as time went on, and 

especially as a result of the 7" World Congress of the Communist International in 1935 

and its emphasis on 'Popular Fronts,' Sultangalievism-for-export gained currency, nota-

bly in the Middle East. 

Politics in the region was a very fluid and inconstant concept. Ideologies tended to be fac-

tional markers, or flags, rather than coherently embraced world-outlooks, as in the case of 

European political parties.cc"cyth  An adviser to President Sadat once said that states in the 

Middle East, save Egypt, are tribes draped in national flags. The same could be said for 

parties that very rarely transcended the boundaries of a given religious or ethnic affilia-

tion. As usual in the region, family, clan and tribe trumped other considerations. 'Left' 

and 'right' were alien vestments that uneasily fitted the body politic of the region. One 

could jump without much compunction from being a Socialist to a Fascist, a Nazi to a 

Communist; nobody cried wolf! And the jump was not that big — feathers changed, not 

the body. 

Most Middle Eastern politics, though, were possessed on a few common denominators: 

the peoples there "want[ed] their own government — not good government"'" ;" 'Anti-

imperialism'.., more often than not, cover[ed] an imperialisme manqué"; and "the cli-

mate of opinion in the Middle East in the late 1930s was vaguely pro-Fascist as it now 

[1956] vaguely pro-Communist. This does not mean that all the main tenets of totalitarian 

ideology were or are accepted by most of the people. But there was an is a conviction that 

Fascism (and Communism), apart from certain excesses, ha[d] somehow a good kernel, 

that it fill[ed] people with enthusiasm and rejuvenates nations, that it gets things done, 

and that, in short, the future belongs to the dynamic movements."ed 
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Communist Parties in the Middle East never took power; when they took part in govern-

ment, they merely were the junior partners of stronger, and better armed, forces. More 

often than not, their allies cast them out as soon as they were dispensable. They often 

were kept in a tame state, as interfaces with either some part of the local population that 

had to be co-opted, or as interfaces with the Soviet Union. The only party that was a gen-

uine mass party and came closer to political power was the Tudeh in Iran, of which more 

later. But the role assigned by Soviet Russia to the Middle Eastern Communist Parties 

was not primarily to be contenders for power: they were Moscow's conveyor belts, and 

they conveyed crucial Soviet ideas and practices, which were avidly lapped up by the tar-

get audiences. 

In this context, whether Middle Eastern Communist Parties bought Moscow much or lit-

tle influence matters little: the question here is whether, and how much, some of their 

messages and behaviors were assimilated through various channels by what the social-

ideological forces that modern jihad has rested upon. 

On the one hand, "Communist leaders [in the Middle East] have pointed out ever since 

the period of the Popular Front in the mid-1930s that early Islam was indeed communistic 

(or at least democratic)." On the other hand, "Attempts to find Socialist or Communist 

parallels in the Quran have been made by the left wing of the Muslim Brotherhood in 

Egypt and Syria."" A common hatred towards the West and a deep-seated ideological 

kinship explain the convergences; the exclusive claim of both to be the sole owners of 

absolute truth accounts for their bitter enmity. Historian Walter Laqueur made a very re-

vealing observation: "Communism and extreme nationalism, frequently without a clear 

dividing line, [were] the two main forces among academic youth in the Arab countries. 

Members of orthodox Muslim organizations and right-wing extremists collaborated 

closely with the Communists under the framework of various 'fronts' [because] a radical 

change [could] be effected only by means of an authoritarian regime, a dictatorship.mdii 

The great ideologist of the Muslim Brotherhood Sayyid Qutb wrote in 1952: "I have de-

manded liberty for the Communists under the same conditions as for all others who fight 
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against tyranny. I have claimed this liberty for them, considering them honest men who 

are to be met with arguments, not bullets."ediii  Considering Qutb's penchant to recom-

mend sending hails of bullets toward all jahili forces, the compliment was significant. 

Cooperation was a pattern: "the Middle East has been a successful experimental field for 

Communist front organizations of various kinds... Communist collaboration with other 

political parties and movements began in the late 1920s when the party line was to col-

laborate with the left wing of national movements," the course Stalin and M.N. Roy had 

defined.cdiv The Grand Mufti of Jerusalem Amin al-Husayni, who is often better known 

as a Nazi collaborator, was the object of assiduous courting from the Communist Interna-

tional over a period of time spanning several decades: partnership with Muslim extrem-

ists and Arab nationalists went far beyond the left. The case of the Palestinian leader af-

fords us a window into this underlying pattern of Soviet-Muslim collaboration. The role 

Moscow ascribed to the Communist Party of Palestine had profound, long-term conse-

quences, largely unanticipated upon the Arab and Muslim world. 

Lenin had carried out virulent polemics against all attempts by oppressed minorities with-

in the Tsar's empire to constitute their own parties. One of the principal targets of his 

venom had been the organization of Jewish Socialist workers, the Bund, ever treated as 

'splintering' proletarian forces: nations were passé, nationalism was reactionary. Animus 

against Zionists was ever greater: it was a bourgeois, or petit-bourgeois ideology. If Len-

in was not particularly anti-Semitic, Stalin was devoured by that passion. The Communist 

International's Middle Eastern policy bore witness to the legacy of both. 

The Communist Party of Palestine (CPP) had been tasked with proceeding with 'Arabi-

zation' — the Party was told by Karl Radek — "Out of the Jewish ghetto!" he proclaimed. 

Success depended on the party becoming an Arab mass party. The slogan remained in 

force for many years."" In November, 1924, Bedouins and fellahin violently attacked ar-

riving Jewish settlers in the valley of Jezreel. The CPP had called on the Arabs to fight 

the Jews on the very eve of their settlement, charging that they intended "to colonize the 

country of the ruins of the fellaheen village." Since no villager had been displaced by the 

Jewish National Fund's land purchase — Afula was considered an uninhabitable swamp — 
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but "the Communists claimed that the Arabs were the rightful owners of the country, that 

the Jews were imperialists, and that the fight against them was part if the general anti-

imperialist struggle in the colonies. The Afula pattern returned frequently during the late 

1920s and 1930s."" 

While the CP called on its members to support the extremist wing of the Arab national 

movement, the latter's leaders Musa Kasim and Amin al-Husayni, did not initially recip-

rocate. The CP nonetheless persisted. In 1928, addressing the `7 1̀1  Arab Conference,' 

Communist leaders stated that "The homeland of a Jew is wherever he happens to be 

born, while Palestine belongs to the Arabs... It is our sacred duty to fight side by side ith 

the Arabs and to arouse the people of the world against the Zionist danger." The CP was 

ever trying "to give additional impetus to the Arab demonstrations and [armed] attacks as 

« a link in the chain of peasant uprisings against imperialist colonization in all colonial 

countries.»" The Arabic-language periodicals of the CP "called on every patriotic Arab to 

go out and fight to save his honor and country against the invaders." 

In 1929, Amin al-Husayni set off bloody riots against the Jewish communities of Pales-

tine: 133 were killed and 300 wounded, mostly in Hebron and Safed. For the German 

Communist daily Rote Fahne, "the anti-Jewish concomitant of the [Arab] revolt was a 

natural development that should not be regretted." In a programmatic document, the CP 

of Palestine stated: "In a country like Palestine a revolutionary movement without pog-

rom is inevitable." Leaflets called upon Arabs to rise against their Zionist and British op-

pressors. In later 'self-criticism' the party blamed itself for having been insufficiently 

bloody-minded: "the party has forgotten that the fellaheen and bedouin waited for leader-

ship and wanted to be shown what to do with their knives and revolvers." As Laqueur 

concludes, "the CP had, in fact, become a part of the most extreme wing of the Arab na-

tional movement." It was actively inciting pogroms and killings: "But the day is near 

when the Arab peasant will rise again and no imperialist force, no Jewish fascist cohort, 

will be able to prevent this explosion," a Communist paper wrote in 1930. The party even 

criticized Amin al-Husayni for being too moderate. It called upon the Arabs to march on 

Tel Aviv and use force against the "Nazi Histadrut" (the Jewish labor union). 
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The CP worked closely with the newly formed Istiqlal [independence] party and especial-

ly its left wing, led by Hamdi Husayni from Gaza, who had visited Russia in the early 

1930s. The party was led by members of the Mufti's Arab Higher Committee, in particu-

lar religious aides of the Mufti such as Sheikh Muzafir. Together, they violently opposed 

the inflow of German Jews fleeing the Third Reich: in 1934, those were branded "Zion-

ist-Imperialist-fascist army." The Communist literature heavily insisted on "the remarka-

ble identity between Nazism and Zionism." The next year, the CP announced a new 'Ar-

ab Revolt' and denounced the "Zionist Fascists and chauvinists for waging war on the 

Arab people and killing fellaheen." The Jewish self-defense force, the Haganah, ought to 

be outlawed and disbanded, the party said. On the eve of the major riots that then broke 

out and started the bloody Arab Revolt (1935-37), "representatives of the party net the 

[Grand] Mufti in order to hammer out a working agreement." This occurred after the par-

ty executive had decreed that "the Arab Communists should actively participate in de-

stroying Zionism and imperialism, while the Jewish members should do their share by 

weakening the [Jewish side] from within." Two Communists were attached to the gen-

eral staff planning and coordinating the revolt. , one as the intelligence chief of the Arab 

militas and another as a field commander. 

"The Jewish minority in Palestine is a colonizing minority by its very nature," the party 

insisted. It sent members to commit terror acts against the "Zionist and imperialist" camp 

on behalf of the "progressive Arab" side. By the mid-Summer of 1937, the party press 

denounced the "mad, chauvinist, militarist incitement of the Zionists." The party's sup-

port for the Arab leadership, the Grand Mufti, "reached the stage of full identification," 

even as al-Husayni by then was receiving substantial support from Fascist Italy and Nazi 

Germany. When the British authorities deported him, the party organized protests. Even 

after World War II, when Amin al-Husayni 'escaped' from Paris with the help of various 

Western intelligence services intent on employing his valued services, and found shelter 

in Cairo, the Communists kept in close contact with him. "The Arab people, which has 

remained faithful to its leaders, celebrates... throughout the country." 
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In sum, starting in the 1920s and 1930s, the Palestinian Communist Party was the great 

instructor of the Pan-Islamist nationalist movement led by the Grand Mufti Amin al-

Husayni, in the fine arts of Communist agit-prop, the conveyor of crucial Marxist-

Leninist concepts, such as 'imperialism,' colonialism,' etc. It pioneered the application 

of European political categories to the Middle Eastern scene in general, and the Jewish-

Arab conflict in particular. Most of the ugly repertoire of modern Arab and Muslim anti-

Semitism came from the Soviet Union (with only the racial-biological component added 

by the Nazis). It taught the Arab extremists the use of Bolshevik rhetorical devices previ-

ously unknown. The 'anti-imperialism' so imported by the Communists was remarkably 

ingested by the Muslim extremists, to the point of becoming integral to their conceptions 

and expression: it merged with traditional jihadi views that animated the Arabs of the re-

gion. In the amalgamation of Bolshevism with jihad that turned out to be so crucial to 

modern jihad, this was crucial to training the Arabs in Soviet-style politics. 

Communists cadre and promising leaders had been sent to Moscow for training. Groups 

of Arab Communist students went there for a prolonged course at the Communist Inter-

national academy after 1927. Between 1929 and 1935, over 30 such cadre went to the 

USSR, some for three years, the duration of the course for future party leaders at the In-

ternational Lenin School — all leaders of the party in the 1930s were in that number. A 

study of their biographies, which historians should undertake, would trace more precisely 

that may be done here the precise pathways of the transfer of ideology, know-how and 

practices. Many Communist leaders and cadre left the party and found themselves new 

political homes. Their training did not go to waste, but spread farther afield into those 

new homes, whether these were those of pan-Arab Nationalist movements or Muslim ex-

tremists. 

Communist 'united front' tactics had already advanced this kind of osmotic relationship. 

Laqueur, writing in 1956, reported: "The political allies which the Communists have 

found in recent years came from different quarters: the extreme-right wing and fanatical 

religious camp, such as the Muslim Brotherhood and Ahmad Husain's `Socialist' party in 

Egypt, the Istiqlal in Iraq, and other groups elsewhere. Each particular tie of this kind 
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could probably be explained as a freak, an interesting phenomenon but nevertheless atyp-

ical. But the fact that such collaboration has not been restricted to one particular country 

but has taken place everywhere in the Middle East makes generalization and the drawing 

of certain conclusions imperative. It cannot be mere coincidence that the main proponents 

of fascism in Egypt, Syria and Iraq cooperate nowadays with the Communists in the 

framework of sundry national, anti-imperialist and 'peace' fronts." l  The pattern, as the 

adventures of the Khilafat movement have shown, was not incidental, but rather system-

atic. Whatever the very real ultimate differences in ideologies, cooperation and interpene-

tration were rife. 

In Egypt, in the last years of king Faruq's rule, Communists and Muslim Brothers shared 

prison cells, which gave the latter their first opportunity to meet the former in the flesh. It 

is in "the internment camps at Huckstep and Abukir... that the foundations for the 'Na-

tional Front' of 1951-52 were laid through which the Communists achieved their greatest 

successes in the history of their movement." Already in 1950, the other Communist front 

organization, "Partisans of Peace" (the "Peace Movement" in Europe) collected 12,000 

signatures for the "Stockholm Appeal" and another 100,000 for the successor appeals in 

1951. Leaders of the semi-fascist right, Ahmad Husain and Fathi Ridwan attended 

'Peace' congresses; the secretary-general of the 'Peace' organization was Yusuf Hilmi, 

earlier of the pro-fascist wing of the Nationalist Party. The Mouvement democratique de 

liberation nationale," a Communist front, began a period of intense collaboration with 

Ahmad Husain and the Muslim Brotherhood, and in 1953 reached an agreement for joint 

action with them against the military regime. The Egyptian quasi-fascists became 'neu-

tralists.' The 'progressive' wing of the Muslim Brothers affirmed the necessity of collab-

orating with the Communists against imperialism. In July 1954, Sayyid Qutb and the oth-

er Brotherhood leaders were cooperating with the Communist Party against Nasser, a 

common political platform was ironed out. "Not a few members of the Ikhwan [Brother-

hood] went over to the Communists.""Iviii  The Communists' allies also included the al-

ready-mentioned Fathi Ridwan and Ahmad Husain, once leader of Misr al-Fatah (Young 

Egypt), or `Greenshorts,' a fascist paramilitary organization directly modeled on Nazi 

and Fascist movements. Husain had asserted: "We are infinitely closer to Rome and Ber-
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lin than to Paris and London." His movement continued its violent activities during the 

war. By 1945, though, articles favorable to the Soviet Union and Communism started ap-

pearing in the movement' spress. By 1949, 'Socialism' was a staple notion. Fathi Ridwan 

was now Minister for Propaganda — and a honored member of the Peace Movement. In 

1951 Fascistic Yusuf Hilmi had progressed to be the president of the Egyptian Partisans 

of Peace and Ahmad Husain the publisher of the journal Ishtirakiyya, 'Socialism,' which 

according to Laqueur could be "compared only with the early writings of Adolf Hitler in 

the Volkischer Beobachter of 1921 and 1922. Incitement to kill all foreigners, together 

with anti-feudal slogans, an anti-Jewish hate campaign, threats against the Western 'plu-

tocrats,' demands for agrarian reform, and defense of religion and the interest of the Holy 

Fatherland.""x 

The same scenario transpired in Syria. The 'Islamic Socialist Front' "offered interesting 

parallels to both the Muslim Brotherhood and Ahmad Husain's 'socialism," and it was 

the local front for the Muslim brotherhood. Its leader Sheikh Mustafa as-Sibai demanded 

that Syria "adopt an Eastern [pro-Soviet] orientation," as he orated at a mass demonstra-

tion held in 1950 to honor Joseph Stalin. "We shall fight the West regardless whether its 

pressure continues or not; we shall cooperate with the Russians and ask them for help." 

Front leader Muhammad Mubarak averred: "We shall welcome the idea of Islamistan on 

condition that it is not directed against the Soviet Union." And to crown the whole affair, 

another leader of the Islamic Socialist Front stated: "The I.S.F. is a Marxist drink in a 

Muslim cup." The leader in question was Maaruf Dawalibi, an old associate of Amin al-

Husayni, the Nazi Mufti, who had spent the Second World War churning out pro-Nazi 

propaganda in Berlin while the political secretary to al-Husayni. He was now "the leading 

exponent of a pro-Soviet orientation." cdx "The Arab countries would prefer to become a 

Soviet Republic rather than a Jewish state," he said, and Israel was "tantamount to estab-

lishing an American colony in the Middle East." No wonder that the Soviet front organi-

zation, the Partisans of Peace was such a hit in Syria: 60,000 signed the first Stockholm 

'Peace Appeal,' in 1950, and 265,000 the next year, including a majority of the members 

of Parliament and large numbers of prominent divines. A wide network of Communist 

front organizations was spawned, for students, artists, layers, youth. One of the leading 
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Damascus ulama was Sheikh Muhammad al-Ashman, a former gang leader in the Pales-

tinian revolt of 1936-39, went to Moscow and returned to head the Peace Movement. 

The Communist Party of Lebanon was, alongside the Syrian party, the strongest and best 

organized of all CPs in the Middle East; it operated as "a sort of foster-parent to the other 

[Communist] parties in the Arab world."' Relations betweeb both parties were especial-

ly close, both having been part of the French Mandate in the interwar years. Khalid 

Bakdash and a group of cadre had spent several months in Moscow, taken part in the 7th 

World Congress of the Communist International, and underwent training in Marxism-

Leninism, agitation and propaganda. The 'Anti-Fascist League,' established in 1938 by 

party honcho Antun Thabit, held its first congress in 1939. As the war went on, "Every-

one in the Levant was in favor of friendship with Russia so soon as it became clear who 

was going to win the war... Communist progress in Lebanon was spectacular, notably in 

the intelligentsia." At the time, the CP ruled the streets of Beirut: "The Communists had 

almost no competition in street demonstrations because in Lebanon, as in the ither Arab 

countries, political parties in the Western sense did not exist... [and did] not maintain a 

party apparatus capable of competing with the Communists." 

The Party and its front organization made the 'struggle for peace' their prime aim. Many 

of the great names in Lebanese life, the heads of the grandes families who were the lead 

notabilities under the Ottomans, and the political leaders thereafter, affixed their names to 

the Stockholm Appeal, former president Alfred Naccache, Sami al-Sulh, Hamid Franjieh, 

Pierre Gemayel, the Maronite Patriarch, the Greek Orthodox bishop, the Mufti. Laqueur 

underlines that "the leaders of the Syrian and Lebanese Communist Parties have shown a 

larger measure of political acumen than their colleagues at the helm of other Middle East 

parties... they have shown much adaptability to national exigencies and traditions. They 

have quoted the Quran and the hadith and made a wide use of Arab history and tradi-

tion."edxii 

In Iraq, the Communist Party was close to the 'great national movement' of the pro-Nazi 

regime of Rashid Ali Gailani — when the former and his backers, the Nazi 'Four Colo-
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nels,' took power in 194, the Soviet Union was the first country in the world — before the 

Third Reich! — to extend diplomatic recognition to it. Palestinian Communist leader Fuad 

Nasir, later First Secretary of the Communist Party of Jordan, belonged to the entourage 

of the Grand Mufti al-Husayni, who had resided in Baghdad since October 1939 and was 

an important leader of the putschists' coalition. The Mufti declared jihad against Britain. 

Several leading Iraqi Communists worked in the regime's Department of Propaganda, led 

by the Fascist leader Sadiq Shinshil — who ten years later again collaborated with the 

Communists as head of the Istiqlal Party. That party was the reincarnation of the Iraqi 

Fascists' prewar and wartime movement, but from 1951 was working directly with the 

Communist Party. Saddam Hussein's own family bore witness to this fluid cooperation: 

he was raised by his uncle, pro-Fascist Khairullah Tulfah, joined the Baath Party which 

was an eclectic mix of Nazi and Communist themes, and built a regime that was a favor-

ite partner of Moscow's. 

Communism was often a transitional faith, a temporary substitute. As especially Fouad 

Ajami has shown, secular ideologies amongst the Arabs kept their religious substratum, 

which allowed many of the pro tempore Marxists and the transient Communists to return 

to Islam after some years spent immersed in pro-Moscow or other Communist organiza-

tions.cdxiii  Once again, they did not return to the fold as if nothing had happened. They 

had been steeped in Soviet ideas concerning the nature of politics, the manner in which 

propaganda and agitation should be carried out, the way in which people should be orga-

nized. Marxist-Leninist concepts of imperialism, colonialism, exploitation, front organi-

zations, the practice of the united front, the acceptability of terror and mass-murder as 

legitimate tools, the overriding importance of the secret police, the contempt for the Rule 

of Law and other 'formal liberties' which only 'bourgeois prejudice' respected, the no-

tion that masses are only malleable dolts in the hands of the self-proclaimed vanguard — 

in brief, all the governing shibboleths of Leninist-Stalinist Communism. "A Marxist 

drink in a Muslim cup," Dawalibi had said. But that Syrian figure, first and foremost a 

radical Islamist who in turn found himself happily working with Nazis, and then Com-

munists, testifies to the contamination of the cup by the drink. 
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In his overall assessment of the impact of the Young Turks upon the entire region once 

ruled by the Ottomans, Bernard Lewis wrote: "The brutalization of public life by violence, 

repression and terror; the intrusion of the army into politics, leading to the twin evils of a 

militarized government and a politicized command (...) [a] wretched cycle of plot and 

counterplot, repression and sedition, tyranny, humiliation, and defeat."`'1" Elie Kedourie 

how the brutalization played itself into modern Iraq by way of Ottoman-trained Arab mil-

itary officers and the political role they played, in particular in Iraq.cdx" The next wave, or 

the next cycle, of brutalization, of internalization of terror as the principal tool of politics 

in general and of government in particular, came from the Soviet contributor. An addi-

tional donor, brought components as toxic as the noxious ones thrown in by the Soviets: 

National-Socialism was no less than Bolshevism present at creation in the genesis of 

modern jihad. 

The Nazi Contribution 

As both Eric Voegelin and Hannah Arendt have variously shown, Soviet Communism 

and National-Socialism are kin: both are utopian enterprises that aim at radically reshap-

ing human nature and the world, and propel both into a final state of perfection inhabited 

by their respective version of the 'New Man.' The principle espoused excludes and su-

persedes any other consideration. Those who know the Principle are the Elect, and the 

stupendous import of their cosmic mission gives them exorbitant rights: they are the law 

unto themselves, and the rest is chattel, liable to be used or exterminated at will. As the 

first volume of this study examined, both in turn were the echoes in modern European 

society of the ancient Gnostic creeds, and of the collective Cmosis mass movement that 

had wreaked havoc for centuries in Medieval Europe. 

As the world of Islam forcibly became aware of European doctrines and practices, some 

interest was directed at the Liberal tradition, on and off during the Tanzimat period of the 

Ottoman Empire, as well as in the remarkable efforts of Sir Sayyed Ahmad Khan in the 
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Indian Raj. But whereas guns were readily assimilated into military forces, parliamentary 

democracy was not. In the Arab world, the consideration of democracy was fleeting at 

best. As Albert Hourani and Bernard Lewis, among other authorities, have shown, what 

borrowing effectively took place almost exclusively concerned totalitarian ideologies.cdxvi 

Muslim political thinkers and practitioners took an especial interest in the authoritarian, 

dictatorial and totalitarian ideologies. 

Antagonism toward the West, itself identified with Liberalism, played a role: my enemy's 

enemy is my friend, my friend's ideology is the enemy of my enemy's ideology. The ap-

parent "efficiency" of the totalitarian model to mobilize society's resources also had an 

impact: if it was possible for many in Western society, with its experience of democracy, 

to believe that the totalitarian regimes "worked better" than liberal democracy, it was all 

the more so in regions which had no experience of it at all. But the assimilation of ideas 

and practices went beyond mere fashion or misreading: there was enough of an essential 

similarity between donor and recipient to allow the ready acquisition of many compo-

nents of the donor's worldwiew and modus operandi. Besides Bolshevism, the other prin-

cipal 20th  century influence upon modern jihad, accordingly, was German National-

Socialism, the twin enemy of Bolshevism. 

The intellectual influence of the Romantic-reactionary form of German nationalism in the 

Middle East, from Fichte to the ideologues of Wilhelminian Germany, has been abun-

dantly documented. We have also examined the political story of the "Jihad made in 

Germany" in the period leading to World War I and thereafter. Germany's direct inter-

vention in the Middle East, however, receded in step with the relative stabilization of 

Germany in the 1920s. When Hans von Seeckt was forced to retire from his command of 

the Reichswehr in 1926, and seek new adventures as Chiang Kai-check's senior military 

adviser, the Weimar Republic's geopolitical interest in the region vanished altogether.For 

the Middle East, Germany was merely an important trade partner: "the Germans were 

attractive partners especially for Middle Eastern nationalists who looked for alternative 

suppliers...mdxvii 
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Hitler's policy toward the Middle East originally resembled Bismarck's: he fully accept-

ed the British Empire, thought colonial outposts to be "nothing but trouble," and he was 

happy for his ally Benito Mussolini to have his way in the Eastern Mediterranean, Africa 

and the Arab world. Additionally, his racially conditioned views of the Arabs and of Is-

lam were not flattering. He referred to them as "painted half-apes, who want to feel the 

whip.”"1" ili  He had only a jaundiced view of the use the Reich could have of the Muslims: 

"The 'Holy War' can produce in our German muttonheads the pleasant thrill that now 

others are ready to shed their blood for us, because that cowardly speculation has, to 

speak bluntly, been the silent father of all such hopes — but in reality it will meet a ghastly 

end under the fire of English machine guns and the hail of explosive bombs.""kix Accord-

ingly, the Middle East occupied but a secondary place in Hitler's geopolitical schemes, 

far second what he foremost coveted, the Russian Lebensraum. "An examination of Ger-

man Middle Eastern policy under Hitler confirms that the region was of no concern to 

him"cd' If was only if and when the region became a major war theater that it would mat-

ter: "German planners were interested in French and British-influenced territories and 

immediate neighbors of Russia such as Afghanistan and Turkey." The Middle East would 

thus be a drain on British resources in manpower and material and a potential staging ar-

ea for attacks on the USSR. "Just for this eventuality, Jihad made in Germany became 

important again." The by now ancient Max von Oppenheim even updated his World War 

I plan and memorandum for the benefit of the German Foreign Office. The Reich was 

however hampered by its Italian ally's own designs. Hitler's Order #32 called for Ger-

man Middle East plans to pave the way for later battles against the British. There too, he 

would inflict an "uncompromising war against the Jews." Thank to the new friends of the 

Reich, "the Arabs will liquidate them," went Berlin opinion in 1937.cd" i  As a result, "The 

formation of a Jewish state... under British mandate us not in Germany's interest, since a 

Palestinian state.., would create an additional position of power for international Jewry... 

Germany therefore has an interest in strengthening the Arab world as a counterweight 

against such a possible increase in power for world Jewry," an instruction from Foreign 

Minister von Neurath read.cd" ii 
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Accordingly, as early as 1937, the "half-apes" were promoted by the Volkischer Bea-

bachter to proto-Aryans thank to Armenian and Circassian blood. Nazism became a high-

ly attractive and fashionable ideology."1" 111  Radical pan-Arab and Pan-Islamist Arabs, 

Michel Aflaq and small group of the founders of the Baath, Antun Saada of the Syrian 

National Socialist Party, Ahmad Husayn, Young Egypt and its Green Shirts, to name but 

a few, were enthralled. "One party, one state, one leadership," the latter proclaimed: 

"[t]heir ideology and form of organization and activity [were] thoroughly Nazi, including 

such devices as fascist salutes, torchlight parades, leader worship..." and "most charac-

teristically, their use of gangs of toughs to terrorize and silence their political oppo-

nents"cd" i" 

Still, financial aid to Arab rebels led against the British and the Jews by Amin al-Husayni 

was still "small and irregular." But radio broadcasts in Arabic were begun in the summer 

of 1938, "and proved immensely effective... Supplemented by other forms of propagan-

da... they evoked a powerful response...""lx" In 1934, "when the anti-Jewish Nuremberg 

Laws were promulgated, telegrams of congratulation were sent to the Fiihrer from all 

over the the Arab and Islamic worlds...mdxxvi 

There were of course old networks of sympathy, acquaintance and agentry to supply an 

infrastructure. German intelligence had developed a extensive network of agents in the 

Arab world: according to a CIA report declassified in 1976, in Egypt, a close friend of 

Muslim Brotherhood Supreme Guide Hasan al-Banna, general Aziz Ali al-Masri (who 

also was a close associate of Ahmad Hasan of Young Egypt fame), a "prestigious Arab 

nationalisredxxvil  "formed and led an espionage ring to work for German intelli-

gence."cdmill  A number of these officers seem to have had connections with Young 

Egypt. The ex-Khedive Abbas Hilmi, already active in Oppenheim's World War I net-

work of jihad, was of their number. Werner Otto von Hentig, another veteran of German 

operations in the Great War, was ambassador to Cairo and maintained an impressive net-

work of contacts. Al-Azhar University professor Sheikh Ali Hasan Abdelqader, who was 

to chair the Central Islamic Institute in Berlin in 1939; Al-Azhar leader Sheikh a-Maraghi 

was more sympathizer than agent. Dr. Mustafa al-Wakil, a.k.a. Kurt Hoffmann, was to be 
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the Grand Mufti's personal secretary in Berlin, and had been a leader of the Green 

Shirts.'' 

According to the same source, several of the top advisers of Saudi King Abdulaziz ibn 

Saud, Khalid Abulwalid al-Hud who visited Hitler on the King's behalf, Fuad Hamza, 

wartime envoy to Cichy France, Sheikh al-Ardh Midhat, Sheikh Yusuf Yasim, the King's 

personal secretary, were agents.'"' Iraq "was the Arab nation in which the German intel-

ligence service [GIS] expended the most efforts and met with the most willing re-

sponse... helped by ties which had been developed during World War I, the GIS began 

building up contact there in the early 1930s. Since 1939, Iraq was the epicenter of the 

Pan-Arab nationalist movement, not only because Iraqis themselves were ardent support-

ers of the Movement, but als0 because many radical Arab nationalists had fled 

there."cd"xl  In Baghdad, senior members of the military and the bureaucracy were mem-

bers of a "semi-secret Iraqi Nazi organization," including the same Dr. Sami Shawqat, 

director-general of the Ministry of Education who but a few years earlier had exalted "the 

manufacture of death" as the paramount objective to be pursued. The Grand Mufti's sec-

retary Osman Kamal Hadded, a.k.a. Max Muller, worked for the GIS in Baghdad, with 

the assistance of the chief of Iraqi military intelligence, Col. Hamid Rafat. cd/" (ii  Palestini-

an and Jordanians, including the Grand Mufti's nephew Sawfat al-Husayni, and other 

family members, were part of the political intelligence and spy network. In Syria, Maa-

rouf Dawalibi, Muslim Brother, future Communist fellow-traveller, spent part of the war 

as a radio-propagandist operating from Berlin.cd' ill  There also was the ubiquitous Sheikh 

Shakib Arslan, b. 1869, from a prominent Syria Druze family. This soul mate of the 

Grand Mufti had been a friend of Enver Pasha before World War I, a member of the 

Young Turk Committee Union and Progress, and an envoy of Enver's to Berlin. In 1921 

he went to Moscow with Enver, returned to Germany and then settled in Geneva. This 

restless agitator worked for Abbas Hilmi, was a close friend of Karl Radek's own Na-

tional-Bolshevik friend, Count von Reventlow, became a regular acquaintance of Benito 

Mussolini as early as 1922, and, in 1930, established the periodical La Nation ara-

be.cdmi" It continued as long as Italian and German funding kept on flowing — he was a 

fully-paid agent of the Abwehredxxxv Its tone was "extremely violent, it aimed at galvaniz-
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ing the readership." At the request of Rashid Rida, this "mujahid of the quill" he wrote 

several pamphlets on the causes of the backwardness of the Arab world, and presented 

Mussolini as the example for Muslims to follow — and he whoitewashed Mussolini of any 

imperial designs over the Arabs, which was pushing mendacity into unexplored regions. 

His influence was great in Algeria, where the leading anti-French ulama were under his 

spell; Arslan is credited with having turned the most important pro-independence figure, 

Messali Haj, away from Communism and embrace Muslim Pan-Islam.cdx"vi  "At the be-

ginning of the war, Shakib Arslan received specific marching orders from Germany." He 

went to Berlin in September 1939 "as a technical adviser oto the Reich's propaganda to 

Arab countries." Reichspropagandaminister Joseph Goebbels moved the German gov-

ernment to make him an Ehrenaryer, Honorary Aryan and citizen of the Reich. Arslan 

had met Amin al-Husayni in 1934; the two men struck a lifelong association. 

"[Amin] Al-Husayni was regarded by the Axis as one of their top-level assets'"dxxxvii  even 

though until 1941, "Arab nationalists like the Grand Mufti Amin al-Husayni of Jerusalem 

were more interested in [Hitler] than vice versa.'dxxxviii  He had been working for the 

Abwehr since before the war.cdxxxix He maintained "close ties" with Fritz Grobba the 

Auswartiges Amt's pioneer spy-diplomat-agitator in the region,' who was orchestrating 

action: "in cooperation with influential natives like Shakib Arslan of Greater Syria, [he 

would] organize the uprisings that would weaken British positions in Egypt and India. A 

government under the leadership of Amin al-Husayni should be established in Palestine, 

and only the Jews would had lived there before the First World War should be allowed to 

stay.""" The Mufti had taken up contact with the authorities of the Reich in 1933, short-

ly after Hitler's seizure of power. The alliance he sought had not only political and geo-

political aims, but ideological; his purpose was "conceived not so much in pan-Arab as in 

pan-Islamic terms, for a Hly War of Islam in alliance with Germany against world Jewry, 

to accomplish the final solution to the Jewish problem everywhere.mdxlii 

Haj Amin al-Husayni's (1897-1974) concentrated in his own person, action and legacy 

the conscious adhesion of Muslim Arab elites to the totalitarian extremism that arose on 

European and East European soil in the 20th  century. We have observed him in cahoots 
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with the Communist International. We shall now watch him in league with Nazism and 

Italian Fascism, remaining all the while the chief of the Muslim Brotherhood's Palestini-

an operations. Al-Husayni had had "personal ties" with leaders of the Khilafat movement 

of India, the Ali Brothers, themselves successively pro-German and pro-Bolshevik. He 

had organized the pogroms and risings in Palestine, and, in the 1936-39 "Arab Revolt" in 

Palestine, the systematic assassination of thousands of Palestinians inclined to compro-

mise with the Jews. The Palestinian Arab Party he established in 1935 was "inspired by 

German Nazism." Its youth group for a time called itself the "Nazi scouts.""Ixliii 

Al-Husayni had been instrumental in organizing several "World" Islamic conferences in 

the 1930s. The 1931 Congress was a great success, as it succeeded in attracting promi-

nent Muslim figures, such as Rashid Rida, Abdal Rahman Azzam, future head of the Ar-

ab League, the Syrian Riyad al-Sulh, later Prime minister and the future president Shuqri 

al Kuwwatli, the prestigious figure of Sir Muhammad Iqbal, the former Iranien Prime 

minister Ziya al-Din Tabatabai and even a noted Twelver Shiite cleric, Sheikh al-

Ghita.cdxliv 

In the course of their "Congresses of Collaboration," "the disciples of Afghani and heirs 

of Rashid Rida cast their lots with the rising forces of totalitarianism, in the conviction 

that it would rid the Muslim worls of two seemingly greater evils, colonialism and impe-

rialism."" In the Summer of 1940, al-Husayni organized an inter-Arab mission to trav-

el to Berlin "to establish direct contact with the German government at the highest level. 

[It] included government-appointed representatives" from independent Arab states, such 

as Iraq and Saudi Arabia, and national committees from Allied-controlled ones.cdxlvi  He 

moved his operations from Palestine to Lebanon and, in October 1939, to Iraq. In Bagh-

dad Prime Minister Nun i al-Said received him well, and added to the subsidies he was 

receiving from Rome and Berlin. "Germany enjoyed a degree of confidence among he 

Muslims seldom manifested toward unbelievers," wrote General Hellmuth Felmy, who 

was in charge of training Arab and Muslim warriors fighting the the German Army.cdxlvii 
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Al-Husayni promptly proceeded to plot against his pro-British host, in tandem with the 

German Legation. The Grand Mufti was one of a prime mover in the pro-Nazi coup led 

in April 1941 by Rashid Ali al Gailani, who tried to extend their influence to other Arab 

countries, starting with Syria. Gailani had been an Abwehr agent prior to the war, though 

he was less a Nazi than sympathetic to the Nazis, while the "Four Colonels" who were 

the power behind the throne were ideologically committed. "The Grand Mufti "helped 

the Germans by declaring a jihad against the allies in broadcasts to the Middle East."cdxlviii 

Having failed to kill all the Jews of Palestine, the Grand Mufti took his revenge by organ-

izing the bloody pogrom of June 1st  and 2nd  in Baghad: 600 Jews were killed, official 

sources reported, many more said unofficial ones. "The massacre was carried out by 

troops, police, and other elements incited by the fallen Rashid Ali regime and seeking 

vengeance for its regime."'x 

Al-Husayni fled to Iran after the British reclaimed control of Iraq, was sheltered by Axis 

embassies, thence went in October 1941 to Rome, where he was housed by the regime, 

and at the end of the year to Germany. In Rome Mussolini himself greeted him,"" claim-

ing to be the head of a secret Arab nationalist organization with branches in all Arab 

countries, he volunteered it to joing the Axis war against Britain "on the sole condition 

that they recognize in principle the unity, independence, and sovereignty of an Arab state 

of a Fascist nature, including Iraq, Syria. Palestine and Trans-Jordan."" The Duce met 

the Mufti on October 27, 1941. A draft agreement with the Axis was prepared. Al-

Husayni arrived in Berlin on November 6, where he met Ernst von Weiszacker, Ribben-

trop's second in command at the Foreign Office. But the declarartion ended up being "no 

more than a bland statement of general principles," the only concrete clause was Axis 

agreement for the elimination of the elimination of the Jewish National Home in Pales-

 

Still, it opened the way to future parleys — which started soon: on November 28, 

1941, the Mufti was meeting with Hitler. 

The Mufti needed Hitler more than Hitler needed him. Hitler gave him generalities. The 

issuance of the Axis declaration on the Middle East was postponed. What agreement was 

finally entered was limited and was to be kept secret. The Mufti nonetheless stuck to his 
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guns and worked on behalf of the Axis, nogably through the "Arab Bureau" in Berlin. 

Various training programs for Arab and Muslim fighters, guerrillas and spies were started. 

In September 1942, the Mufti proposed the formation of Arab irregulars for sabotage, and 

regular Arab military units to assist Axis military operations."" For the following years, 

he and Rashid Ali kept on shuttling between Rome and Berlin. Fritz Grobba "released 

weekly talks for Arabic broadcasts from Germany to the Middle East and coached Grand 

Mufti Amin al-Husayni in declaring Holy War against the Allies. Thus Grobba uncorked 

a magic bottle of warfare under cover of religion."cdliv Radio Zossein, broadcasting from 

a suburb of Berlin, tried its best to inflame the Muslim world. 

If Hitler had dampened down the Mufti's great hopes — al-Husayni considered himself as 

nothing short of the voice of worldwide Islam and its leader — "Amin al-Husayni made a 

far deeper impression upon the SS-Hauptamt and the Ostministerium," the fiefs of Hein-

rich Hiinmler and Arthur Rosenberg, the race theorist. "Both were responsible for the po-

litical mobilization and militarty recruitment of Muslims in German-occupied territories, 

and offered Amin al-Husayni another opportunity to fill the role of Muslim spiritual lead-

er. It was on behalf of the SS-Hauptamt that he embarked upon a recruitment campaign 

among Bosnian Muslims in 1943, a success which owed much toes forged in earlier Mus-

lim congresses with leaders of the Bosnian Muslim community." As a result of his en-

treaties, Turkic POWs joined the SS in large numbers. The Mufti also helped found a 

school for SS Muslim chaplains in Dresden, which opened in April 1944 — al-Husayini 

delivered the inaugural address." Begnning in the Summer of 1943, "the SS leadership 

discovered Muslim Arab and Turanian fount of manpower." Hinunler and al-Husayni 

met in Berlin in July 1943 "for a long, detailed exchange that ended with mutual assur-

ances of covert cooperation. In late July, there were followed concrete negociations be-

tween the Mufto and the chief of the SS Main Office, Gottlob Berger." The battalion 

Imams "under al-Husayni's close supervision during frequent visits, developed into the 

backbone of the Muslim units of the Waffen-SS.""i  At the Nuremberg Trial, SS Dieter 

Wisliceny, an aide to Adolf Eichmann, Hitler's executive manager for the extermination 

of Europe's Jewry, declared to the Court that "the Mufti was a friend of Eichmann and 

had in his company gone incognito to visit the gas chamber at Auschwitz." edivii  As Ber-
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nard Lewis wrote, al-Husayini "made his own not insignificant contribution to the de-

struction of European Jewry.mdlviii 

In his dying days Hitler rued his strategic mistake of underutilizing the Arabs and the 

Muslims: "We had a great chance of pursuing a splendid policy with regard to Islam. But 

we missed the bus... Alone Germany could have aroused the entusiasm of the whole of 

Islam."" x "A bold policy of friendship with Islam had still been possible until 1941.,Iedlx 

After the defeat of the Reich, the French interned the Mufti, who, after all, had continu-

ously incited their Muslim populations to revolt against their masters. Since he was anti-

British, the French let him go in the form of being given the slip. Dean Acheson ex-

plained, or explained away: "we cannot indict him." In both cases, it was clearly more 

convenient to use the war criminal than prosecute him. King Faruq of Egypt welcomed 

him raptly. The Mufti was able to resume control of his "Army of Salvation" para-

military organization. After the defeat of the Arab onslaught on Israel in 1948, the Mufti 

set up a "government of all [Mandatory] Palestine" under Egyptian auspices. In 1951, it 

was one of his agents who murdered the Jordanian King Abdallah in Jerusalem, inside 

the Al-Aqsa Mosque.cdlxi 

But the Mufti was not only a megalomaniac and a fanatic: he was a man with a plan, and 

a substantial network of influence. When he claimed, as others before and after hm, that 

the entire Muslim world, or merely the whle Arab world, was supporting him to a man, 

he was delusional. But his secret network, the Al-Umma '1 Arabiyya was real. Originally 

established in 1911 as al-Fatat and at first not anti-British, it seems to have been a club 

and coordination committee at elite level; Amir Hussein of Mecca, the Hashemite, was a 

founder, Nun i Said of Iraq a member as well as King Faisal of Iraq. During the early stag-

es of the Palestine War of 1936-39, it radicalized in an anti-British direction and its An-

glophile elements purged. "By the end of 1936, al-Umma had become wholeheartedly 

Al-Husayni told SS Obergruppenfiihrer Erwin Ettel who was debriefing 

him in Rome. According to his overinflated report, al-Umma had members in all Arab 

countries, each country had an Executive Committee whose members were also members 
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of the Supreme Committee. He, the Mufti, had been a member of al-Fatat since World 

War I, and chosen as successor at the insistence of King Feisal of Iraq. "Al-Umma... was 

a compelling force behind every Arab move for unity and independenc e. It directed the 

Palestine War in 1936-39, and engaged the 1941 Iraqi coup by first gaining direct control 

of the Iraqi army and through the Muslim church [sic], the tribal leaders and the youth 

movement," Ertl wrote in his report. Membership required a lifelong loyalty, based on an 

oath upon the Quran. It is difficult to know whether the Mufti was merely embellishing 

the picture of his personal associates, grandly shaping them into a huge Pan-Islamic or-

ganization able to mover moutain, taking ex post facto credit for events, and ascribing his 

own action to the power of said organization, or whether it really existed as such. Until 

more achives surface — notably the Mufti's personal archives, which the CIA has kept 

under wraps for decades for reasons unstated and rather unspeakable. 

Members of the Uupreme Committee included Rashid Ali al-Galani (with whom an in-

creasingly tense rivalry opposed al-Husayni), Nadji Shawqat the Iraqi Nazi, the Palestini-

an Ishaq Derwish, a leader in the 1936-39 War and a member of the extended Husayni 

family, other leaders of the insurgency recycled in Egypt and elsewhere,King ibn Saud's 

advisers al-Qarqani, Yusuf Yasim, Sheikh Shakib Arslan, his brother Amir Adil Arslan, 

Sami al-Sulh, and others.edixiii 

The Grand Mufti attended the great anti-imperialist conference of the Thrid World held at 

Bandung, Indonesia in 1955. In the early years of the regime of Gamal Abdel Nasser "the 

Nazi sympathies of the new rulers of Egypt were undisguised."cath 

The legacy lived on through the modern Palestinian movement, as well as the senior 

places where Iraqi Nazis, pro-Nazi Egyptians and Muslim Brothers in general. The Coor-

dinator of information about German propaganda in the Muslim world at the Office of 

Strategic Services (OSS) wrote toward the end of 1941: 

"The Arabs are united on one general purpose, to fi-e their world from the domination of 

French and British masters. Some Arabs are blinded to Italian imperialism and to German 
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domination of Europe by their anxiety to get rid of the foreign control. This arises not 

only from a desire to play all European powers off against each other but from a naïveté 

which assures that any one who is against their masters if a friend of the Muslims, They 

ail to realize that, in case if a British defeat, there would be a substitution of Axis for the 

British or the French domination.""" The Soviets were replacing the Germans — again! 

The patterm had not changed. 

On October 23, 1970, the following ad appeared in a European newspaper: "Wanted! 

Courageous comrades to join us for a tour or several months in the Middle East as war 

correspondents to study the WAR OF LTBERATION of Palestinian refugees to reconquer 

their homeland. If you have tank experience, apply at once. Money is no obstacle. What 

matters is a comradely spirit and personal courage. Information on the PLO free on re-

quest." What was remarkable was where the ad appeared: it was in the Deutsche Na-

tionalzeitung, the unequivocally neo-Nazi weekly newspaper. The text was replete with 

code words appealing to the SS spirit.'"' In killing Jews, "the radical right [had been] 

there first. Europe's Black International had not only discovered the anti-Zionist cause a 

good quarter century earlier; it worked side by side with the same slogans, promising the 

same services, dealing with the same Palestinian agents." The Nouvel Ordre Europeen 

which operated out of Paris — and organized a secret meeting between the Fascist "Black 

Prince" Valerio Borghese and Giangiacomo Feltrinelli, a senior KGB coordinator of ter-

rorist networks that spanned Cuba, Latin America, eastern and Western Europe, and the 

Middle East — held a summit meeting on the Palestinians' behalf in Barcelona on April 2, 

1969. "The Barcelona meeting dealth with several of [al-] Fatah's requests. The delegates 

talked about raising money, organizing efficient arms traffic, providing ex-Nazi military 

instructors to help the guerrillas get started, recruiting White Caucasian youths to beef up 

Fatah's forces in the Middle East, and collecting elements disposed to collaborate in acts 

of sabotage in Europe. They also discussed a propaganda campign outlining all-purpose 

slogans — "Long live the glorious Palestinian fighters against Imperialism!" — with anti-

Semitic classics like the Protocols of the Elders of Zion and a volume about Israel called 

The Enemy of Man." There were several Black Summits for the Palestinians after that, in 

Paris in 1970, in Munich in 1972 — ten days after the Palestnian outrage at the Olympic 
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Games. The 600 delegates cheered Black September and also praised Sirhan Sirhan, the 

assassin of Robert F. Kennedy. Another summit took placed in 1974 in Rome. Ironically, 

The cream of the Red International rushed to Palestinian camps for training while Pales-

tinians flocked to Black International camps in the mountains of Spain and Italy. "The 

ultra-Left sponsored a huge rally for Arafat in Milan, and Italy's most flamboyant neo-

Nazi, Franco Freda, held one to honor Arafat's Fatah in Padua."'xvii 

What Bernard Lewis wrote about the borrowings made by the Young Egypt movement 

holds for the radical Islamist movement as a whole: "its racism and anti-Semitism. This 

included support for Nazi philosophy, viciously anti-Jewish propaganda in the party 

press. They acquired the perverse modern form of racism, biological racism and 

racial theory. Nasser himself told the Deutsche Nationalzeitung, "during the Second 

World War, our sympathies were with the Germans (...) the lie of the six million mur-

dered Jews is not taken seriously by anybody."cdlxix 
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The Mutated Virus: 'Islamic Revolution' 

A further reason for my hatred of National Social-
ism and other ideologies is quite a primitive one. I 
have an aversion to killing people for the fun of it. 
What the fun is, I did not quite undserstand at the 

time, but in the intervening years the ample explora-
tion of revolutionary consciousness has cast some 
light on this matter. The fun consists in gaining a 

pseudo-identity through asserting one's power, op-
timally by killing somebody - a pseudo-identity 

that serves as a substitute for the human self that 
has been lost. 

Eric Voegelitncdixx 

Stealthy borrowing 

Prior to the 20th  century, the term of revolution had never been applied to Islam or things 

Islamic. The juridical and theological framework of Islam radically preclude any notion 

of 'revolution.' 

Islam conceives of itself as the perfect political system, since it entirely flows from a per-

fect Revelation. It derives its entire body of law from God's expressis verbis prescription. 

There is no conceivable change in a system of that kind: as Ayatollah Khomeini famously 

said: "You have no need for new legislation; simply put into effect that which has already 

been legislated for you. This will save you a good deal of time and effort... Everything, 

praise be to God, is ready-made for use"'"" Either a polity is ruled by God's law, sharia, 

in which case it is Muslim, or it is an infidel, pagan, a jahili society. If it is not, this is a 

prima facie case of fitna, sedition, disorder, troubles, a highly-charged term describing an 

appalling situation that must urgently be rectified: the normal course of things has to be 

re-established. 
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In a situation where un-Islamic accretions have disfigured 'genuine' (original) Islam, al-

lowance is made for the mujaddid, the renovator said to appear every century to cleanse 

the body of Islam. The notion is based in particular on a hadith: "Surely, Allah will send 

for this Umma at the advent of every hundred years a person (or persons) who will reno-

vate its religion for it."cdl' il  This 'renovation' makes it 'as new,' it does not renew it — the 

distinction is fundamental: after the advent of the Seal of the Prophets, Muhammad, no 

adjunction is licit or even possible. The renovation, tajdid, restores the original beliefs 

and practices; the mujaddid is not like the prophet or the Messenger. He is the one who 

recreates and demarcates the authentic Sunna from the counterfeit bidaa. Islam makes 

provision for is what it terms 'reform,' a radical return to its postulated roots, the "ready-

made" Islam. 

Given this, 'revolution' in the Islamic polity is a theoretical impossibility. There may be 

vicissitudes of fortune for the ruler, or the wheel of fate may favor some other leader, 

there may be rebellion or insurrection, but no revolution.cd1" iii 

In the European sense that spread to the rest of the world and was adopted by it, 'revolu-

tion' is opposed to mere rebellion, or rising, or disorder. It implies a radical change and a 

radical transformation. The jacqueries of yore were revolts; the French Revolution in-

tended and partially succeeded in changing the order of things. But in turn, revolution 

was vested by history with two vastly different meanings: the French Revolution intended 

to change human nature (Robespierre's "dictatorship of virtue") whereas England's Glo-

rious Revolution of 1688 and the American Revolution intended to bring the political or-

der into conformity with the natural rights of man, and took full account of human nature 

to compose the new institutional arrangements."11" i" Thenceforward, revolutions in the 

West and elsewhere were either of the one or the other type. The Anglo-Saxon 'liberal' 

model intended to create equality of opportunity, the French model, equality of out-

comes.cd1"" The former built upon on tradition, the latter intended a tabula rasa.'"i 
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In the political language of Islam, "there was no positive term for the violent replacement 

of one regime by another until modern times, when the influence of the French Revolu-

tion, and of other European revolutions that followed it, percolated into Muslim political 

thought and language," Bernard Lewis wrote. The word thawra, `rising,"excitement, 

'rebellion' ended up as "the universal Arabic term for good or approved revolution," he 

adds. cdlxxvii 

Still, the Shiite Islamists who triumphed in Tehran in 1979 spoke of it as their 'Islamic 

Revolution.' In a far-reaching statement of intent, the Ayatollah Khomeini had written: 

"Both the Shariah and common sense dictate that we do not let the existing governments 

persist in their ([wrong] ways... They have suspended the Shariah of God. For this rea-

son it is the duty of all Muslims of the world, wherever they may happen to be, to rise up 

for the Islamic Revolution.'llx"iii  Moderate Islamist Ibrahim Yazdi concurred: "Our rev-

olution is Islamic. Let no one be in error about that.""11" ix 

Abul Ala al-Maududi, one of the most significant and influential figures of Sunni radical-

ism in the 20th century, incessantly spoke of the need of an "Islamic Revolution." "There 

is no doubt that all the Prophets of Allah, without exception, were Revolutionary 

Leaders, and the illustrious Prophet Muhammad (SAAS) was the greatest Revolutionary 

Leader of all. But there is something which distinguishes these Revolutionary Leaders 

who worshipped Allah alone, from the general, run-of-the-mill, worldly revolutionaries: 

these worldly revolutionaries, however honest and sincere their intentions may be, can 

never attain to a perfect level of justice and moderation," he wrote in 1939, adding: 

"Muslims' is the title of that "International Revolutionary Party" organized by Islam to 

carry out its revolutionary program. 'Jihad' refers to that revolutionary struggle and ut-

most exertion which the Islamic Nation/Party brings into play in order to achieve this ob-

jective.mdim 

The same was true for his Egyptian friend and counterpart Sayyid Qutb, the ideologue of 

the Muslim Brotherhood. "No God but God is a revolution against the worldly authority 

that usurps the first characteristics of divinity," writes Qutb, "using the word thawra. 
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Revolution to him is "the only credible instrument of attaining social justice and of apply-

ing the sharia.""ll' i  He insists on "the necessity of revolution as the only proper remedy 

for decaying societies. Zalzalah (shaking) or revolution is the word used to describe the 

first step in the process of building a new society." Prophet Muhammad led the greatest 

revolution, Qutb insists, and this should be repeated. He calls for "the comprehensive 

revolution in the government of man in all its forms, shapes, systems and situations, and 

the complete rebellion against every situation [contrary to the principles of Islam] on the 

whole earth."cd1"x11 

To say the least, the convergence of such eminent authorities of radical Islam, both Sunni 

and Shia, upon an un-Islamic concept emanating from the West, is paradoxical. Coming 

from axiomatic haters of everything Western, the choice may not be simply ascribed to a 

desire to imitate, or to Islamic leaders and thinkers taking a leaf from the 'secular nation-

alists' of the Arab world, whom they spent lifetimes insulting and combating when not 

slaughtering or being slaughtered by, the Nassers, Assads and Saddam Husseins. Their 

choice of word, for sure, betrayed an intent to signal how radical the change they intend-

ed to wreak was, and seized upon a word the 20th  century Zeitgeist propagated every-

where. Still, Islamists eager to eradicate any bidaa, any innovation and accretion upon the 

holy body of Islam posterior to the Golden Age, should not have been hobnobbing with 

the Zeitgeist. But hobnobbing they were. 

In inter-cultural exchanges, the first elements adopted and absorbed by a culture from an-

other one are those easiest to perceive and assimilate. In turn, those elements that are eas-

iest to perceive and to assimilate are those closer to the adopting culture. The greater the 

cultural distance, the greater the difficulty in assimilating. Facing European culture, it 

turned out that the Muslim and especially the Arab Middle East did not assimilate liberal-

ism, democracy, constitutionalism, pluralism or federalism but hastily discarded them all 

as inefficient.cdimili. When the world stage was dominated by the rivalry between the 

'Anglo-Saxon' culture of pluralist democracy, and the Prussian-inspired authoritarianism, 

the heart of the Arab elites went to the latter. When it was vanquished, its tyrannical suc-
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cessors, Soviet Bolshevism, Italian Fascism and German National-Socialism became the 

rage of the Arab and much of the Muslim world, in succession or simultaneously. 

Muslims went for those elements they recognized: political pluralism was inconceivable 

in the cultural and intellectual terms of reference of the Muslim Middle East: power there 

has even been one, centralized and indivisible. Muslim culture is a culture of the One — 

tawhid, the unity of God, is reflected by unity on earth. The umma is and must be one; the 

Caliph is "God's shadow on earth," and thus sole ruler; all political relationships con-

verge upon a center. 

Totalitarianism had an appeal based not only on the efficacy ascribed to the totalitarian 

regimes; it also was culturally far easier to understand. Ein Reich, em n Volk, em n Fi,ihrer 

had more allure than parliamentary debates, as had Stalin's Five-Year Plan and NKVD, 

Mussolini's state totale and the cries of Duce! Duce!. That oneness was a kin to some-

thing well understood in Islam, tawhid. As Maxime Rodinson, a French Marxist with 

strong feelings of sympathy for Islam, analyzed: 

"Islam has been totalitarian to an extreme. Indeed, in principle, it dominated eve-
ry act and every thought of the faithful. This domination was symbolized, for in-
stance, by the reciting of the basmala [bismillah] during even the most trivial ac-
tions, and by the hadith's universal relevance. All actions, even those arising out 
of the most elementary biological needs, such as excretion and coition, were reg-
ulated by the ideological system. Even social actions of the kind which other cul-
tures considered outside the realm of religion, be they technical, economic or ar-
tistic, were integrated into the system and interpreted in terms of it (...) This to-
talitarian aspect of Muslim ideology persisted for a considerable time.Indlxxxiv 

As the partial osmosis proceeded, the transfers concerned in priority those elements in 

European political culture that appeared compatible. This osmosis altered the strictly Is-

lamic legacy, itself in reality already altered by modern history: the Pan-Islamism that 

came to define the international figure of Islam in the second half of the l9th  century al-

ready represented a departure from 'traditional' Islam. 
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How did revolution come to the jihadis? What else did they borrow? What mixture came 

out of the witches' cauldron where the new ingredients were mixed with the jihad of old? 

These are the questions we will now try to answer by looking at Sayyid Abul Ala 

Maududi, founder of Pakistan's Jamaat-i Islami, the intellectual godfather of the modern 

radical Islamist movement, the correspondent of Sayyid Qutb and Ruhollah Khomeiny, 

and the original standard-bearer of the 'Islamic Revolution.' 

Maududi, the terrible simplificateur 

In the Islamic universe Maududi is the purest modern embodiment of Medieval Europe's 

millenarian propheta. His person and work concentrate almost all the characteristics of 

the Gnostic ideologue and leader described in Norman Cohn's Pursuit of the Millenium. 

Maududi, like the prophetae of old, is largely self-taught, and "never felt himself tied to 

any school of theological thought as are the ulama who graduate from the great tradition-

al establishments of Deoband or Lucknow.""Ilx"" He was a déclassé, whose aristocratic 

lineage and family intimacy with the Moghol court had given way to lean times; he had 

to leave school at 15 to earn his keep. The self-developed intellectual undertook "to re-

construct the religious thought of Islam" on grounds he alone selected.cd1"xv1  Unshackled 

by obeisance to tradition, conceiving of himself as a self-created, 'born-again' Muslim 

("In reality, I am a new Muslim'vd1xxxvii)  Maududi practices his own ijtihad without being 

acknowledged by the Sunni world as being worthy of this rare badge. He "overthrew the 

authorized interpreters of the Law.""11"xviii  He acts and thinks like a prophet, and, as we 

will see, as a quasi-Mandi — another trait in common with the countless pseudo-Messiahs 

that litter the history of the Christian world. The dimension of his mission is unlimited: 

"Now the only way open for reform and resuscitation is to rejuvenate Islam as a move-

ment and to revive the meaning of the word Muslim anew," Maududi wrote.'"'"' 

His undertaking is based on a novel consideration, namely that "Islam is one rational 

whole." This he does by "reconstructing the entire history and thought of Islam in order 

to make it a rational whole. His presentation may seem to be simplistic and highly logical. 
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He isolates the... cornerstone ideas of Islamic thought and orders them in a clear synthe-

sis.'d" Like the propheta, he needs to rebuild the entire edifice of his belief-structure in 

ways that uniquely suit him: 

"Islam is not merely a religious creed or compound name for a few forms of worship, but 
a comprehensive system which envisages to annihilate all tyrannical and evil systems in 
the world and enforces its own program of reform which it deems best for the well-being 
of mankind. Islam addresses its call for effecting this program of destruction and recon-
struction, revolution and reform not to just one nation, but to all humanity.”cdxci 

His construct is an abstract-logical reconstruction that excludes considerations of facts. It 

was, as H.A.R. Gibb put it, a "shocking method if argument and treatment of facts... [and] 

writing to a predetermined conclusion. ii  Islam and the World, his well-known mag-

num opus, is a strange compendium of bite-size tidbits of knowledge, mythographic 

pseudo-history, Quranic quotes and peremptory assertions, all designed to prove his 

overarching point. In order to do that, Maududi needed to "erase thirteen centuries of his-

tory with all the social and political arrangements that intervened in that period... Be-

tween his doctrine and the traditional sources of law [fiqh] and theology, there is nothing: 

no school of thought, no mystical tradition, nothing, save Maududi himself."cd' ili 

While he erases all the past, the depth of history between the Prophetic Age of Muham-

mad and the 'well-guided caliphs,' Maududi's "break with the past allows the irruption of 

modern and innovative aspects...'"dxciv But in order to do so, the charismatic leader of the 

Jamiaat Islami had to make himself into a mujaddid, the renovator of Islam in the century. 

In his words, that amount to a self-portrait: 

"Though a mujaddid is not a prophet, yet in spirit he comes very close to prophethood. 
He is characterized by a clear mind, penetrating vision, unbiased straight thinking, special 
ability to see the right path, clear of all extremes, and keep balance, power to think inde-
pendently of the contemporary and centuries-old social and other prejudices, courage to 
fight against the evils of the time, inherent ability to lead and guide, and an unusual com-
petency to undertake ijtihad and the work of reconstruction."" 
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For a Muslim, a claim of "coming very close to prophethood" comes perilously close to 

blasphemy, since Muhammad is 'the Seal of the Prophets.' This was one the reasons why 

the Deobandi school ultimately pronounced the taqfir against their former favorite— they 

declared Maududi to be a kafr, an unbeliever.' ' i  But Maududi went even further: he 

insists that "[t]he ideal mujaddid (or Imam al-Mandi) can be a true successor to 

Prophethood" and adds: "If the expectation that Islam eventually will dominate the world 

of thought, culture, and politics is genuine, then the coming of a Great Leader under 

whose comprehensive and forceful leadership such Revolution is to come about is also 

certain." This millenarian self-appointment as quasi-Prophet and Great Leader has no 

limits: "In my opinion the Coming One [the Mandi] will be a most modern Leader of his 

age possessing an unusually deep insights in all the current branches of knowledge, and 

all the major problems of life... Most probably he will not be aware of his being the 

promised Mandi. People, however, will recognize him after his death to be the one who 

was to establish 'Caliphate after the pattern or Prophethood' as mentioned in the prophe-

cies." His personal role was of messianic proportions: "With extensive study and practice 

one can develop a power and can intuitively sense the wishes and desires of the Holy 

Prophet... Thus... on seeing a hadith, I can tell whether the Holy Prophet could or could 

not have said."" evii  This extraordinary claim made Maududi into the pinnacle and the 

center of the world, the decisive historical figure of the age. This in turn gave him unlim-

ited rights. He 'was' Islam. His Islam was "a universal ideology.51cdxcvi1i  His party is the 

party of God (Hizb Allah). The party is so tasked: "We must... create out of nothing a 

minority of pure upright and educated men, in the image of the first Companions of the 

Prophet. In short, people who, like Muhammad himself... will rebuild form top to bottom 

the edifice of the State (...) There must exist an upright community devoted to the princi-

ple of truth, and whose sole goal in the world is to establish, to safeguard and to realize 

correctly the system of Truth.""cix 

Let us sum up: a déclassé semi-intellectual with a powerful, charismatic personality, sets 

himself up as a figure of Messianic qualities whose cosmic mission is to establish perfec-

tion on Earth on behalf and along the prescriptions of God. He is the quasi-peer of the 

great prophetic figures, and is possessed of extraordinary abilities. He is also possessed of 
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a complete knowledge of how to move the world from its present, desolate nadir to the 

zenith of perfection: he is a Man with a Plan. He expounds that plan, which encompasses 

all aspects of life. He will radically transform the entire order of the world and replace the 

destroyed old order by a new one according to the Plan. His total knowledge allows him 

to pay no heed to traditions and their present bearers, since he is clearly vested by God 

with this stupendous mission. He is in charge of the immense bloodshed God requires for 

the Plan to be implemented: a population group is selected as representing Satan, and lia-

ble to be destroyed. Norman Cohn has left a definitive portrayal of the Gnostic hero who 

was Maududi's distant ancestor. But he also had more recent templates. 

In 1941, Maududi created the Jamiaat-i Islam to do exactly that. In his scheme, "revolu-

tion did not involve society as a whole, it was inqilab-i Imamat, revolution in leadership": 

"societies are built, structured, and continued from the top down by conscious manipula-

tion of those in power."' For all practical purposes, his party was estabslihed on a Lenin-

ist-Stalinist model. The Jamiaat was a highly centralized party led by an Amir, with a 

consultative council (central committee) and an executive committee (politburo); it had 

central departments for finances, propaganda, welfare, education and research, parlia-

mentary affairs, and parallel professional organizations for students, youth, labor, peas-

ants and ulama. The party's nucleus was a core of professional revolutionaries, with a 

first circle of committed sympathizers and a second circle of more loosely connected 

supporters. The party recruited in the first place lower middle class semi-intellectuals 

who had not made it in the 'modern' (English-speaking) sector of the economy. "In sum, 

most of the members of the Jamiaat-i Islam came from layers of society that had a veneer 

of education but little means and little success."" 

The resemblance was not limited to organizational similarities, as Maududi repeatedly 

expressed his admiration for totalitarian movements and parties, Communist and Fascist 

alike. His ambition was no less universal than theirs: "Islam has prescribed that through a 

systematic effort (jihad) — if necessary by means of war and bloodshed — all these [cor-

rupt] governments should be wiped out. In their stead must be erected a just and equitable 

government based on the fear of God and established on the basis of the canons He or-
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dained."dil  "In short, not only was "Revolution.., an axis around which Maududi con-

ducted his debate," but he "appropriat[ed] the myth of revolution" to apply it to "a utopi-

an sociopolitical order," a biographer writes.diii 'Revolution' was not just a semantic loan-

word. In his Jihad in Islam, Maududi waxes endless on the subject: 

"Islam is not the name of a 'religion,' nor is 'Muslim' the title of a 'Nation.' In reality, Is-
lam is a revolutionary ideology and program which seeks to alter the social order of the 
whole world and rebuild it conformity with its own tenets and ideals. 'Muslim' is the title 
of the revolutionary party organized by Islam to carry into effect its revolutionary pro-
gram and 'jihad' refers to that revolutionary struggle and utmost exertion which the Is-
lamic party brings into play to achieve this objective."' 

Revolutionary jihad is defined: 

"Like all revolutionary ideologies, Islam shuns the use of current vocabulary and adapts a 
terminology of its own, so that its own revolutionary ideals may be distinguished from 
common ideals. The word 'jihad' belongs to this particular terminology of Islam. Islam 
purposely rejected the word harb and other Arabic word bearing the same meaning of 
'war' and used the word 'jihad' which is synonymous with 'struggle... (...) The sole in-
tent of Islam is the welfare of mankind. Islam has its own particular ideological stand-
point and practical program to carry out reforms for the welfare of mankind. Islam wishes 
to destroy all states and governments on the face of the earth which are opposed to the 
ideology and program of Islam regardless of the country or the nation that rules it."d" 

Never one to spare emphasis, Maududi adds that "Islam requires the earth - not just a por-

tion, but the whole planet." A "mental revolution" is needed; "a revolution in the system 

of life." Islam is a "revolutionary creed": it 

"was the call for a universal and complete revolution (...) the call of the Prophet was 
never a metaphysical proposition; it was a charter of social revolution. (...) There is no 
doubt that all the Prophets of God without exception were Revolutionary leaders, and 
the illustrious Prophet Muhammad... was the greatest revolutionary leader."" 

Maududi politicizes religion: if Lenin and Hitler replaced God by a secular religion, 

Maududi turns religion into a political cause. "These men who propagate religion are not 

mere preachers and missionaries, but the functionaries of God (so that they may be wit-

nesses for the people), and it is their duty to wipe out oppression, mischief, strife, immo-

rality, high-handedness and unlawful exploitation from the world by the force of arms." 

What the Communist utopia desired, the classless society, the liberation from the realm 
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of necessity and the advent of the realm of freedom; what Nazism wanted, the unimpeded 

rule of the Race, Maududi's Islam equally calls forth: all evils shall disappear, harmony 

will prevail, all troubles will vanish. God's kingdom will be realized on earth. 

What is so distinctive about Maududi, and his co-thinkers, Sayyid Qutb, Ruhollah Kho-

meiny etc., is the central role they award the State in their overall scheme. Islam does not 

separate 'Mosque and State' in the sense that the same Law, sharia, applies to the public 

and the private realm, and the State is tasked first and foremost to ensure the implementa-

tion of sharia; Islam is not a theocracy but a /ogocracy: Quran, hadith and sharia are the 

only law." But there has long been a pragmatic separation between the affairs of the 

State, the preserve of dynasts, and the affairs of religion, the realm of the ulama. The lat-

ter have traditionally shunned the affairs of state, the only condition being that the Caliph, 

or any ruler for that matter, must not go against divine law. Even an impious scoundrel 

will legitimately be recognized as Caliph, provided he does not try to hinder sharia, says 

Sunni orthodoxy: it is a political quietism. As the great codifier of that orthodoxy al-

Ghazali had it, any revolt was illegitimate, even against an oppressive and evil ruler, 

since it would likely generate anarchy and chaos, the greatest evil being fitna, the sedi-

tious splintering of the Umma. The radicals decisively broke with that hallowed doctrine, 

and made the conquest of the state the central objective of their political action, as if Len-

in's The State and Revolution (1917-18) had become their bedtime reading. 

Hence Maududi's claim: "Hence this party [of God] is left with no other choice except to 

capture state authority. Why is this so? "Apart from reforming the world it becomes 

impossible for the party itself to act upon its ideals under an alien state system. No party 

which believes in the validity and righteousness of its own ideology can live according to 

its precepts unde the rule of a system different form its own": the absolutist claim of ide-

ology to have unlimited writ. The example Maududi chooses to illustrate his assertion is 

noteworthy: "A man who believes in Communism cannot order his life on the principles 

of Communism while in England or in America, for the capitalistic state system will bear 

down on him with all its power and it will be quite impossible for him to escape the retri-

bution of the ruling authority," he writes, not without some semantic legerdemain, and 
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adds: "Likewise, it is impossible for a Muslim to succeed in his intention of observing the 

Islamic pattern of life under the authority of a non-Islamic system of government. All 

rules which he considers wrong; and taxes that he deems unlawful; all matters which he 

believes to be evil. The civilization and way of life which, in his view, are wicked; the 

education system which seems to him as fatal — all these will be so inexorably imposed 

on him, his home and his children that evasion will become impossible. Hence a person 

nor a group of persons are compelled by the innate demand of their faith..." As a result 

of the argument, "the acid test of the true devotion" of the believer is that he commits 

himself to world revolution.dix 

Maududi the Leninist elaborates on his concept of 'World Revolution,' which he sees as 

synonymous with 'jihad': "the objective of the Islamic 'jihad' is to eliminate the rule of 

an un-Islamic system and establish in its stead an Islamic system of state rule. Islam does 

not intend to confine this revolution to a single state or a few countries: the aim of Islam 

is to bring about a universal revolution. Although in the initial stages it is incumbent upon 

them members of the party of Islam to carry out a revolution in the state system of the 

countries to which they belong, but their ultimate objective is no other than to effect a 

world revolution. No revolutionary ideology which champions the principles of the wel-

fare of humanity as a whole instead of upholding national interests can restrict its aims 

and objectives to the limits of a country or a nation. The goal of such an all-embracing 

doctrine is naturally bound to be world revolution." This was vintage Lenin, with a 

strong whiff of Trotsky added. As a biographer noted, "Maududi's program did indeed 

sound revolutionary in intent and possibly Marxist in origin when he wrote in The Pro-

cess of Revolution [that] « Islam is a revolutionary ideology with a revolutionary practice, 

which aims at destroying the social order of the world totally and rebuilding it from 

scratch.., and jihad denotes the revolutionary struggle.»dxi 

Maududi appropriated the image and concept of 'Revolution,' this potent myth of the 20th 

century, in the sense the French radical anarcho-socialist Georges Sorel gave to the word 

in his Reflexions sur la violence (1906): given the violent and irrational motivations of 
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social and economic conduct, a deliberately-conceived 'myth' must be concocted to sway 

masses into concerted action:. The revolutionary mobilization of the masses 

"could not be produced in a very certain manner by the use of ordinary language; use 
must be made of a body of image which, by intuition alone, a before any considered 
analyses are made, is capable of evoking as an undivided whole the mass sentiments 
which correspond to the different manifestations of the war undertaken by socialist agi-
tation against modern society. This problem [is solved] perfectly by concentrating the 
whole of socialism in the drama of the general strike; there is no longer place for the 
reconciliation of contraries in the equivocations o the professors; everything is clearly 
mapped out, so that only one interpretation of Socialism is possible. The method has all 
the advantages which the 'integral' knowledge has over analysis."dxh 

For Sorel the shibboleth was 'the general strike,' for his disciple Mussolini, it was 'the 

total State,' for Lenin, 'Communism' and 'The Revolution,' for Hitler the 'Aryan Race,' 

and for Maududi 'The Islamic world revolution.' Different creeds, same structure: the 

myth is the actualization of redemption in the here and now. All were Manicheans and 

Gnostics. All cultivated the drama that overwhelmed analysis and placed the mass under 

the sway of the propheta. Based on his sociopolitical reading of the Quran, Maududi re-

defined Islam from faith to ideology, and converted religion into a mass movement fos-

tering the drama of world Islamic revolution. 

More study is required to identify precisely the channels and lines of communication 

through which Lenin came to Maududi, beyond the mere fact that they were 'in the air,' 

or in the Zeitgeist. Some traces may be identified which are as many clues. The starting 

point is that at the very early age of 16, Maududi was an active member of the Khilafat 

movement: "From the Khilafat activists he learned about the West and about politics; he 

learned the value of social mobilization and political propaganda, as well as the utility of 

putting Islamic slogans and symbols to communalist and political use. Many of the ideas 

of the Khilafat movement, such as its anti-imperialism, its effort to unite the various ex-

pressions of Islam in India, its appeal to Pan-Islamist sentiment, and its belief in the via-

bility and desirability of resuscitating the institution of the Caliphate remained hallmarks 

of Maududi's political thought.""iii  In turn, we have seen how leading figures in the 

Khilafat movement were mesmerized by and attracted to Bolshevism, and how the Deo-

bandi school drew close to Moscow in precisely those years. The conclusion, if needing 
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to be fleshed out, is however inescapable that the multifarious Bolshevik influence we 

have charted found potent ways to shape Maududi's thinking as it did many other Muslim 

leaders and intellectuals: at the hand of this terrible simplificateur, jihad and world revo-

lution became one. 

Sayyid Qutb, the chief ideologist for the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, whose contribu-

tion we studied in the first volume of this study, was his disciple. He made Maududi's 

absolute dichotomy between Islam and un-Islam into the cornerstone of his revolutionary 

Islamist ideology. 

Gnostic Mullahs and Smaller Satan 

"The nationalism of the Arab-Muslim peoples 
[has a] double profile. On the one hand, it pre-
sents itself as a nationalistic movement of the 
conventional European style, based on a sense of 
racial kinship, and with certain general claims 
that are justified on historical grounds. On the 
other, it is a thinly disguised Mandist movement 
aimed at forcible purification of Islam and at the 
revival of the traditionally demanded imperialism 
of the Umma. The interlocking of those two activ-
istic drives gives [the movement] its strength." 

G.E. von Grunebaum"" 

Jihadis of all stripes in the modern age share the same highly toxic mix of messianism, 

revolution and the cult of blood and violence. Modern jihad is the tapestry resulting from 

the weaving together of different warps and woofs: Pan-Islamism and Bolshevism, Nazi 

and Fascist ideology and practices, Gnostic-Manichean beliefs within Islam. Originally 

distinct and distant threads were woven together by artisans. We have so far described the 
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German, Ottoman, Russian, Indian and some Arab craftsmen of the weaving. We will 

now examine the Iranian woof, and how it came about. 

Khomeiny and the militant clerics aimed at establishing an Islamic state by means of an 

Islamic revolution: "the proponents of Islamic traditionalism had appropriated the most 

potent myth of modern politics, the myth of the revolution."" In their ability to access 

the masses — an ability largely lost by the Iranian clergy - they had to learn from the Ira-

nian Communist Party, the Tudeh ("Masses"); in bringing about a fusion of Marxism and 

the Gnostic tradition of Shia Islam, they received the invaluable input of Ali Shariati; 

Navab Safavi showed them how to make of terror a principal instrument of politics, much 

of which he had learned from Hasan al-Banna and Sayyid Qutb; Ayatollah Motahhari 

synthetized the lesson from his friend Shariati and the legacy of his friend Navab Safavi; 

with stupendous cunning, Ayatollah Khomeiny used them all to develop his revolutionary 

Mandism, a doctrine he had in part learned form his correspondent Abul Alam Maududi. 

The militant clerics led by Khomeiny were avid readers of the writings of Sayyid Qutb 

and of Maulana Abul Ala Maududi, both in Arabic and in Persian translation. "Their in-

fluence is unmistakable in the revolutionary slogans and pamphleteering" in Iran.d" i 

In his preface to Qutb's Social Justice in Islam, his clerical translator praised the author's 

for having established "a living and invaluable ideology."d"ii  The Iranian Islamists readi-

ly acknowledged their intellectual debt to the Sunni revolutionaries — had Navab-Safavi, 

Khomeiny's old terrorist acolyte, not consorted with the Muslim Brothers in Cairo as ear-

ly as the 1940s? "Maududi... had met the chiefs of the Muslim Brotherhood... The Irani-

an fedaiyan-e Islam had serious relations with the Muslim Brothers of Egypt, Syria [and] 

Jordan... Khomeiny's 'Islamic Revolution' is a resurgence of that of the defunct fedaiyan 

movement. Ali Shariati's ideas, which are explicitly claimed by the heroes of the Iranian 

Islamic revolution.., they are close to Sayyid 

Back in the 1930s, Muslim Brotherhood founder Hasan al-Banna, "[a]s soon as he was 

sure he could stand on his own feet (...) began to advertise his admiration for the Italian 

fascist dictator Benito Mussolini and, later, for Adolf Hitler," The Muslim Brothers ap-
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parently circulated the rumor that Mussolini was an Egyptian Muslim, that his real name 

was Musa Nil ("of the Nile"), and that Hitler too had converted to Islam and bore the 

name of Hayder, 'the brave one.'dxix 

Navvab Safavi, Iran's first modern propheta 

Muhammad Navvab Safavi, nee Sayyid Mujtaba Mir-Lowhi (b. Tehran 1924) was the 

purveyor of al-Banna's brand of Fascistic Islamism to Iran. This "young and not very 

well educated cleric" who had spent two years at the Najaf Seminary, established the Ja-

miyat-e Fedaiyan-e Eslam — those who sacrifice their lives for Islam — in 1945 and rapid-

ly attracted a large membership of lower class and urban poor, and the religious middle 

class, and acquired powerful protectors amongst wealthy bazaar merchants and influen-

tial clerics. At its peak, the organization of the charismatic Navvab Safavi boasted 7,000 

members.'" It was an assassins' army, as its very name implied. It quickly emulated the 

Muslim Brotherhood's terror campaigns and murders of 'corrupt,' pro-Western political 

figures. All the atrocities perpetrated by his group were blessed by prominent clerics. The 

first was the killing of modernizer Ahmad Kasravi, an author whose 1946 assassination 

was signed on by Khomeiny himself, by Ayatollah Abdol Hoseyn Amini, who issued a 

fatwa calling for the elimination of the 'Satanic' writer, by cleric Mohammad-Hasan 

Taleqani who provided the money, and by the most prominent political leader of the Ira-

nian clergy of the time, Ayatollah Kashani, Speaker of the Majlis, the Iranian Parliament, 

who was to make extensive use of his murderous services in years to comed" i  Clerical 

pressure forced the government to let the killer go with but a slap on the wrist.dx" Aya-

tollah Murtaza Mutahhari, a student, disciple and trusted lieutenant of Ruhollah Khomei-

ny, was a close friend and associate of Navvab Safavi. 

Kashani gave the upstart plebian cleric a serious religious cover, and in return acquired 

the support of an organization able to mobilize activists. After a failed assassination on 

the Shah, the top clerics again protected the fugitive Navvab Safavi, who hid at the house 

of Ayatollah Mahmud Taleqani, while the young killer of Kasravi now killed the Minister 
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of the Court. The fedaiyan' s rampage went on undisturbed. The Prime minister, the tough 

General Ali Razmara, fell victim to one of their assassins, who again was protected by 

Kashani. The organizer of the targeted assassinations, Navvab Safavi was now a celebrity, 

granting menacing interviews, and meeting Arab heads of states in the course of a late 

1953-early 1954 tour of the Middle East. He was feted in Cairo by the Muslim Brothers 

and treated as a guest of honor by the Egyptian government." ii  When he returned to Iran, 

the Shah tried to co-opt him, even as the fedaiyan openly called for his death: "the Shah 

was a usurper of Islamic rule and the government was illegitimate; the usurper of Islamic 

rule must be killed and the illegitimate government banished."d" i" 

Navvab Safavi now published a Manifesto that foreshadowed the Islamic state that arose 

in Iran after 1979. Bearing some resemblance with Italian Fascist and German National-

Socialist propaganda, it was a curious jumble of reactionary-romantic nostalgia for an 

idealized past, a violent rejection of anything modern or Western, of panicked fear of fe-

male sexuality, of statist and redistributionist economic and social views, a radical de-

mand for clerical executive power. Society was to be placed under "the university of the 

Quran" and "the barracks of Islam." The Manifesto described an idyllic Islamic state, 

"where the government would be the father of the people, where nobody would fear the 

state's representative nor the thieves, where stores and houses had no more locks and 

keys. Sexual passions are released in marriage," though temporary marriage must be 

promoted, "there is no more unreason, no alcohol, no binges. Truly it would be a para-

dise."dx" Of course, the pathway to paradise was brutal; "reform can only be achieved 

under the shadow of force; force is sacrifice, and sacrifice is but under the shadow of Is-

lamic education. Hence, we, children of Islam, with God's help, we can achieve these 

reforms through our own sacrifice." War was necessary and beautiful: "Human wars 

come from ignorance, and Islam's wars come from God's command." With this creed, he 

recruited very young men — was Ayatollah Khomeiny later not to say that people over 20 

were already contaminated by Satanic civilization"d' i  These candidates for martyrdom 

were 'processed' by Navvab Safavi himself, in a functional equivalent of brainwashing, a 

technique that was later refined for mass use by the regime.d"vil 
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The charismatic Navvab Safavi was finally executed in 1956. He "left a deep imprint on 

the religious opposition to the regime.viii  He was the first incarnation of the Gnostic 

propheta in contemporary Iran, but by no means the last. In 1963, barely seven years af-

ter his death, three activist religious groups which he had deeply influenced coalesced to 

form the Heyat-e Motafeleh-ye Eslami, made of bazaar people and youngsters, able to 

deploy about 500 activists. It was led by a 4 or 5-men clerical committee appointed by 

Ayatollah Khomeiny, including Ayatollahs Beheshti and Mutahhari. They issued guide-

lines to propagate Islam, to extend Islamic 'ideology,' to establish classes to that effect, 

and establish groups for training speakers and teachers. They started to organize members 

in semi-secret ten-person groups. By November 1964, the leadership decided to establish 

a military branch for targeting the regime's anti-Islamic figures — and they succeeded in 

killing prime minister Hasan Ali Mansur after the clerical committee issued a fatwa to 

that effect.d" ix The Vehme assassinations executed in the early 1920s by the German 

Freikorps had found an echo.dm 

How to organize masses: the Tudeh 

Iran had a confirmed tradition if urban and rural uprisings. In 1913, in the northern region 

of Ghilan which abuts the Caspian Sea, an anti-imperialist uprising with "radically Pan-

Islamist" leanings had appeared against Russian and British encroachments, under the 

leadership of a religious figure, Mirza Kuchik Khan. The Muslim warriors were support-

ed, funded and armed by the Germans and the Ottomans. Shortly after the collapse of the 

Tsar's army in Iran, in 1917, "socialist ideas reached the Jengeli," contacts were made 

with Red movements in Azerbaijan and Persia. In June 1920, the Soviet Commander of 

the Red Fleet in the Caspian, and member of the Central Asian Bureau of the Communist 

International, Admiral Raskolnikov, proclaimed an alliance with the Jengeli. The Soviet 

Socialist Republic of Ghilan was "the first Soviet satellite outside the Soviet Union.”dxxxi 

Less than a year later, Moscow having chosen to turn Reza Shah into an ally, betrayed 

their Jengeli allies and established diplomatic relations with Tehran, Kuchik slaughtered 

the entire leadership of the Iranian Communist Party in retaliation and was then hunted 

down by the Iranians. 
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This first experience with Soviet reliability did not prevent the establishment, in Septem-

ber 194, mostly by intellectuals, of an Iranian Communist Party. To avoid alienating the 

mullahs, its provisional program of February 1942 kept Marxist-tainted demands out, in 

typical 'united front' manner. Stating its attitude toward religion, the party explained: 

"The Tudeh party has sincere faith in the true religion of Islam. Most of the members... 

of our party are Muslims by background and believe the religion of Muhammad. We 

shall never divert from the straight path of Islam." Dar barih-i Es/am, a party manifesto 

addressed to the clerics, averred: "Not only is the Tudeh party not against religion in gen-

eral, but we feel a particular allegiance and deep respect toward Islam. We do not see any 

contradiction between the teachings of Islam and the principles that our party is advocat-

ing. We follow the same path and struggle for the same objectives. We hope that the ula-

ma of Islam join us in this holy struggle and assure them of our loyalty to the true 

faith."d"xii  The Islamic technique of taqieh, dissimulating the truth to advance the cause 

and protect its partisans, was clearly not lost on the Tudeh. 

In August 1946, as Soviet power rose and rose, three party members received govern-

ment cabinet positions. The party was outlawed in 1949 but reemerged in 1951-52 in the 

complex game played by multiple actors — the Shah, the clerical party, the bazaaris, the 

Soviet Union, the United States and Britain - around the nationalization of Iran's oil. 

Tudeh supported Dr. Mosadeqh on and off, as it suited its own goals, just as did the cleri-

cal party. Having built a remarkable apparatus to mobilize masses, the party was an es-

sential player. The party had established a large array of newspapers and front organiza-

tions, each of which published periodicals openly propagating Marxist demands and ide-

ology: youth, women, peasants, an association to fight illiteracy, a Society for a Free Iran, 

workers, journalists, a national society against the imperialist oil companies, a Society of 

the Partisans of Peace, high-school students, lawyers, teachers, engineers, civil serv-

ants.d' ill  The party was the first force ever in Iran to organize in this 'European' manner 

directly inspired by the way Socialists and especially Communists organized various lay-

ers of society. The party's ascent was not even dampened Stalin's failed test-operation of 

setting up a satellite Soviet republic in a part of the Soviet wartime occupation zone of 
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Iran closest to the USSR, Azerbaijan. When the puppet state collapsed, its leaders fled to 

the Soviet Union, where they were rounded up and either executed or shipped to Siberia. 

In the 1960s, the survivors returned to Iran. "Most remained true to their Communist ide-

al, although their faith in the Russians was spent. It was possible that their influence on 

the Communist movement in Iran is responsible for the emergence in the Tudeh party of 

a strong religious-national wing which in a curious way attempts to reconcile radical Is-

lam and Marxism," researchers were able to report in 1979.d' i" In that, hey were rather 

successful, if not to the benefit of Communism, certainly to that of radical Islam. 

In July 1952, a few days before the resignation of Premier Mosadeqh, the party appealed 

to all anti-imperialist groups to join in a united front and "specifically requested [Ayatol-

lah] Kashani to take the initiative toward this goal. When Kashani sent an appeal to the 

working and youth members of the Tudeh party, the Tehran press reported that an alli-

ance had come into being between the ulama and the Iranian Communist Party." The day 

Mosadeqh effectively resigned, "Kashani sent a public letter to the pro-Tudeh organiza-

tions thanking them for their invaluable contribution to the national victory." The mean-

ders of on-and-off alliances and enmities that mark the period are of lesser interest for 

this study — Tudeh now supported Mosadeqh, Kashani opposed him, but the Communists' 

influence and power grew by leaps and bounds, Three of its leaders again were members 

of the cabinet. By July, the Tudeh was the strongest and best organized political force in 

the country.d"" It was demanding official recognition for the Communist Party as such, 

the expulsion of American military advisers. When Stalin died, in March 1953, huge 

marches were organized along the breadth and length of the country. Tudeh was even re-

cruiting prominent clerics, such as Sayyed Afi Akbar Burqai who campaigned for the 

Partisans of Peace. After the pro-Western counter-cop, Tudeh was banned, but main-

tained a prominent and efficient clandestine presence. 

Even though Khomeiny ranted against Marxism, materialism and the Little Soviet Satan, 

he allowed and encouraged his supporters to ally and cooperate with Tudeh. In turn, the 

latter sycophantically supported the Ayatollah. All the way into the 1979 Islamic Revolu-

tion and thereafter, this was true of his trusted faithful who ran the mass-organizing: "The 
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Tudeh ideologues, from whom the IRP [Islamic Revolutionary Party] cadre took many of 

their cues," were in a partial symbiosis with the Communists." This persisted until the 

Imam decided to ban the party, arrest its members by the thousands, and exterminate his 

cadre. When that happened, in April 1983, the regime discovered several hundred Tudeh 

infiltrators in the military. The crackdown was probably motivated less by the party's in-

fluence in the intelligentsia, which lay supine under the Imam's spell or his killers' ways, 

but rather "the party's ideological impact on the clerics while they were novices in Irani-

an politics..." In fact, "Wile militant clerics learned many of their political and journal-

istic tricks and tactics — first used during the anti-liberal, anti-nationalist smear campaign 

following the occupation of the American Embassy, their coining of political slogans and 

their models for political analysis from the Tudeh party. "'°" 

All Shariati's theology of liberation 

The revolutionizing of radical Islam in Iran did not follow one line of communication on-

ly. We have already explored the cult of blood and redemptive violence which is a hall-

mark of Shariati's "Islamo-marxism," the doctrine he called tashayyo-e sorkh, 'Red Shi-

isrn.'d'xvii  We will now examine his doctrine and action from the vantage point of their 

contribution to the transfer of Marxism and Bolshevism into radical Islam. Shariati is one 

of the most significant of the Gnostic prophetae of the contemporary age, whose influ-

ence upon the Islamic Revolution was extraordinary, and extended far and wide into the 

entire spectrum of radical Islam, Shiite and Sunni alike. 

The modern myth of revolution, Eric Voegelin and Norman Cohn, in particular, have 

shown, is a modern form of the millenarian creed. Earthly redemption and the millennial 

kingdom, preached by all the totalitarian movements of the 20th  century, found especial 

resonance amongst religious masses whose creeds incorporated massive doses of apoca-

lyptical and eschatological beliefs, such as the peculiar Mandism of Shia Islam. Its start-

ing point, in the dominant version of Shiism, that of the Twelvers, is the unbroken conti-

nuity of the Prophet's family's Imamate, through Fatima, Ali, Husayn and Hassan. It did 

not end with the disappearance of the Twelfth and last Imam. 
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Muhammad al Mandi (the guided, b.868- d.?) was hidden since birth, reappeared at age 

of 6 to assert his claim to the Imamate, only again to disappear down a well to avoid the 

sad fate of his father and grandfather. For the next seventy years he maintained contact 

with his followers through a succession of four assistants, each known as Bab (Gate). On 

his deathbed in 941, the fourth Bab, as-Samarri produced a letter from the Imam stating 

that there should be no successor to the latter and that henceforward the Mandi would not 

be seen until he reappeared as champion of the faithful in the events leading to the Judg-

ment Day. This period is known as the Greater Occultation. Some titles of the 12th Imam 

include: Master of the Age (Sahib az Zaman), Master of Command (Sahib al Amr), the 

one to arise (al Qaim), remnant of Allah (Bagiyyat Allah) and the awaited Imam (Imam al 

Muntazar).d"" iii  This belief-structure was the perfect foundation to generate Gnostic-

eschatological expectations, in short, Mandism. In turn, the great renovator of Mandism 

in the modern age, its prophet, the man who turned it into a political religion, Jamaleddin 

al-Afghani, was a far-reaching influence upon Shariati: "If Shariati's radical Islamism has 

deep roots and effects into Shia Islam, his political thought is inspired by the movement 

launched by Seyyed Jamaleddin Asabadi [al-Afghani].”dxxxix 

Shariati's historiography is a hagiographic fairy tale made for the edification of the 

credulous, his supposed familiarity with Western intellectual currents shallow and frac-

tional, his sociology sophomoric and his scholarship embarrassingly feeble: he is an ideo-

logue. Shortly before his premature death, he entrusted his (still unpublished) testament 

to Mohamad Reza Hakimi, a noted follower of Khomeiny's, who in turn reported: "Of 

Shariati, let us first and foremost retain his potent and delicate gift as a communicator; 

with just a few words, simple slogans, he succeeded in radicalizing the mass of the peo-

ple, which the clergy had been trying to do for a thousand years."dxl He cites one such 

slogan coined by Shariati at the time, Shahid qalb-e tarikh ast, "the martyr is the heart of 

history." The homology of Shariati's role and self-conception with that of Europe's me-

dieval prophetae could not be more striking. He is, in Eric Voegelin's words, "the intel-

lectual who knows the formula for salvation from the misfortunes of the world and can 

predict how world history will take its course in the future./I"1 
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Just as the "Third International" merged with Russia, the "Third Rome," and the "Third 

Reich" with the "third age" (Age of the Spirit) in the Gnostic parody of Christianity, 

Shariati, like an alchemist, blended Islamic Mandism with Marx's Manichean millenari-

anism. Two Gnostic traditions intersected, recognized one another, and recombined their 

compatible strands. A suggestive simile to his undertaking was a group of Bolshevik 

leaders and intellectuals, today rather forgotten, but who individually and collectively 

played a major role in the Russian Revolution and the development of the Bolshevik Par-

ty. It is not uncommon — "Revolution devours its children" — for such groups to create an 

intellectual atmosphere conducive to the mobilization of revolution only to be discarded 

by the new masters once they are securely in power. 

This Russian group called itself the "God Seekers"; its leaders were the internationally 

renowned pro-Bolshevik writer Maxim Gorki, the engineer and Bolshevik leader 

Alexksandr Bogdanov, and future People's Commissar for Culture Anatolii Lunacharsky. 

They had adopted Nietzsche's perspective of the 'superman.' In his hatred for 'individu-

alism,' Gorki had dreamed of a Russian Superman who would lead the masses in a strug-

gle for liberation. Lunacharsky and Gorki during the 1905 Revolution developed a Marx-

ist surrogate religion of Bogostroitel'stvo (God-building). It extolled the heroic proletariat 

as savior of humanity, preached worship of collective humanity, and promised collective 

immortality to encourage people to risk death fighting for socialism, and to inspire hero-

ism and self-sacrifice. It was in large part a response to Nietzsche, as was the obsession 

of the Russian radicals, from Chernychevsky onward, with creating a new culture and a 

New Man (chelovek) who would shed human nature and become more than the normal 

humans."ii  In the 1950s, Shariati was a member of the 'Movement for the Islamic Re-

newal,' and then joined the Nezhat-e Khoda-e Khoda-parastan-e Sosyalist, the 'move-

ment of the Socialist Worshippers of God.""iii 

Shariati 's children Ershan and Sarah Shariati, today both professors in France, report 

their father's fondness for his correspondent, the revolutionary Frantz Fanon, and his 

conception of "creating a new man." The raw material of the dream was to be 'the op-
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pressed masses.' To convey that imitation of Marxian class struggle, Shariati borrowed 

Fanon's expression of les damnes de la Terre, 'the wretched of the earth,' and translated 

it into Persian by reviving the Quranic term of mostazafin, 'the disinherited,' "a term that 

was to occupy a central position in the Islamic revolutionary rhetoric," since Shariati, 

even posthumously, was its leading sloganeerer.thliv 

Shariati also borrowed from the Quran and the stories of Muhammad's Companions. In 

his fictionalized biography of Abuzar Qaffari the Socialist Worshipper of God, he fished 

out this figure from relative obscurity to embody his theology of 'liberation': "I am the 

disciple of Abuzar, my doctrine, my Islam, my Shiism, my yearnings, my anger and my 

ideals are his. My purpose begins like his: in the name of God, God of the oppressed 

(mostazafin)."d xlv Elsewhere, Shariati develops the fiction: "Abuzar, Companion of the 

Prophet, disciple of Ali (...) He is a great revolutionary who fights against aristocracy, 

authoritarianism, capitalism [sic], misery and segregation. His word is higher than that of 

Proudhon."dxlvi  And yet more: "A poor Bedouin, illiterate and rebellious to the idolatry of 

his time... His material misery has endowed him with a keen sense of social justice; a 

man from the desert, remote from the depravation of the city, his illiteracy sheltered him 

from any reference other than Islam; his 'primitive' revolt against idolatry made him a 

proto-Monotheist, a hanif; his Islam is pure and coarse.""" Abuzar, in other words, was 

a good savage, the degree zero of humanity: he was nothing, a man without attribute, 

therefore he was dispossessed and ready to become the apotheosis of super-humanity, the 

martyr. Of course, the Westernization, or modernization, of Iran, was a grievous attempt 

at further dispossessing the good savage of his authentic identity, culture and religion. 

Taking all the leaves from Fanon's book, Shariati hammered: "I hate modernism," and its 

effect upon Iran, qarbzadegi, 'plagued by the West,' or in Al-i Ahmad's words, `westox-

ication'. 

Prophet Muhammad himself was a revolutionary, but a Gnostic one who intended to es-

tablish God's perfect order on earth hic et nunc, just as Shariati: "The Prophet does not 

talk of a 'virtuous city,' of a 'divine city,' or of a 'promised land,' he implements it. It is 

not a theoretical construct but an objective one. The virtuous city of Islam is a real com-
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munity (Umma). It is the city of the Prophet. To him, the Quran was the blueprint 

for the perfect social life. Muhammad was "this revolutionary shepherd of the peo-

ple.""ix Like his Bolshevik predecessors, Shariati divinized the People: "Jihad in the way 

of God is jihad in the way of the People," di  just as Dostoyevsky's 'Possessed' equated 

God and the People. It was a "radically populist theory of revolution.""i  For this propheta, 

Marxism was a rival rather than an enemy. He himself was the great enlightener, he was 

endowed with a sacred mission, to redeem Iran from 'cultural colonialism' and therefore 

redeem the Iranians to their true nature. 

In a double movement, the Gnostic actualizes the Absolute by establishing Perfection in 

the finite and imperfect human world, and mobilizes the strivings of people for the same 

Absolute and Perfect. What is properly Gnostic in this double process is the claim that 

man can escape his condition, abolish his finite character, in other words, change his na-

ture. This is the myth of revolution as embodiment of eschatological millenarianism. A 

utopia is essentially empty: it is only full of the desires projected into it by believers. So it 

had been for the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917, for the National-Socialist Revolution of 

1933, for the Chinese Revolution of 1949, and so was to be in 1979 for the Islamic Revo-

lution of Iran. "Shariati's ideas contributed directly to the revolutionary outbreak through 

his influence on Iranian students and young intellectuals, especially the highly organized 

and motivated Mojahedin-e Khalq, who did some of the decisive fighting in the fateful 

days of February 1979. His ideas also had an important influence on the writings of the 

clerical pamphleteers and preachers, who were quick to take up the rhetoric of social jus-

tice and the cause of the disinherited. Furthermore, Shariati's writings won over a sub-

stantial part of the lay intelligentsia to Khomeiny's side by leading them to believe the 

Islamic Revolution would be 'progressive.' Presumably a model to be followed was him-

self as a reformer, Shariati had written that Prophet Muhammad had preserved the form 

of traditional norms but had changed their contents in a revolutionary manner."dlii  This 

was the Nazi-Communist Muslim Brother Maaruf Dawalibi's "Marxist drink in a Muslim 

cup" all over again. The Islamic revolution was the Shiite millennium, the Imam-Mandi 

reappearing in the shape of Ayatollah Khomeiny. 
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Shariati 's concept of the party as the instrument of revolution was a Leninist one: it was 

the locus where belief (faith: iman) connects with revolutionary action (jihad). Shariati 

"succeeded to re-Islamicize a youth to which the religious leaders had lost access (..) [he] 

transmogrified the Westernized youth into Islamic fighters. This psychological and be-

havioral transformation expressed itself as an increasing rejection of the Western mod-

el... Shariati made himself the 'bridge' connecting the dynamic element of the [Islamist] 

middle class, the educated youth, and the people traditionally led by the clergy." This 

'triangle' carried out the revolution.diiii 

Now, Shariati — the young Islamist disciple of semi-Marxists Herbert Marcuse, Jean-Paul 

Sartre and Frantz Fanon — was a darling of the radical Shiite clergy. "Very early on, the 

revolutionary clerics are in contact with him and throughout his life bestowed him with 

marks of respect and protection. The best-known mujtahids... ayatollahs Taleqani, Teh-

rani, Beheshti, Mofatteh and especially Ayatollah Motahhari collaborated closely with 

him."dli" When clerical agents of the regime asked him to condemn Shariati, Ayatollah 

Khomeiny pointedly refused. 

His point-man Mutahhari maintained a very close friendship and collaboration with 

Shariati. In 1965, Mutahhari — whose functions in the Hetyat included pronouncing on 

the killing of 'enemies of Islam' — co-founded the Huseiniyeh-ye Ershad institute for re-

search and education which later "played a major role in the religious movement of 

young activists before the Islamic Revolution." In November 1967, he sent a letter to 

Shariati asking him to contribute to a book about the life of the Prophet the institute was 

going to publish, and soon afterwards, he invited him to come lecture there. "His lectures 

were livered with emotion, firing his audience with enthusiasm and were warmly wel-

comed by the young students, His teachings, too, had a major influence among the older 

men and women students. This essentially turned the Ershad Institute into the most attrac-

tive religious center in the country." In a letter Mutahhari wrote to the trustees, he depict-

ed as "so popular during the four years [in question] that it exerted an influence on all 

groups of the country from the Grand Ayatollahs to the government officials."d1" Only 

Shariatis' early death, probably at the hands of agents of SAVAK, the regime's secret 
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police, prevented a continuation of their collaboration: "In his late texts and lectures... 

Shariati sought to modify his views and present an affirmative view of the ulama by men-

tioning their revolutionary and anti-imperialist role in contemporary Islam."divi  Shariati 

had journeyed to the West and brought back the worst he could find, which he then 

placed in the service of the Islamists' spirit of destruction. 

Shariati 's heirs were many, although in the end the legacy was channeled exclusively in 

the direction approved by the mullahs. Established at the beginning of the 1970s, the 

'Iranian People's Guerrilla,' Fadai-ye Khalq-e Iran, which took its name from Navvab 

Safavi's old group, had started as a student group at Tehran University a half a dozen 

years before. They became Marxists, read and discussed Che Guevara, Regis Dbray, Car-

los Marighela, the Brazilian theorist of urban guerrilla. Their theoretical pamphlets ex-

tolled guerrilla warfare, mass spontaneity, heroic activities; they added Castro, Mao and 

Giap to their repertoire. Another group, the Guruh-e Furqan, also established by Tehran 

University students, was the origin of the later Mujahideen: they read the Quran, Ba-

zargan, Talegani, but also literature on modern revolutions, Russia, China, Cuba, Algeria 

— a favorite was Algerian FLN ideologue Ammar Ouzegane's book Le meilleur combat 

[The Highest Struggle], a former Communist who argued that Islam was a revolutionary, 

Socialistic creed and that the only way to fight imperialism was to resort to armed strug-

gle and appeal to the religious sentiments of the masses. After years of study and debate, 

the group assembled a team to provide the membership with their own theoretical hand-

book. They wrote a series of pamphlets, which included very primitive discussions of the 

theory of evolution, of Marx's theory of value, of 'historical materialism,' and a two-

volume introduction to Quranic studies (The Principle of Quranic Thinking): God, they 

wrote, is absolute evolution, not perfection; prayer is the connection between party mem-

bers; the visible and invisible worlds are two hidden and overt stages of struggle and rev-

olution; the afterworld is a socio-economic system of a higher world. They interpreted 

Quranic verses according to class struggle, and concluded that property was nothing more 

than a colonial phenomenon, which was very much in keeping with the pseudo-history 

that is always to be heard from the Gnostic revolutionaries from wherever they hark, and 

which Shariati, Maududi and Qutb in particular had refined to a great art. 
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The Mujahideen also issued two big booklets on the history of the prophets and on Imam 

Hosayn. The latter were interpreted as class struggle between rich and poor, ruled and 

rulers .divii  One of their leaders summed up their syncretic effort: "Our original aim was to 

synthetize the religious values of Islam with the scientific thought of Marxism... for we 

were convinced that true Islam was compatible with the theories of social evolution, his-

torical determinism, and the class struggle... we say 'no' to Marxist philosophy, especial-

ly to atheism. But we say 'yes' to Marxist social thoughtm particularly to its analysis of 

feudalism, capitalism and imperialism."dii  The Mujahideen were Shariatists: the inher-

ent radicalism of Shiism, a form of socialism, a Muslim renaissance and reformation, 

Shaiati's 'third way' to development. They advocated an alliance with the Soviet Union. 

The Mujahideen courted Ayatollah Khomeiny. The story of their dealings sheds a fasci-

nating light on the Islamic Revolution: they sent two members of their ideological team 

to Najaf in 1972 to ask him to give them his public support — they went with letters of 

introduction from Ayatollahs Taleciani and Montazeri, old associate of Khomeiny both, 

and from Ayatollah Mutahhari, who was in effect Khomeiny's operational chief in Iran. 

The pair held twenty-four secret audiences with Khomeiny, who urged them to de-

Marx ify themselves. He failed to grant his support, but wrote letters to some of his fol-

lowers in Iran urging them to support the families of Mujahideen who had been hurt by 

the Shah's repression. They were in united front relationships. The Mujahideen had cre-

ated an aura of organizational efficiency, of revolutionary fervor, of religious martyrdom 

around themselves. They made headways into the religious seminaries at Khunsar, Qom, 

Tehran, they debated with Taleciani, Shariati. One of their best-known slogans was Bi 

nam-e Khuda va be Nam-e Khalq-e Qahraman-e Iran, 'In the name of God and in the 

name of the People of Iran," which infuriated the orthodox Gnostics, as it "gave God an 

associate," the people, the very definition of the cardinal sin of polytheism in Islam.' 

After some bloody internal conflicts, they published a "vehemently anti-Islamic manifes-

to" which discarded Islam in favor of Marxism-Leninism.th  Khomeiny's associate Mu-

tahhari blasted them as being "a new stratagem" and branded them `Batinists,' an old in-
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suit denoting those who see allegorical and esoteric meanings in the Quran. The increas-

ingly radicalized Furqan followed in the footsteps of the Medieval millenarians in devel-

oping a vision of an Islam without institutionalized leadership. They targeted and assassi-

nated a number of the leading ulamaand officials, starting in May 1979 by Murtaza Mu-

tahhari himse1f. 1  Khomeiny he unleashed upon them the full fire of his fury, calling 

them munafiqun, hypocrites, worse than unbelievers. 

The falling out was inexorable. The chemical combination of Islam and Marxism is an 

unstable, and explosive one, but its syncretic-Manichean content is indisputable. Even 

when they slaughtered one another, they all promoted, Ayatollahs and lay prophetae, the 

same fundamental Gnostic gospel; their views on who should preach it and be in power 

differed, as different mafia gangs compete for the loot but fight together against the au-

thorities. The establishment by the regime of the organization of the volunteers of death 

and martyrdom, the 'Mobilization' (Basije), recruited at 12-14 years, was intellectually 

the joint offspring of both, of clerical and of lay revolutionaries. 

Jihad and Revolution: Ayatollah Mutahhari 

Mutahhari the cleric was no less of a Gnostic than his lay friend Shariati. Although hu-

man history externally consisted of wars and contradictions between the poor and the rich, 

or the ruling and the ruled classes, they were internally wars between right and wrong, 

good and evil: outwardly Mutahhari was a Mandan cleric, but inwardly a Gnostic-

Manichean one.dixii  As he wrote in his discussion of martyrdom: "A martyr's motivation 

is different from that of ordinary people. His logic is the blind logic of a reformer, and the 

logic of a Gnostic lover (...) A martyr's logic is unique. It is beyond the comprehension 

of ordinary people. This is why the word martyr is surrounded by a halo of sanctity."dii 

But as a thinker, he also was in a form of constant dialogue with Marxism, as if no cleri-

cal doctrine could be developed which did not point by point face and answer Marxism. 

In his biographer's words, "The importance of Mutahhari's works is based, first, on their 
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comprehensiveness and complexity. Similar to Marxist totalism" [holism] they challenge 

it, since he "presents al alternative total Islamic system, Islamic world-view and social-

political ideology..." How much he felt the urge to meet Marxism, rival but not enemy as 

Shariati had put it, emerges from his anguished interrogation regarding the attarctiveness 

of Marxism for the young: "Today, it is more or less established in the minds of youth 

that one must either be a theist — a peacemaker, complacent, calm, motionless, neutral — 

or a materialist —active, rebellious, opposed to colonialism, exploitation and despotism. 

Why has such an idea infiltrated the minds of young people? (...) They observe that it is 

just the supporters of materialism who lead uprisings, revolutions, battles and struggles, 

while theists are mostly static and neutral. (...) At present, the majority of heroic strug-

gles against despotism [and exploitation] are guided by persons with more or less materi-

alistic feelings, Undoubtedly, to a high extent, they have occupied the heroic trench.""" 

In order to reoccupy the heroic trench and the youth in it from Marxism, Islam had to 

Marxify itself: while it may be doubted whether Mutahhari and his fellow clerics would 

have seen the matter in this light, the wholesale adoption of Marxian categories to ana-

lyze the world and of Marxist-Leninist rhetoric to transform it, encapsulated in slogans a 

thousand times repeated, created an Islamo-Marxist hybrid, a monstrous laboratory ex-

periment that was unleashed upon the body of Iran and thence the rest of the world of Is-

lam. The clerical agents of that innovation thought their immutable Islam immune to the 

loan-ideas, and probably saw themselves as both responding to urgent tactical require-

ments and cunningly borrowing effective devices from their rivals. The issues caused "a 

considerable division between the militant ulama." A delegation was sent to Najaf to ask 

Khomeiny's ruling. "Although Khomeiny took a cautious position and did not issue a 

statement, he privately supported Mutahharif'd1" 

His project was to create an Islamic ideology, every bit as `holist' as Marxism: just as al-

Afghani before him, and Maududi, and Qutb, it was an ideologization of Islam, the turn-

ing of Islam into a political ideology similar to the secular religions of 20th  century totali-

tarianism, though couched in the Islamic cultural idiom. The new Islamist ideology 

"meant the arrangement of readily available maxims constituting the sources of the Is-
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lamic tradition, the Quran and the sayings of the Prophet and the [Shiite] Imams, in ac-

cordance with a new pattern suggested by the Western total ideologies such as Com-

munism and Fascism. A number of clerics took up the challenge of constructing the req-

uisite Islamic total ideology. They were quick to learn the art of constructing an ideolo-

gy from the lay intellectuals. They learned this art both from their opponents — most no-

tably the ideologues of the Tudeh party — and their allies lay Islamist reformers such as 

[Mandi] Bazargan and Shariati. Here, the importance of intense ideological debate be-

tween the Tudeh ideologues and the militant clerics in the Shah's prisons in the 1960s 

should be noted.”dlxvi 

In the economic and social planks of his total Islamic ideology, Mutahhari was a redistri-

butionist Socialist, keen on limiting economic freedom and the market, willing to confis-

cate and nationalize wealth. The ambit of cases justifying state takeover was so huge and 

its terms so vague that it amounted to a case of confiscating everything except the bazaar 

and peasants' lands. dixvii  Mutahhari taught classes on Marxism, culled from the Farsi 

translations of third-hand and third-rate Western authors — rarely did he or most other 

clerics bother reading the original Western sources that they knew only from bowdlerized 

versions. But "because Marxism appeared to be the main alternative, Shia writers devel-

oped a dual attitude toward it: on the one hand, they tended to argue their own case 

through refutation of Marxism while, on the other, they tried to interpret Islamic laws and 

traditions as being no less revolutionary, just and so on, than Marxist ideals.""" 

Mutahhari's Marxian graft went to the Islamic stem. The project worked: "The major 

achievement of the clerical activists was to [offer] an ideology attractive to the intelli-

gentsia and of maintaining their intellectual authority and leadership over the latter."" 

Tudeh and others had been the laboratory experiment, but the corporate interests reaping 

the fruit of their labor was the Islamic Revolution. The new jihad would be the result. 

Mutahhari 's "three sacred concepts" of "faith, hi] rat [migration] and jihad" were now 

applied to political struggles through their Marxist repatteming.di" Materialism monism 

was tawhid, the unity of God, fighting against oppressors, the taghut, idolaters, the Marx-

ist proletariat was the Islamic mostazafin, the disinherited, the Shah was anti-Christ, ad-
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Dajjal in the Muslim apocalyptic tradition, and Khomeiny his messianic counter-image: 

all the facile dichotomies of a Gnostic world view that erases differences and complexi-

ties, were mobilized. Bevies of useful idiots from the Left, the intelligentsia and the good 

society enthusiastically joined the Islamic Revolution, typified perhaps by the first presi-

dent of the Islamic Republic Abolhasan Bani-Sadr, one of the muddled ideologues of Is-

lamo-Marxism. In the end, another slogan expressed the reality of the situation: Shah raft, 

Imam amad: the Shah has gone, the Imam has come. 

As the Islamic Revolution triumphed, it established a totalitarian apparatus of rule that 

came directly from the book of Hitler's, Lenin's, Stalin's and Mao's dictatorship. The 

militant clerics manned the Islamic Revolutionary Committees (komiteh— Farsi did not 

even have its own word and had to import it) which meted out summary 'justice' to the 

'enemies of God' and the 'corruptors on earth,' like once the Cheka's flying 3-men tribu-

nals and later the Gestapo's Blockwart system. They created and manned the 'Political-

Ideological Bureaus' in the various branches of the Armed Forces, like the Red Army's 

politruk and the structure of political commissars. In 1979, they created an equivalent to 

the S.S., the Corps of the Guardians of the Islamic Revolution, Sepah-e Pasdaran-e 

Engelab-e Eslami. In 1984, they established the Vigilante Patrols for Combating the For-

bidden, Gashta-ye Mobarazeh ba Mouka rat, a modern variation on the traditional moral 

police, the mutawwa, under the Central Bureau of the Revolutionary Committees. A Min-

istry of Intelligence — a KGB or S.S.-Sicherheitsdienst, or better, the Nazi Reichssicher-

heitshauptamt, RSHA) — was established in 1983, and a Supreme Command of Islamic 

Propaganda, imitating the Soviet Central Committes's agitprop department. Islamic soci-

eties "were established in all organizations and enterprises of consequence to act as 

watchdogs for Islamic conformity," which is precisely what Soviet party cells were de-

signed to do. Islamic societies of ministries and government departments like the teachers, 

the military and factory workers have been particularly important. They have formed na-

tionwide organizations, and there is a committee for the coordination of the Islamic socie-

ties of governmental departments and agencies. There is also a Council for the coordina-

tion of Islamic propaganda.d1" i 
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But Khomeiny went farther. By 1980, he launched an 'Islamic Cultural Revolution' 

aimed at re-islamicizing society, reshaping the people and the state, de-secularizing the 

educational system, and fully establishing the Islamic Republic as an ideological state. 

The cultural revolution "an interesting extension of the modern myth of revolution due to 

Mao Zedong and the repercussions of the Chinese Revolution" was designed to eradicate 

all traces of Western cultural influence from high-schools and universities. "It was natu-

ral for [Khomeiny and his clerical activists] to look at the latest model of revolution, with 

added features. Khomeiny therefore ordered the creation of the Committee for Cultural 

Revolution to take charge of the Islamicization of the universities...”dlxxii 

The relationship between Islam and Marxism, between Islamists and Communists, Marx-

ists and sundry ideologues, was never free of tensions, but ever an unstable coalition of 

Gnostics whose ideologies were convergent enough to permit cooperation and inter-

change, but divergent enough to cause strain and conflict. As long as they all fought up-

hill to oust the Shah, Khomeiny cunningly kept silent or even encouraged the Leftist rev-

olutionaries, and gave his clerics a wide mandate to work with them. 

The Imam-Mandi of the Revolution 

In Iran's second presidential `election,'in 1981, about 5 per cent of the vote, or 400,000 

ballots, were cast for the 12th  Imam, the Mandi. The myth was becoming flesh. In the 

event, the Mandi did not become president, but had a readily available substitute: over 

many years, with the fevered help from his host, Ayatollah Khomeiny had painstakingly 

boosted himself to be the next best thing to the 12th Imam, a quasi-Mandi 

Shiism owed its establishment in Iran to the supreme leader of an aberrant millenarian 

warrior order.The founder of the Safavid dynasty had claimed Mandihood for himself in 

the 16th  century. The intense personalization of the cosmic drama in Shiism, around the 

doomed figures of Ali, Hosayn and Hasan, was a powerful, inherent booster to millenari-

an eschatology. The orthodox interpretation given over the ages by the ulama kept the 
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millenarianism within bounds: the last Imam, the Mandi, had gone into hiding, and would 

return at some unspecified time in the remote future; societies cannot exist in a permanent 

state of eschatological expectation, everlastingly suspended to a hypothetical. The mil-

lennium was a hope, not a daily matter. It was thus contained but it was not eradicated: 

the chiliastic belief lay now dormant, now fully reawakened. "As part of the general re-

vival of religion in the late 1960s and 1970s, there was a marked increase in the populari-

ty of duaye nodbeh, the supplication for the return of the Hidden Imam as the Mandi, and 

special sessions were being arranged for its recitardl" iii  The etiology of millenarian up-

surges has been presented: massive social dislocation and mental disorientation are pre-

conditions and catalysts for its emergence as a mass phenomenon. Especially after the oil 

manna upset all norms and shook all rules as a result of the 1973 oil crisis, the Shah's 

Iran qualified as a society gripped by anomie. A fundamental dimension of the Islamic 

Revolution was the systematic exploitation, not least by Khomeiny, of the nostalgia for 

the old times, for the old stability. 

The Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood had developed with a notion of supreme leadership — 

Hasan al-Banna was al-Murshid, the Guide. The charismatic Persian divine Musa Sadr, 

had organized the Lebanese Shiite community around a novel mix of social activism, bel-

ligerent identity politics and the fanning of millenarian expectations, and was called 

Imam by his followers — he was a harbinger of the future Khomeiny as "leader of the 

Good in [the Lebanese Shiites'] Holy War against the forces of Evirdl" i" Influenced by 

those examples, Khomeiny's militant followers were calling him Imam by 1970: "The 

acclamation of Khomeiny as Imam by his followers was a startling event in Shiite history 

in Iran. Never since the majority of Iranians had become Shiite in the le century had 

they called a living person Imam. The term had hitherto only been used in reference to 

one of the twelve holy imams and its connotations in the minds of the Shiite believers as 

divinely-guided, infallible leaders undoubtedly worked to build up Khomeiny's charis-

ma."d10(('  It was now suggested that the Ayatollah was linked to the Hidden Imam of the 

Age, the Lords of Time. 
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"An unmistakably apocalyptic mood was observable during the religious month of Mo-

harram 1399 (December 1978) among of the masses of Tehran, Intense discussions were 

raging as to whether or not Khomeiny was the Imam of the Age and the Lord of 

Khomeiny's face was allegedly seen on the Moon in provincial cities. With-

out claiming to be the returning Mandi, Khomeiny ingeniously exploited the messianic 

yearning by encouraging his acclamation as the Imam. He suggested that he was the fore-

runner of the Mandi. 

The slogan most frequently chanted by the 'Followers of the Line of the Imam' was: '0 

God, 0 God, keep Khomeiny until the Revolution of the Mandi.9dIxxvii In September 1982, 

a clerical member of the Majles, the parliament, predicted the imminent Advent of the 

Mandi. A soldier wounded at the front during the war between Iran and Iraq reported that 

he had seen the Mandi who had thus spoken to him: "Your prayer... has expedited my 

Advent by a few hundred years." The story was printed in Sorush, the intellectual journal 

of the Islamic militants in November 1982. The influential Ayatollah Saduqi of Yazd re-

ported a miracle performed by Khomeiny many years earlier: the Imam had created a 

spring in the middle of the desert under a scorching sun. 

Khomeiny's self-appointment as quasi-Mandi was rooted in the revolutionary doctrine he 

had developed, that of the 'government of the jurist,' velayat-e faqih. In Islam, the law is 

fiqh and the jurist is the faqih. This covers a much wider ambit than is connoted by the 

English words, since, as Ignaz Goldziher had famously put it, "In Islam, theology is law 

and law is theology," a conception that derives seamlessly from the undivision of the re-

ligious and the political sphere. Khomeiny now claimed absolute political power for the 

faqih, i.e., himself. His theory overthrew centuries of accepted Shiite doctrine: during the 

Occultation of the 12th  Imam, that is, until his Advent, the ulama's mandate does not ex-

tend to the political sphere, and their mandate is a collective mandate, not one vested with 

any one individual. Khomeiny was riding roughshod over the objections and the tradi-

tions. From the 1963 riots onwards, Khomeiny and his followers stirred up the masses 

with the perspective of a political revolution; "to secure the leadership of this political 

revolution for themselves, they... revolutionized the Shiite political ethos.”dixxviii 
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In January 1988, Khomeiny asserted his God-given, absolute mandate to rule and govern; 

it was "the most important of the divine commandments and has priority over all deriva-

tive divine commandments, even over prayer, fasting and pilgrimage to Mecca.'nuxxix This 

was an extraordinary innovation in Islam, since the 'derivative' commandments have al-

ways been considered the 'Pillars of Islam.' This clerical absolutism (hierocracy) exer-

cised by one man, the quasi-Mandi, became, as it were, Gospel truth in the Islamic Re-

public. Then President Khamenei, now Supreme Guide himself, though lower in the scale 

of Mandihood, asserted that the commandments of the ruling jurist, vali-ye faqih, "are 

like the commandments of God." He added: "It is the ruling jurist who creates the order 

of the Islamic Republic... and requires obedience to it. Opposing this order has becom 

eforbidden as one of the cardinal sins, and combating the opponents of this order has be-

come a... religious duty.wilmcx 

This extraordinary innovation had been enabled by, and was rooted in the status of lead-

ership in 20t1i century totalitarian states. In the Muslim world, Hasan al-Banna's role as 

al-Murshid had been one of the conveyors of this conception, but Antun Saada's Nazi-

modeled Syrian Socialist National Party in Lebanon,d1xxxi  Ahmad Hasan in Egypt and 

others had shared and propagated it: al-Murshid was a notion with an old Sufi pedigree; it 

merged and blended with the Duce leading his Stato totale; with Hitler's Fi,ihrerprinzip, 

with Stalin as the Vozhd. Ayatollah Khomeiny in his incarnation as the velayat-e faqih 

was the very embodiment of Carl Schmitt's decisionist leader, as well as of a repeat of 

the great Medieval prophetae of Europe, Thomas Miintzer or the Anabaptist 'king' of 

Miinster. When in 1982 Khomeiny ordered twenty-five Islamic organizations to merge 

into one 'party of Allah,' Hezb-Allah, it stood to reason, or unreason, that the slogan 

should be "Only one party, the party of Allah! Only one leader, Ruhollah!" It rhymes in 

Persian, just as Ein Reich, Ein Volk, Eth Fiihrer! sounds in German, and "Proletarians of 

all lands, unite!" Khomeiny "represent[ed] Allah's will on earth" just as Hitler was the 

Will of the Race and Stalin the Will of History and The People.dixxxii 
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The results have been of the same order. The rampant jihad that has radiated from Tehran 

since 1979 has been one of the principal causes of destabilization and destruction since; it 

has fanned the flames not only if Shiite jihad, but also of Sunni jihad: Sunni-Shiite revo-

lutionary and jihadi collaboration started the minute Khomeiny returned to Tehran in 

1979. Further, the Saudi-Wahhabi nexus was startled and frightened by the jihadi erup-

tion across the Persian Gulf. Its legitimacy as Custodian of the Holy Places was under 

relentless attack. The storming and seizure of the huge complex of the Great Mosque in 

Mecca, on November 20, 1979, the first day of the fifteenth century according to the 

Muslim calendar, shook the royal family to its foundations. The assailants had a Saudi 

core, but included in their ranks Egyptians, Kuwaitis, Sudanese, Iraqis, and Yemenis, 

among others. The attackers had received military and tactical training in Libya and 

South Yemen from East German, Cuban, and Palestinian (members of the Popular Front 

for the Liberation of Palestine) instructors, along with a contingent of apprentice terror-

ists trained in Iran.dimill  The International Brigades of the new jihad were at work. As 

befits things modern, they had been born in a test-tube: the Palestine Liberation Organi-

zation, with a mad scientist working the laboratory, the Soviet Union. 

Coda: the PLO, Soviet test-tube & incubator 

Russia's inextinguishable thirst for conquest and territorial expansion propelled the 

Tsar's armies into Chechnya in 1829. In self-defense the Sufi Brotherhoods, the 

Naqshbandiya-Muridiyya declared a Holy War. After the first leader Gazi Molla and 

Shaykh Mansur Ushirma were killed, a new leader emerged, Shaykh Shamil, whose role 

in the spread of Pan-Islamism has been examined earlier. Early Soviet literature "adopted 

a positive view of Shamil," as shown by textbooks of the time: "he was hailed as an able 

administrator, reformer, military leader and a patriot," which was in keeping with the 

original alliance between Bolsheviks and Pan-Islamists.'"" World War II saw a renewal 

of this favorable view, as Stalin contemplated ordering the Muslim religious leaders to 
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declare a jihad against the Germans; in its aftermath, however, Shamil was the object of a 

virulent anti-Islamic campaign. His rehabilitation had to wait until after the Communist 

Party's 20t1  Congress in 1956. Soviet policy toward the Muslim world and the Middle 

East was undergoing a great new change. Shamil's symbolic value had to be activated. 

The ultimate strategic failure of this renewed Soviet thrust in the world of Islam does not 

imply at all that it failed to have a powerful impact in that world, or that its effects were 

insignificant. A Soviet-centered analysis (as have been most approaches of the subject) 

will conclude that the strategy was a gigantic sinkhole for Soviet treasure and energy. An 

Islam-centered analysis will show a mighty penetration of Soviet ideas and practices, as 

has already been developed regarding the rise of Muslim National Communism and the 

Bolshevik j ihad. 

Like the treatment of Shamil in Soviet literature, Soviet attitudes toward Islam followed 

the tactical meanders of Moscow's strategies. The World Peace Movement, founded in 

1949 as the Soviets' premier front organization, scored resounding successes in the Mid-

dle East; it did not prevent massive anti-Muslim persecutions within the USSR under the 

premiership of Nikita Khrushchev, whose policy was to eradicate all religions. Still, 

Khrushchev showed a notable ability to exploit and further to his advantage develop-

ments in the Third World, the Muslim world inclusively. "The world was going our 

way," as the KGB stated.dixx" The Movement of the Non-Aligned convened its Bandung 

Conference in 1955; in spite of its bombastic name was strongly 'anti-imperialist' and 

hence anti-American, and highly sensitive to the Soviets: with leaders such as the Social-

ist Jawaharlal Nehru, the Communist Josip Broz, 'Tito,' philo-communism was a given; 

the point was proven by the delirious welcome granted the Chinese Prime minister Zhou 

Enlai by the Congress. With the Suez fiasco of 1956, the Soviets had the wind of history 

in their sails. Accordingly, in the same year was established the Soviet Afro-Asian Soli-

darity Committee. 

Moscow was developing its great proxy policy: since the Warsaw Pact could not conquer 

Europe by conventional forces lest it sets off a nuclear war had been assessed to be virtu-
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ally impossible to win, Soviet strategy would bypass and undermine the stalemate on the 

central front by weakening the periphery. It was a classic case of indirect strategy. As 

much as possible of the 'Third World' was going to be the great proxy for Moscow's ir-

regular warfare against the United States. 

A first Afro-Asian Solidarity conference was held in Cairo with a big Soviet participation; 

the Soviet Union presented itself as a "brotherly Muslim country."dixxxvi  Delegations from 

the Peace Partisans from the Arab world flocked to Cairo. In 1958, a first Muslim reli-

gious delegation led by the chief Mufti of Syria was in the USSR; "the desire of Soviet 

Muslims to volunteer to defend Arabism and Islam against Israeli imperialism" was 

stressed. The frequency of this kind of journey increased: the Chief Mufti of Egypt, the 

Grand Mufti of India, and others, also made the pilgrimage to the Third Rome. The same 

year, Nasser went twice to Moscow and started receiving a huge aid package, comparable 

only over the next 15 years to what Cuba received. Soviet per capita nonmilitary aid to 

Egypt was fifteen times what India received, twenty times what China obtained, and the 

military aid was even bigger. In 1964, Khrushchev journeyed to Alexandria. "The recep-

tion when he landed was quite undescribable. Many elements combined to make it a 

unique occasion. Nasser's prestige was at its height, and Khrushchev had become a leg-

endary figure... I saw there were tears in his eyes. Never anywhere had he been received 

as the Egyptian crowds had received him that day," reported Nasser's confidante Mo-

hammed Heykal.di"xvii 

"The Soviets presented themselves as the self-proclaimed protectors of colonized people 

and oppressed minorities."(11xxxviii  As Khrushchev said: "The Soviet attitude is clear and 

precise: shackled with the chains of colonialism in Asia, Africa, Latin America or any 

other area of the globe. All peoples must be free! There is a close interconnection be-

tween the struggle of national liberation and the struggle for disarmament and peace. The 

struggle for general disarmament facilitates the struggle for national independence. The 

achievements of the National Liberation Movements, in their turn, promote peace and 

contribute to the struggle for disarmament."dimix Accordingly, the Kremlin toned down 

the anti-Muslim campaign at home, started a substantial investment in creating an Is-
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lamologic and Arabologic policy establishment. They of course discovered that "Islamic 

society... may become a revolutionary anti-capitalist reformist movement...55dxc 

In brief, the wheel was being rediscovered, namely Stalin's and Sultan Galiev's original 

policy. The policy went through three channels: official (government, party, Communist 

youth, trade unions, universities, the Academy of Sciences, professional organizations 

such as the writers' union); KGB front organizations such as the Partisans of Peace, the 

bi-national friendship societies; and the properly Islamic channels run through the Mus-

lim Spiritual Directorates.d" i  The latter was sending Soviet muftis as middlemen in dele-

gations abroad; they were in turn received by the religious authorities of the visited coun-

tries, and received their contacts in the Soviet Union.d" ii 

The Central Committee's innocuously called International Department (I.D.) controlled 

the already mentioned Soviet Afro-Asian Solidarity Committee. The department was the 

old Communist International (cosmetically dissolved in 1943 to please the Anglo-

Americans), now directly integrated into the Central Committee. The I.D. was the leading 

voice in analyzing and formulating Soviet foreign policy. Run for decades by veteran 

Komintem functionary Boris Ponomarev, the I.D. also was the "orchestrating arms of the 

[Party] for the activities of the [military intelligence service] GRU, diplomats and related 

personnel abroad, and even KGB residencies abroad.""xciii 

In 1964, the party leadership, Politburo and I.D., decided to re-establish the 'International 

Lenin School' (or Institute) that up to the purges of the late 1930s had operated as the 

top-level cadre school for international Communism, but had been terminated by Stalin. 

The school's main orientation went to the Third World, to the Muslim world in particular. 

Under the general supervision of Boris Ponomarev and his deputy Karen Brutents, the 

first head of the school was Fyodor Rizhenko, former head of the GIMO diplomatic 

school, the prestigious State Institute for International Affairs in Moscow. Rizhenko 

championed non-traditional method of teaching for his special student body. The empha-

sis was on adapting the Marxist-Leninist creed to "local conditions," including religious 

and ideological. As Rizhenko stated to the faculty: "Do not preach under the banner of 

Marxism-Leninism, use the Quran as a revolutionary book"eiv The school was training 
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future secretary-generals and high-level leaders of Communist Parties, leaders of PFLP, 

PDFLP, the Tudeh, the Baath. The Patrice Lumumba University was a reprise of the old 

KUTVa; it trained lower level personnel and screened 'candidates' for higher destinies 

and terror careers. It established a coherent phalanx of communist-terrorist cadre, trained 

in the crafts of "psychological warfare, subversive use of the media, as well as Marxist-

Leninist ideology."""" Simultaneously with the decision to establish the Lenin School, 

the Politburo decided — as reported by Czech General Jan Sejna who defected to the West 

in 11968 — drastically to increase Soviet investment in terrorist enterprises, by a tenfold 

factor.d"vi 

In that framework, the rise of the Castro regime was a boon for Soviet strategy: Cuba was 

to be a cover, a proxy and a re-dispatching center for the indirect strategy. Cuba was go-

ing to be an essential coach, educator and mentor for subversive, terrorist and related ac-

tivities in the Third World. The OSPAAL/Tricontinental established under the sponsor-

ship of the Cuban barbudos gave a new luster to long-tarnished Soviet enterprises; it al-

lowed the recruitment of new layers inaccessible to direct Soviet entreaties. It provided 

an appropriately colored point of entry into the Third World as well as an elixir of revolu-

tionary romanticism that Soviet bureaucrats had long been unable to grow. It is through 

Cuba and the Tricontinental that the test-tubes of modern Soviet terrorism, its cadre force, 

its methods, were cultivated. Top-fight Soviet agents such as Giangiacomo Feltrinelli, 

Henri Curie!, 'Carlos' the Venezuelan, the Red Brigades of Italy, the Red Army Fraction 

of Germany, IRA and the Basque ETA, rubbed shoulders under the aegis of the KGB, the 

East German Stasi, the Czech STB, Bulgarian intelligence, the Romanian Securitate. All 

of them in turn played a role in shaping, training and deploying Palestinian terrorism as 

well as Arab terror in general. 

The Kremlin for example was extending its operations to the newly independent North 

Yemen, starting with a friendship pact and its pro-Nasser regime. At the Soviet Embassy 

in Saana, the job of the First Secretary "was to organize and direct guerrilla operations in 

Aden... control the embryonic liberation movement in Oman and Saudi Arabia and inter-

face with the Front for the Liberation of South Yemen," wrote a Soviet defector. d"vii  But 
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far-away Yemen was a sideshow, too primitive, too remote from the heartlands of Arab-

ism and Islam. It may have been a useful training ground for future Soviet operations, but 

its usefulness rarely went beyond that of a strategic support station. Gradually, as Arab 

states disappointed their Soviet partners, notably after the Six Days' War of 1967 and af-

ter Anwar al-Sadat expelled the thousands of Soviet advisers from Egypt, Soviet policy 

de-emphasized state-to-state relations and increasingly turned to the indirect approach: 

the ascent of the PLO had begun. 

The Palestinian national movement had a double pedigree line grafted onto its Islamic 

origins: the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem Amin al-Husayni, as we have seen, maintained a 

far-reaching cooperation with the Communists of Palestine from the late 1920s, contin-

ued through the 1930s. He also gradually forged solid links of collaboration with the Axis 

powers, first by way of Rome and then Berlin. His distant relative Yaser Arafat connect-

ed all sides, from his youthful membership in the Muslim Brotherhood in his native Cairo, 

to his lifelong partnership with the Soviet intelligence service, the KGB. 

There is no point here to rewrite the history of the PLO and its leader, which authoritative 

historians and journalists have already done in depth and detail, among others Christo-

pher Dobson, Roberta Goren, Jillian Becker, Ephraim Karsh, Barry and Judy Colp Rubin, 

Ion Pacepa, etc. What is presently of concern is the transfer and acquisition of the Soviet 

art of terror by the Palestinian movement, and the role played in turn by this movement, 

as a test-tube experiment of which methods worked and which did not, the lessons 

learned by its Soviet sponsors, by the movement itself, and by the Arab and Muslim 

world as well, for which it had become a cause celebre. To unlock the mysteries and the 

complexities of modern jihad, the Palestinian key is one of the door openers. 

The notion of 'terrorism' as series of more or less connected individual attacks carried 

out especially against civilians is an utter misnomer, a misleading label that warps and 

disguises the nature of the phenomenon beyond recognition. Terrorism is not the list of 

discrete bombings, gunning, knifings, hostage-takings and homicide killings perpetrated 

by small groups or networks of groups to protest this or that grievance or obtain redress. 
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The Palestinian movement learned especially from its Soviet partners and sponsors what 

terror in the modern sense is. In the Soviet panoply of statecraft, it is an instrument aimed 

at shaking, destabilizing, demoralizing and cowing into submission an opponent one is 

not able or willing to attack frontally. The enemy will be eroded, rather than broken in 

one or several decisive battle, but in the end, or so the doctrine goes, the indirect ap-

proach will annihilate the enemy's will — the concept is Clausewitzian through and 

through. 

This doctrine is a standard tenet of Marxist-Leninist doctrine: it is the "people's war," 

whose chief instrument is terror. Let us examine the Soviet conception of terror before 

advancing to people's war. Lenin rejected individual terrorism, such as was practiced by 

the Narodniki and the Socialist Revolutionaries (S .R.) of Russia. But he repeatedly point-

ed out that rejecting terrorism out of principle was 'philistine.' To receive his license of 

approval, terrorism had to be part of an overall, concerted plan of action concocted by the 

party. As he wrote in Left-Wing Communism, "of course, we rejected individual terror 

only on grounds of expediency, whereas people who were capable of condemning 'on 

principle' the terror of the French Revolution, or in general the terror employed by a vic-

torious revolutionary party which is besieged by the bourgeoisie of the whole world, had 

always been ridiculed and laughed in scorn by revolutionaries."d' ill  In 1916, he empha-

sized: "We do not at all oppose political killing." So little did he, indeed, that the Bolshe-

viks in power launched a civil war and terror of proportions hitherto unknown in human 

history. The history of the Russian Civil War is one of countless atrocities perpetrated by 

both sides; but the very special contribution of the Bolsheviks was the systematic, delib-

erate, organized mass-murder of civilians not for what they did, or even for what they 

believed, but for what they were, from a 'class standpoint.' In civil wars throughout his-

tory, the opponent has been cruelly attacked on grounds of his belonging to the other 

camp, and on grounds of his religion: no innovation there. But the Bolshevik political po-

lice, the Cheka, launched a methodical campaign of extermination against the 'bourgeois' 

class, men, women, old and young. The Cheka spent the day arresting the 'guilty,' and 

the night slaughtering them by the dozens and by the hundreds, in the local or regional 

headquarters of the organization: a bullet in the neck, and mass graves in the forest.'" 
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Every leader and member of the party shared Lenin's concept. Trotsky even wrote a 

proudly vehement glorification of terror, Terrorism and Communism, which equated rev-

olution with war, and terror with both. "The main object of revolution, as of war, is to 

break the will of the foe.., if required, by terrorism."d` 

What distinguishes the totalitarian regimes of the 20th  century from their predecessors in 

despotism is that the terror they applied on their way to power did not abate as their grip 

on power consolidated; it worsened. Terror became a bureaucratically organized activity, 

sanctioned by parodies of laws and caricatures of tribunals. Mass graves were pushed 

eastward, to the archipelago of the Gulag. The terrorization of society paradoxically 

reached a climax after the 1934 Bolshevik Party congress that had named itself "The Vic-

tors' Congress." The show trials of the mid-1930s presented terror in iconic form, they 

gave an incarnation of terror's "crime and punishment' in the form of a bloodthirsty mo-

rality tale: anyone opposing even in the secret of his own mind the untrammeled rule of 

Stalin was a dead man. The terrible years of the great purges saw terror breaking into 

families and mow down people by the hundreds of thousands: society was truly terror-

ized. dci  Marx's analytical concept that "violence is the great midwife of history" had now 

turned to a prescriptive mandate. Just as the medieval millenarians had demanded "tor-

rents of blood," the Goddess Revolution wanted its innumerable pounds of flesh. A linear 

descendent of Bolshevik terror, an Italian terrorist of the 1970s, wrote: "Violence is the 

auroral, immediate, vigorous affirmation of the necessity for Communism (...) A live an-

imal, ferocious with his enemies, savage in its considerations of itself and its passion — 

that is how we like to foresee the constitution of a Communist dictatorship."dcii  This — 

terror as a permanent tool of statecraft — is what the Soviets bequeathed to their students. 

This is the nature of 'terrorism,' rather than the particular methods it uses, the piecemeal 

if spectacular killing of civilians designated as member of the particular enemy of a given 

group. 

An eerie similarity unites the Marxist-Leninist and the Islamic world-outlook: for the 

former, aggression is organic and specific to class society: by definition, the Soviet Union 

was peaceful, and capitalist societies were aggressors. Likewise, as we have seen in 
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Maududi's and Qutb's writings in particular, Islam is axiomatically peaceful, since it rep-

resents the "Peace of Allah," the state of utter perfection on earth, whereas un-Islam is 

axiomatically troubling the peace by its very existence. The Orwellian inversion is per-

manent: any move taken in self-defense by the Other is ipso facto characterized as an at-

tack on the One. Terror is therefore seen and proclaimed as an instrument in self-defense: 

he who represents either History and the Will of the People, or Allah's sovereignty, "has 

no other choice," as the expression endlessly recurs in Islamist literature, but resort to ter-

ror. For one example in a thousand, the Palestinians judged in Athens for having fired 

into the crowd at the airport, addressed the United States in a courtroom speech: "We 

have decided to adopt your criminal methods and teach the first lesson to the people who 

are undertaking a campaign of extermination against us. We have discovered that in order 

to make you understand us and realize our right to live, we must begin to defend our-

selves against all those who seek to exterminate us."dciii 

The Cuban intelligence service (DGI) played an essential role in the grooming of the Pal-

estinian movement, The January, 1966 Tricontinental conference held in Havana, with 

513 delegates from 83 Third World groups, Communist countries, 'national liberation' 

movements. "The Palestinians, soon to become a second great magnetic pole for appren-

tice terrorists, began sending their own apprentices to Cuba in 1966. Cuban instructors 

have taught in the Middle East fedayeen camps since the early 1970s. The third pole clos-

ing the triangle was Soviet Russia itself, arming and training Palestinians on its own terri-

tory and turning gout professional terrorists by the thousands."&i" There was no 'sponta-

neous' terrorism, but state-conceived and state-organized and state-backed terrorism. The 

Soviet aim was "to do everything possible to exacerbate Arab alienation and anger with 

the West... and to embark on a vast expansion of subversion and terrorist opera-

tions..."d" British analyst Hugh Seton-Watson used another perspective to assess Soviet 

activities: the Soviets did not seriously expect that regimes similar to theirs would take 

root in the region, and did not aim at achieving that; "rather they seemed to be aiming at 

the oreservation and intensification of a state of chaos that could dangerously weaken 

their American enemy."devi  Defector Vladimir Zakharov confirmed: "The Soviet goal is 
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to keep the conflict boiling on a low fire and to drag the Palestinians along. If everything 

was settled, how would the Soviets manipulate the Arabs? ii 

Soviet interest in the Palestinians apparently started in earnest around the same time as 

their decision to change tack in their Middle Eastern policy: they went shopping for 

groups that would fit the particular bill they had in mind. It is likely, but not essential, 

that Arafat, with some of his Cairo acolytes, had taken part in the World Youth Confer-

ence held in Prague in 1956, that the intelligence services of the Soviet block used like a 

school of fish for recruitment. The Palestine Liberation Organization had been estab-

lished in 1964 at the best of Nasser, at an Arab League Congress — and it was meant by 

the Egyptian rais to be a weapon directed primarily against King Hussein of Jordan. By 

May 1966, the garrulous leader of the PLO, a former Saudi civil servant and Egyptian 

agent Ahmad Shuqairy, was meeting with Soviet Prime minister Aleksei Kosygin. In 

January 1965, Arafat's al-Fatah had been set up by the Syrian intelligence service as a 

rival to Nasser's operation. Army intelligence deputy chief Ahmad Sweidani recruited 

would-be fedayeen in Palestinian camps in Lebanon. One of his agents was approached 

by a member of a group of eight, grandly entitled 'Movement for the Liberation of Pales-

tine, of which Arafat was one. It carried out its first terrorist raid in January 1965,d" iii  on 

Sweidani's assignment. Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany offered scholarships to 

members of the General Union of Palestinian Students, Arafat's fief.'cix The Soviet strat-

egists singled out al-Fatah foas a prime channel for their operations, and "Arafat appears 

to have been singled out as a focal point to effect that centralization."d" 

There were other groups. Every Arab country insisted on the honor of having its own 

Palestinian group. Splinters abounded, claiming to be based on ideological (generally 

Marxist) grounds, in reality based on sectarian, tribal and geographical bases. George 

Habash and his Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine went from pro-Chinese to 

pro-Soviet. It was the Tricontinental that sought him out in Beirut in 1967 and persuaded 

him to go international."'" Ahmad Jibril and his Palestine Liberation Front were fully 

KGB from the start. The PFLP was the most adept at absorbing Soviet ideology, or phra-

seology. It imitated Soviet rhetoric to call Israel a "bridgehead for old and new imperial-
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ism" led by the United States, and it linked Zionism, racism and world imperialism.d" ii 

Nayef Hawatmeh and his Democratic Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine 

(PDFLP) "had the longest and the closest ties to the USSR of all the PLO factions. iii 

The KGB's own Henri Curiel, a founder of the Egyptian Communist Party, was running a 

strong international support and logistics network for Latin American, Arab, European 

and Japanese terrorist out of Paris. cicxiv 

For their own reasons, each and every Arab state was contributing to the PLO and the 

myriad splinter or pseudo-splinter groups that gravitated around the PLO. The Saudi 

monarchy funded him as a gesture of 'Arab solidarity,' and to prevent Nasser and the 

other contenders for 'Arab leadership, the hackneyed but ever-new shibboleth of inter-

Arab politics, from cornering the prestige that emanated from the Palestinian 'market.' 

The Gulf Emirates, led by the Kuwaitis, funded the PLO for the same reason, and also as 

insurance policy to protect themselves against trouble: orienting Palestinian and Pan-

Arab sentiment against Israel was the safer way. Syria, Iraq and in the end everybody, 

wanted a piece of the action, all the more that challenging the Israelis militarily was a 

guarantee of being badly mauled, as 1956, 1967 and 1973 had shown. The PLO was in 

effect a joint venture of Soviet and Arab shareholders; there seldom or never was a 

shareholders' face-to-face meeting; the executive was unreliable and unaudited; but eve-

rybody found their interest in its continued promotion. 

After the Six Days' War some Soviet statements advocated an 'Algerian' strategy to be 

adopted against Israel; they suggested that there was a need for the Arabs to prepare for 

protracted guerrilla warfare and "a real people's war.”dcxv During the period known as the 

"Total Liberation Phase" (1969-1974), the PLO culturally and politically found its place 

in the ranks of other socialist anti-colonial liberation movements.' "vi  It called for a "peo-

ple's war," inspired by guerillas in Algeria, China, Cuba, and Vietnam. "The PLO's target 

in Israel, however, was not merely a government but the people themselves. Thus, since 

the PLO was at war with a society - not an army or simply the post-1967 occupation - 

every aspect and member of Israeli society was a legitimate target. The PLO's aim "is not 

to impose our will on the enemy," explained the PLO magazine Filastin al-Thawra in 
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1968, "but to destroy him in order to take his place...not to subjugate the enemy but to 

destroy him99.11dcxvii. 

The Algerian revolutionary experience and received expert advice in presenting their 

case? "Until they had consulted with the Algerians, the main Palestinian propaganda 

theme was o throwing the Jews into the sea.» Under Algerian guidance, they introduced 

different terminology and themes" such as "democratic, bi-national state" and other fic-

tions." The Palestinians' new mentors underlines that French public opinion and that 

of major allies of France had played a key role in the outcome of the war, as a result of 

the FLN's external propaganda. After the Six-Day War, M'hamed Yazid, minister of in-

formation in two Algerian wartime governments (1958-1962), imparted the following 

principles to Palestinian propagandists: "Wipe out the argument that Israel is a small state 

whose existence is threatened by the Arab states, or the reduction of the Palestinian prob-

lem to a question of refugees; instead, present the Palestinian struggle as a struggle for 

liberation like the others. Wipe out the impression.. .that in the struggle between the Pal-

estinians and the Zionists, the Zionist is the underdog. Now it is the Arab who is op-

pressed and victimized in his existence because he is not only facing the Zionists but also 

world imperialism."d" ix 

In 1970, China and Vietnam "reached out" to the PLO, inviting Yasser Arafat and Abu 

Iyad for a discrete visit. Zhou Enlai received them in China and granted them his coun-

try's full support.'" In Vietnam, where they remained for two weeks, they were hosted 

by General Vo Nguyen Giap, the master of insurrectionary warfare of his generation. It is 

reported that Abu Iyad asked the Vietnamese why public opinion in the West considered 

the Palestinian armed struggle to be terrorism, while the Vietnamese struggle enjoyed 

praise and support. In response, the Vietnamese counseled the PLO to work for their 

goals in phases, which would conceal their real purpose, permit strategic deception, and 

give the appearance of moderation. They also coached the Palestinians on the manipula-

tion of the American news media. Giap exhorted Arafat: "Fight by any method which can 

achieve victory.... If regular war can do it, use it. If you cannot win by classical methods, 

don't use them. Any method which achieves victory is a good one. We fight with military 
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and political means and with international backing.""" Abu Jihad, who later ran the 

PLO's military operations, had already visited China and North Vietnam, where he stud-

ied the strategy and tactics of guerilla war; he testified that these visits affected his mili-

tary thinking for years to come to such an extent that he later preached the need for "a 

people's liberation war."d' il  Fatah translated Giap, Mao and Che Guevara into Ara-

 

bic.dcxxiii 

The Soviets had unexpectedly found the panacea: even though they were involved up to 

their eyeballs in funding, training, arming, supporting Palestinian terror, even though they 

provided it with permanent media, political and diplomatic cover, with sanctuary and 

every resource imaginable, Moscow could still deny its own 'direct' involvement. The 

very chaos that the PLO was, this Brownian motion of fiercely competing rivals who lit-

erally raced for the honor of killing, favored Soviet designs, as it helped obfuscate the 

central strategy and the role of the mastermind. The use of an endless string of soubri-

quets which all included the words 'Palestine,' liberation,"democratic,' or more color-

ful Arabic words, was more sands in the eyes of the credulous beholders. To whoever 

wanted to have eyes, there was of course no obfuscation or confusion; but the West's 

general attitude was to accept the Soviets' bold-faced lies: why compromise and endan-

ger detente because of a few casualties in the Middle East, or even in Europe? Arafat was 

meeting on a weekly basis with the Soviet Ambassador Soldatov, "generally regarded as 

a leading expert on urban guerrilla warfare" and whose previous posting had been in Cu-

ba.''"" The PLO was a major hub for Soviet operations, and under Soviet protection, 

was able to transfer Soviet methods and conceptions to the entire region, bypassing bor-

ders and even the states, who were often the prisoner of their declaratory pro-Palestinian 

stance (until the PLO crossed the line, and the Arab supporters slaughtered the Palestini-

ans with gusto and in great numbers: the game of balance was fragile. 

A few days after the Shah's flight and Khomeiny's return, in February 1979, Arafat ar-

rived in Tehran. His retinue chanted: "Today Iran, tomorrow Palestine!" Arafat's associa-

tion with Khomeiny had begun in 1970 when the Ayatollah was an exile in Iraq.dcxxv A 

great many Iranian revolutionaries had trained in Palestinian camps in Lebanon, includ-
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ing Khomeiny's own son.dex"i  The PLO had lent assistance to Musa Sadr's new paramili-

tary force, which later turned into Hezbollah's military wing. They had exchanged per-

sonnel. In November 1979, shortly after the takeover of the U.S. Embassy in Tehran, Ar-

afat had ordered all Fatah cadres to help the Iranian Revolution — terror operations in par-

ticular. The PLO lent many of its Lebanese assets to Iran: the most effective such loan 

was that of Imad Mugniyah, from the PLO's elite Force 17, an important Fatah intelli-

gence figure in his own right, who later headed Hezbollah's terror apparatus.'" It was 

Fatah and Iranian intelligence that planned and organized the 1983 destruction of the U.S. 

Embassy in Beirut and the October bombing of the Marine Corps barracks. Arafat had 

not been mendacious when he had declared upon his arrival in Tehran in 1979: "The path 

we have chosen is identical; we are moving forward on the same path; we are fighting the 

same struggle, the same revolution; our nation is one, we have always lived in the same 

trenches for the same goal and the same slogan, Our slogan is: we are all Muslims; we are 

all Islamic revolutionaries, all fighting for the establishment of one body of Islamic be-

lievers. We will continue our struggle against Zionism and move towards Palestine 

alongside the Iranian revolutionaries."'" When Khomeiny set up a three-men commit-

tee to set up the Iranian terror network under the leadership of Hodjatoleslam Fazlallah 

Malahati, several PLO-trained advisers served in a senior capacity in the venture.d"xix 

The PLO was the great educator of Middle Eastern jihad, the principal transmitter of the 

Soviet art of terror. The lessons learned were of primordial importance for the jihadis, 

and were duly assimilated and replicated in years and decades to come. Arafat and his 

companions taught them that violence was glamorous; that maximalism, an all-or-nothing 

policy, paid off because it frightened Western leaders; that "blood and iron" was the only 

way, and that "armed struggle restores a lost personal and national identity. An identity 

taken by force.., can only be restored by force.”dcxxx 

Arafat applied Guevara's concept of the revolutionary foco, to all the places he succeeded 

to dominate for a time, whence hords of terrorists then went to plague other countries, 

whether in Europe or in the Middle East. 
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Arafat relentlessly explored and pushed the limits of lawlessness, as in the case of the 

'Black September' movement which he created, as yet one more terror group "which I do 

not control" — the group was entirely made of Fatah intelligence personnel, using Fatah's 

facilities and funds!dcxxxi He showed that armed gangs were above any law, order and au-

thority, any tradition and norm: the Cause was 'sacred' and therefore it surpassed any 

conceivable human and divine conception: in the name of the Cause, there are few crimes 

that were not committed under his authority. "The PLO was free of all checks and ac-

countability, secular or religious. There were neither written nor custom-established laws 

to which the rulers had to refer."" The absence of any territorial parameters allowed 

the PLO to set up [quasi-military] facilities in many countries and endowed it with a larg-

er potential for the unacceptable without the possibility of any retribution from the socie-

ty of nations..."dcxxxiii 

He showed the power of egregious threats: in the summer of 1995, Arafat stated to his 

Israeli interlocutor: "I know there are two ways to reach a Palestinian state, through the 

negotiating table and through a war of independence. We can accept a lot of casualties, 

30,000 martyrs. Can you accept 500 Israeli soldiers killed?"iv 

He showed how timorous the most famed Western leaders were, and how they could be 

made to pay ransom. European governments freed imprisoned killers as their planes were 

being hijacked and their nationals kidnapped and slaughtered; European airlines, Air 

France, Lufthansa et al. accepted to be racketed by the PLO so their planes would not get 

into trouble; the British Foreign Office, Austrian Chancellor, the Socialist Bruno ICreisky, 

Socialist International leader Willy Brandt, the U.S. Department of State and every 

French president fell over themselves to make nice to the PLO and pretend that they be-

lieved Arafat's solemn assurances that he condemned terrorism. Even though he did not 

believe a word of it, Henry Kissinger wrote in 1973: "The PLO had potential for causing 

trouble all over the Arab world; we wanted it to be on its best behavior during the early 

stages of our approaches to Egypt and while we were seeking Saudi support.”dcmv 
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Arafat also unwittingly taught another lesson, which the jihadis assimilated: he was, his 

people were, the prisoners of their own web of delusion; they conjured up a maze of fic-

tion which they mistook for reality, and willed themselves to act according to the self-

deception. When he finally clashed with reality, and lost — as he always did, in Jordan, in 

Lebanon, in Tunis, in Ramallah — he invented new fictions that further alienated him and 

his faithful from reality by explaining away their failures. But it was also the case that 

"despite actual failure, he achieved symbolic success by persuading his followers that it 

had been a victory.”cicxxxvi 

In brief, Arafat demonstrated that a high risk, high reward, strategy paid off. He opera-

tionally established a new price/earning ratio (PER) for tenor: for the PLO, the expense 

required to win the kind of victories it craved was minimal; for the PLO's enemies, the 

expense to be incurred to hunt it down was huge, the benefits always tenuous in the short 

term that especially Western politics indulged in. 

The PLO and its chief were the great school of international jihad. And the reward for 

this unending series of crimes was international accolade, Arafat's pistol-wearing appear-

ance at the United Nations' General Assembly of 1974, and, twenty years later, the Oslo 

Agreements with a Nobel Peace Prize thrown in. In 1966, in his message to the first con-

ference of the Tricontinental, Che Guevara had said: "We must above all keep our hatred 

alive and fan it to paroxysm. Hate as a factor of struggle, intransigent hate of the enemy, 

hate that can push a human being beyond his natural limits and make him a cold, violent, 

selective and effective killing machine.,,dcxxxvii 

Osama bin Laden's aide Abu Ubeid al-Qurashi reported that the model for the September 

11, 2001 operation had been the PLO's Munich massacre of the Israeli Olympics athletes. 

"unich, he averred,"was the perfect media victory.,1 dcxxxviii 

Jihad was really the supreme stage of Bolshevism and Nazism. 
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Part III: Modern jihad as terror 

Futuwwah, not netwar 

Much has been written since 2001 about al-Qaeda and international Islamic terrorism. 

The jihadis' use of the Internet and the apparent decentralization of their operations have 

led to an analysis of modern jihad as 'networks,' and of jihadi warfare as 'networks.' The 

following diagram was published in 1660 in LaDescription d'Ukraine by Guillaume Le 

Vasseur de Beauplan and illustrated the way in which a 400-large troops of mounted Ta-

tar warriors deployed in the Eurasian stepped"" ix: 
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This was "a Tatar strategy for hiding a troop of horsemen in the steppe... Four hundred 

men would divide into successively smaller squads and then meet at a prearranged ren-

dezvous. The trails of the smaller groups would soon disappear from the steppe grass 

leaving no trace for enemy scouts to follow."' 

The diagram suggests that we may seek some of the organizational and sociological 'se-

crets' of today's jihadis in the historical structures of the societies that generated them, 

rather than in the silicon instruments they use. It shows a remarkable ability to scatter 

forces and allow them great initiative and flexibility, based on what modern military lin-

go calls "commander's intent," or, in the classical, nineteenth century German conception, 

Auftragstaktik: the ability of the lower echelons of the officer corps to fathom the strate-

gic sense of the plan they are part of, and take their local decisions within that general 

framework. Sir Basil Liddell Hart had already pointed out that remarkable characteristic 

of the Mongol war machine. d" li  "To a unique degree, [the Mongol armies] had attained... 

'intellectual discipline'... The supreme command was in the hand sof the Emperor; but 

once the plan was decided upon, the subordinate generals executed the actual operations 

without interference and with but the rarest communication with the supreme com-

mand..." The 10,000-strong touman was capable of acting as an independent force. Great 

flexibility was allowed in the execution. Further, "all Mongol campaigns... [were] pre-

pared for by the employment of an extensive spy system, combining propaganda among 

the enemy peoples with a wonderful service of information... The Mongols were the pio-

neers of [the] attack on the rear." 

If the hypothesis presented in the first part of this study regarding the 'Nomadic way of 

war' is correct, the same principles apply, with minor variations. All tribally organized 

societies past the primitive stages of human existence generate similar modes of thought, 

organization and action. Much of al-Qaida is organized along family, clan and tribal 

This should be an incentive for the analyst to look into the traditional modes of 

organization of para-military action in the Arab and Muslim world: the default modes of 

organization inscribed in a culture's genetic code are the first to be implemented: in a 
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given culture, everybody knows how to practice the default mode, which needs little 

training or learning. This is the way "things are done here." 

From the times of Classical Islam, in much of the Umma — Syria, the "Jazirah" (Arab 

Iraq), Persian Iraq, Khurasan, various bodies of townsmen were organized on a more or 

less permanent militia basis. Sometimes these were sectarian groups... Sometimes they 

represented the lower-class elements in the towns but were more or less tied to the estab-

lished authorities... They formed centers of power to be reckoned with, if they could be 

effectively mobilized.dexiiii  "Many townsmen came to be organized in socially conscious 

bodies called most frequently, in Arabic, the futuwwah, or men's clubs, ceremonially de-

voted to the manly virtues. The word futuwwah, literally 'young manhood,' expresses 

manly ideals of comradely loyalty and magnanimity (the term was taken from the Bedou-

in tradition but was given a special meaning when used to render urban notions...). 

At first, futuwwah had mainly designated upper-class organizations, but gradually 

evolved downwards. A parallel may be drawn with the boisterous, rowdy "circus fac-

tions" of the Byzantine Empire, lower-class sportive men's clubs that doubled as rent-a-

crowd riff-raff for politico-theological factions of the Byzantine power games. Likewise 

the futuwwah which had "militia potentialities; they affected peculiarities of dress and 

were sometimes even referred to likewise as 'the young men' (...) Some of the men's 

clubs were dedicated entirely to sports, others more to mutual aid. Occasionally the 

members lived, or at least ate, in a common clubhouse. They were formed among several 

different social strata; "probably some were essentially youth gangs, bands of adolescents 

and young men asserting their personal independence, while (at least later) some were 

general tradesmen's associations." It may seem almost impossible to deal with such 

groups under one heading, but... there must have been an unbroken spectrum of such or-

ganizations, from one extreme form to another; and certain sorts of ideals and expecta-

tions were acknowledged by most of them..." and their common role was their ability to 

function as the matrix for urban militias. 
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A common feature to all was an unconditional loyalty of the members to one another, and 

some sort of private ritual: the initiate received investiture. "In each town there were like-

ly to be several independent futuwwah clubs, each of which kept jealously separate from 

the others, claiming alone to represent true futuwwah. Each such club, then, was closely 

organized in to smaller units, within which the ceremonial life chiefly took place, and it 

was expected that each futuwwah man should be unquestioningly obedient to the head of 

his particular unit..." The clubs "so strongly stressed the ties of mutual loyalty among 

the club members that other social ties might be disregarded; some clubs even insisted on 

their members cutting the ties to family, and admitted only bachelors; this would be espe-

cially true of those that could be called youth gangs. At the same time, they prided them-

selves on their ethical standards, particularly their hospitality; those whose members were 

substantial tradesmen might be first to offer hospitality to strangers in town." One may 

infer that the futuwwah clubs were a highly important network and networking organiza-

tion — more of which later. 

"The futuwwah naturally tended to supplement an interest in sports with a degree of mili-

tary discipline; and such discipline was normally directed at least potentially against the 

established powers (...) Futuwwah members readily took to bearing arms, allegedly to 

defend at need their futuwwah brethren. At times futuwwah clubs carried out military ex-

peditions on behalf of their ideals — while at other times they carried out riots which 

frightened wealthier elements in a town. When riots did occur, some made a point of 

plundering only the houses of the rich (...) Even their opponents credited them with a 

strict code of honor in such matters. Some clubs undertook 'protection rackets' (...) 

Sometimes even the criminal and beggar elements of a town seem to have assimilated 

their organizations to the futuwwah; indeed, such elements were likely to be more tightly 

organized than were more established groups (...) [futuwwah clubs] always were poten-

tially at odds with the established order controlled by the notables." 

Marginal, they could be influential. Rebellious, they were connected to powers. Under-

ground, they could be called upon. Bridges existed. "Many of the [trade and craftsmen's] 

guilds seem to have been organized as futuwwah clubs — and they maintained an appro-
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priately independent spirit." Further, "The futuwwah guilds gained spiritual stability to 

support such a role through a close association with Sufism. Even in the High Caliphal 

Period, many Sufis had adopted some of the futuwwah language for expressing loyalty 

and magnanimity (... Some writers interpreted the futuwwah as a sort of lesser Sufi way 

for those unable to achieve the full mystical way." The futuwwah had become, Hodgson 

concludes, at least in some places, "essentially the Sufi dimension of guild organization." 

The association between futuwwah and Sufism is crucial, as Sufism developed as the di-

mension of popular devotion in Islam that was unfulfilled by the formalism of the ula-

ma's dry and legalistic version of Islam. Sufism — which took time to be accepted in the 

mainstream of Sunni orthodoxy — developed as an underground, or at least parallel form 

of religious organization, and always retained this character. From its early beginnings, 

ca. the middle of the 10t1i century, Sufis organized themselves in the form of many 

"schools," or rather, Sufi masters, the pirs, acquired disciples and organized orders (or 

brotherhoods), the tariqahs, from a word that means "ways." The tariqahs "were loosely 

organized bodies of pirs and murids [followers, disciples] following well-defined and 

even hierarchically-controlled 'ways' of mystical discipline, each with its rituals, its 

chiefs, and (of course) its endowments. These were founded on the relationship between 

master and disciple...5,dcxliv 

Further, "the tariqah orders were many of them international and at least at first there was 

a certain subordination of pirs and khaniqahs [Sufi house] at a distance to the headquar-

ters of the head of the order — usually at the founder's tomb. In this way, the several 

tariqahs formed a flexibly interlocking network of authorities, which paid no attention to 

the political frontiers of the moment and was readily expandable into new areas." Sufism 

and Sufi orders thus were a flexible, international network, sustaining popular devotion 

and high mysticism, but also representing an alternative social outlook. 

Futuwwah, guilds and Sufi order are facets of similar phenomena. Secret society with 

esoteric codes, endowed with "its own institutions, mores, hierarchies and secret values, 

its beliefs, its more or less strange non- or infra-Islamic local rituals (...) this esoteric 
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proclivity inherent in every self-enclosed grouping... [was] fostered by contacts with the 

leading political secret societies: Batinites, Qarmats, who more or less leaned toward a 

terrorism that was all at once anti-Sunni in religious affairs, anti-Caliphal in political af-

fairs, and opposed to big landowners in social-economic terms. "[T]he world of crafts-

men and trades was (...) closely related to the criminal underworld," but, being rooted in 

above-ground commerce and production, it gradually purified the thieves' honor code: 

"honor and brotherhood, succor to the weak and luckless" and "exalted it into esoteric 

and initiatic yearnings."d" 1" 

Field studies would urgently be required today to ascertain whether any such form of or-

ganizations have been and are connected to jihadi terror groups. After all, there is exten-

sive evidence of the association of bandits, outlaws, clandestine guilds of brigands and 

thugs, with modern revolutionary movements. Stalin recruited Russian organized crime 

to work with the Bolsheviks.dcthi  Mao Zedong was intimately connected to various Triad 

gang s. 1  Marxist historian Eric Hobsbawm even devoted a book to the glorification of 

the coalescence of outcasts, outlaws and revolutionaries in the form of what he called 

"social bandits.,,dcxlviii Many reports have been filed regarding the dealings between al-

Qaeda, Hezbollah and other Islamists on the one hand, drug, diamond and smuggling 

gangs on the other hand.' In periods of great social dislocation and of ensuing anomie, 

the lower depths rise up to the surface, and tie up with elements in society they would not 

have known or associated with under normal circumstances, just as the futuwwah used to 

do. Criminal individuals and organizations that have already broken with the standard 

norms of social behavior and violated the usual respect for the law, the property and the 

life of others, can easily slide into the personality and the behavior of the "political" crim-

inal and the terrorist. The borderline between revolutionary terrorist and criminal killer is 

so gray that it has been crossed back and forth by both sides during the twentieth centu-

ry's totalitarian and terror wars. 
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A How-to of modern jihad: Algeria 

"a section of our opinion... thinks. obscurely that 
the Arabs have acquired the right somehow to 

slit throats and to mutilate." 

Albert Camus 

"We must above all keep our hatred alive and 
fan it to paroxysm. Hate as a factor of struggle, 

intransigent hate of the enemy, hate that can 
push a human being beyond his natural limits 
and make him a cold, violent, selective and ef-

fective killing machine." 

Ernesto "Che" Guevara 

The Soviets had strongly advised the Palestinian movement to emulate the "Algerian 

model." By forcing the French out of Algeria, the Algerian insurrection had been a sig-

nal success. It had become the poster boy, as it were, of the anti-imperialist, anti-

colonialist struggle of the "oppressed and exploited people," the living embodiment, in 

other words, of Leninist ambitions, the Baku Congress come to life. After the victory of 

the Viet Minh against the French Army in 1954, the Algerian war was the next nexus of 

the great Third World revolt against "capitalism." Support for the Algerian cause was the 

main headline at the 1955 Bandung Conference of the Non-Aligned Movement. Propa-

ganda poured out of Nasser's Cairo, notably on the waves of the "Voice of the Arabs" 

radio, and incessantly drummed up the glories of the Algerian FLN, and so did the multi-

tudinous organs of Pan-Arabism. 
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The victory of the Vietnamese Communists — who consistently posed as nationalists — 

had been for Arabs and for Muslims a great and heartening example of the "small op-

pressed people" throwing off the yoke of a "great Western power." It was as much myth 

as reality — the cover and sanctuary accorded the Viet Minh by Russia and China had 

been crucial to their victory - but gave Muslim revolutionaries great confidence that the 

world and history were going their way. It was inspiring, but it was emotionally remote: 

culturally and intuitively, Arabs and Muslims had little in common with Ho Chi-minh's 

cohorts. They were able to learn from them, but conditions and traditions in Asia were 

far-off. The war waged by their fellow-Arabs and fellow-Muslims in Algeria was much 

closer to their hearts; it was easier to understand and to imitate. During his first trip to 

postwar Algeria, Arafat's oldest companion Aby Iyad confirmed that the Algerian 'revo-

lution," for the Palestinian movement, "symbolized the success we dreamed of. Iel 

The Algerian War was presented internationally as a national liberation movement; Mos-

cow broadcast it and foreign correspondents were writing it; but to Algerians, it was a 

jihad. The FLN's initial proclamation issued in November 1954 "To the Algerian People" 

announced the "launch [of] the true revolutionary struggle" and made it clear that it was 

"freeing itself from any possible compromise." It stated that the goal was "national inde-

pendence through (...) the restoration of the Algerian state, sovereign, democratic and 

social, within the framework of the principles of Islam." It also proposed external objec-

tives, "internationalization of the Algerian conflict," and the "pursuit of North African 

unity in its national Arab-Islamic context." The message was clear: Christians and Jews 

would be dhimmis in the projected new Algeria, and the Berbers, a large proportion of the 

population, would be second-class persons.dcli  The name of FLN's principal newspaper, 

to make the point explicit, was al-Moudjahid. 

Arab and Islamic, the insurgency did not hide its colors — at home. "When the Algerian 

revolution calls itself Arab, it concerns a reaction — of a cultural-linguistic nature... - 

against the influence of the French, or more generally, Western culture. When the Algeri-

ans accentuate their Arab civilization and ethnic origins, it is an attempt to give a con-

teent... to a nationalism which is stil too new to be able to set itself up as autonomous in 
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any other way than by opposing the cultural presence of France... When it calls itself 

Muslim... 'Islamism,' then consists in showing that a certain feeling of equity, of solidar-

ity, of social justice, is common to the teaching of the Prophet and to Socialist conviction; 

at a more subtle level it is maintained that the revolution is nothing more than the modern 

way of realizing the aims of religion."dclii 

A mix of Islam and Marxism, or rather of Leninist techniques, since the FLN leadership 

was more pragmatic than ideological, was characteristic.dcliii  "Essentially inward-turned 

the FLN leaders as a whole do not impress one as having been well-read on revolutionary 

practice and theory; if they had absorbed the techniques of the Viet Minh, it was through 

the direct experiences some had had as members of the ill-fated French forces in Indochi-
na:x[6v The "Nine Historical," the group of leaders that launched the insurrection, "deep-

ly admired Ho Chi Minh."" They were shortly to be Mao's guests of honor in Beijing, 

and "placed ostentatiously... to the right of Mao" for the October 1 Revolution Day pa-

rade.dthi  Tito's Yugoslavia gave "staunch support both in arms and on international plat-
forms.,,davii And, as soon as Fidel Castro came to power, "te Cubans were counted among 

the warmest friends of the Algerians."dthiii  The leading theoretical voices in the FLN 

were the former Communist Ammar Ouzegane, who was especially close to Ahmed Ben 

Bella, and Frantz Fanon, the Gnostic inspiration for Ali Shariati. 

As might be expected, there was a significant Nazi contribution: a number of FLN cadres 

were former Nazis, like Mohammed Said, leader of the wilaya 3 (one of the six regions in 

which the FLN had divided its operations) who had worked during World War lithe with 

the Mufti of Jerusalem, Haj Amin al-Husayni, joining the Muslim SS Legion formed by 

the Mufti. "In 1943, he was parachuted into Tunisia as an Abwehr [German military intel-

ligence]." Always coiffed with a Wehrmacht steel helmet, he made no secret about his 

wartime commitment: "I believed that Hitler would destroy French tyranny and free the 

world.""x 

The FLN carried out its jihad by using three principal means: the first was the systematic 

slaughter of Algerian Muslims to show everybody, French and Muslims, who was boss; 
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the second was atrocious terror against the French pied noirs (native to Algeria; the third 

was to court support from the international Communist movement, the Non-Aligned and 

all Westerners who for whatever reasons found it convenient or expedient to support the 

future winners against the French. 

The first act of the Algerian War occurred nearly ten years before its effective outbreak, 

in 1945: in the city of Setif, on V.E.-Day, graffiti on the walls loudly proclaimed: "Mus-

lims, awaken!" "It's the Muslim flag that will float over North Africa!", "Francais, you 

will be massacred by the Muslims!" A report on those days' events states: "As violence 

erupted, small groups of killers, the scent of blood in their nostrils, now fanned out by 

taxi, bicycle or even on horseback into the surrounding countryside, spreading the word 

that a general jihad... had broken out... For five dreadful days the madness of demonstra-

tors run amok, killing, rape and pillage, continued... The accepted casualty reports made 

grisly reading: 103 Europeans murdered and another hundred wounded, a number of 

women brutally raped... Many of the corpses were appallingly mutilated: women with 

their breasts slashed off, men with their severed sexual organs stuffed into their 

mouths...,,dclx 

When the insurrection started, on All Saints' Day, 1954, its first action was highly sym-

bolic: a bus was stopped in the middle of the countryside. FLN fighters ordered the pas-

sengers to climb out, and killed two civilians, a left-leaning French schoolteacher and a 

Muslim notability. The symbol could not have been clearer. 

"At first, the [FLN] terrorism was aimed mainly at the Muslims, in order to dissuade 

them from cooperating with the French authorities or to enroll them by force, and to 

make them respect, out of fear, the orders given to the population..."dclxi  It was a perma-

nent, deliberate, systematic modus operandi through the eight years of "a savage war of 

peace." The doctrine was very similar to that developed in Latin America by Brazilian 

Communist leader Carlos Marighela: "It is necessary to turn political crisis into armed 

conflict by performing violent actions that will force those in power to transform the po-

litical situation of the country into a military situation. That will alienate te masses, who, 
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from then on, will revolt against the army and the police and blame them for this state of 

things." Marighela's strategy demanded blind terrorism to polarize and exacerbate the 

situation, which would eradicate the 'soft center.' In effect, he wanted to create violent 

persecution against those in whose name he was supposed to fight.dthii  Marighela was the 

accomplished Communist Gnostic: he knew better than them what was good for them, 

and how to get there, in the name of the Doctrine that he (not them) knew to be True. The 

same went for the FLN. As we shall now see, they needed to terrorize the Algerian mass-

es into becoming subservient to their "saviors." 

By the Winter 1954-55, "Fear was everywhere. The bodies of loyal Muslims would be 

discovered, often appallingly mutilatedor having been subjected to slow deaths..." for 

instance "the village policeman was found with his throat slit and eyes gouged out, a 

scrap of paper signed `FLN' pinned to his skin."dthill  By 1955, "[t]error had taken hold" 

in the whole country, wrote the French Governor General Jacques Soustelle. French 

counter-measures diverted the FLN from hardened or risky targets. "Brutal murders of 

Muslim 'friends of France,' from caids [judges] to humble village constable, multiplied, 

totaling 88 in April [1955] alone, with a similar number hideously mutilated — as terrible 

warning to the rest." The FLN ordered all to stop smoking or drinking. The penalty for a 

first offense was the cutting off of lips or nose, for the second one, the slitting of the 

throat."dthi" The massive use of the weapon of terror and savagery propelled the FLN to 

world-wide fame, resulting in the new organization being invited to the Bandung confer-

ence. The conference condmned colonialism in particular and in general, and then unan-

imously adopted an Egyptian motion proclaiming Algeria's right to independence. There 

the FLN leaders met Ho Chi Minh, ever ready to supply his own recipes, among which 

mass murder and terror featured prominently. Five months later, the "Algerian Question" 

was formally inscribed on the agenda of the United Naitonal General Assembly. Terror 

paid. Soustelle, an old left-winger, pointed out that"the FLN "never sought to attach the 

rural populations to their cause by promising them a better life, a happier and freer future; 

no, it was through terror that they submitted them to their tyranny."dcl" The initiation rit-

ual for new recuits was the killing of a designated Muslim 'traitor' or French petty offi-

cial. "In their actual techniques of liquidation FLN operatives consciously endeavored to 
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achieve the gruesome. A loyal garde-champetre [rural constable] would be found tied to 

a stake, his throat cut..." Marching orders were: "Kill the caids ... Take their children and 

kill them. Kill all those who pay taxes and those who collect them. Burn the houses of 

Muslim NCOs away on active service... Liquidate all personalities who want to play the 

role of interlocuteur valable... Kill any person attempting to deflect the militants...91dclxvi 

Over the first two and the half years of the war, the FLN killed six Muslims for one 

French. It was not even only pro-French 'collaborators' whose death was ordained: in the 

Summer of 1955, the cruel wilaya head Ait Amouda, a.k.a. Amirouche, had his forces 

encircle a maquis run by the Algerian National Movement (MNA) in East Kabylia; all 

500 guerrillas were slaughtered. In a village near Bougie, (today's Annaba), Amirouche 

ordered the liquidation of 1,000 or more 'dissident' Muslims. Any Muslim beneficiary of 

land grants in the framework of the French-initiated land reform was ordered to be killed. 

At the 1956 "Soummam" leadership summit of the FLN, which adopted a strongly Marx-

ist oriented platform, "indiscriminate terrorism was espoused."dthvii  On May 31, 1956, 

the French authorities announced that mechta (village) of Melouza had been the theater 

of a frightful massacre: "Three nights earlier, the FLN had rounded up every male above 

the age of 15 from the surrounding area, herded them into houses and into the mosque, 

and slaughtered them with rifles, pick-axes and knives: a total of 301 in all... Sickened 

by the massacre, world opinion.., for a brief time animadverted against the FLN."dclxvill 

The precision is important: anesthetized by the Holy Cow of "anti-colonialism," press 

correspondents who covered the war soon reverted to their apologies of the Noble Savage 

in His strggule against Evil incarnate, and the unspeakable massacre soon faded into 

oblivion, while every atrocity committed by the French Army, and those were not few, 

found its place in the automatic pigeonhole that fit the overall narrative. No less a figure 

than Albert Camus, a leftwing pied-noir with a passionate love for Algeria, exploded in 

saddened anger against "a section of our opinion [which] thinks obscurely that the Arabs 

have acquired the right somehow to slit throats and to mutilate."dthix Prominent parts of 

the cult in support of the right to slit throats were Jean-Paul Sartre, who made it into a 

theory in his 1961 Introduction to Frantz Fanon's Les damnes de la terredel" and Simone 
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de Beauvoir who compared the French Army to the Nazis. Their confederate Francis 

Jeanson, who organized a logistical support network for the FLN, explained that Stalin's 

crimes were "made almost unavoidable by the hostility of the entire world." This attitude 

was not unique to wayward French intellectuals. Prominent British Labour Party left-

wing leader Barbara Castle explained on the 'Algeria Day' instored on the Soviet model 

that "terrorism was the result of repression, not its cause."dcl" i  The Algerian War was in-

deed a model for much of what was to come. 

Arab corpses mattered only if killed by the French. By 1957, the FLN started a vicious 

war in mainland France — against fellow-Muslims who opposed it, or were merely neutral, 

but especially against the MNA. By 1960 it had already claimed several thousand lives, 

"In 1960 the killings reached a crescendo as the FLN stepped up its campaign to achieve 

total ascendancy. Barely a day went by without a corpse fished our of the Seine or found 

hanging in the Bois de Boulogne (...) a blanket of terror successfully imposed by the 

FLN."del" ii  The climax was reached right after "independence" had been achieved, when 

anywhere between 30,000 and 150,000 harkis, Muslim auxiliaries of the French, and 

their families, were exterminated by the victorious FLN. In toto, it is estimated that if the 

French killed 141,000 FLN male combatants, the FLN killed 172,000 to 232,000 male 

The war against Algerian Muslims waged by the FLN was also completed by a war of 

terror carried out against the French civilians; Muslims were the softest of targets, only 

followed by French civilians. After the Battle of Algiers and General Challe's highly suc-

cessful military campaign, the FLN was liquidated as a military force; its organized mili-

tary forces huddled in Tunisia, the prime sanctuary enjoyed throughout the war by the 

FLN, and stopped trying to cross the mined and electrified "Ligne Morice" erected by the 

French. In the dying years of the war, terror was as essential to the FLN strategy as it had 

been in its early years. 

Wilaya 2 commanders decided "to launch a total war on all French civilians, regardless of 

sex and age." Justifying it, the wilaya commander Youssef Zighout declared: "To coloni-
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alism's policy of collective repression, we must reply with collective reprisals against the 

Europeans, military and civilian, who are all united behind the crimes committed against 

our people. For them, no pity, no quarterrdcb' d" The hapless small town of Philippeville 

was chosen to highlight this commitment. In August 1955, the FLN mobilized: "the larg-

est possible number of Algerians, even hastily armed with only sticks, pitchforks, axes, 

sickles and knives, was to be involved." It was a typical mafia tactic: make the people 

accomplices to the crime, make them burn their bridges. Here is what happened: "Mus-

lims of both sexes swarmed into the streets in a state of frenzied, fanatical euphoria. Gre-

nades were thrown indiscriminately into cafés, passing European motorists dragged from 

their vehicles and slashed to death with knives or even razors. Altogether, som e26 locali-

ties came under sudden attack. The peak of horrr was reached at Ain-Abid, 24 miles east 

of Constantine, and at el-Alia... close to Phlippeville. The attackers [at el-Alia] went 

from house to house, mercilessly slaughtering all the occupants regardless of sex or age, 

and egged on by Muslim women with their you-you chanting (...) in some of the attacked 

towns, the muezzins even broadcast from their minarets exhortations to slit the throats of 

women and nurses in the cause of the 'Holy War." When the French Army arrived on 

the scenes, "an appalling sight greeted them. In houses literally awash with blood, Euro-

pean mothers were found with their throats slit and their bellies slashed open... Children 

had suffered the same fate, and infants in arms had had their brains slashed out against 

the wall.19c1c1xxv 

At Ain Abid, an entire pied-noir family called Mello perished atrociously: a 73-year-old 

grandmother, and an 11-year-old daughter, the farmer killed in his bed, with his arms and 

legs hacked off. The mother had been diesembowelled, her five-days-old baby slashed to 

death and replaced in her opened womb. There were similar scenes of such revolting sav-

agery in attacks elsewhere that day, and what heightened the horror.., was the carefully 

premeditated planning which clearly lay behind them.""' Bodies strewed the streets. 

French reprisals were atrocious, and the number of Muslims who perished perhaps ten 

times higher. The FLN had "succeeded": they ardently desired that a river of blood sepa-

rate the two communities. It did. The same awful scenario was replayed in the terrible 
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defeat suffered by the FLN with the Battle of Algiers in 1957, which the French won, if 

at a terrible price: the FLN called a general strike, the French Army broke it. But the 

1,400 operatives of the terror network were laying bombs in cafés, dancing bars, at the 

General Post Office of Algiers. "The casualties of the innocent were.., almost equally 

divided between Muslims and Europeans." Only, in the mind of the jihadis waging total 

war, "there are no innocents," as the Palestinian Marxist George Habash later said. The 

bombing campaign"struck equally at ordinary, working-class Muslims and at Europe-

ans."dclxxvii  Mass arrests, mass torture: the French military harvested all the actionable in-

telligence they needed, and nabbed or killed virtually the entire FLN organization, includ-

ing its leadership. Algiers would be relatively peaceful for several years. 

De Gaulle's absolute commitment to liquidate the French presence in Algeria, and the 

war, so as to reshuffle the country entire foreign policy, tore the guts out of the French 

military victory. De Gaulle wanted France to be the leader of the Non-Aligned while be-

ing covered by the American nuclear umbrella. To be loved by the Third World, the Arab 

world in particular, which he was going to spend much o his foreign policy efforts doing, 

he needed to leave the Algerian theater. Starting negotiations with the FLN demoralized 

the pro-French forces amongst the Algerians, who knew they had no mercy to expect 

from a victorious FLN, infuriated the pied noir community who saw no future under an 

FLN government, and maddened the officer corps, It led to full parleys, and in 1962, to 

independence. "La valise ou le cercueil," your choice is to pack your bags or get a coffin, 

was the FLN's promise to the pied noirs. Here is a typical, all-too-familiar FLN killing in 

1961: "they killed a shop inspector in his car, a man who had never done anything to an-

yone. They slices open his skull, took out his brains, and carefully placed them on the 

ground — like a milestone on the roadside.InIclxxviii 

The great Kabyle writer Mouloud Feraoun — he wrote in French — and friend of Albert 

Camus, wrote in distraught tones: "There is French in me, there is Kabyle in me. But I 

have a horror of those who Vive la France, such as I have always loved! Vive 

l'Algerie, such as I hope for! Shame on the criminals! Shame on the cheaters! When Al-

geria lives and raises her head again.., if will remember France and all it owes to 
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France." Alas, Feraoun was machine-gunned by those Frenchmen who had become as 

beastly as their enemy, the OAS. Hopes for the kind of enlightened brotherhood he had in 

mind had been murdered with all the civilians. The FLN's view was voiced by Frantz 

Fanon: "Come now, comrades, te European game has finally ended; we must find some-

thing different. We today can do everything, so long as we are not obsessed by the desire 

to catch up with Europe. Europe now lives at such as such a mad, reckless pace that she 

has shaken offal! guidance and all reason.""' This Gnostic everything is possible, eve-

rything is permitted was indeed the break with what Europe had to offer on its best side, 

but also an embrace of Europe's worst. 

Under the lunatic Socialist dictatorship of Ahmed Ben Bella, and then under the ruthless 

military dictatorship of Houari Boumediene, the triumphant new class the new Algeria 

was looted by. The victorious mujandin of yesterday confiscated power and riches. The 

new Algeria was ruled under a pale of silent terror where people disappeared and did not 

come back. It was gradually, but forcibly Arabized — at the expense of the few remaining 

Europeans, but mostly of the Berbers of Kabylia — it was Islamicized. The non-Arab, 

non-Muslim population was increasingly treated as dhimmis. 

After three decades of misrule, which squandered the nations' oil and natural gas wealth, 

and forced a large part of the population to emigrate — mostly to France! — the youth rose 

in revolt under the leadership of the only available alternative, the very Islamists that the 

regime had encouraged to destroy the influence of Western culture. The callous Algerian 

military leadership was ready to repeat its wartime exploits in order to keep power: in the 

atrocious civil war of the decade, perhaps 150,000 were slaughtered, either by the mili-

tary or by the Islamists — it was often very difficult to know which was the culprits. The 

very methods used by the FLN were now repeated either by its heirs or by its challengers, 

this time without an extraneous third party: villages were exterminated, bus stopped and 

passengers gunned down, or killed by slitting their throats, entire families were murdered 

during "house visits", babies were slaughtered, thousand of young women were raped, 

etc. The GIA (Groupe islamique arme) and the "Salafist Group for Predication and Com-

bat" had assimilated the lesson taught by the FLN: who wants to rule must terrorize, and 
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despise human life as an incidental instrumentality in his quest for power. The FLN won 

the Algerian War at the price of "freeing" the country form its most educated and skilled 

element, of purging a large part of the population, of creating a permanent dictatorship, of 

making it incapable of sustaining its population, and, perhaps worst of all, of durably im-

printing terror as the favored means of politicall action in the souls of surviving Algerians. 

This nightmare haunting the nation without apparent end was the curse of the Algerian 

War. The means used by the FLN in the accomlishment of their goal predetermined the 

face of the future Algeria: it was to be an endless repeat of the nightmare. 

This is the model that made Arafat and his friends "dream." The Tricontinental, the entire 

international Left, the Soviet propaganda apparatus, never ended singing the praise of the 

Algerian revolutionaries. The Iranian clerics and the lay intellectuals, the entire Palestini-

an movement, empathized and studied. Many of the Soviet-allied networks that supported 

the rise of Palestinian terror coalesced during the Algerian War (1954-1962). After the 

victory of the Algerian insurgents, Algiers became a place of pilgrimage for revolution-

ary kooks, charlatans, academics, Messiahs and killers, Black Panther Eldridge Cleaver 

and Cuban hero Che Guevara, Nazi international leader Francois Genoud, old hands from 

the Komintern. By the end of October 1963, some 686 Cuban combatants, equipped with 

Soviet tanks and artillery, had arrived in Oran to secure the newly established leftist re-

gime of President Ahmed Ben Bella.delx" With Ben Bella's approval, in 1964 Castro en-

trusted Guevara and some 250 Cuban military advisers to set up a logistics base outside 

Algiers. 

"Strike terror in the heart of the enemy" 

"The word jihad' conjures up the vision of a 
marching band of religious fanatics with savage 
beards and fiery eyes brandishing drawn swords 
and attacking the infidels wherever they meet 
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them and pressing them with the edge of the 
sword..." 

Abul Ala Maududi 

General Zia ul-Haq took power a coup d'Etat in 1977, after a tenure as chief of Army 

staff of Pakistan, the highest ranking officer in that country's military. A devout Deoban-

di, he maintained a close relationship with Saudi Arabia and the Wahhabi, such that in 

the terse formulation of General Shahid Mahmud "[i]f it had been possible, Zia would 

have imported all the sands of Saudi Arabia to make Pakistan resemble it."dc1"xl  Abul Ala 

Maududi was a political partner, an adviser, a guru. In 1979, the newly minted dictator 

wrote a preface to a book published by his subordinate, Brigadier S.K. Malik at his behest, 

The Quranic Concept of War. The book was highly commended in the Pakistani military. 

`Zia's Islamic theory of war written by S.K. Malik has been compulsory course for indoc-

trination of its army and the ISI [Inter-Serive Intelligence, the all-powerful military intel-

ligence service which largely runs the country]" wrote Air Marshal Malik, vice-chief of 

staff (no relation). 

Zia's foreword was short and to the point: "I... commend Brigadier Malik's book.., to 

both soldier and civilian alike. Jihad fit sabil Allah is not the exclusive domain of the pro-

fessional soldier, nor is it restricted to he application of military force alone.',dchxxii For-

mer Justice Minister of Pakistan Allah Bukhsh K. Brohi wrote the preface to the book. 

"The most glorious word in the vocabulary of Islam is jihad," he intoned.dcl' iii  The for-

mer Adocate-General of Pakistan gave a more than extensive definition of the casus belli 

that must provoke jihad: "when a believer sees that someone is trying to obstruct another 

believer from traveling on the road that leads to God, [the] spirit of jihad requires that 

such a man who is imposing obstacles should be prevented from doing so and the obsta-

cles placed by him should also be removed.'"" xiv The definition was exactly that given 

by Maududi and Sayyid Qutb: just about anything and anyone was liable to fall within 

the purview of the casus jihadi. This is the definition used by Osama bin Laden and the 

other jihadis: the very existence of the Other and the lowliness of Islam's stature in the 

world are the causes of jihad. Brohi continued: "defiance of God's authority by one who 
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is His slave exposes that slave to the risk of being held guilty of treason and such aone, in 

the perspective of Islamic law, is indeed to be treated as a short of that cancerous growth 

on [the] organism of humanity... It thus becomes necessary to remove the cancerous mal-

formation even if it be by surgical means (if it would not respond to the other treatment), 

in order to save the rest of humanity."dci"xv As a result, our Islamic jurist concluded, "the 

believers have no option, but in sheer self-defense, to wage a war against those who are 

threatening aggression," to make sure that the point was not missed, "[the Muslims'] role 

on earth is to communicate the same message of God and his practice (Sunnah) which 

they have inherited from their Prophet and if there be anyone who stifles their efforts and 

obstructs them from communicating the Message will be viewed as constituting member-

ship in darul Harb and liable to be dealt with as such.,,dctxxxvi 

This is a warrant for mass murder. Brigadier Malik supplied the theory, the Quranic con-

cept of war. The ISI and the Army of Pakistan, creators of the Taliban, the power behind 

the Kashmere jihad, patrons of Mollah Omar and protectors of Osama bin Laden, ab-

sorbed it 

The Brigadier, after a long scholastical retreading of Quranic and hadith quotations on 

the subject, lists the cases in which jihad will be invoked, and must be. They are so exten-

sive as to constitute an unlimited mandate, provided forms are respected. "[p]unitive, re-

taliatory and preventive purposes" as well as "unbearable and provocative manner" on 

the part of the enemy are casus belli, and "enter[ing] into armed hostilities in sympathy 

with their [Muslim] brethren living in another state," but of course "but only after scruti-

nizing each case or its own merit and not as a matter of general rule.mIclxxxvii Quranic rules 

"revolutionized warfare" and "conferred upon the Muslim armies a complete and total 

protection and immunity against all the psychological and moral attacks that the enemy 

could bring to bear upon them (...) [they] became immortal and invisib1e.91c1c1xxxi 

So, what is jihad? "Jihad is total strategy," the Brigadier answers. It is "the near-

equivalent of total or grand strategy... Jihad entails the comprehensive direction and ap-

plication of 'force.' Jihad is a continuous and never-ending struggle waged on all fronts 
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including political, economic, social, psychological, domestic, moral and spiritual to at-

tain the object of policy. It aims at attaining the overall mission assigned to the Islamic 

state, and military strategy is one of the means available to it to do so. It is waged at indi-

vidual as well as collective level; and at internal as well as external front.59c1c1xxx1x 

Having defined the function of jihad, Malik will now define the aim of jihad: 

"The Quranic military strategy thus enjoins us to prepare ourselves for war to the utmost 
in order to strike terror into the hearts of the enemies, known or hidden, while guarding 
ourselves from being terror-stricken by the enemy. In this strategy, guarding ourselves 
against terror is the 'Base,' preparation for war to the utmost is the 'Cause': while the 
striking terror into the hearts against the enemies is the 'Effect.' The whole philosophy 
revolves there (...) In war, our main object is the opponent's heart or soul, our main 
weapon of offense against this object is the strength of our own souls, and to launch such 
an attack, we have to keep terror away from our own hearts."" 

The phrase "Strike terror (into the hearts of) the enemies of Allah and your enemies" is a 

well-known verse form the Quran (8:60). Malik then waxes Sun Zi-like: "So spirited, 

zealous, complete and thorough should our preparation for war [be] that we should enter 

the 'war of muscles' having already won the 'war of will.' Only a strategy that aims at 

striking terror into the hearts of the enemies for the preparation stages can produce direct 

results... ,,clexci War is peace and peace is war, he insists, peacetime preparation for jihad is 

"vastly more important than the active war." Preparation 

"must be to the utmost, both in quality and in quantity. It must be a continuous and never-
ending process. Preparation should be at the plane of total strategy, that is, jihad and not 
the military instrument alone (...) The lesser the physical resourcesm the greater must be 
the stress and reliance on the spiritual dimensions of war. Terror struck into the hearts of 
the enemies is not only a means, it is the end in itself. Once a condition of terror into the 
opponents' heart is obtained, hardly anything is left to be achieved. It is the point at 
[which] the means and the end meet and merge. Terror is a means of imposing decision 
upon the enemy, it is the decision we wish to impose upon him.”cicxcii 

Brigadier Malik concludes, in pure Gnostic fashion, with a strong dose of Leninist volun-

tarism, or Nietzschean Wille zur Macht : 

"Terror cannot be struck into the hearts of an enemy by merely cutting its lines of com-
munication or depriving it of its route of withdrawal. It is basically related to the strength 
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or weakness of the human soul. It can be instilled only if the opponent's Faith is de-
stroyed. Psychological dislocation is temporary; spiritual dislocation is permanent. Psy-
chological dislocatin can be produced by a physical act but this does not hold good of the 
spiritua; dislocation. To instill terror into the heart of the enemy, it is essential... to dislo-
cate his faith. An invincible faith is immune to terror, A weak faith offers inroads to ter-

 

The mind of jihad has spoken. 

Conclusion 

Modern jihad erupted in full force with the Islamic Revolution in Iran in 1979 in both the 

Shiite and the Sunni world. It was a reflection, a result and a concentrate of all the main 

political pathologies of the twentieth century, led by the parade of the motley totalitarian 

ideologies, but transformed by its absorption into the Islamic cultural matrix. 

What a striking historical paradox this was: the world of Islam was falling behind the 

fast-paced progress made by the modern world and those areas of the world that had tak-

en up the challengesof modernity. This part of the world was falling behind not only be-

cause it did not invent modernity or did not espouse it, but actively rejected it. On the 

other hand, it avidly absorbed the dark shadow of modernity, its dark twin, its evil side: 

the totalitarian ideologies that sprung up as the corruption of modernity, Bolshevism, 

Fascism, Nazism, Post-Modernism. 
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Some parts of the world of Islam accepted at least components of modernity — Turkey in 

the first place, and others to lesser degrees — which all occurred in "hybrid" civilizational 

areas outside the Arab core of Islam. They accepted to borrow other, more constructive 

creations of the West. Those who did not went shopping in Europe for nihilism, the de-

structive hatred and the self-destructive passions that neo-Gnosticism had loosed upon 

the continent. 

The European totalitarian ideologies themselves an echo from older times, a secularized 

form of pseudo-religion; they were largely the violent spams that responded to the tor-

ments and dislocations of modernity. They were rooted in the medieval, millenarian, 

apocalyptical, eschatological insurgencies that wreaked havoc in Europe from the elev-

enth through the early sixteenth century. Just as the medieval sectarians had lived in a 

'second reality' of their own making, their messianic successors in modern Europe made 

class or race or state the divinized ordering point of their delusional world. Both the me-

dieval and the modern sectarians shed torrents of blood to bring about their version of 

perfection on earth. 

Likewise, modern jihad, which massively drew upon the modern sectarians, has its roots 

in traditional jihad, and has stirred the tidal messianic hopes of disoriented masses, their 

dislocated lives, their incensed ruminations, and is twice promising them the Gnostic Par-

adise, by erecting Allah's kingdom on earth, and in Paradise as martyrs. Modern jihad is 

the modern form of Mandism. It is Islamic in its cultural idiom, its form and content. 

There is no firewall between Mandism and mainstream Islam, since it is all "in the 

Book," in the Quran, in the vast hadith literature, in the fiqh, the jurisprudence derived 

from both, in the folktales and collective memory of Muslim peoples. 

Grafted onto a tribal social structure, in the sociology of society, in the structure of the 

religion, in the minds of its members — a toxic combination of jihad and totalitarianism 

appeared on the market, conveyed by numerous and complex contacts and cooperation 

between the European retailers and the Islamic purchasers. It was expressed in and sym-

bolized by the jihadis' worship of violence, their predilection for blood and their cult of 
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death: "We love death more than you love life": it was a society going terminal and turn-

ing into a form of nihilistic frenzy of destruction. 

This is the mind of jihad. This is the enemy we are facing in the great war declared upon 

us on September 11, 2001. This is his way of war. 

i Andrew G. Bostom, ed., The Legacy of Jihad: Islamic Holy War and the Fate of Non-Muslims (Amherst, 
New York: 2005), P.  28. 

This kind of dishonest "scholarship" has been thoroughly debunked by, La., David Cook as well as An-
drew Bostom, /oc.cit.Linguistic legerdemains based on the fact that jihad originally means "exertion" are 
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